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I
PREFACEI

This document contains the proceedings from the Defense Modeling and
Simulation Office (DMSO) Information/Data Base Task Group (I/DBTG) meetings
held at the Institute for Defense Analysis (IDA) during the week of February 14-
18, 1994. It also contains the notes from two previous DMSO 1/DB Task Group
meetings held March 4-5, 1993 and July 28-29, 1993 which were distributed to the
I/DB membership through surface and electronic mail.

The work described here was performed for the Defense Modeling and Simulation
Office as part of its initiative to strengthen the use of simulation and modeling
throughout DoD. RAND's participation in this effort was performed for the
Director, Defense Modeling and Simulation Office within the Applied Science and
Technology Program of RAND's National Defense Research Institute (NDRI), a
federally funded research and development center sponsored by the Office of the
Secretary of Defense and the Joint Staff.

This work should be of interest to those working in the areas of interoperability of
information systems, information resource management (IRM), data dictionary
systems, resource directories, data modeling and use of IDEF tools, complex data,
data verification, validation, and certification (VV&C), data quality, andassessment of data management technology.
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U
SUMMARYI

This document contains the proceedings from the Defense Modeling and
Simulation Office (DMSO) Information/Data Base (I/DB) Task Group meetings
held at the Institute for Defense Analysis (IDA) during the week of Febrdary 14-
18, 1994. It also contains the notes from two previous DMSO I/DB Task Group
meetings held March 4-5, 1993 and July 28-29, 1993 which were distributed to the
I/DB membership through surface and electronic mail.

The DMSO I/DB Task Group was formed in January 1992 from the Information
Technology and Data Base Technology working groups who met from August 1991
through December 1991 to perform technology assessments in support of the
DMSO Master Plan. The original task groups were mainly composed of
representatives from federally funded research and development centers
(FFRDCs). An earlier document, "Database Technology Activities and
Assessment for Defense Modeling and Simulation Office (DMSO) (August 1991 -
November 1992), RAND MR-130-ACQ, 1994, describes the activities from August
1991 - November 1992. This document describes the activities from November
1992 through February 1994.

The main and continuing purpose of the I1DB Task Group is to address issues
affecting the interoperability, sharing, and reuse of databases and models
throughout the Modeling and Simulation (M&S) community. The DoD Corporate
Information Management (CIM) initiative continues to address many of the data
related needs of the M&S community but not all. It is important for the M&S5 community to be aware of the data needs not being met by CIM and unlikely to be
met by commercial or other DoD means. These data needs should be addressed by
the M&S community. It is critical that the I/DB Task Group continue to monitor
CIM activities and help DMSO develop compatible M&S guidelines and procedures
whenever possible while pointing out possible incompatibilities with CIM.

The I/DB Task Group is currently co-chaired by Dr. Chien Huo from the
DISA/JIEO Center for Standards who is working with the DMSO to carry out
their data administration and standards program, and by Ms. Iris Kameny from
RAND who led the first Data Base Technology Working Group and has been
supporting DMSO since 1991 in their data related activities. Dr. Huo and Ms.
Kameny are working with CDR Gary Misch (DMSO) and with LTC Jerry
Wiedewitsch, the Deputy and Technical Director of DMSO.

The I/DB Task Group has grown from around a dozen members at its inception to
over 100 members today. It consists of people from the Services, Joint Staff, DoD
agencies, Intelligence Community, ARPA, NIST, NASA, OSD, FFRDCs, and
contractors working on government M&S programs. The I/DB Task Group meets
approximaLely every four months (except for a meeting in the fall of 1993 which
was replaced by the first MORS Mini-Symposium on Simulation Data). The I/DB
Task Group has created several Task Forces each of which has co-chairs who are
predominantly from the Services and the Joint Staff. The I/DB specific Task
Forces meet more frequently as needed.
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Because of its size, the I/DB Task Group has become more of an information
exchange forum for the data suppliers to the M&S community than an action
body. Members make requests for information mainly about data standards,
repositories, directories, data quality, complex data, etc. and the meeting agenda
is developed according to the expressed needs. In addition, I/DB members and
others are invited to brief about their M&S projects, database environments and
centers to support M&S, and non-M&S oriented databases and systems used by the
M&S community. This exchange has been very helpful in getting different
organizations to know each other and work together toward exchanging and
reusing databases rather than developing redundant databases. Over the past
year, the I/DB community has begun to function as a community of people coming
together to solve common problems.

Accomplishments of the I/DB include:

- Developing the M&S Information System at DTIC and the 11DB portion
on an internet gopher server at RAND

- Development of initial data models and standards for a Database
Directory and a Model and Simulation Directory (each can be used as a
"standard" core by different organizations enabling sharing of directory
information across the M&S community)

- Carrying out an initial pilot study of modeling complex derived data
using the Army TRAC weapon performance data (e.g., probability hit,
kill) and sharing the lessons learned with the community

- Development of a methodology to build subject area information data
models through reverse engineering, and training organizations in
carrying out these activities utilizing IDEF modeling techniques (the
Joint Data Base Elements project)

- Supporting DMSO in becoming the delegated Functional Data
Administrator (FDAd) for the M&S functional area

- Currently developing a Data Administration Strategic Plan (DASP)

- Being instrumental in getting CIM to address complex data and derived
data in their new Defense Information Repository System data model

To expedite work in data related support for M&S, the IDB Task Group has
started three Task Forces for accomplishing work in the areas of Complex Data,
Data Standards and Data Verification, Validation, and Certification (VV&C).
Each of these groups met for a day during the week of February 14-18. Specific
tasks being addressed are:

-Develop guidelines for data VV&C including definition of a certification
profile that will describe the quality of a dataset and create an audit trail
for derived and aggregated data

U
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- Develop a directory and guidelines and define responsibilities for
authoritative data sources and ways of identifying/specifying
authoritative sources. Define the roles of M&S data centers that receive
data from authoritative sources and prepare it for input to models

- Define and develop an M&S repository needed by DMSO to maintain
such objects as directories, data models, process models, datag standards, etc.

- Define and develop a taxonomy or index (e.g., keywords, phrases) to
support access to models, simulations, and databases for browsing andI reuse

- Develop a categorization of complex data types and a guideline as to how
to model and develop complex data standards that may require
extensions to the CIM data standardization process and the IDEFiX
methodology (where complex data includes derived data, rules, objects,
networks, images, voice, documents, etc.)

- Address the security threat resulting from the use of aggregation and
inference techniques applied to the large M&S data collections
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1. INTRODUCTION

* PURPOSE

The purpose of this document is to provide the proceedings of the February 14-18
Defense Modeling and Simulation Office (DMSO) Information/Data Base (I/DB)
Task Group meeting to members, to provide information to people who wish to
participate in the I/DB Task Group, and those with an interest in data activities
related to modeling and simulation.

BACKGROUND

In 1991 the Deputy Secretary of Defense instituted a major new initiative to
strengthen the application of modeling and simulation (M&S) in the DoD. Its
purpose is to promote the effective and efficient use of M&S in joint education,
training and military operations, research and development, test and evaluation,
analysis, and production and logistics by: (1) establishing OSD cognizance and
facilitating coordination among DoD M&S activities; (2) promoting the use of
interoperability standards and protocols where appropriate; and (3) stimulating
joint use, high return on M&S investment. Achievement of these goals requires
the development and implementation of a DoD M&S policy, establishment of a
DoD-wide management structure to coordinate joint M&S activities and
requirements, and the formulation and implementation of a long range M&S joint
investment strategy.

A DoD Executive Council for Modeling and Simulation (EXCIMS) consisting of
DoD Component representatives was established as a board to advise the
USD(A&T) on M&S policy, initiatives, M&S standards, and investments for
improving current M&S capability and promising M&S advanced technologies.
The Defense Modeling and Simulation Office (DMSO) was established to serve as
an executive secretariat for the EXCIMS and to provide a full-time focal point for
information concerning DoD M&S activities. The DMSO promulgates USD(A&T))
directed M&S policy, initiatives, and guidance to promote cooperation among DoD
Components to maximize M&S efficiency and effectiveness.

To carry out its functions and develop a master plan, the DMSO enlisted the help
of several Federally Funded Research and Development Centers (FFRDCs). A
number of functional and technology working groups were established to
determine the M&S needs and to evaluate the state-of-the-art with respect to those
needs. The functional groups are: education, training and military operations;
research and development; test and evaluation; analysis; and production and
logistics. The technical working groups are: experiments; architecture,
standards, and interoperability; methodology/applications; information;
networking; computers; software; graphics; databases; instrumentation;3 behavior; and environment.
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As a result of initial activities, the Information Technical Working Group (ITWG)
began to develop plans and design of a DMSO Information System to facilitate
coordination among DoD M&S activities. The Database Technology Working i
Group (DBTWG) identified three efforts found critical to M&S needs: need for
directories, dictionaries, encyclopedias, and repositories to support timely and
cost effective access to, acquisition of, and validation of external and derived I
databases; interoperability, data integrity and consistency across distributed
databases and simulations; and M&S community objective assessment of data
management products such as relational DBMSs. COL Jim Shiflett of DMSO, i
asked that a special task group be formed from the ITWG and the DBTWG to
address the DMSO Information System in coordination with the first DBTWG
identified need for directories, dictionaries, etc. The DMSO I/DB Task Group was i
formed in January 1992 from the Information Technology and Data Base
Technology working groups. The document "Database Technology Activities and
Assessment for Defense Mcdeling and Simulation Office (DMSO) (August 1991-
-November 1992), RAND MR-130-ACQ, 1994 describes I/1DB Task Group activities
from August 1991-November 1992. This document describes the activities
from November 1992 through February 1994. i

THE I/DB TASK GROUP

The I/DB Task Group is currently co-chaired by Dr. Chien Huo from the
DISA/JIEO Center for Standards who is working with the DMSO to carry out
their data administration and standards program, and by Ms. Iris Kameny from 1
RAND who led tb- first Data Base Technology Working Group and has been
supporting DMSC since 1991 in their data related activities. Dr. Huo and Ms.
Kameny work with CDR Gary Misch (DMSO) and with LTC Jerry Wiedewitsch, I
the Deputy and ",chnical Director of DMSO.

The 1/DB Task Group has grown from around a dozen members at its inception to
over 100 members today. It consists of people from the Services, Joint Staff, DoD
agencies, Intelligence Community, ARPA, NIST, NASA, OSD, FFRDCs, and
contractors working on government M&S programs. The I/DB Task Group meets
approximately every four months (except for a meeting in the fall of 1993 which
was replaced by the first MORS Mini-Symposium on Simulation Data). The 1/DB
Task Group has created several Task Forces each of which has two or more co-
chairs who are predominantly from the Services and the Joint Staff. The 1/DB
specific Task Forces meet more frequently as needed.

Because of its size, the I/DB Task Group has become more of an information i
exchange forum for the data suppliers to the M&S community than an action
body. Members make requests for information mainly about data standards,
repositories, directories, data quality, complex data, etc. and the meeting agenda
is developed according to the expressed needs. In addition, I/DB members and
others are invited to brief about their M&S projects, database environments and
centers to support M&S, and non-M&S oriented databases and systems used by the
M&S community. This exchange has been very helpful in getting different
organizations to know each other and work together toward exchanging and
reusing databases rather than developing redundant databases. Over the past
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year, the I/DB community has begun to function as a community of people comingI together to solve common problems.

OBJECTIVES OF THE I/DB TASK GROUP

I The broad objective of the DMSO I/DB Task Group is to support DMSO in
promoting the interoperability, sharing, and reuse of databases and models
throughout the Defense M&S community. To accomplish this goal requires data
and model administration policies, procedures, standards, and supporting tools
compatible with those of CIM and the Services. It also requires access to
information throughout the M&S community about what is happening as well as
information about the existence and availability of models and simulations and
the data they need. Of critical concern to the community is the quality of the
models and simulations as well as the data they use and generate.

Current Status In Meeting Objectives
The data administration objectives are being addressed through the recent
delegation of M&S functional area data administration responsibilities to DMSO.
DMSO is now the Functional Data Administrator (FDAd) for M&S and is
developing its first Data Administration Strategic Plan (DASP). More attention
will be paid by CIM to M&S data needs now that there is an acting M&S FDAd.

Complex Data. One reason this has been an important accomplishment is
because the M&S community through the I/DB has recognized the lack of
attention in the CIM community to data standards for scientific and technical
data. Much M&S data is not atomic single concept data addressed by the CIM
data standardization process (in accord with DoD 8320. 1-M-1) but is complexly
derived (e.g., probability hit, kill), or structurally complex (e.g., a road network,
an object-oriented engineering view of a weapon system), or multimedia data
(e.g., images, graphics, voice), or conceptually complex (e.g., rules, operation
orders) data. An I/DB task is to categorize complex data and develop better ways
to model and standardize it so it can be shared and reused within the M&S
community. Just recently, the I/DB has begun working with the CIM Defense
Information Repository System (DIRS) project which, at I/DB recommendation, is
including complex and derived data in its data model. This project is addressing
future needs of DoD and offers an opportunity to get M&S data standards needs
included in future DoD standards.

I Support for Data Standards. The Joint Data Element Interoperability (JDBF)
project sponsored by DMSO has developed a methodology (documented in L
Military Handbook) to build subject area information models through reverse
engineering of existing databases using IDEFiX tools. This is to be extended to
support the development of data standards. The JDBE project is available to M&S
data projects for IDEF training and help in developing their data models.

I M&S Repository. The I/DB also has a repository group that will be determining
the structure and functions required for an M&S reposit )ry to handle the
directories, data and process models, and data standards being developed by the
M&S community. Important questions about what should be maintained in the
repository include: Should the repository store and maintain sharable databases
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and simulation models after projects are completed and there is no other place to
maintain them? Should DMSO support the maintenance of repositories by
Services and other organizations rather than at DMSO? How should different I
repositories exchange information? Will the community need a directory system
of repositories and their wares? Of server systems and their services? Should the
M&S Information System act as a server frontend to users to handle their i
requests by searching other servers and repositories?

M&S Information System. The M&S Information System was developed to meet 3
the M&S community needs for access to information and it has become
operational over the past year. An I/DB portion of the system is maintained on an
internet gopher server at RAND.

Directories.. One of the original M&S community requests (from all of the
functional working groups) was for directories to M&S databases and models and
simulations. This is being addressed. Data models for both directories have been
developed and are undergoing community consensus with plans for speedy
implementation. These directories, various M&S data centers and M&S program
reuse libraries need a taxonomy or index (e.g., key words or phrases) to enable
access to the stored objects and information in a user friendly way for browsing
and reuse. Another I/DB group. is working on developing such a taxonomy which
will be available across the community.

Data Verificatzan, Validation & Certification. The M&S community has
established guidelines for verification, validation, and accreditation (VV&A) of
M&S. The I/DB community is in the process of developing guidelines for
verification, validation, and certification (VV&C) of data and will be working
closely with the VV&A Task Force. It will be defining a certification profile that I
will describe the quality of a database including the types of verification and
validation tests performed on the data. The profile would be available to all the
potential M&S users of the database. It will enable them to understand what data I
is contained in the database, its quality, and aid them in deciding if the quality is
sufficient for the task at hand. If the quality is insufficient, then the profile would
aid them in making cost/benefit decisions about achieving the data quality they i
desire.

CIM has recently become interested in promoting data quality within the DoD.
The main difference between their data quality program and this I/DB effort
appears to be that they are engaged in establishing data quality standards within
DoD while the I/DB is trying to develop a way to describe the quality of a database
independent of a quality standard. Some M&S databases (e.g., intelligence force
assessments, futures) are by their nature incomplete, of variable probability of
belief, etc.-this is the type of information (as well as other kinds of data) that will
be captured in the profile.

Authoritative Data Sources. Where the data btandards effort is dealing with the
creation and management of data about data (metadata) to enable data sharing, a
part of the VV&C task effort addresses the owners of the "real" data. They will be
developing a directory and guideline for authoritative sources of M&S data
including specifying what their responsibilities are to the rest of the M&S
community. Part of the task is to determine how authoritative sources will be l
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identified and selected. Another part of the task is to define the roles of the M&S
data centers that take data from sources and prepare it for input to a specific set of
models.

Database Security. An additional area of interest to the I/DB community is the
potential security threat resulting from the use of aggregation and inference
techniques applied to the large M&S data collections as well as interest in multi-
level security.

ORGANIZATION AND STRUCTURE OF THIS DOCUMENT

I This document contains the proceedings from the Defense Modeling and
Simulation Office (DMSO) Information/Data Base (I/DB) Task Group meetings
held at the Institute for Defense Analysis (IDA) during the week of February 14-
18, 1994. It also contains the notes from two previous DMSO I/DB Task Group
meetings held March 4-5, 1993 and July 28-29, 1993 which were distributed to theI/DB membership through surface and electronic mail.

Section 1 contains the table of contents. The agenda and list of attendees for
each meeting can be found in the Section reporting on that meeting. -

Section 2 contains the highlights of the I/DB Task Group meetings during
the week of February 14-18, 1994.

Section 3 contains notes for the main I/DB meeting held on February 16-17,
1994 which included an update on DMSO happenings, reports from* other
organizations, data administration, standardization and modeling
activities, progress on the database and M&S directories, and reports from
various M&S projects. The briefing charts from the I/DB meeting are in
Appendix A.

Section 4 contains notes for the Data W&C Task Force Meeting held on
February 14, 1994. The briefing charts from this meeting are in Appendix
B. "

Section 5 contains notes for the Data Standards Task Force Meeting held on
February 17, 1994. There were no briefing charts from this meeting.

Section 6 contains notes for the Complex Data Task Force Meeting held on
February 18, 1994. The briefing charts from this meeting are in AppendixC.

Appendix D contains the notes from the 5th I/DB Workshop, held March 4-
5, 1993 at IDA. These notes were previously distributed by surface mail and
electronic mail.

Appendix E contains the notes from the 6th I/DB Workshop, held July 28-
29, 1993 at IDA. These notes were previously distributed by surface mail
and electronic mail.
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Appendix F contains an acronym list.
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2. I/DB TASK GROUP MEETING HIGHUIGHTS

FEBRUARY 14-18,1994.

This I/DB meeting was different from the previous ones in that we had Task Force
meetings on the days before and after the I/DB. The highlights of the I/DB and the
new Task Force organizations are shown below.

I DMSO Deputy Director Jerry Wiedewitsch stressed the importance of data related
efforts to the DMSO goal of promoting the efficient and effective use of M&S at the
Joint and DoD levels. About 50% of DMSO funding goes to the support of
databases, tools and methodologies and support for these areas is expected to
continue at the same rate. He thanked the I/DB community for their enthusiasm,
effort and support.

Howard Haeker (Army/TRAC) has taken responsibility for DIS data standards
which will include applying data standards across data used in models and
PDUs.

Jeff Wolfe (JIEO/CIM) discussed the Defense Information Repository System
(DIRS) project which, if accepted, will be a single logical repository incorporating
products from the four activities of functional process improvement, data
administration, software reuse, and software engineering. An important point
for I/DB is that he has incorporated the concept of complex data into his core data
model and has asked for I/DB help in reviewing the data model including
additional specificity of complex data. (The I/DB community shared its views on
complex data with Wolfe last year.)

Mike Rybacki (Army Model and Simulation Management Office), on request,
brought Jim Glymph (Army data modeler) to clarify the Army position on data
standards with respect to how an M&S project could be responsive to AR25-9 and
DoD 8320. 1-M-1 simultaneously. There is still an open issue of missing guidance
from JIEO/CIM as to the process to be followed by an M&S project in submitting
data standards proposals for nomination to the DoD DDRS. Specifically, whether
this should be done through'the Component Data Administrator or through theM&S Functional Data Administrator.

Jack Teller (DMA) shared DMA's initial step in developing a spatial IDEFIX data
model with JIEO/CIM support and their future plans. This addresses a critical
I/DB recognized need for data standards for MC&G data and was on the Complex
Data Task Force list as a high priority pilot study. The Complex Data Task ForceI will continue to track this work in detail.

The I/DB community showed much interest in active review of the M&S directory
data model and IDA's prototype implementation plans since many need their own
M&S directories and want to build them from a common data model. The next
review meeting should be held shortly.U

I
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There was much positive feedback to Chien Huo and Iris Kameny from I/DB
members on the importance of the M&S project briefs. Knowing who is doing
what is leading to plans for data sharing and data exchange.

Duane Hufford (consultant for JIEO/CIM) presented a draft paper to the Complex
Data Task Force (CDTF) on complex data categorization and IDEFIX methods for i
data modeling of complex data. Members of the CDTF will be reviewing the paper

and getting comments back to the author and Hufford has agreed to be a member
of the complex data categorization task.

HIGHLIGHTS OF NEW TASK FORCE MEETINGS

Three new Task Forces held meetings during the week of the main I/DB meeting.
It was the second meeting for the Complex Data Task Force and the first meetings
for the Data Standards and VV&C Task Forces both of which resulted from the I
November 1993 MORS SIMDAT working group recommendations.

The Data Verification, Validation, and Certification Task Force organized two U
subgroups:

Guidelines for Data VV&C (co-chairs Bob Hartling (Navy) and Mark Ralston
(Army)): a major task will be to define a certification profile for a database that
will describe its data quality characteristics including verification and validation
methods used. The profile will be necessary for database certification.

Authoritative Data Sources and Data Centers (co-chairs Bill Dunn
(Army/AMSMO) and Mike Hopkins (CENTCOM)): will identify Component
authoritative M&S data sources, define their responsibilities to the M&S
community, and identify and define the roles of M&S data centers that get data
from authoritative sources and prepare data for input to models.

The Data Standards Task Force made specific assignments to several members
and identified several subgroups: Coordination of Standards Development, Peter
Valentine (Army/JDBE); Generic/Specific Data Models and Lessons Learned, Roy
Scrudder (Army/JDBE); Reuse Library Framework (RLF), Luci Haddad (Army
CCTT); Coordination of Data Standards Across and Within DoD, Luci Haddad
(Army CCTT); Data Model Interchange Standards, Jim Augins (consultant for I
Navy ARMOR); Repository subgroup led by Jim Augins (consultant to Navy
ARMOR) and Peter Valentine (Army/JDBE); and Database Security subgroup led
by Mike Rybacki (Army/AMSMO) and Twyla Courtot (MITRE).

The Complex Data Task Force identified three subgroups:
Categorization of Complex Data (co-chairs Len Seligman (Mitre) and Pete
Valentine (Army/JDBE)): will start with several recent categorization attempts
including those offered in Duane Hufford's paper and the DMA data modeling
effort and try to feed input back to Jeff Wolfe's DIRS project.

Pilot studies in Complex Data: UTSS, CCTT, CENTCOM, DIS (and keeping up
with DMA data modeling), Chien Huo will coordinate and JDBE will support. An

I
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Army/TRAC pilot study was done in August 1993 and reported on at the I/DB

* main meeting.

Taxonomy/Indexes (co-chairs Dan Hogg (JS/J8) and Iris Kameny (RAND)) (a
subject area that is needed by the Repository subgroup and the database and M&S
directories as well): task is to develop indexes to be used for accessing information
about models and simulations and databases in DMSO directories as well as in
reuse libraries. Will try to build off any available Component indexes. This is an
important subject for M&S projects such as CCTT and UTSS as well as non-M&S
efforts.

I FUTURE MEETINGS OF THE TASK FORCES/SUBGROUPS

March 22, 1994, Data VV&C Guidance Subgroup Meeting (at IDA Room 119).
Goals are: (1) finalized versions of the definitions for Data VV&C, (2) a proposal
for conducting joint Data VV&C, and (3) a compilation of tools and techniques for
ensuring/measuring data quality.

April 1, 1994, Data VV&C, Authoritative Data Sources and Data Center Subgroup
* .milestone: first cut to compile the Services and Joint Elements efforts to: (1)

provide agency names and responsibilities of the authorized (or perceived as
authorized) data sources as necessary according to mission functionality (e.g.,
terrain, weather), level of resolution (e.g., engagement, campaign, theater), and
customer/applications. What criteria constitute an authoritative source?; (2)
provide agency names and responsibilities of data centers along with the
customers and functionality they serve, (3).address sharing and reusing of data
between/among these data sources and centers, and (4) address responsibilities of
data customers.

April 6-7, Complex Data Categorization Subgroup meeting at IDA to get initial
consensus on complex data for input to Jeff Wolfe's DIRS data model.

April 19, 1994, VV&C Task Force Meeting at IDA (0800-01700)

April 20, 1994, Data Standards Task Force Meeting at IDA (0800-1700)

I
I
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3. I/DB TASK GROUP MEET]NG NOTES I

3.1 AGENDA I
WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 16 I

UPDATE ON DMSO HAPPENINGS

0800-0830 Welcome and DMSO Update Including FY94 New Project I
Starts: LTC Jerry Wiedewitsch

0830-0900 Overview on M&S Data Administration AchievementsiDr. Chien Huo I
0900-0920 Report from M&S Data W&C Task Group: Ms. Iris Kameny

0920-0940 Report from M&S Data Standards Task Group: Mr. Howard Haeker

0940-1000 Report from M&S Complex Data Task Group: Ms. Iris Kameny I
1030-1100 Report on DMSO Standards Infrastructure Team: Dr. Bill Flanigan

1000-1030 BREAK

REPORTS FROM OTHER ORGANIZATIONS

1100-1130 Report from MORS SIMDAT Mini-Symposium and DIS Data
Standardization: Mr. Howard Haeker

1130-1200 Update from TECNET Information System for the Test and

Evaluation Community- Mr. George Hurlburt

1200-1300 LUNCH

DATA ADMINISTRATION, STANDARDIZATION AND MODELING ACTIVITIES I
1300-1330 Update on DoD Data Model (including C2 Core Model): Mr. Phil Cykana

1330-1400 Defense Information Repository System (DIRS) Brief: Mr. Jeff Wolfe

1400-1430 JIEO Update on C2 Data Modeling: Mr. Stan Plummer I
1430-1500 Report on IDEF Users' Group Meetings and Issues: Mr. Peter Valentine

1500-1530 BREAK

1530-1600 CCTT Data Standardization and Reuse: Ms. Luci Haddad I
I
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I
1600-1630 Report on TADS Weapon Performance Data Modeling:Ms. Iris Kameny

I 1630-1700 Army Modeling and Simulation Management Office
Discussion on Data Standards: Mr. Mike Rybacki/Mr. Jim Glymph

THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 17

* PROGRESS ON DIRECTORIES

0800-0845 Data Model for M&S Directory: Mr. Roy Scrudder

0845-00 Security CONOPS for Intelligence Community Catalog: Dr. John Griffiths

0900-0930 Discussion of Next Steps for Database Directory and Model and
Simulation Directory Implementation: Dr. Mike Frame

PROJECT REPORTS

0930-1000 JMASS Briefing: Capt Bill Cashman

1000-1030 BREAK

1030-1100 Update on Universal Threat Simulator System (UTSS)
Project: Mr. Mike Sarkovitz

1100-1130 Update on Naval Warfare Tactical Data Base: LCDR John Letaw

1130-1200 DoD Project on Spatial Data Standardization: Dr. Jack Teller

1200-1300 LUNCH

1300-1330 AF Studies and Analysis Power Projection Data Base Project:
Mr. Stephen Boyd

1330-1400 Joint Data Base Elements Project: Mr. Steve Matsuura

1400-1430 Equipment Characteristics of Data Bases (CCTT): Mr. Rob Wright

1430-1500 Update on CENTCOM Conventional Database Project: Mr. Mike Hopkins

1 1500-1530 BREAK

1530-1600 Experiences in Using Project 2851 Data: Dr. Jed Marti

1600-1630 Navy ARMOR Project: Mr. Mike Dabose

_ 1630-1700 Wrap-up: Dr. Chien Huo/Ms. Iris Kameny
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3.3 UPDATE OF DMSO HAPPENINGS

LTC Jerry Wiedewitsch, Deputy and Technical Director of DMSO. Welcome and
DM5O Update
LTC Wiedewitsch discussed the four objectives of the EXCIMS investment
strategy for achieving the goal of promoting the efficient and effective use of M&S
at the Joint and DoD levels. The goals are to: (1) promulgate standards to promote
interoperability of the components of the M&S environment; (2) support
development of databases, tools, and methodologies for community-wide use; (3)
promote development of a communications infrastructure to support integration
of Joint M&S activities; and (4) facilitate community-wide coordination and
information sharing. The M&S infrastructure, as the foundation which will
enable and support meeting the DoD objectives, is composed of four categories:
policy and management, common structural definitions, common-use assets,
and community-wide services.

Jerry stressed the importance of data related efforts to the DMSO goal of promoting
the efficient and effective use of M&S at the Joint and DoD levels, as shown by the
FY94 Focused Call in the M&S Common System Support area. About 50% of DMSO
funding has gone to the support of databases, tools and methodologies and support
for these areas is expected to continue at the same rate. Jerry thanked the I/DB
community for their enthusiasm, effort and support.

I Some important happenings in DMSO since the last I/DB meeting in July
included: (1) DoDD 5000.59, Subject: Modeling and Simulation Management was
signed January 4, 1994 and is available through the M&S Information System; (2)
DMSO has been delegated the responsibility of the Functional Data Administrator
for Modeling and Simulation, and the key responsibility rests with Dr. Chien Huo
(supporting DMSO through DISA/JIEO/CFS); and (3) issuing of funds for the FY
94 projects has been put on hold temporarily awaiting DMSO investment guidance
from the EXCIMS. Dr. Anita Jones has said that DMSO has spent two years
developing consensus and standards by encouraging community "buy-in" and it is
now time to support the broader DoD concerns of readiness, infrastructure and
quality/value added. Dr. Deutsch has given authority to force conformance on
M&S data standards but the DMSO community is working hard on voluntary
concurrence.

There are four DMSO long term objectives: (1) seamlessly link live, constructive
and virtual simulations on demand to support operational readiness of forces, (2)
apply M&S more broadly and with increased validity throughout DoD, (3) Provide
authoritative representations with appropriate scalability, fidelity and
granularity, and (4) enable interoperability of M&S supporting technologies.
Jerry went into some detail on objective #3, which directly affects the I/DB
community activities. The considerations for FY95 investment will be to: orient
on M&S objectives, verify infrastructure elements, use infrastructure as a
foundation, focus on larger DoD concerns, and ensure compliance with DoDD
5000.59. This call will be different from the previous ones, the schedule is not yet
determined, but DMSO will try to get it out by the March-April timeframe.
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The community has done well at bringing weapons systems into the simulations
but we now have to simulate at the people/person level (e.g., dismounted
combatants, special operations forces, etc.). We need to address the level of fidelity I
needed with respect to requirements, doctrine, techniques and look at how we can
push the system technology to the individual warrior level. We need to be able to
rapidly generate terrain databases, and natural asset databases. We need pilot I
programs in the complex data area.

Dr. Chien Huo: Report on M&S Data Administration Achievements
We have finally been successful in getting DDR&E to delegate responsibility to
DMSO to act as the Functional Data Administrator (FDAd) for Modeling and
Simulation. Dr. Chien will be carrying out this role and asks for support and
cooperation from the I/DB community. He plans to use the I/DB group to populate
task forces to address particular issues and problems, and to be responsive to the
DMSO focus calls.

The main data administration objectives are to promote the efficiency, validity and
interoperabilihy of M&S development and to address the longer term DMSO
objective of providing authoritative representations, with appropriate scalability,
fidelity, and granularity. The key issues are in the areas of: data standardization;
data sharing, reuse and access; data verification, validation, and certification
(VV&C); life cycle management of data; and data security. Identified M&S
community needs/efforts are: complex data standards; M&S repository; Database
and M&S Directories; data VV&C; M&S taxonomy (for data/software reuse);
community use tool development; data security; and nomenclature and symbology I
standards. The five main responsibilities of the M&S FDAd are to (1) implement a
M&S data administration infrastructure and to establish community consensus
on policies, procedures and standards; (2) address complex data standardization; I
(3) establish an M&S repository and develop an M&S taxonomy, Database
Directory, and M&S Directory; (4) identify and promulgate data administration
methodology and tools; and (5) facilitate interchange of information and lessons
learned. Dr. Huo reviewed current project activities and efforts and discussed
ongoing DMSO supported data related projects many of which were reported on
later in the I/DB program.

Ms. Iris Kameny: Report from the VV&C Task Force
Ms. Kameny reported on the results of the MORS SIMDAT Data VV&C Working
Group November 16-18, 1993 and on the first meeting of the VV&C Task Force,
February 14th. The MORS Data VV&C working group had over 40 participants,
10 papers were presented, and long term goals of data VV&C and issues were
discussed. There were seven findings: (1) need for a VV&C group to address
area; (2) need for policy, procedures, and guidelines for data VV&C; (3) need
concise definition of terms; (4) VV&C needs to be addressed with strong
interaction between analysis needs, model and data; (5) need to collect VV&C cost
and cost benefit data; (6) there are automation tools to help with VV&C; and (7)
data VV&C needs to deal with two types of databases, generic (e.g., DMA, DIA)
and M&S supportive (TADS, CENTCOM CFDB). The seven findings were
combined into three recommendations: (1) DMSO pursue establishment of an
effort to further address these issues; (2) need for DoD to develop policy,
procedures and guidelines for data VV&C management processes applied to data i
sources and data centers to enhance affordability, efficiency, and data
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consistency; and (3) define Data VV&C terms and promulgate to MORS
community. The first recommendation was carried out by DMSO's establishment
of the Data VV&C Task Force that will be addressing recommendations 2 and 3.
The first meeting of the VV&C TF on February 14, 1993 continued the issue
discussion particularly of a certification profile describing the quality of a dataset
and definitions for the terms "verification," "validation" and "certification." Two
subgroups were formed: Guidelines for Data VV&C (co-chairs Bob HaAling
(Navy) and Mark Ralston (Army)), and Authoritative Data Sources and Data
Centers (co-chairs Bill Dunn (Army/AMSMO) and Mike Hopkins (CENTCOM)).
The report of the first VV&C Task Force meeting is given in Section 4 of thisreport.

Mr. Howard Haeker. Report from M&S Data Standards Task Force
Mr. Haeker gave this report for Ms. Twyla Courtot who led the MORS SIMDAT
Data Standards Working Group and the DMSO Data Standards Task Force which
met for the first time on February 15, 1994. The overarching issues from the
MORS SIMDAT meeting were: life cycle of standards, standards' enforcement,
and information about standards. Standards begin with a need, they continuie by
people conforming and using them, and they get extended by usage/products that
add value to the standard which over time results in extension to the standard.
The point is that standards should be regarded as extensible and evolutionary,
changing over time. Before CIM, there was no strict enforcement of standards
rather the use was incentivized by cost savings through interoperability and
reuse. rhere is a question whether this can work or if strict enforcement may be
needed. More information is needed by the M&S community about: what
standards are being developed, de facto and official; the availability of tools,
products and methods supporting various standards; and the M&S community
needs and priorities for standards. The MORS SIMDAT working group
recommendation was that a standards group be formed and this recommendation
was carried out by formation of the DMSO Data Standards Task Force.

The Data Standards Task Force made specific assignments to several members
and identified a repository subgroup: Coordination of Standards Development,
Peter Valentine (Army/JDBE); Generic/Specific Data Models and Lessons
Learned, Roy Scrudder (Army/JDBE); Reuse Library Framework (RLF), Luci
Haddad (Army CCTT); Coordination of Data Standards Across and Within DoD,
Luci Haddad (Army CCTT); Data Model Interchange Standards, Jim Augins
(consultant for Navy ARMOR); Repository subgroup led by Jim Augins
(consultant to Navy ARMOR); and Database security subgroup led by Mike
Rybacki (Army/AMSMO) and Twyla Courtot (MITRE).

Ms. Iris Kameny- Report from the M&S Complex Data Task Force
Ms. Kameny reported on the results of the MORS SIMDAT Complex Data
Working Group November 16-18, 1993 (led by Mr. Roy Reiss) and on the first
meeting of the Complex Data Ta~sk Force, October 28, 1993 (led by Ms. Iris
Kameny). Activities having to do with complex data include:

May 1993: meeting at AMSMO
August 1993: pilot study TRAC weapon performance data model
October 1993: first meeting of Complex Data Task Force
November 1993: MORS working group on Complex Data
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February 1993: second meeting of Complex Data Task Force H
The definition of "complex data' from the MORS Complex Data WG: "complex
data is data which contains inherent embedded information."

The long term goals of the Complex Data Task Force (CDTF), are to categorize
complex data types, and to develop a guideline to data modeling and
standardization of complex data types for the M&S community. In the near term,
several activities are being conducted: (1) a subgroup was fbrmed to address
categorization of complex data co-chaired by Len Seligman (Mitre) and Pete
Valentine (Army/JDBE)); (2) a subgroup to deal with pilot studies in complex data
was formed of representatives from UTSS, CCTT, CENTCOM, DIS, and DMA
efforts with Chien Huo coordinating and JDBE supporting; (3) a subgroup was
formed to look at taxonomy/index issues co-chaired by Dan Hogg (JS/J8) and Iris
Kameny (RAND)); and (4) coordination with CIM is ongoing with the
participation of several CIM people.

Dr. Bill Flanagan: Report on DMSO Standards Infrastructure Team
In the spring of 1993, COL Ed Fitzsimmons, Director of DMSO, chartered ten
Infrastructure Task Force (ITF) teams (in addition to the I/DB): architecture,
behavioral representation (automated forces), C31 M&S interfaces, DIS testbeds,
information clearing house for M&S, instrumentation, networks, security,
standards, and VV&A. ITF missions were to: identify unaddressed
infrastructure needs that cut across the M&S community; identify shortfalls and
opportunities; and recommend products/ processes/proposals to meet the
shortfalls.

Bill Flanigan (DISA/JIEO/CFS) and Mary Hammond (IDA) are co-leaders of the
Standards Infrastructure Task Force Team (SIT). The SIT vision taken from
DoDD 5000.59 is "To facilitate the identification, establishment, acceptance, and
implementation of standards, protocols, and other appropriate mechanisms to
promote efficient and effective interoperability, open systems, and the reusability
of hardware, software, and data for applications of M&S. These standards,
protocols, and other mechanisms will be consistent with and build upon current
national, federal, DoD-wide, and, where practical, international standards." The
SIT purpose is to provide: (1) a focal point for guidance/leadership for standards to
DMSO and the broader M&S community; (2) build consensus and pro-actively
foster cost reduction through defense conversion and dual use, migration to
vendor-neutral open systems, and promotion of cultural change to DIS and
related environments; (3) publish periodic assessments and studies; and (4) evolve
a "national planner's" point of view from a "city planner's" point of view. The SIT
membership is extensive, consisting of representatives from defense agencies,
other federal departments, FFRDCs, intelligence agencies, joint staff,
manufacturing associations, medical community, NASA. etc.

Issues and shortfalls (more fully described in SIT Report 01-94 available through
the M&S Information System) includes: lack of availability of standard processes
and models for "complex" data and "objects"; lack of software reuse and repository
access; uncoordinated standards development/use within and between DoD and
federal components; most M&S documentation is nonstandard/informal/non-
existent; existing standards lag behind time frame needs of M&S community; and

[I
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proliferation of nonstandard/non-interoperable M&S information systems across
DoD and federal components.

The Standards Infrastructure Task Force Team (SIT) recommendations to DMSO
include: investigate lower-cost alternatives to standardizing M&S data
types/models; identify/reduce/eliminate non-standard, redundant data/object
activities; formally adopt a standards' framework (suggested DoD Technical
Architecture Framework for Information Management (TAFIM)); ensure DoD
interests are represented in all appropriate nongovernment standards bodies;
provide automated, expert system to generate hardware and software
standards/standardization profiles for program managers; and counter
heterogeneous information system proliferation by promoting seamless
interoperability. Latest version of the TAFIM is dated 22 June 1993 and is
available through the Defense Technical Information Center (DTIC). For now, if
anyone needs a standards profile, Flanagan said the DISA/JIEO/CFS has one
available. He stressed that we need a way to automate standardization, a way to
"COTS" your requirements, possibly an interactive question and answer process.

The SIT visionary, high level road map for M&S is being reviewed now. A review
of standards activities and issues involving DMSO projects funded in FY94 is also
being done, and SIT is furnishing standards language for DMSO's FY 1994-1995
infrastructure RFPs.

Twyla Courtot (MITRE) is a member of the SIT and can report I/DB activities to
the SIT and report back to the I/DB about SIT activities.

Questions and Answers:
There seems to be two VV&A groups, the M&S VV&A WG and the Infrastructure
VV&A Team.

For investigating lower-cost alternatives to standards for M&S data types, it was
suggested that the SIT come to the data source people within the I/DB.

A question was asked about what the SIT wanted to get from the I/DB (a wall or a
city)? (I wasn't clear on the answer) It seemed to have something to do with things
that were not in the Component's rice bowls.

Flanagan said the SIT will have two tiers of members: core members and subject
matter experts that will be invited to participant on an as-needed basis.

U.4 REPORTS FROM OYTHER ORGANIZATIONS

Mr. Howard Haeker- Report from MORS SIDAT Mini-Symposium and DIS
Data Standardization
The MORS SIMDAT Mini-Symposium (November 16-18, 1993) was chaired by
Michael Bauman (TRAC) and the technical program chair was Howard Haeker
(TRAC). There were 178 attendees, 109 were government and 69 were from
industry and academia. Plenary speakers were: Mr. Walter Hollis (DUSA(OR)),
Ms. Belkis Leong-Hong (CIM, DISA), LTC Jerry Wiedewitsch (DMSO), and Mr.
Ed Fitzsimmons, Office of Science and Technology. There were six working

I
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groups: VV&C, Tools and Techniques, Complex Data, Standards, Research, and
Data Suppliers as well as a Synthesis Group.

Overarching issues from the Synthesis Group were mainly in the areas of
standards and VV&C, with recommendations to form new groups in both areas
and questions as to who pays for activities in both of these areas, and how do we I
keep up with what is going on? how do we or should we define data? how do we
'tag' data to indicate quality, meaning, source, etc.? Other recommendations:
develop a data source catalog that identifies "subject matter experts"; develop a I
standard taxonomy for categorization of data; develop standard nomenclature for
forces and equipment; respond to increased need for accurate and accessible
unclassified data; support a M&S bulletin board for information sharing; I
prioritize standardization efforts using importance/priority of individual modelsand simulations as a guide.

DIS Data Standards: The vision is of synthetic theaters of operations shared and i
simultaneously operated on by the Army, sister Services, and the defense
community. The M&S standards foundation consists of: data element standards,
communication standards, standard services (e.g., data centers), physical and
algorithm standards, all form basis for different M&S which are then linked to
form DIS. DIS data standards will allow for more efficiency and stronger V&V
but there are concerns with standards having a life cycle-standards may be
based on past practices, use may institutionalize out-dated processes and may
stifle creativity that would lead to improved results. In spite of this, standards are
the foundation for common capabilities and interoperability in DIS. A library of
standard items such as terrain, nomenclatures, icons, approved data,
algorithms, and subroutines are critical to all phases of warfare, VV&A,
computer generated forces, accurate terrain and environmental effects, etc.

Overview of data standards includes efforts in areas of: (1) dictionary/directory
(AR 25-9, DoDD 8320, DDRS); (2) interoperability standards (IEEE 1278 PDU
standards, NATO STANAG 4482); (3) common nomenclature (long names, short
names, US, DIA, TRAC/AMSAA/STRICOM); (4) expanded DBMS for data
providers (atmospheric aerosols and optics at Battlefield Environmental
Directorate (BED), global electro-optical environmental matrix, weather library at
BED, AMSAA); (5) center data systems (OASIS, J-MASS, UTSS, Extended Air
Defense Test Bed, MIIDS, CFDB/MSDS, TADS); (6) information sharing
(MOSAIC Army, CCTT data library, TWSTIAC, DMSO); and (7) education (DIS,MORS, AUSA, I/DB).

Mr. George Hurlburt. Update from TECNET Information System for the Test and
Evaluation Community
TECNET has had a ten year evolution. The key 1993 research initiatives are:
database evolution, query/search capability, and attention to a multi-level secure
system. George went through the evolution of TECNET from 1983-1993 ending
with the current configuration of an unclassified TECNET on a Sun 670 serving
users over the DDN/INTERNET and direct dial-in, and a secret system high
TECNET on a Sun SPARC-10 system connected through DSNET and also
servicing STU III dial-in users. He went over TECNET management showing the
makeup of the TECNET steering committee. The 1993 nearterm developments
include cursor driven database access, combined Test and Evaluation resource

ill I • • [ H i i k i
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databases, improved repository and enhanced facsimile. Work in progress
includes hypersearch, gopher/WAIS/World-Wide-Web and windows interface.
Longer term developments include groupware and PC based mail interface.

The TECNET databases that have data elements standardized into a common data
dictionary controlled by the Range Commanders' Council are: ARRIIPS,
TESTFACS, T&E Assets, Range Schedules, OTECC, LRPS, and MSTIRC.
TECNET is developing an integrated database called the Joint Test Asset Database
(JTAD) through rapid prototyping. This will be based on data elements from
ATRIS, TESTFACS, and Test and Evaluation Assets databases. During 1992 -1993
they were developing an IDEFIX data model for data elements from the common
data dictionary. They were also using IDEFO during 1993 to develop a process
model of how the JTAD group of data managers and users will function utilizing
JTAD data. They will then do a functional mockup based on the IDEFO and
IDEFiX models to arrive at a technical specification for the JTAD by 1994 and use
that to arrive at a full scale networked relational database JTAD by 1995.

George showed the Test Resource relationships of DMSO M&S to environmental
impact data, reliance data, and threats and threat simulations and those
relationships to the Test Resource Description which also gets data from Resource
Utilization, Financial Tracking and Execution, and Resource Investment and
Execution databases. He also showed the planned TECNET secure information
base that will consist of EVADE (ECM database), TIDES (threat and threat
simulations), and a Common TECNET Interface containing a hierarchical
keyword search for access to the various collections. TIDES will contain threat
data and models and simulations from EWIR, NERF, NID, Constant Webb,
TEARS and INNET, and TECNET wants to add data from AJTSH, STARS, EPL
and the DIA Handbook. It will reside under Oracle on a Sun SPARC 10.

Currently, TECNET I-CASE tools consist of IDEFO and IDEFIX, and relational
DBMSs (e.g., Oracle) accessed through SQL containing data or pointing to data in
JTAD, TIDES, TEXIS, etc. They are thinking of using an Object-Oriented DBMS
to manage complex data including M&S, visuals, and raw data. Also TECNET
uses the internet (gopher, WAIS, WWW) for handling/accessing textual data
such as reports and abstracts. In the future they are anticipating a subject
matter knowledge base supported by "drones" who would search tightly coupled
relational databases, complex data and textual data.

The TECNET vision for MLS is to systematically migrate existing TECNET
resources to create a standards compliant, multi-level secure communications
and processing capability which links DoD test and evaluation entities to a shared
but controlled user community information resource. They are working with
NSA to accomplish this. They will be performing TECNET secure experiments
with a 1996 objective of supporting email, file transfer, news, bulletin board and
databases over multi-level systems through DSNET.

I Included in the appendix is a short paper titled "TECNET: Evolution, Capability
and Research and Development Initiatives" and a copy of the TECNET newsletter
"TecNet Inform" that describes the new TECNET menu system.

I
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3.5 DATA ADMIN, STANDARDIZATION, AND MODELING ACTIVITIES

Mr. Phil Cykana.- Update on DoD Strategic Data Model
The DoD strategic data model represents the view of senior officials within the
DoD about what is important to the DoD. Its purpose is to provide a standard
framework, single data model, single starting point, single data architecture, for I
identifying improvement opportunities; anticipating impact of management,
process, and technology; and to provide initial set of prime words to use in data
standardization. It was released for comment 22 March 1993. As of September
1993, there were many responses (157) mainly to add entities, change
relationships and change definitions. They held working sessions with C2, DMA,
Acquisition, and CALS. An outcome was to develop the C2 core model from the
battlefield generic hub model developed for NATO and integrate it with the DoD
strategic data model. The DoD strategic data model is relatively stable and is a
mechanism supporting Enterprise, mission and functional area integration. The
DoD Data Model will be a collection of integrated functional area and component
data models developed in accord with the DoD 8320.1 series.

At their integration/reconciliation sessions they made observations about the I
differences in "information about" vs "content of" and the differences in strategic
data model vs functional area data model vs model for data element
standardization. Cykana showed a picture of the original model before changes I
and then the proposed update which included changing "land" to "real estate" and
adding "action" from the C2 core model. The model will be extended to include
enumerated domains. He showed several examples of using the DoD Strategic I
Data Model to show a functional area view. In discussing the functional view of a
document he discussed distinguishing document content from the information
about a document and information about the structured content of a document.

Cykana said that when we see Duane Hufford's models, they will be at the entity
level and not the instance level. He is interested in recommendations and
comments about entities vs instance data, and meta data vs data. This addresses
the concept that one person's entities may be another person's instances. For
example at high resolution, an entity may be a specific type of tank (e.g., MiA1)
with instances being individual tanks while at lower resolution the entity may be
a generic tank and the instances specific types of tanks.

Question: as to how the I/DB members can get hold of the latest DoD Strategic
Data Model documents. Answer: through DTIC, phone 1-800-225-3842. Ask for
the DoD Enterprise Model (which is updated every six months).

Mr. JeffWolfe: Defense Information Repository System (DIRS)
Key concepts for the DIRS project is (1) single logical repository, (2) common meta
model (core data model for Information Management(IM) and standard data
elements for IM community); (3) information assets are related, managed and
controlled; and (4) addresses migration strategy. Purpose of the DIRS project is to
develop the requirements for a DoD information repository to serve four major
,activities: Functional Process Improvement (FPI), Data Administration (DA),
Software Reuse (SR), and Software Engineering (SE) all of which require policies,
procedures, repository, and standards and need program interoperability and
data sharing as well as support for process improvement. I
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Many organizations are participating in the DIRS Project including the four CIM
activities, DISA, DoD Components and NIST and there are many areas of
expertise that have contributed including M&S with its complex data
requirement. They did a number of as-is studies including the Interim IDEF
repository, DDRS, Automated Resource Management System, DSRS, and others
and even reverse engineered existing repositories to get data items. The DIRS
requirements analysis consists of an as-is analysis producing process and data
models, a to-be analysis to define the repository meta model and a requirements
definition to get a repository functional description

The to-be analysis has produced a fully attributed meta model that supports a data
administration view of logical, internal and external data models. Wolfe showed
us a viewgraph of the to-be data model containing example categories of the
information assets (e.g., functional-activity-model, conceptual-data-model, data-
entity) and a model of the management information assets (e.g., security-
classification, authoritative-document, functional-area).

I Wolfe said that naming should fall out of the model without needing to specify any
of the conventions put forth by CIM (note: I/DB may want to explore this further).
He estimates that there are close to 200 entities they will want to control and
manage, of which about 22-23 are information assets. For each asset they will
want to maintain a history, life cycle, facets (taxonomy, search key), etc. They
will be entering their data model into the CIM data approval process. In the
technical analysis phase, they did a COTS study of repository tools (I/DB would
like to get a copy of this report). They also did a technical assessment of
implementation alternatives for the repository such as distributed vs centralized
vs client-server and costed these out.

Question as to when the repository will be available. They are in the requirements
phase, are doing a functional description and meta model and are comparing
performance requirements to FIPS 156 for flexibility, extensibility and vendor
independence. They want NIST to review their requirements analysis in light of
the standards community.

Question about others reviewing their metamodel: they will try to get a copy to
Chien Huo and he will make it available to the I/DB community. One can also get
training material from Stan Plummer.

Mr. Stan Plummer. JIEO Update on C2 Data Modeling
The C2 Functional Data Administrator's mission is to achieve a fully
interoperable C2 environment through an effective data standards program,
develop data standards and data models for C2 projects, and to develop C2 FDAd
policies and procedures, and planning, analysis, modeling, configuration
management, storage, retrieval, validation and documentation of data. Under
MCEB guidance: In July 1993 they published the C2 core data model and
developed C2 Interim Data Elements; and in January 1994 established the Global
Command and Control System (GCCS) as the conceptual migration system for
theater level C2; and established data standards and common operating
environment (COE) as key to integration. In support of GCCS they have produced
IDEF1X data models for C2 Core, fire support, joint air operations, and SOCOM;
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and JUDI data elements as common "interlingua" for Component systems.
Products available to the C2 community are: C2 core data model and extensions
and C2 portion of DoD data element standards "starter set". This consists of 1300 $
interim data elements that haven't been approved: 200 belong to JUDI, and the
rest are previous data elements from JOPES and the Army. No later than March
1, they will submit C2 core data model entities/prime words and developmental
and candidate DEs to result in standard data elements (SDEs). By Feb. 16 had
submitted 109 entities and had 8 approved prime words, and submitted 297 data
elements and had 5 approved and 8 as candidates. It is taking about 3 weeks from
submitting the proposal to CIM until CIM enters these as candidate DEs and then
a month longer to be approved as SDEs. There is no proposal package yet for the
1300 starter set. They are improving the way they prepare proposal packages for
submission. The DISA guidance has been to submit the proposal package and
then proceed with development keeping track of changes to the DEs as they are
accepted/rejected by DISA. The proposal package for the fire support model will
be submitted by April 1994, the SOCOM package by 3rd quarter FY94, and fully
attributed model for joint air operations in FY94. In Dec 93 they loaded the joint
air operations model into the Interim IDEF model repository, and in Jan 94
submitted the C2 core data model to the repository.

Peter Valentine: Report on IDEF Users' Group Meetings and Issues
The Last IDEFIX meeting was held in Salt Lake City November 1993. The IDEF I
FIPS were published December 21, 1993: FIPS PUB 183 - IDEFO Process
Modeling, and FIPS PUB 184 - IDEF1X Information Modeling. The draft IDL for
IDEFO was completed and the meta-model sub-group was closed.

A new IEEE IDEFIX Working Group 1320.2 was formed mainly with industry
members committed to updating products. Some issues to be addressed include: Imeta-model; relationship of IDEFIX to Zachman Framework and other

frameworks; extensions to IDEF1X language: object identity and object
orientation, "fixes" to language peculiarities, expanding domains to abstract datai
typing, DBMS independent language for expressing complex rules and methods;
and use of SML as Interchange Language. SML is being used by many vendor
tools. Bruce Rosen suggested use of ASN. 1 (abstract syntax notation. 1) but
vendors felt they had an investment in SML and didn't want to change. The next
IEEE IDEFIX WG 1320.2 will be held in Seattle March 3-5 and Pete will be
attending. The items to be discussed include: change management,
formalization, extensions, meta-model, and user manual. They will also be
looking at a certification test for IDEFIX tools, deadline is September 1994.

Luci Haddad. CCTT Data Standardization and Reuse i
They have taken the four DISA/CIM initiatives (Functional Process
Improvement, Data Administration, Software Reuse, and Software Engineering)
and tried to implement them at the Army Component level. Three of the CCTT
systems use data from other sources that had different nomenclatures so they
have used TRAC (Howard Haeker's) standard nomenclature. They have
narrowed the scope of the data model to the M 1A1 tank and will just provide the
developers' data requirements using the TRAC data model. When they develop
data models and standards, they first search for occurrence in an authoritative
source (e.g, DDRS, ADDS).

I
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Luci commented on their previous approach to data standardization which was
based on Army Regulation 25-9. It consisted of researching data, modeling and
developing data elements, submitting data elements to the PM-CATT data
administrator, submitting PM-CATT approved data elements via batch to the
ADD, and tracking data elements through final approval. The problem is the
directive to use DoDD 8320.1-M-1 rather than AR 25-9. There are differences
between them in data element naming conventions and in the metadata used to
describe the data elements. In July 1993, Erwin Atzinger's memo to use ADD
standards was modified to say that the Army was migrating to DoDD 8320. 1-M-1,
and on 4 Jan 94, DoDD 5000.59, DoD M&S Management required that data and
data administration for DoD M&S applications conform to policies and procedures
specified in DoDD 8320.1. CCTT intends to follow DoDD 8320.1.

In the research world thiey have found an effort called the domain analysis study
of software systems and have been talking to UNISYS about their STARS initiative
for reuse in a domain specific area. They would use IDEFO to model the software
process. They are researching this approach now and are looking at domain
analysis tools. One reuse problem with M&S data is that often when you acquire
outside source data for M&S, there is a need to convert it in some way using
algorithms. These algorithms really need to be stored and reused with the data.

Ms. Iris Kameny- Report on TADS Weapon Performance Data Modeling
Objectives of the pilot study: (1) to produce a data model of five weapon
performance areas: target acquisition, direct fire, artillery, mines, and weather;
(2) produce a naming scheme for entities and data elements to be integrable with
the CIM Enterprise and C2 Core data models; (3) develop 8320.1-M-1 descriptions
of the data elements; and (4) report to I/DB task group on lessons learned. Only
tasks 1 and 4 were carried out by the pilot study; TRAC did (2) and (3) itself except
that the data element standards were submitted to the AMSMO for submission
into the ADDs process, and then to be submitted to the DoD process.

The briefing included reasons for selection of TADS for the pilot study, approach
to the study, equipment used, procedures, some statistics for the five areas (i.e., 13
independent entities, 29 associative entities and 6 categories) and lessons learned.
TADS related lessons learned included: benefited from TADS experience with
RDBMS; started anew with naming; needed experts at all sessions; estimated
data modeling took 50% of total effort; TADS not impressed with use of IDEF1X to
help them better understand their data or affect future data structures; suggest
being careful to distinguish between "data model" and "model" during process;
and foresee big PR problem in selling data modeling.

DoD related lessons learned: need for standard data models in infrastructure areas;
problems using associative entities for modeling complexly derived data; lack of DoD
taxonomy of meaningful entities/prime words; issues with naming of data elements
(names can become very long and not meaningful and entity names are overloaded
by using them both as unique identifiers and for providing taxonomy); overloading
use of IDEF1X (logical modeling/ user understandability and also for generating
normalized models); overloading associative entities; need for DoD guideline for
naming of associative entities using names of participating entities; and need better
way of identifying special types of relationships like part-whole and recursion.
Lessons learned with relation to IDEFIX and ERwin/ERX tool: use of the tool madeI
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time in sessions more effective and enforced language rules but the tool lacks the
ability to represent cardinality ranges and was restrictive in not allowing the
naming of foreign keys by concatenating the originating entity name to help explain I
key migration. The group suggested projection of the tool to a large screen would be
better than using the tool on a workstation with the group developing the data model
on an automated white board.

Mr. Mike Rybacki and Mr. Jim Glymph. Army Modeling and Simulation
Management Office Discussion on Data Standards=I
The advantage of the way the Army maintains standards is that it looks across
functional areas. The Army has I',rnrma -,)n Classes (IC) and each is headed by
an Information Class Proponent (I- " An Army project/system submits data
elements for standardization to its 1.. 13 which is responsible for building its ICP
functional data model and submitting it to the Army Information Systems
Command which integrates all Army functional models into the Army data
model. The Army data model will be integrated into the DoD Enterprise Data
model when the Army data modelers transition to JIEO/CIM in the near future.
There are data standardization concerns with three incompatible standards:
Army AR 25-9, DoD 8320. 1-M-1, and IEEE 1278 for DIS PDUs.

The key technical challenges are: data model abstraction and partitioning,
reconciliation of divergent data sharing strategies, and complex, complicated,
derived data. In summary: data standardization is essential for information
system interoperability; data standardization can save money through reuse of
data models and data elements; the Army Data Model could serve as a core for a I
detailed enterprise data model with DoD-wide applicability; and we must meet
several technical challenges to keep the program viable in the future.
Jim Glymph: differences between DoD and Army standards are small, class I
words are different, there is a difference in qualifiers in naming (e.g., Army
would include weight units), and the differences in metadata elements seems
greater than it is since some of the Army metadata elements are not used based I
on current priorities, etc. There are already 1500 entries in the Army Data
Dictionary as compared to two or three in the DDRS. The ADD team has a backlog
of fifty Army functional area data models waiting to be integrated into the Army I
data model. The Army has four years experience in doing data modeling. Soon
ISC will transition its data modeling staff of 38 to DISA to work on the DoD data
model.

3U6 PROGRESS ON DIRECTORIES

Mr. Roy Scrudder. Data Model for M&S Directory
This effort started as an update of SSDC's Analytical Tool Box with DMSO support
to develop a DoD standard data model for an M&S directory. The Joint Data Base I
Elements (JDBE) Project provided training, review and consulting and IDA will
provide prototype implementation. The M&S directory information sources
included: the Army MOSAIC system, J8 Catalog of Wargaming and Military
Simulation Models, Navy SMART Program, SSDC Analytical Tool Box, and CNA
Survey for DMSO I/DB. Activities included: a draft data model developed by
COLSA; model review by DMSO, SSDC, AMSMO, DIA/MISIC, SMART and
JDBE; and model update by JDBE to reflect review comments. The M&S

I
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taxonomy was to be supported by SSDC and DMSO but was not, and so it includes
only the rudimentary facets of: purpose, application area, level modeled, domain,
scope of conflict. The follow-on objectives are to: integrate the M&S Directory and
Data Base Directory Data Models; complete the M&S Directory taxonomy and
domain information; add DISA/CIM-compliant naming; submit integrated data
model as an extension to the DoD data model; submit candidate standard data
elements; and develop prototype M&S Directory and Data Base Directory.

Roy went over the entity-relationship model and several people expressed interest
in using the model and attending the next session to review the model (hopefully
the final time around).

Question: Is this an adequate data model to describe object-oriented models that
are federated? Answer: You can state in the M&S Directory that the M&S input is

* objects.

Question: Do we need a history of the derivation of the model? Answer: Change
in name should be captured as separate model entry

Question: Respect to taxonomy? Answer: Decide facets and then levels

I Dr. John Griffiths: Intelligence Community M&S Catalog
I.C. M&S Catalog terms of reference: gather data on M&S accomplishments,
activities, and centers of interest in the IC; store and access information to share
technology, methodology and data regarding IC M&S; and make M&S available to
Government Agencies and sponsored support, consistent with security
constraints. Existing M&S catalogs include the following that are on-line at
DMSO via Internet: JCS J-8 Catalog, Army M&S Catalog, Navy M&S Catalog,
Rome Labs M&S Catalog; and DMSO M&S system. There will be two components
to the IC M&S Catalog: unclassified and classified. The unclassified component:
will parallel J-8 and Service Catalogs; will exist at DMSO and on classified
component machine; will be available via internet to qualified users via DMSO;
will have excluded entries of sensitive but unclassified programs and data
(excluded by Intel agencies); and in such cases the unclassified catalog entry will
contain only a POC. The classified component will: exist on a dedicated stand-
alone PC in CIA spaces; make data available to qualified cleared users via
hardcopy and softcopy; will rely on agencies to determine qualification and
clearance level of individuals to have access to listed programs and data; furnish
POCs only for specially compartmented M&S programs; and have on the
classified database machine unclassified DMSO catalogs for use of personnel and
agencies without internet access.

Status: 386/33 machine, 170 Mb removable storage, Oracle, dBase IV, Alpha Four,
M&S access. The DMSO M&S catalogs will reside on the machine for IC
members without internet access. The IC data call will be issued as soon as the
new M&S catalog standard can be translated into a data call. The classified
component of the catalog will contain additional fields.

Dr. Mike Frame: Discussion of Next Steps for Database Directory and Model and
Simulation Directory Implementation
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Status: logical design for Database Directory exists, a preliminary logical design
for M&S Directory exists with one more review to be scheduled, and a plan has
been developed for creating and populating the database and providing user $
access. There are six implementation steps: (1) integrate data models of M&S and
Database Directories, (2) do initial physical database design and implementation,
(3) do final physical database design and implementation, (4) develop support for i
populating database (5) develop support for database query and browsing, and (6)
install production version. 1
Implementation of the initial physical databases is expected to be completed by
March 1994 on IDA prototype system. Information will be collected about major
sources of data and the creation of the final physical database designs using
Oracle will be completed by June 1994 on the IDA prototype system. There is a
plan for developing support for populating the database through bulk-load, low
volume load, user interface for data entry, and to design for database
maintenance. There is a plan to develop support for database query and browsing
by determining a standard set of queries and browsing paths, implementing
scripts, and designing and implementing a user interface that uses standard
queries and browsing paths as well as a help facility for unusual queries. The
systems will be tested and finally installed at the DTIC production site.
Requirements for data population and browsing tasks will be defined in early
summer 1994 with goal of having production system running in early 1995.

Suggestions:
(1) Look at X.500 directory standards
(2) Look to Army AMSMO for experience with MOSAIC
(3) Write baseline concept of operations on how the directory systems should work
(4) Look to Services to coordinate data entry and provide review rather than DMSO I
doing so
(5) Allow people to put in information about future databases
(6) Do a tradeoff of timely data in Directory vs time it takes to review and hold up
availability of timely data
(7) Look at data elements such as: data submitted by and date, reviewed by and
date, approved by and date i
(8) Look at ARMS querying interfaces (Navy project)
(9) Look at use of natural language interface
(10) Look at CONOPS for Directory client-server model

.7 PROJECT REPORTS

Capt Bill Cashman: J-MASS
J-MASS addresses the problem that current M&S were designed for specific,
narrowly-defined purposes without built in interoperability and reuse. Lack of a i
common M&S system results in inconsistent/non credible results; too much effort
to upgrade or modify existing models; new models always need to start afresh; the
M&S infrastructure is continually reinvented and VV&A always has to start from
"asquare one". J-MASS is designed to provide standards (to promote reusable,
modifiable, maintainable, interoperable, and more easily validated M&S), tools
that make the standards transparent to users, and a common system for
developing, using and reusing M&S. The toolset lets users create models, pull in

S. .... ........ ..
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existing models and modify them, set up simulation runs, execute simulations,
and analyze simulation results. J-MASS provides toolset, experts provide models.
Design goals: both realtime and non realtime (currently non realtime); support
for varying levels of model fidelity (not well thought out now); scalable; portable;
distributed (now single processor); ability to play in DIS exercises (not yet); license
free; ability to customize; ability to connect to legacy models; support for Ada and
C++ models; and visual programming to generate/modify models. J-MASS
provides a common architecture the experts can use to build models for the DoD
community. J-MASS today (release 2.0): provides first real functionality to build
models, run simulations and analyze results, built on Sun workstation and soon
Silicon Graphics, has graphical model development tool, simple plotting and
animation tools, initial modeling library, and demonstration of J-MASS/DIS
interface using old 1.0 PDUs. Release 3.0 in Dec 94 will have: initial realtime
simulation capability, ability to split simulations across multiple processors,
ability to use both Ada and C++ models, backward compatibility with release 2.0,
and a "how to" manual.

In response to audience: there are currently no J-MASS guidelines for the person
building a model but they expect these to evolve in time. Part of J-MASS
specifications includes interface specs. They expect domain specific standards to
be developing soon. The J-MASS toolset is just leaving the prototype phase.

Question: Change to COTS? Answer: There will be an architecture concepts run-
off addressing software backplane standards on how to plug in COTS

Question: Ability of realtime for release 3.0? Answer: will not be able to do cockpit
simulation with release 3.0

Mr. Mike Sarkovitz: Update on Universal Thret System for Simulators
UTS is the joint service repository for DIA approved threat data and validated
real-time simulation software used as standardized input to DoD training
simulation programs. UTSS participants: Navy is lead service with support of
other services and DIA. Current status is: a requirements analysis has been
completed and is being analyzed to determine user needs in the DoD aviation
communities. It was based on information collected from 70 sites. A technology
evaluation has been completed and is being reviewed by UTSS working groups
and the EXCOM. The User Needs Analysis has been drafted and is in review by
UTSS working groups. The current findings are that the technical evaluation
and user needs analysis have produced 87 aircrew requirements. The original
collection was of Navy Air but during FY94 they will look at Army ground and
Navy undersea and surface forces. Future of how UTSS will work: training
simulator sites, contractors, and designers and developers will request UTSS
standards for new simulators, initial UTSS software, new and updated databases,
and catalog of M&S with VV&A information. The current plans call for building
the system with government resources at a purple site though it is not certain yet
whether it will be a central repository or up to three satellite repositories. The
UTSS man-machine interface can be used to help the requestor draw a picture of
the kind of simulator/simulation he/she is interested in and this would be used as
a filter. DoD instruction/directive will state that threat database and realtime
simulator will fit into a training device and any threat update can be easily made
in the training device by replacing a module. The concept is that the contractorI
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builds the trainer leaving room and interfaces for the threat database and
realtime simulator module. W&A of the simulator is done after the threat is
placed in the simulator. UTSS is working with CATT and BFTT to determine $
their threat needs and is DIS compliant. Networking and mission rehearsal is
not required currently across Navy and Air Force platforms. JDBE personnel will
be part of UTSS WGs and will be helping with IDEFIX data modeling and IDEFO I
process modeling.

LCDR John Letaw:. Update on Naval Warfare Tactical Data Base
The NWTDB is a management process, a common database architecture that is
more than a metadata repository, and a path to common sensor-to-shooter
connectivity. In 1986 NAVINTCOM produced a prototype Naval Intelligence
Database (NID). In 1990 NWTDB was formally established by adding
environmental, cryptologic, forces and facilities. In 1992, the NWTDB
Management Plan was published. In 1993 the first edition of the NWTDB
Standards Manual was published, and in 1994 the NWTDB Implementation Panel
was formed to consider and resolve issues relating to data migration of existing
systems. NWTDB process is: determine information requirements and user
validation, develop data standards and structures definition and validation, start
reference database production, implement the system, do operational database
management, and feedback to information requirements. The database
architecture uses a common interface "language" and includes standardized data
elements (including MTFs and TADILS), normalized logical structure, and
designated authoritative sources. This will evolve to an open systems architecture
with a Systems Information Directory (SID) of standard data elements, I
standards, and structures manuals. Users will be served by use of standard user
profiles, data produced to NWTDB standards and structures, and distributed in
agreed multimedia formats. Future directions: focus on high quality, timely data I
fill, add tactical system data structures into NWTDB, revise Standards Manual
every 6 months, prepare configuration management plan, integrate NWTDB
standards into the DoD C2 data model and envision goal of evolving existing data $
elements to Joint standards by 1997.

Questions: Who is SPAWAR POC? What are the functional areas? Questions:
MTFs and TADILS: Looking at issue of standardizing these. JIEO has worked on
loading them into the DDRS, but is TADILS worth standardizing?

They are receiving DMSO project support through ARMS and NWTDB.

Contact John Letaw at 703-697-3033 for standards documents.

Jack Teller. DoD Project on Spatial Data Element Sttion
The DMA mission is to provide worldwide coverage data about the real world that
has military significance. They have the job of modeling the planet earth
restricted to surface, below surface, ocean bottom and some coastal areas. CIM
came knocking on their door last year with respect to developing a data model for
MC&G data. They started with the international standard of around 300 features.
CIM provided training and funding for the effort. It took about six people 4 1/2
months (August to November 1993 with one week training) to develop a fully
attributed data model for MC&G data in 4th normal form. They have identified 75
potential standard data elements that include management data used to control, I
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ma;ntain and provide features. An initial package of ten elements that deal with

the basic ingredients of FEATURE have been submitted to CIM and there is work
Sin progress on geometry and topology packages.

In doing the data modeling they discovered that many other players were
modeling spatial aspects of MC&G data even though DMA is the recognized DoD
authority for MC&G data. They ran into conflicts over basic concepts and the use
of words. For example: feature, location, point, area, volume, attribute,
coordinate-words with specific meanings in the MC&G area, were already being
used and defined differently or had been reserved as CLASS words in the DoDD
8320.1 data standardization process.

I An important lesson that they learned was that DMA can't achieve data
standardization for MC&G data alone. Standardizing commonly used data
elements requires a joint DoD approach. It is not enough to get experts in their
functional area together, but they also need to involve the users of the data from
other functional areas that consider themselves "experts" in the use of MC&G
data in their areas.

Their current approach is to assemble a team of players from DoD, USGS,
intelligence agencies, and other federal agencies with guidance or leadership and
funding from DISA and participation and joint orchestration from DMA. The
project objective will be to integrate all the different existing activity and data
models that involve use of MC&G data with the DoD Enterprise model. The
project will be well scoped to (1) develop a fully attributed data model; (2) produce a
submission package to CIM containing at least 10% of the Feature Attribute
Coding Catalog objects and their associated data elements, and (3) a schedule forI producing the rest of the data elements.

The benefits of this approach are that: duplication of effort is eliminated; data
elements are produced that everyone can use; it will enhance the DoD Enterprise
Model with models from joint team efforts; coordinating the development of data
standards will more rapidly achieve FDAd approved data element candidate
status; and it will bring DoD and other federal agencies closer together in
concurring on Spatial Data Standards. The disadvantages are: it requires
commitment from all participants and they must be from the right functional
areas, be experienced people and be empowered to speak and make decisions for
their organizations.

Mr. Stephen Boyd- Air Force Studies and Analysis Power Projection DatabaseProject
AFSAA products are: long term studies, support to COEAs, responses to Air Staff
questions and participation in the Program Acquisition cycle. They do analyses of
weapon systems and deliver the results in different formats. Their analyses are
supported by computer models ranging from engineering level models, to
functional level models, to engagement level models, to campaign level models.
The study manager is responsible for all aspects of the data. They see a need to do
something about their data because they find it is difficult to create consistent
scenarios for models with different levels of abstraction, difficult to capture
knowledge of the data process from study managers, there is an increasing need
for detail in abstract models, and their analysis staff is shrinking. The solution is
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to manage the data by: centralizing the database collection, use data management
tools and study management tools to help the study manager, use cartographic
and geographic display to show analysis starting conditions and results, and
develop tools to capture a history of the study and display results. They are using
an incremental approach that includes creating data management standards
and combines existing data management functions into a single set of processes.
They are also avoiding having to make changes to models in order to implement
the data management processes. Their need is for a database, a tool set for
database development, and a tool set for analysts that supports their use of data
and models.

They need GUIs for managing the data, for study management and for
cartographic display. They have a visual programming environment (VPE) to
make it easy for modelers to develop applications that can pull out the data needed
by a model and convert it into formats appropriate for models. (The VPE license is
$5,000 and runtime version is $1,000 and they will furnish AFSAA code to those
interested.) They have developed a filter script language in formatted ascii that is
user friendly and provides access to SQL queries. They are also providing archival
tools for data and analyses.

There are overhead costs for implementation and use of this system. Splitting the
data managemnent functions between the study manager and the data manager
may cause slower reaction time in setting up the study. Essentially, there is a
central database with central management, and each study manager maintains
his copy of that portion of the database that is necessary for his study. The data
manager for the study manager can change the data to meet study requirements,
and is responsible for verifying and authenticating the data for the study at hand.
If the data he gets from the central database is flawed, better data may be requested.

The briefing ended with tasks to define requirements for the data management,
study management and cartographic GUIs, establish timelines and establish
integration/model tests.

Mr. Steve Matsuura: Joint Data Base Elements Project
The JDBE effort has been briefed at many I/DB meetings. JDBE is (1) developing
candidate standard data elements and data models for M&S; (2) provides the M&S
community with a reverse-engineering data modeling methodology; (3) provides a
methodology for the creation of integrated schemas to share data between
databases; and (4) has created a Military Handbook with a living electronic index.
The JDBE approach is reverse engineering: bottom up data modeling using
existing databases following the JDBE methodology, creating integrated data
models from project data models by subject area, and using these to interface with
the top-down CIM Enterprise Data Model. JDBE currently has a subject area
information model for electromagnetic equipment characteristics, data
dictionary/directory tools, and is the current temporary repository for M&S data
models and definitions. JDBE future efforts include: extension of JDBE
methodology to support 8320 data standards development and complex data types;
refinement of the data dictionary tool; gathering metrics; and assisting M&S
community projects in data modeling and the use of IDEF1X methodology
through the ERwin tool. JDBE either is now or may in the future be supporting
UTSS, MICOM, CENTCOM, and CCTT projects in data modeling efforts.
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Mr. Rob Wright- Equipment Characteristics Data Base (ECDB)
The functional requirements for the CCTT Equipment Characteristics Data Base
(Version 2.0) are: (1) transition to a windows environment; (2) create a dynamic
database architecture capable of handling a wide array of equipment identified in
the CCTT specification Table A-i, handling equipment data down to the piece level
and developing a common verified parts master file, and imported LSAR,
provisioning and IGES data files; (3) test the functionality of a dynamic database;
(4) encourage users to submit ideas and data to increase productivity of the
database; (5) create data management and editing tools; (5) analyze and build the
A-1 parts information in the ECDB as the core data stream; (6) get confirmation of
Table A-I parts information from Equipment Program Managers and Subject
Matter Experts; (7) after confirmation, build and expand characteristics data files
and IGES library; and (8) apply this to other simulation programs (i.e., AVCATT,
WARSIM 2000, DIS).

The database will need to contain equipment data for approximately 150 weapon
systems. The database is managed by FOXPRO 2.5. This database links to other
databases through the weapon system name (common nomenclature). Two areas
that need further development are: expanding the data and doing data quality
engineering. Appendix A includes the briefing charts which stepped through avery good demonstration of the windows interface to the database and a draftchapter titled "An ECDB Overview".

Mr. Mike Hopkins: Update on CENTCOM Conventional Force Database (CFDB)Project
The mission of the USCENTCOM Combat Analysis Group in creating the CFDB is
to research DoD and service databases; collect and validate data; and provide
wargamers/analysts with data, scenario generation tools, and model interfaces.

The objective of the Conventional Force Data Base (CFDB) task is to develop a
database with units, personnel, and equipment data to provide the modeling
community with a single source of required model data; reduce model databaseSpreparation time, and to check data accuracy. The units include data for all
services, reserve and national guard, deployable units and supporting units, and
units at the lowest level reporting personnel and equipment. Personnel data
includes personnel assigned to a unit and broken down by grade and occupation.
Equipment data is restricted to equipment appropriate for modeling.

The CFDB/Master Simulation Data System (MSDS) work in the following way.
The CFDB loads dynamic force data from DoD and Services; performs quality
assurance of data; builds force structures and displays unit data; and
postprocesses the data. The MSDS loads CFDB and DIA dynamic force data,
builds a scenario database, translates force data to model formats, and will
process static characteristics data. The CFDB/MSDS has been in production since
1989; has interfaces to CBS, JTLS, TACWAR, and JCM models; is operational in
UNIX and VMS envirn'iiaf.nts; and provides data and/or software on a quarterlybasis to 23 sites.I Semi-automated data qaality engineering is done now making use of a data

element dictionary, rules, tracking of data trouble reports, and human review.I
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Data quality can be improved by: standardizing data, providing a problem
reporting process, improving database W&C checks, enhancing data
administration, and tracking data element sources and models. There are plans I
to provide an architecture to standardize data descriptions and data elements and
an automated process to check data through automated comparisons, rules, math
computations, acceptable ranges, and statistical tests.

Dr. Jed Marti: Experiences in Using Project 2851 Data
RAND is working on an Army project that needed to use Project 2851 data for Ft.
Hunter Liggett in JANUS 4.0 and BDS-D (as well as other higher resolution data
such as DMA ITD and PEGASYS PVDB). The RAND Cartographic and
Geographic Information System (CAGIS) already does a large number of data
format transformations from data sources (such as DMA DTED, DTAD, and ITD,
PVDB, SIF, Landsat and Spot images, Arc/Info, and digitized data) into output
formats (such as Arc/Info, ASCII, JANUS-A, JANUS-3, JANUS-4). The
transformations they are currently planning to implement are for S1000 and
ARTBASS inputs and SIF and S1000 outputs. The JANUS 4.0 terrain
requirements include the need for polygonal terrain features, lineal features,
elevation posts, and buildings. In converting Product 2851 SIF data to internal
CAGIS format they ran into problems with polygons with holes, lack of buildings,
passing multiple attributes with features, and that digitized roads and the culture
map data they received were projected with the wrong spheroid (however PRC m
Corporation provided an easy-to-perform correction of the source data).

Conclusions about Project 2851 SIF database for this limited task were: most of the 3
format was easy to decode and create; the manual is excellent; the Application
Programming Interface (API) tools are incomplete; geolocation was incorrect in
the one sample used due to misuse of spheroids in the UTM conversion; and two i
3D formats must be dealt with.

Mr. Mike DaBose: Automated Repository for Models and Simulations (ARMS)
The ARMS way is to correct the problem of multiple data gathering efforts by
providing a system based on distribution technology that acts as a Aingle data
gathering/aggregation and single data distribution effort. ARMS provides a
common frame of reference and is developing a technology not a methodology.

A common frame of reference means that all data (reports, charts, numbers, etc.)
can be reduced to various "classes" of representation (shapes, numbers, etc.). In I
turn, such data can be mediated from its native form to a consistent method and
format of display/transmission to the user/system within a given context. As a
result, data exci~ange/sharing between unlike systems becomes efficient and cost
effective.

Using the definition for a repository from the Information Resource Dictionary i
System (IRDS) Reference Model Technical Report X3H4.1/92-002R3, September
24,1992 (draft),

"A specialized set of information management services and facilities that
manage information resources. A repository system accommodates the
information management requirements of an organization, including the I
.areas of information systems engineering and operation." I
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ARMS is a repository and distribution technology not another database. ARMS
reduces redundant data collection, maintains continual data update, provides
traceable, authoritative data (source tagged) and enhances current systems
capabilities through seamless data availability. What is currently available in
ARMS is its portable core and meta-dictionary, the rest is still planned or in
development. ARMs uses object oriented technology, re-usable code, cross
platform development and ANSI standards/vendor independence. The major
parts of the ARMS architecture that have not been implemented are: data
collection toolset and ARMS database mediator and network accessor; the ARMS
model/sim mediators (DIS protocol), ARMS distribution network and graphical
user interface.

The ARMS system objectives are: JMA data in common frame of reference;
provide Joint M&S data for NWTDB; distribute NWTDB standards to the
community; provide a roadmap for goal/objective architectures; centralized
configuration control and repository management; distributed data gathering;
repository of "lessons learned"; and joint doctrine statements. (Aside: it is
unclear who the community is that is being served and that configuration control
and repository management are being performed for.)

I The ARMS programmatic objectives are: vendor independence; provide current
and future platforms data for future assessment process; incorporate Enterprise
Model functions, processes, and data models; incorporate an object oriented
DBMS (COTS); establish a data "clearing house" for electronic distribution to
models, simulations, and users; and provide standardized data elements asI . determined by responsible authority to support Joint interoperability. The benefit
of ARMS will be to provide analysts with a single authoritative source of common
format data for platform and systems information (red/white/blue) and other data
(including simulations, wargames, architecture drawings, network and
communication structures, documentation, characteristics of performance,
effectiveness data, probability of kill).I

I
I

I!
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4. DATA W&C TASK FORCE MEETING NOTES N
I

4.1 AGENDA U
Monday, February 14, 1994

PRESENTATIONS '

0&10-0900 Discussion of Objectives for Data W&C Group and Summary of
Data W&C Working Group Results from MORS SIMDAT:
Ms. Iris Kameny

0900-0930 Interaction and Interdependencies of Analysis, Models, and Data:
Ms. Simone Youngblood

0930-1000 CENTCOM Experience with Source Data Problems: 5
Mr. Mike Hopkins

1000-1030 Discussion of Data quality Concepts: Mr. Jeff Rothenberg 3
1030-1100 Break

1100-1200 Discussion I
1200-1300 Lunch

1300-1700 Discussion:
- Send potential discussion topics to Iris Kameny

kameny@rand.org, ph6ne:310/393-0411, x7174 I
fax: 310M93-4818

- Topics will also be collected during morning briefings and
prioritized for discussion

I
I
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4.3 DATA W&C ISSUE DISCUSSION

M& Iris Kameny: Suggested Objectives for Data W&C and Summary of Results
from MOBS SIMDAT Data VV&C WG
Iris Kameny opened the session by presenting her suggested objectives for Data I
VV&C. As she proceeded through the first chart, there was much discussion and
additional subjects were added as discussed in the following paragraphs.

Under "develop guidelines for Data VV&C," the TF wanted to make sure that this
included cost models and cost information.

Under "address authoritative data sources and their responsibilities," it was noted
that this should include the authority to certify another organization's data. An
example offered by the AMSAA people was that they certify most of the dataI
produced by the TRAC TADS data center to feed Army models. They certify the
data derived from the data they furnish to TADS. This generated some discussion,
since many of the TF members seemed to believe that data centers adding value to
data would have the responsibility of certifying what they had done. This will need
more exploration and perhaps a broader perspective to include several options as
long as the certification authority and process is made clear.

No changes to: "Address th3 role of M&S data centers between data sources and
simulation applications"

Question: should we address/distinguish between metadata and data? (Iris
recently joined a metadata working group -at least over email- and will sharesome of their ideas with the Data VV&C group in the near future. An IEEEmetadata WG is just starting up also.)

Iris' briefing went on to discuss the guidelines for Data W&C as including I
definitions, description of tools and methods for V&V, definition and development
of a certification profile of metadata that would describe the quality of a database,
and developing policies and procedures for performing data W&C and relating it I
to M&S VV&A. There was a'suggestion to add: "management of the W&C
process" to the list of activities under developing guidelines for VV&C. There was
a question as to whether separate W&C guidelines are needed for near-term and I
long-term? (for example with respect to data standards).

She suggested that in considering the roles of M&S centers we include
considering them as authoritative sources, in their sharing and reuse of data,
and also the need for some organization keeping track of the centers, their
missions, and encouraging communications between them. I
Iris then went over the results from the MOBS SIMDAT Data VV&C working

group especially the definitions of W&C which the TF decided would be
addressed in the afternoon discussion session.

Mike Barton (AMSAA) offered that AMSAA has guidelines for certification since
they have a red team look at data. The TF would like more information about this. I
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I
A point was made that the DODD 5000.59 levies the responsibility for data VV&C
on the Services.

Mr. Mike Hopkinr CENTCOM Experience with Source Data Problems
I Mike went over in detail, the kinds of source data problems they have run into

(using the same viewgraphs from the I/DB main meeting). He noted that they will
be sharing their data with NRaD in the future. The current CFDB database
contains over 13 million records and 12,000 fields. The Marine HQ data quality
engineering (DQE) effort addresses source data problems. The method is to check
source data against the data element dictionary using rules defined by the Data
Base Administrator. This begins to automate some of the process they were doing
by having the human read through instance data. When they find errors in the
source data, they need to go back to the source with a report since the source has to
change or confirm the changes to the data. They plan to produce better data by:
developing data standards, automating the problem reporting process, improving
the database VV&C checks, enhancing the role of data administrator and tracking

* data sources.

Mike stressed that VV&C procedures need to address missing data, subject area
experts developing rules, and domain constraints expressed as part of the data
element standard descriptions. CENTCOM responded to the DMSO focus call
with a "Database System Upgrade" project. DQE was the biggest piece of that
effort. Their definition of quality includes completeness of the dataset as a
characteristic since they often discover data is missing.

iMs. Simone Youngblood: Interaction and Interdependencies of Analysis, Models,
andData
(Simone Youngblood gave the same briefing that she and Dale Pace gave at the
Data VV&C WG at the MORS SIMDAT Symposium and I have included my
writeup from those proceedings as well as their brief on VV&C costs.)

Good analysis can produce insights and meaningful results in spite of model and
data limitations. They suggested acceptance of SIMVAI'DoD M&S Directive
Definitions for model, simulation, VV&A, and certification. Issues included
license of the analyst to manipulate "zput data and M&S parameters for analytic
purposes, and the credibility of analysis when drawing conclusions from use of
inadequate data and/or tools. Observations were that: quality and capabilities of
M&S tools have increased significantly; availability of data has increased and
"live" data may be mixed with simulation data; the appropriateness of the analytic
process, M&S tools, and associated data has received some recent attention; and
value of analysis can be limited by the model and/or the data. The conclusions are
that the interaction of analysis-model-data must be appreciated but current
VV&A/C efforts do not do so adequately and that end use requirements focus can
lead to economies in data/model resources (e.g., fidelity level driven by analysis3 plan).

Verification, Validation, Accreditation and Certification Costs: Ongoing V&V
costs are in the development and implementation of V&V plans and in the
performance of V&V at all levels of M&S development. Problems with cost
include: limited historical cost data, lack of management appreciation ofI
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W&A/C value, lack of V&V foundation upon which to build, and legacy models
are less supportive of the W&A processes. Costs are dependent on size and type
of M&S, data availability, level of confidence required, time/resources available,
and application. V&V costs may be reduced by detecting errors early in the M&S
development phase, using modem software engineering practices, and use of
automation tools (e.g., data modeling and visualization tools). Software IV&V is I
typically 2% - 18% of total development and levels of M&S accreditation can vary
from a few man weeks to man years dependent on the need and funding. There
are many consequences in not performing W&A/C adequately but not enough I
cost data has been collected to quantify V&V cost benefits. They suggested that
projects involved in W&A/C begin to accumulate and publish cost information;
that projects begin the V&V process as early as possible to reduce M&S costs; and I
that W&A/C become institutionalized as a normal part of M&S development

Discussion:
The Navy ARMS product looked at the data requirements for M&S and found that
some of the data is input to M&S and other is embedded in models. This poses a
problem for data W&C

There is also an issue with how to verify live data.
Someone noted that DoDD 5000.59 says there must be guidelines for data as part of
the W&A process.

There was a good suggestion that we send out a formal request through the M&S
offices of the Services and DoD agencies for cost benefit information regarding
data W&C.

John Griffiths voiced a need to turn a model into a deterministic model at the m

limits. When doing model W&A, there is a need to perform sensitivity tests of
the model when the data parameters are set to the limits.

Mr. Jeff Rothenberg: Discussion of Data Quality Concepts:
Data is the result of data modeling of the real world which produces some
particular (abstract) view among many possible views of reality. Concretely, data I
in a database is a representation of a data view of the real world in some format.
Many alternative representations are possible corresponding to different data
models/formats. Every representation is a model of the abstract data. Data I
"quality" is really referring to the suitability of data for a particular purpose or
range of purposes. It may be useful to think of this as its suitability for a .
particular "customer" or analysis/M&S purpose. We can promote data quality by $
recording sufficient metadata about data, by performing explicit W&C on data
(testing and evaluating and recording results) and by controlling and improving
the processes that affect the data in such a way as to improve the data quality.

Quality is represented by metadita at three levels: the database level, the data-
element level (data dictionary) and the data-value level. Jeff noted that one may
need data-element and data-value level meta-metadata (data about the metadata)
and that inheritance/defaulting of metadata may reduce redundancy and the size
of a metadata database. The database level metadata can be categorized into
general, characterization metadata, quality measures, process control
information and VV&C audit trail. The data-element level metadata can be I
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categorized into: meaning of the data element; source and generation-cycle
information; completeness, constraints and relationships to other data/databases;
domain/datatype and units-of-measure; resolution, precision, intended/expected
accuracy; and W&C audit trail. The data value level metadata can be
categorized into quality, annotation, source infoimation, next-source information,transformation audit trail, and VV&C audit trail. A certification profile can becomposed from the W&C audit trail metadata from all levels.

I Jeff suggested the following first steps toward data quality: identify a candidate
database for a "pilot" data quality project and outline the data quality procedures
for the chosen database. An interesting question is whether we can afford to
improve data quality, how much does VV&C cost? Or, can we afford NOT to
improve data quality?

Discussion:
ARMS project and NWTDB will be doing a survey of M&S data needs and it was
suggested that the survey information could be captured in entries into the M&S
Directory. Navy and ARMS is trying to consolidate support for M&S data instead
of having independent projects collecting the data.

It was pointed out that there was a need for a directory of authoritative data sources.

An issue was identified about updates to derived data and how to show this in
quality characteristics. Is it shown as delta changes? Some data may not be
updated until it is used. Also investigate whether different metadata is needed to
describe historical databases then current databases.

I There was discussion of a pilot study. The FY93 CENTCOM project that involved
DQE was a proof of concept for CENTCOM. Another suggestion was that an
unclassified database be selected perhaps in the healthcare area. An idea was to
use one or more databases that cut across the greatest number of users for thegreatest impact.

I Discussion of cost issues resulted in Walt Swindell showing us a few TADS
viewgraphs that indicated that automation and DQE by TADS resulted in
reducing the staff by 50% and accomplishing 10 times the amount of work. On the
TADS system, the network server performs access control. TADS checks:
preloaded systems for correctness, data for anomalies, and the derived data it
creates for anomalies. The TADS loader edits the database, archives it, and
checks for anomalies. The TF asked TADS and CENTCOM for any additional cost
benefit information related to data V&V they could provide.

Dave Danko (DMA) gave Iris a copy of the draft "Content Standards for Spatial
Metadata" which was produced by the FGDC Standards Working Group on
January 27, 1994. A copy is included in this proceedings. This effort was done
jointly by the Census Bureau, USGS, the Forestry Service and DMA. The group
was formed because they needed a metadata outline to be able to see who is doing
what. They had tried sharing information through the internet WAIS but used
different names for the metadata concepts and it didn't work. DMA wants to give
people the metadata descriptions along with procedures for using them.

I
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Afternoon Discussion:
The TF decided on definitions for W&C as shown below. A copy of these were
given to Pat Sanders for the M&S WG.

DATA VERIFICATION: The use of techniques and procedures to ensure that
data meets constraints defined by data standards and business rules derived from I
process and data modeling, and that data values for input to the intended M&S
conceptual and logical design are transformed and formatted properly.

DATA VALIDATION: The review of data by subject area experts and its
comparison to known or best-estimate values as appropriate for an intended M&S
conceptual and logical design.

DATA CERTIFICATION: Determination that data have been verified and
validated as appropriate for the intended usage.

4.4 SUBGROUP ORGANIZATION

The TF decided to form two subgroups: one to address Guidelines for Data VV&C
and the other to address Authoritative Data Sources and Centers

Guidelines for Data VV&C: a major task will be to define a certification profile for
a database that will describe its data quality characteristics including verification
and validation methods used. The profile will be necessary for databaseI
certification.

Members:
Bob Hartling (Navy) co-chair
Mark Ralston (Army/AMSAA) co-chair
Joe Brock (DISA/JIEO)
Dave Danko (DMA)
John Freeman (STRICOM)
Mike Hopkins (CENTCOM)
(Iris Kameny (RAND))
Ray Miller (Air Force XOMT)
Jeff Rothenberg (RAND)
Eleanor Schroeder (Navy) I
Simone Youngblood (JHU/APL)
TRAC (DIS representative) ? 3
Authoritative Data Sources and Data Centers: will identify Component
authoritative M&S data sources, define their responsibilities to the M&S
community, and identify and define the roles of M&S data centers that get data I
from authoritative sources and prepare data for input to models.

Members: I
Bill Dunn (Army/AMSMO) co-chair
Mike Hopkins (CENTCOM) co-chair
Jim Augins (consultant/Navy ARMS)
Dave Danko (DMA)
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I
LCDR Flax (Navy/ARMS)
John Freeman (STRICOM)
Bob Hartling (Navy)
Dan Hogg (J8) ?
(Iris Kameny (RAND))
Ray Miller (Air Force XOMT)
Eleanor Schroeder (Navy)
Walt Swindell (Army/TRAC/TADS)
JIEO/CIM ??
DIA ??
CCTT??
UTSS "

?? Question marks indicate a desire to get participation from these organizations

4.5 FTURE M"INGS
March 22, 1994 Data W&C Guidance Subgroup Meeting (at IDA Room 119).
Goals are: (1) finalized versions of the definitions for Data VV&C, (2) a proposal
for conducting joint Data VV&C, and (3) a compilation of tools and techniques for
ensuring/measuring data quality.

April 1, 1994 Authoritative Data Sources and Data Center Subgroup milestone:
first cut to compile the Services and joint elements efforts to: (1) provide agency
names and responsibilities of the authorized (or perceived as authorized) data
sources as necessary according to mission functionality (e.g., terrain, weather),
level of resolution (e.g., engagement, campaign, theater), and
customer/applications. What criteria constitute an authoritative source?; (2)
provide agency names and responsibilities of data centers along with the
customers and functionality they serve, (3) address sharing and reusing of data
between/among these data sources and centers, and (4) address responsibilities of
data customers.

April 19, 1994 W&C Task Force Meeting at IDA (0800 - 01700)

I
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5. DATA STANDARDS TASK FORCE MEETING NOTES

5.1 AGENDA I
FEBRUARY 17, 1994.

The Data Standards Task Force will spend the day discussing areas of focus for
itself and attempt to identify a project that it can undertake to support data
standards in the M&S community.

Participants are encouraged to propose ideas prior to the meeting to Twyla
Courtot (courtot@mitre.org, or voice (703) 883-7343).

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I'
I
I
I
I
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&3 DATA STANDARDS ISSUES DISCUSSION

What should this group be focused on? There is a preponderance of M&S data that
comes from other functional areas or places. Most M&S data is derived.

Augins: There may be some standards we need that are not being addressed by
other groups. ANSI X3L8 has put forth a family of data standards and
guidelines. This can be used as a starting point. We need standard data
definition attribute standards, meta metadata standards, and standards for
exchange of metadata and diagrams. 3
Valentine: With respect to IDEFIX, they are developing/need a data interchange
language. i
IRDS has been replaced by PCTE. The CDIF standard is beginning to allow the
interchange of diagrams.

Haeker. With respect to DIS standards. What is our scope:
(1) 8320, data elements and data modeling
(2) interoperability: M&S talking to each other through PDUs
(3) Capturing central data provider information
(4) Capturing M&S data users: what do models require and who finds them and
gets them modernized
(5) library concepts: data in library, information analysis center, catalogs
(6) information sharing, demos, communicate to the world as to where we are
going

Standard and authoritative data sources can alleviate data redundancy: about the
worst example of duplication that Haeker has seen are the three shops doing
weather: Air Force, Navy and Army.

Dr. Anita Jones wants DMSO to concentrate on standards for data about smoke,
who games it and what do they need wrt smoke, terrain, weather

Valentine: There are three different kinds of standards
-8300 series data standards I
-standard data models: Army, Enterprise
-standardized data

Huo: We need to support Anita Jones in authoritative sources of data

Haeker: The role of this task force should be facilitating: pulling Services together I
on weather, forcing CDIF standards to be what we want

Augins: We need to get requirements out there, we need to set our priorities. 3
Courtot: CDIF has a prototype for exchange, what about a small group forming to
evaluate and test it? How does a TF get work done voluntarily? Courtot supports
breaking the large TF into sub-groups.
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I
Griffiths: Some models that are outside DoD use databases that are highly
classified. We want standards for M&S, the DoD community is driving the rest of
the world in data standards and M&S

3 Twyla asked each person to tell what their interests were in data standards and
the current work they were doing related to data standards. While they were
speaking Twyla made an outline on the white board.

I
I
I
I
I
I.
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
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Coordination of Standards Development
CDIF OME/A3H7
SQL across/within DoD I
DIS

Models
generic vs specific (lessons learned, focus)
underlying database (IDEFiX modifications, standards/guidelines)

Requirements
data/sources tools

Repository
conformance testing
interchange mechanism
contents/tools

Standard Libraries (sources)

Classification
Discussion:

Question: How will the results of the standards TF be brought to the M&S WG?
Answer: the M&S FDAd will present the TF agenda to the M&S WG

NASA is putting out grants to get ideas geared toward networking, and
development of tools by giving organization funds (e.g., universities working
within the community) to develop tools and get them into community and bring I
users in and create needs. They will be giving a second set of grants that will be
joint ventures between government and private organizations to drive things to be
developed. We could look at this for DMSO for FY95, identify those areas worthy of $
funding to support the infrastructure. Data standards may be one of these areas,
look at this method.

Expressed need to keep up document references on the I/DB bulletin board so
people will know what standards documents are the latest ones. i

The Data Standards Task Force made specific assignments to several members

and identified at least one subgroup:

* What's Available and Where: Peter Valentine (Army/JDBE)

* Coordination of Data Standards Across and Within DoD: Luci
Haddad (Army CCTT)

• Data Model Interchange Standards: Jim Augins (consultant for
Navy ARMOR) I

0 Generic/Specific Data Models and Lessons Learned: Roy Scrudder
(Army/JDBE)

I
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Reuse Library Framework (RLF): Luci Haddad (Army CCTT)

A Repository subgroup was formed to look into DDRS issues and also examine the
IRDS standard in light of government implementation. Data interchange will
also be addressed. The Repository subgroup had a meeting Thursday, Feb 17,
after the I/DB broke up to discuss Jeff Wolfe's DIRS project.

Members are:
Jim Augins (consultant to Navy ARMOR) co-chair
Peter Valentine (Army/JDBE) co-chair
Carl Carden
Dave Danko
Mike Frame
Luci Haddad
Scott Kinser
Dan Lewis
Kent Manley
Emily McCoy
Chris Olson
Jim Santangelo
Eleanor Schroeder
Omar Spaulding
Jim Watson
Jeff Wolfe
Rob Wright

Interest in a database security was expressed by John Griffiths, Mike Rybacki,
and Twyla Courtot

5.4 FEBRUARY 17 MEETING

February 17, Meeting of Repository Subgroup: action item: get an account for a
bulletin board so members can describe what they are doing related to repositories
and describe their short term needs and suggestions as to solutions (do this
within 2 weeks). Repositories include: IRDS FIPS 156 systems, places to keep
IDEFO, and IDEFIX models, and data standards, etc.

April 20, Meeting of the Data Standards Task Force at IDA
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6. COMPLEX DATA TASK FORCE MEETING NOTES I

61 AGENDA

FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 18, 1994

REPORT ON ISSUES IDENTIFIED DURING LAST MEETING

0800-0830 Report on definition of complex data and the categories of complex
data to include multi-valued attributes/repeating groups and
derived data (should also include results from MORS SIMDAT I
Mini-Symposium): Mr. Peter Valentine

0830-0900 Interoperability and Data Exchange: Dr. Miro Medek

090009 Defense Information Repository System (DIRS) Data Model:
Mr. Jeff Wolfe

0930-1000 Break

1000-1030 Report on DoD Data Standardization and Data Reuse Guidance for I
Complex Data Elements (Draft): Mr. Duane Hufford

1030-1100 Hard-Wired Data Hierarchies: The Tyranny of End-Use Specific
Representations: Jack Sheehan, ARL, Univ. of Texas

1100-1200 Spatial Data Standardization Data Model: Dr. Jack TellerI

1200-1300 Lunch

1300-1330 Pilot Studies: e.g., CCTT, UTSS, CENTCOM, several of which are
considering JDBE help: Ms. Iris Kameny

1330-1630 Discussion:
- Send potential discussion topics to Iris Kameny

kameny@rand.org,phone: 310/393-0411, x7174 I
fax: 310/93"818

- Topics will also be collected during morning briefings
and prioritized for discussion
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6.3 COMPLEX DATA ISSUES DISCUSSION

Iris Kameny started off the meeting by reviewing the action items from the October
28th meeting and noted that two identified issues, audit trails and tagging instance
data, are topics that will be covered by the new W&C Task Force. She reiterated
the Complex Data Task Force (CDTF) long term goals: of providing categorization of
complex data types and developing a guideline to data modeling and
standardization of complex data types for the M&S community. The near-term
goals are to perform pilot studies in complex data models and standards and
coordinate with CIM on issues, problems and suggested extensions to IDEF1X and
8320.1-M-1. She presented a series of viewgraphs showing different categorizations
of complex data from: MORS SIMDAT, Duane Hufford's DoD draft document,
JDBE, and RAND.

The briefs from Peter Valentine on definition of complex data and from Miro
Medek on interoperability and data exchange were action items from the October
28th meeting. Jeff Wolf, Duane Hufford, and Jack Teller's briefs were invited
reports on projects relevant to complex data. Jack Sheehan's brief wasvolunteered.

Mr. Peter Valentine Complex Data Definition
Definition "Complex Data is that data which is not easily represented using
existing data modeling methodologies." Current data models can be very
complex, an example is that IDEF1X categories are complex compared to Chen E-
R diagrams. Structures such as hierarchies or directed graphs are called
complex even though they can be represented (though with difficulty). Non-
standard data types (like graphics and sound are called complex).

IDEF1X represents the DoD selected methodology for data modeling as part of the
DoD data standards program and is the methodology being addressed in this TF.
We can represent complex data as falling into one of two types of basic shortfalls to
IDEF1X: those that are addressable through the use of tricks of representation,and those that are unaddressable unless the IDEF1X language is extended orthere is an external supplementation to the data model.

I Complex data that can be handled by addressable shortfalls to IDEF1X include:
recursive structures like lists and hierarchies, composite attributes (groups),
complex data types (BLOBs, arrays, binary, etc.), repeating groups (multiple
values), and multi-purpose (different meanings).

Peter showed how a chain, list, hierarchy, binary tree, and directed graph could
be modeled in IDEFiX. He noted that complex attributes can be represented as"group" attributes supported by a state-of-practice feature available in someIDEF1X tools. This is an issue being addressed by the IEEE IDEF1X WG.

He suggested that complex data types (BLOBS, graphics, sound, compound
documents) can be addressed by separately modeling the data type using IDEFiX
or other techniques such as Jackson Diagrams; that these objects can be
physically represented in existing RDBMSs as BLOB, IMAGE or MEMO fields;
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and that one can also use state-of-practice user defined data types to define them.
(He showed an example of image and pixel in a part-whole relationship.)

Repeating groups are not a valid IDEFIX construct but can be easily addressed by
creating another entity to contain the repeating values.

For multi-purpose attributes (attributes whose meaning changes based on
changes in the instance values) there are no IDEFIX language constructs
because this violates data normalization rules. He notes that these occur in as-is I
models and can be documented in the Glossary description of IDEFiX.

Complex data unaddressable by IDEFiX includes: derived data (algorithms,
aggregates/summaries), complex business rules, objects (with methods), data
dependencies (model level and instance level), and physical representation of bits
and bytes.

He noted that the IEEE IDEFIX WG is working toward a formal language for
documenting complex business rules (those not already handled as business
rules in IDEFIX) and maintaining them in the Glossary. They are also
addressing objects particularly issues of object identity and persistence. The
important question is whether different data modeling methods are needed to
represent objects and complex business rules. Derived data and data
dependencies require some way of relating/tracking data to the data participatingin the derivation as well as the derivation processes. 3
An issue that Peter posed is where does data leave off, should/when does data
need to include process? What is the scope of data?

Dr. Nmh Medeic Interoperability and Data Exchange
Data sharing in the DMSO community must overcome heterogeneity in models,
data, hardware, and software. For data exchange, data standardization should I
reduce the problem of translating shared data. Data translation involves: data
semantics (Boolean to T,F), data representation (miles to meters), data types
(complex to primitive). Data conversion involves data organization and structure, I
and data format. Miro showed a target architecture based on data
standardization where the sources collect/generate standardized data, the models
use standardized data and there is a data exchange standard that they all i
recognize and use. In his evolutionary migration view, modifications have been
made to the model to enable it to use standard data and to the source that provides
standard data. In addition, translation is required between a data source that
provides nonstandard data and the data exchange standard and between the
model that uses nonstandard data and the data exchange standard. Migration
strategies must consider time, budget, resources, data ownership, and technology 3
insertion.

The repository plays a role in data translation/conversion by containing
information about location of data, format and representation of source data,
algorithms for converting data, and translation algorithms for translating data to
the required representation. The description of translation algorithms in the
repository should contain definitions of input, translation output, algorithm, and
source code (if available). I
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I
There is an issue in the M&S community with finding data that doesn't exist in
the required form but needs to be derived from existing data and an algorithm.
An issue is, under what conditions is this information put into the repository for
reuse. How much reuse must one expect in order to make this cost beneficial.
Attention also needs to be paid to being able to rapidly locate such
descriptions/algorithms once they have been entered.

(It was noted that this brief did apply more to the newly formed Repository
subgroup of the Data Standards Task Force than to the CDTF.)

Mr. Jeff Wolfe: Defense Information Repository System (DIRS)
An objective of the DIRS project is to produce standard data for managing data
(sort of meta metadata). DIRS is a life cycle model for customers having a need to
share data assets at the enterprise level across DoD. Now there are many
different nonstandard repositories in the CIM community and in the functional
areas and Components. The hope is that DIRS will replace all these piecemeal
repository efforts.

IRDS takes a broad look at the whole information infrastructure by including:
systems, standards, resources, etc. in its repository definition. DIRS does this by
modeling information asset subtypes and the entities needed to manage them.
The DIRS Conceptual Data Standardization Data Model View at the meta
metadata level includes the entities/concepts of group-attribute and dzrived-data-
attribute. Jeff would like our help in better defining/expanding these. He would
like a validation session for review of the complex data part of this model. He
would like to get our input incorporated into a proposal package that he wants to
submit to CIM within the next two months.

My notes included a recommendation for associating data class with a base type
where class would include BLOBS, icons, etc.

Jeff said there is a question about cost justification of a data standards program.
The issue being the cost of IRDS data and the move to a central logical repository.He gave an example of a Motorola repository that tracks everything.

We will try to set up another meeting possibly in early April to go over the DIRS
model. (I really need some help in better understanding it-I don't know about
the rest of you.)

Duane Hufford: Report on DoD Data Sttion and Data Reuse Guidance
for Complex Data Elements (draft)
Duane works for American Management Systems and has been doing this work
for CIM through Phil Cykana. This writeup will contain his definitions. His
paper is available through RAND on request and his briefing charts and executivesummary are in Appendix C.

Definitions of complex data:3 Embedded or inherited information contained within the data element
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From "Complex Data and the DoD Data Administration Program": any
structure which requires order, any data structure which may be of variable
length, or any data structures which require a pointer.

Duane identifies four types of complex data:-
Composite: data elements that embed intelligence about multiple concepts in I
their names, definition, and domains.

Derived: data elements representing concepts computed, aggregated,
transformed, or inferred from the values of one or more other data elements.

Data steam: Ordered bits or characters formatted to represent information in
a variety of forms.

Assembly: data entities comprising instances of data which relate to other
instances of data within the same entity.
Duane then gave examples of each of these and a way to represent them in an
IDEF1X model. He has asked for feedback from the CDTF as to what is not
understandable or for comments and recommendations.

Jack Sheehan Hard-Wired Data Hierarchies: The Tyranny of End-Use Specific
Representations
Jack described three heresies: (1) the real world of combat is not 2-D, (2) hardwire
hierarchy is reuse hard-kill, and (3) data complexity is not an intrinsic property of
a "data element". RDBMS is composed of 2-D relational tables. The challenge is to
capture multidimensional nature of problems and make the projection onto the
engine of choice. One maps into 2-D for efficiency, elegance, and reuse. When
one addresses his heresies 1 and 2, you get a solution to complexity for free. i
Representation of data as complex is the consequence of point of view. Complexity
is not an intrinsic feature. He discussed discovering these ideas when he was
collecting data on a sonar tow array system.

Jack Teller. DMA Data Modeling Project for MC&G Standardization
(A summary of the briefing Jack gave at the I/DB can be found in the I/DB Isection.)

The aims of the DMA pilot project in data modeling were to develop a cadre with
modeling and data standardization skills and to develop models compatible with
the Digital Geographic Information Exchange Standard (DIGEST) Feature
Attribute Coding Catalog (FACC). They developed a data model identifying 75
potential standard data elements and submitted an initial package of 10 data
elements. The modeling was done from the MC&G perspective and did not extend
to individual features and attributes. Since other DoD organizations have uses for
the same objects, they have proposed a project to expand the perspective from
MC&G DMA expertise to include DoD-wide participation. There are lots of users
of their data because users need DMA data to carry out their missions. However,
it is hard to find real "owners" of MC&G data outside of DMA, most are just
providers.

DIGEST is a four volume standard document that is the exchange standard for all i
data produced by DMA. There was a question about commercial vendors using I
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DMA standards: several have converted DMA data into their own formats. DMA
and USGS are working together on a Federal Data Transfer Standard (FDTS).

We could work with DMA by furnishing M&S participation in the MC&G model
development. This should be a high priority for the CDTF since DMSO has
recognized a need for data standards for environmental data.

Discussion:
Metrics: we need to collect metrics about the cost and benefits of developing
standards for complex data.

This list titled "metrics" was in my notes
Number of change requests
Use of data model
"How many affected
What are the issues
Data sharing objectives

Volunteers for additional pilot studies in complex data modeling are CENTCOM
and UTSS. CENTCOM will be using JDBE help in doing data modeling.

6.4 SUBGROUP ORGANIZATION

The Complex Data Task Force identified three subgroups:

Categorization of Complex Data Subgroup will start with several recent
categorization attempts including those offered in Duane Hufford's paper and the
DMA data modeling effort and try to feed input back to Jeff Wolfe's DIRS project.

Members are
Len Seligman (MITRE) co-chair
Peter Valentine (Army/JDBE) co-chair
Jim Augins (consultant to ARMS)
Carl Carden (ISA)
Mike Frame (IDA)
Dan Hogg (J8)
Duane Hufford
Iris Kameny (RAND)
Roy Scrudder (Army/JDBE)
(Jeff Wolfe (DISA/CIM)

Pilot studies in Complex Data will be done by UTSS, CCTT, CENTCOM, DIS, and
DMA data modeling. Chien Huo will coordinate and JDBE will support.

Taxonomy/Indexes Subgroup (a subject area that is needed by the Repository
subgroup and the database and M&S directories as well): task is to develop
indexes to be used for accessing information about models and simulations and
databases in DMSO directories as well as in reuse libraries. Will try to build off
any available Component indexes. This is an important subject for M&S projects
such as CCTT and UTSS as well as non-M&S efforts.

I
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Members are
Dan Hogg (J8) co-chair
Iris Kameny (RAND) co-chair
Mike Hopkins (CENTCOM)
Chien Huo (DISA/JIEO/CFS)
Peter Valentine (Army/JDBE)
Rep from University of Central Florida (DIS)?
DIA ??.

?? Question marks indicate a desire to get participation from these organizations

&5 FUTURE MEETINGS

April 6-7, Categorization Subgroup meeting at IDA to get initial consensus on
complex data for input to Jeff Wolfe's DIRS data model. i

i
i
I
i
I
I

I
I
i
i
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AND ITS MANAGEMENT-VERIFICAT: 110
AND CERTIFICATION WORKII

Tuesday. 16 November 1993

1400-1430 VV&C Overview
- Long term goals including needcJ

and procedures for data owners 1
- Goals of this working group
1- VV&C definitions

1430.-1500 Automation Tools for Data V&V

1500-1530 Interaction and Interdependencies o
Analysis. Models. and Data

1530-1600 Verification. Validation. Accreditation Dale Pace. JHU/APL m
and Certification Costs Simone Youngblood.

JHU/APL
1600-1630 Discussion 3
Wednesday. 17 November 1993

0800-0900 Joint Modeling and Simulation Mike Hopkins. CENTCOM
Verification.Validation and Data Accuracy LTC Wright. CENTCOM.

Combat Analysis Group

0900-0930 Data Verification and Data Models Chris Landauer. Aerospace

0930-1000 Extended Air Defense Simulation Anil Joglekar. IDA m
(EADSIM) Validation Methodology
Using Comparisons with Field Test Data

1000-1030 Break

1030-1100 Contractor Data: Where does It Fit Jim Kolding.Teledyne
in Management? Brown Eng.. Huntsville

1100-1130 TADS Visual Data Analysis Howard Haeker. TRADOC
Analysis Command-Study
and Analysis Center

1130-1200 Oceanographic Data Base Management Martha Head. Naval I
at the Naval Oceanographic Office Oceanographic Office

1200-1300 Lunch

1300-1600 Group Discussion and Preparation of Report
- Goals:
- Formation of W&C Task Force

- Definitions and Guidelines for W&C
- Policies for data ownership responsibility I
- Interoperability across source/derived data centers

I
I
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130 I
DEFENSE STANDARDS INFRASTRUCTURE 3

TASK FORCE TEAM
(SIT) I

I
BRIEFING TO U

DMSO INFORMATION/DATABASE TASK
GROUP

t)" I
FEBRUARY 16, 1994

BYI
I

WILLIAM F. FLANIGAN, JR., PH.D.

DEFENSE INFORMATION SYSTEMS AGENCY'S
CENTER FOR STANDARDS 3

AND
DEFENSE MODELING AND SIMULATION OFFICE 3

VOICE: (703) 487-8034
FAX: (703) 487-8038

DSN: 364
E-MAIL: FLANIGAB@CC. IMS .DISA.MIL 3

I
1 I
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BRIEFING OVERVIEW

I 0, .4-

lN o BACKGROUND

ID o ITF MISSION

Io SIT PURPOSE

lo SIT VISION

lo SIT MEMBERSHIP PROFILE

o REPRESENTATIVE ISSUES/SHORTFALLS

o SOME SIT RECOMMENDATIONS TO DMSOI
o SOME CURRENT SIT EFFORTS

o SIT PRODUCTS

2

, -- •l v
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BACKGROUND
I

O TEN INFRASTRUCTURE TASK FORCE (ITF)
TEAMS WERE CHARTERED BY THE DEFENSE
MODELING AND SIMULATION OFFICE (DMSO) IN I
THE SPRING OF 1993:

- ARCHITECTURE

- BEHAVIORAL REPRESENTATION (AUTOMATED
FORCES) 3

- C31 - MODELING AND SIMULATION (M&S)
INTERFACES I

- DISTRIBUTED INTERACTIVE SIMULATION
(DIS) TESTBEDS

INFORMATION CLEARING HOUSE FOR M&S

INSTRUMENTATION

NETWORKS

SECURITY

STANDARDS

VERIFICATION, VALIDATION, AND
ACCREDITATION (VV&A)

3
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l ITF MISSION

I

o IDENTIFY UNADDRESSED INFRASTRUCTURE
NEEDS THAT CUT ACROSS M&S COMMUNITY
("CITY PLANNER'S" PERSPECTIVE).

S o IDENTIFY SHORTFALLS/OPPORTUNITIES IN
EACH INFRASTRUCTURE AREA.

o RECOMMEND PRODUCTS/PROCESSES/PROPOSALS
TO MEET SHORTFALLS.

I
I
I

I4
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SIT PURPOSE aI
I

Do PROVIDE A KEY FOCAL POINT FOR
GUIDANCE/LEADERSHIP IN M&S STANDARDS/
STANDARDS-RELATED MATTERS TO: i

- DMSO; AND

- THE BROADER M&S COMMUNITY.

o BUILD CONSENSUS AND PRO-ACTIVELY FOSTER 3
COST REDUCTIONS THROUGH, FOR EXAMPLE:

- DEFENSE CONVERSION AND DUAL USE;

- MIGRATION TO A VENDOR-NEUTRAL, OPEN- I
SYSTEMS ENVIRONMENT (OSE)/OPEN-
SYSTEMS INTERCONNECTION (OSI);
AND I

I

i

5 1.
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* SIT PURPOSE (CONT'D)

I

l - PROMOTING THE CULTURAL CHANGE TO
INTERACTIVE, DISTRIBUTED SIMULATIONS
AND SYNTHETIC ENVIRONMENTS.

I o PUBLISH PERIODIC ASSESSMENTS AND
STUDIES.

I o EVOLVE A "NATIONAL PLANNER'S" POINT OF
VIEW (POV) FROM A "CITY PLANNER'S" POV.

MI
I
I
I

6
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136 1

SIT VISION U
I

"TO FACILITATE THE IDENTIFICATION, I
ESTABLISHMENT, ACCEPTANCE, AND IMPLE- I
MENTATION OF STANDARDS, PROTOCOLS, AND

OTHER APPROPRIATE MECHANISMS TO PROMOTE

EFFICIENT AND EFFECTIV- INTEROPERABILITY,

OPEN SYSTEMS, AND THE REUSABILITY OF

HARDWARE, SOFTWARE, AND DATA FOR AP-

PLICATIONS OF M&S. THESE STANDARDS,

PROTOCOLS, AND OTHER MECHANISMS WILL BE U
CONSISTENT WITH AND BUILD UPON CURRENT

NATIONAL, FEDERAL, DoD-WIDE, AND, WHERE

PRACTICAL, INTERNATIONAL STANDARDS." 3

7I

- '4 "
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SIT MEMBERSHIP PROFILE

o ACADEMIA
t0o DEFENSE AGENCIES:

- CENTRAL IMAGERY OFFICE
- DEFENSE EVALUATION SUPPORT ACTIVITY
- DEFENSE INFORMATION SYSTEMS AGENCY
- DEFENSE MAPPING AGENCY
- DEFENSE MODELING AND SIMULATION

I OFFICE
o DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE*
0o DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE
o DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY
o DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION*
o FEDERAL EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT

ADMINISTRATION*EQ FEDERALLY-FUNDED R&D CENTERS
o INTELLIGENCE AGENCIES*E o JOINT STAFF*
o MANUFACTURING ASSOCIATIONS*H o MEDICAL COMMUNITY*
o NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE

ADMINISTRATION*E o PROFESSIONAL ASSOCIATIONS*
o SERVICESE U.S. AIR FORCE PROJECT 2851

I * IN PROGRESS OR UNDER CONSIDERATION.

I



138 1
REPRESENTATIVE ISSUES/ I

SHORTFALLS*

I

o AVAILABILITY OF STANDARD PROCESSES AND I
MODELS FOR "COMPLEX" DATA AND "OBJECTS".

o LACK OF SOFTWARE REUSE AND REPOSITORY

ACCESS. I
o UNCOORDINATED STANDARDS DEVELOPMENT/USE

WITHIN AND BETWEEN DOD AND FEDERAL I
COMPONENTS.

I
I

* SEE SIT REPORT 01-94 FOR COMPLETE
LISTING/DETAILS.

I
I
I
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S "REPRESENTATIVE ISSUES/SHORTFALLS
(CONT'D)

I
I

o MOST M&S DOCUMENTATION NONSTANDARD/
INFORMAL/NON-EXISTENT.

i o EXISTING/EMERGING STANDARDIZATION LAGS
BEHIND TIME-LINE NI",S OF M&S COMMUNITY.

o PROLIFERATION OF NONSTANDARD/NON-INTER-
OPERABLE M&S INFORMATION SYSTEMS (ISs)
ACROSS DOD AND FEDERAL COMPONENTS.

10

i
I
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SOME SIT RECOMMENDATIONS TO i
DMSO*

o M&S STANDARDS COORDINATION:

- INVESTIGATE LOWER-COST ALTERNATIVES
TO STANDARDIZE M&S DATA TYPES/MODELS
WITH POTENTIAL FOR SHORT-TERM
CONSENSUS AND PAYOFF; I

- IDENTIFY/REDUCE/ELIMINATE NON-
STANDARD, REDUNDANT, AND UNRECOGNIZED
DATA/OBJECT ACTIVITIES;

- FORMALLY ADOPT A STANDARDS FRAMEWORK

(E.G., THE TAFIM); AND I
i
I

* SEE SIT REPORT 01-94 FOR COMPLETE
LISTING/DETAILS.

I
I

11 I
I
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SOME SIT RECOMMENDATIONS TO DMSO
(CONT'D)

ENSURE THAT DOD INTERESTS ARE
ADEQUATELY REPRESENTED IN ALL
APPROPRIATE NONGOVERNMENT STANDARDS

I BODIES.

i o M&S STANDARDS COMMUNICATIONS:

- PROVIDE AN AUTOMATED, EXPERT SYSTEM
I TO GENERATE HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE

STANDARDS/STANDARDIZATION PROFILES
I FOR PROGRAM MANAGERS; AND

I - COUNTER HETEROGENEOUS IS PROLIFERA-
TION BY AGGRESSIVELY PROMOTING

I SEAMLESS INTEROPERABILITY ("ONE CALL
REACHES ALL").

Ii

12

I
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SOME CURRENT SIT EFFORTS UI
I

o CROSS MEMBERSHIP WITH OTHER ACTIVE ITF
TEAMS.

I
o A VISIONARY, HIGH-LEVEL ROAD MAP FOR M&S

STANDARDS / STANDARDIZATION. i

o REVIEW OF STANDARDS/STANDARDIZATION
ACTIVITIES/ISSUES INVOLVING DMSO
PROJECTS FUNDED IN FY 1994.

I
o DRAFT STANDARDS/STANDARDIZATION LANGUAGE

FOR DMSO'S FY 1994/1995 INFRASTRUCTURE I
RFPs.

II
I
I
I
I

13

I
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* SOME CURRENT SIT EFFORTS
(CONT'D)

I
SFUNCTIONS/FORM OF THE SIT INTERACTIVE

BULLETIN BOARD:

S- OBJECTIVES:

1. SUPPORT SIT ACTIVITIES/PROCES-
SES/PRODUCTS;

2. PROVIDE M&S COMMUNITY SERVICES
SUCH AS:

H A. CONTINUALLY-UPDATED INFOR-
MATION/GUIDANCE;

B. Q&A ACCESS TO THE COLLECTIVEIEXPERTISE OF SIT MEMBERS; AND

C. AN INFORMAL M&S STANDARDS

FORUM.I
- CURRENTLY RESIDES IN THE DMSO IS.

I
I

14I
I
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SIT PRODUCTS
I
I

o SIT CHARTER*

o SIT REPORT 01-94* i

o SIT MEETING MINUTES* iI
o DRAFT ROAD MAP FOR M&S STANDARDS/STAN-

DARDI ZATION i

I

I

I
I
I
I

15 I

I
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TECNET: EVOLUTION, CAPABILITY, AND RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT INITIATIVES

George F. Hurlburt
Naval Air Warfare Center Aircraft Division

Patuxent River, Maryland 20670-5304

ABSTRACT dramatically with use. In late 1986, the Office of the Secretary
of Defense (OSD) called for a critical review of this and other

The Test and Evaluation Community Network costly initiatives to facilitate T&E by electronic means. The
(TECNET) stands on the leading edge of Defense weapons Naval Air Test Center (NAVAIRTESTCEN) at Patuxent
systems Test and Evaluation (T&E). It provides information of River, Maryland. was selected and funded to conduct a critical
immediate value to those who plan, provision, support, study from the perspective of a field activity.
conduct and evaluate the results of developmental and
operational tests within the Department of Defense (DoD). The NAVAIRTESTCEN study established a T&E
Operating at both the unclassified and System High SECRET framework that became a part of the Defense Systems
levels, TECNET supports information vital to the tester, those Management College (DSMC) T&E curriculum. In a
who support test facilities and those who commission tests, companion technical report, NAVAIRTESTCEN recommended
TECNET has evolved over the past 10 years to its present that all existing OSD automation initiatives be reduced or
capability. It now supports over 3,500 users from within all scrapped. The report made one exception for the existing
the armed services. It contains significant data bases, electronic mail capability for the entire DoD T&E community
information resources for the tester and a number of specialized known as TECNET. The study recommended that this
electronic information services including electronic mail, fledgling electronic mail capability be developed and moved in-
bulletin boards, facsimile, and file transfer capabilities. A full house to one of the Major Range and Test Facility Base
partner in the Defense Data Network and the Internet, (MRTFB) activities to achieve both control and economy. It
TECNET is also accessible via the Federal further stipulated that funding for Research and Development
Telecommunications System for the Year 2000 (FTS-2000) (R&D) should come from OSD only so long as the armed
dial-up service. TECNET is not static. Its development is user services were willing to provide funds for Operation and
driven. Its focus on the future embraces concepts such as Maintenance (O&M). This idea prcdated the OSD Central Test
advanced user interfaces, groupware, technology transfer and Evaluation Investment Program (CTEIP) which operates
information support, and Multilevel Secure (MLS) under a similar principle. In 1987, after appropriate
capabilities. This paper traces the evolution of TECNET, coordination among the services, OSD sponsored the creation
defines TECNET as it exists today, and highlights where of a TECNET Steering Committee made up of formally
TECNET must go in the future. designated service representatives. From that date, all TECNET

O&M funding came from the services and all R&D support
The TECNET exists to support both developmental and came from OSD under Steering Committee recommendation.

operational T&E communities within DoD. Further, and The TECNET Steering Committee was subsequently chartered
importantly, TECNET also supports T&E customers in the under the Joint Commander's Group (JCG) for T&E, which
larger DoD Acquisition community. TECNET has matured emerged in 1989 from the services in response to growing
over the past 10 years to become a recognized T&'i high level involvement in T&E investment matters.
information resource for DoD. TECNET continues to evolve
with modern information technology. This paper describes In 1989, a Government owned version of TECNET
TECNET's evolution, describes its current capability, and software became operational at Clemson University. It ran on
defines its future direction to support its T&E information a computer acquired for the cost of its move from a terminated
mission. JTF program. The subcontract vendor was retained for

communication access purposes only. The costly commercial
TECNET was initiated in 1983 under a DoD contract electronic mail component of the commercial service had

with Clemson University to determine how the several Joint become unnecessary. To facilitate a smooth transition from
Test Forces (JTF) could better cooperate with one another. The Clemson University, TECNET temporarily operated from a
proposed solution brought the concept of electronic mail to the backup sister computer acquired from the same JTF program.
JTF. This recommendation took hold in an era when such a This support operation ran at the Aberdeen Proving Ground for
concept was still considered radical. Electronic mail was very the first quarter of Fiscal year 1990. The primary TECNET
much in the province of computer specialists. It awaited computer was moved to NAVAIRTESTCEN during this
introduction of the communicating personal computer. Initial backup period. There, it became fully operational under full
JTF support was provided by a subcontracted commercial Government control in early 1990. The system was
electronic mail vendor. As the personal computer became an subsequently upgraded in 1991 and again in 1993 to take
acceptable DoD tool, TECNET began to slowly extend beyond advantage of reduced system ownership costs and increased
the ITF. Other test organizations began to see benefit in demand for added capability. Through a series of fully
electronic information exchange. TECNET entered a dramatic competitive contract solicitations, Clemson University has
expansion phase in 1986 as the armed services began to retained the primary R&D role for TECNET. The DoD
seriously embrace the electronic mail services of Clemson's mandated Defense Data Network (DDN) became TECNETs
commercial vendor. Unfortunately, the price of the commercial preferred method of access. After an intermediate competitive
service skyrocketed as the business volume increased contract, the commercial access vendor was subsequently
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replaced by FTS-2000 under waiver to overcome known DDN from Clemson, the secure version of TECNET became -
limitations. In the meantime, TECNET worked with DDN to accessible only via STU-M or DoD's SECRET level Defense I
overcome certain of these service limitations. TECNETs 1990 Secure Network Number One. As anticipated, use of the
point paper influenced DDN to increase nation-wide dial-up TECNET secure system has grown only slowly since it was
speeds for remote users, fielded. In 1993, this system will be upgraded to a more

flexible and less tostly to maintain secure architecture. The
Over the years, TECNET has evolved from a pure new secure TECNET system will also soon contain

electronic mail capability to a mature repository for substantive information of real value to the T&E community.
information of immediate value to the entire DoD T&E Plans are now laid to field a compendium of data bases I
community. TECNET played a major role in support of the involving Electronic Countermeasures, Electronic Warfare
developmental named Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UAV) threats, and DoD threat simulators. These substantive
program and the still evolving EA-6B program during improvements will begin to show realistic payback in terms of
operation Desert Storm in early 1992. TECNET was secure TECNETutilization. I
reportedly instrumental in saving lives during this brief war.
TECNET also became an indispensable tool for the At the same time, the three leading DoD data bases that
Multiservice Test Investment Review Committee (MSTIRC), contain information conceniing test assets and facilities, *
the T&E Project Reliance, and the subsequent T&E Reliance including the DoD T&E Assets Data Base, are also being
Investment Board (TERIB). TECNET now supports over effectively combined under the TECNET roof. Operating under
3,500 users from over 450 T&E related organizations. a common cursor driven user capability, these data bases are to
TECNET use is strong among the Army, Navy, Air Force, be housed on both the secure and unclassified versions of I
Marine Corps and numerous Defense Agencies. Over 50 DoD TECNET. Accessed individually or in combined fashion, they
acquisition programs are represented among the 220 plus will contain appropriately classified information for the sites at
TECNET Bulletin Boards. Other TECNET Bulletin Boards which they reside. Thereafter, a common data base made up of
support current news and an array of timely subjects dealing all available T&E asset information will be developed as aM
with T&E matters. T&E related directives, instructions, single DoD standards compliant T&E resource data base
guidelines, instructional course offerings, software T&E facts, designed to operate either on a stand alone PC data base or on
environmental and service specific texts appear in the TECNET. This combined data base capability was made *
TECNET menus. Global Positioning System and Radar possible by a TECNET sponsored effort through the Range l
calibration Satellite operations are chronicled on TECNET. Commander's Council (RCC) starting in 1990 to create a
TECNET remains one of the few DDN computers to fully Common Data Dictionary involving T&E resources. The
integrate facsimile capabilities with electronic mail. Most RCC Common Data Dictionary Group, chaired under the3
importantly, TECNET houses the DoD T&E Assets Data Naval Air Warfare Center Aircraft Division (formerly
Base. NAVAIRTESTCEN), has considered all known data bases

involving T&E resource information. The data dictionary is
This data base defines Government and private T&E currently modeled using a DoD compliant data modeling tool U

assets valued over one- million doUars. It contains over 4,000 known as the ICAM Definition tool. The creation of the
plus records extending through DoD, other Government, combined data base will be under agreements among the
industry and foreign T&E holdings. The existence of this data services independently engineered by TECNET. The designated -
base established for the General Accounting Office that DoD Program Manager for this capability, however, will not be 3
had control over investments through knowledge of what was drawn from within TECNET. Rather, TECNET supports the
available within DoD. It supported the establishment of the concept of data base management under appropriately
CTEIP and became instrumental in supporting MSTIRC, designated subject matter experts. TECNET shall only serve as *
T&E Reliance and the TERIB. It also gave rise to the second the conduit to deliver the informational products so derived to
strong arm of TECNET, the classified version of TECNET. appropriate consumers. When the resultant data base is folded

into the secure TECNET system, the DoD T&E community
In response to Operations Security concerns over the will have truly arrived in the electronic age. For the fust time, •

existence of the T&E Assets Data Base in early 1989, a current, classified electronic resource will exist which
TECNET became deeply involved with the security and permits effective test and test invcstment planning throughout
protection of the information it held. Initial extraordinary DoD. At that time, use of the secure TECNET computer is
efforts were undertaken to enhance the security of the expected to skyrocket.
unclassified version of TECNET. These provisions have been
regularly reenforced and further augmented with solid operating Figure 1, graphically defines the TECNET configuration
procedures. The TECNET unclassified system is certified at the for the near term as described above.
C-2 level of trust and improvements continue. TECNET also I
accepted the long-term challenge to field a classified system. In In the meantime, while like systems tended to seek
1991, an accredited System High SECRET version of increasing budgets in 1993, TECNET announced a 20%
TECNET became operational at the C-2 level of trust in an reduction over its initial 1994 budget. Through consolidation, I
appropriately secured area of the Aberdeen Proving Ground. rightsizing, and reexamination of work flows, TECNET can
Using the same familiar TECNET software as augmented for take advantage of the dramatic cost reductions made possible
required classified markings, the secure version of TECNET through the rapidly evolving computer industry and concerted
was formally accredited by the Arm,, in 1991. Using the internal controls. This move was taken only after I
former JTF computer, last employed in the 1989 transition development of a detailed TECNET economic and sensitivity
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I analysis capability. This capability serves as the foundation of available far before DDN and OLhcr DoD protocols will be able
a complete TECNET business case. The analysis demonstrates to support them with the requisite data rates. TECNET will
that TECNET O&M realizes great savings as compared to respond by increasing dial-up rates to greater than the current
alternative methods, delivers more than comparable 9600 baud capability.
Government systems, and costs less than a similar, but far less
custom, commercial services. At the same time as reducing The concept of "groupware" for decision documentation
O&M expense, TECNET plans to greatly expand its services and support represents another advanced field with great
to keep pace with demand. The TECNET R&D program potential. TECNET will soon introduce rudimentary tools for
continues to pay cost effective dividends. "different time, different place" moderated brainstorming

among defined interest groups. A companion "rack and stack"
TECNET R&D centers on three critical areas: enhanced type of tool will permit designated users to "vote" on an array

user capabilities, assisted access to heterogeneous data whether of defined concepts. This voting capability serves as a means
structured or not, and a MiS capability. This research is vital, for remote users to rank options either selected during the
ongoing, and presses the state of the art in network capability, brainstorming phase or as presented by a moderator. TECNET

intends to field such geographically independent decision
TECNET's users guide its development. User support tools to conduct its own Steering Committee business

complaints, gripes, comments, and suggestions from a variety more effectively and economically. In so doing, the emergent
of sources are all carefully recorded and tracked. The resulting capability will begin to take shape for general use. The
data base yields periodic Pareto charts that point toward planned return on the investment is reduced travel and,
statistically significant and user desired system characteristics, hopefully increased small group efficiency in cases where the
The Pareto chart, together with industry trend assessments, group is distributed.
strongly influence the direction of TECNET development. All
emergent capabilities in TECNET progress from Alpha testing Where possible, TECNET plans to link to remote hosts
to Beta testing and finally to production. Likewise, as new supporting needed information. Rather than attempting to
capabilities enter into production, logging and statistical house this information locally, TECNET has chosen to take
process control techniques help track detailed system advantage of what already exists. In 1993, TECNET made such
utilization trends. Thus, TECNET is a closely monitored a vital linkage with the DoD Environmental community's
laboratory where new capabilities are always candidates for electronic bulletin board capability. Similar cost effective
further improvement. A number of new capabilities are linkages are planned in the coming months. Increasingly
coming to the forefront in 1993. sophisticated access and data transfer techniques will emerge.

TECNET users have long desired an online conference TECNET is also investing in future information
capability. Such a moderated capability will migrate from a handling technology aimed at access to heterogeneous
carefully controlled Alpha test environment to active Beta information scattered throughout the world. Such investment
testing by summer's end in 1993. may well prove significant for DoD. The shift from fully

fielding mature technology to developing production ready
The long established TECNET main menu has recently weapons systems profoundly affects DoD acquisition methods.

received criticism as being far too obtuse. Many feel it aims at The related concepts of technology transition and insertion
computer function as opposed to true T&E support, thus becomes far more meaningful. Access to relevant technology
hiding many important T&E features. In August 1993, information, fueled by fast emerging scientific and technical
TECNET plans to unveil a new menu system designed to information, becomes critical in an environment characterized
permit direct navigation to valued T&E information. This new by rapid scientific advancement and punctuated by latent
menu will also support direct entry of desired capabilities based production capability. As field warfighter requirements
on keyword selection. At the same time, a new user mode continue to appear electronically, the affect on modern
based on an interactive cursor driven activity will enter into warfighting capability will be dramatic. Acquisition based
Beta test. Critical user feedback will be sought on these information systems must be sufficiently responsive to meet
proposed features in an August 1993 user's Forum. The earlier this rapidly evolving information mandate. In the interim,
Beta test user mode, a version of a risk free menu called DoD continues to stress the importance of developing tightly
"novice mode," will be introduced into production prior to Beta coupled information systems under Integrated Computer Aided
test of these new features. Software Engineering methodologies. While such data driven

transaction oriented systems are essential to the orderly conduct
With the forthcoming cursor mode, TECNET will of DoD's business, technology based information will become

support five selectable user interfaces designed to suit far more elusive. It lives and breathes in the InterneL Those
individual tastes: a novice mode, a menu mode, a command who need to pursue such data must be provided the necessary
mode, a cursor driven mode, and an unprompted expert mode. tools. These tools extend far beyond tightly coupled data bases.
With the advent of X-windows and PC based point and click
interfaces characterized by PC windows, Windows NT, and the TECNET decided to first attack this issue head-on and
Macintosh, TECNET faces yet another new interface right at home. TECNET now houses significant amounts of
challenge. While retaining the five character based modes, relevant T&E information in many forms and formats.
TECNET must now also operate in these advanced and highly Unfortunately, there is no search capability to seek all the
standardized graphical environments. A major rewrite of the information available on any given topic within the TECNET
underlying TECNET software will make these capabilities information base. Thus, TECNET proposes to introduce a
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"Hypersearch" capability in 1993. The initial capability will Documentation is taking shape in the form of NSA-based d
provide a user with all relevant information pertaining to experimental templates for MLS systems. The 1993 MIS
searches as specifically defined by user request. This capability experimentation and documentation will give rise to 1994
will launch a new phase in TECNETs continuing evolution, work with emerging hardware and software systems rated at a

level of trust to permit a true MLS capability on the scale U
Hypersearch initiates a larger quest. The need to access envisioned for TECNET. While much remains to be

relevant information in the broader context of the Internet accomplished, TECNET is making steady progress in defining
becomes more crucial by the day. Existing tools such as the methods by which information may be managed at varying
World Wide Webb, WAIS, and a number of enterprising levels of depth and corresponding classification. The plan is tofl
"Gophers" support such initial search capabilities. TECNET is migrate TECNET from the C-2 level of trust to the B-2 leveltm
in the initial phases of experimentation with these tools. of trust extending from unclassified through secret coresident
While promising, they can yield limited results and consume on all TECNET machines and accessible by appropriately *
costly resources in their execution. Directed searches must be trusted users and hosts. Such management is essential if DoD
better focused. They must know how to target high payoff is to preserve the national security in an increasingly insecure
sources and perform searches against the resources therein, world where information has a measurable value.
They must yield maximum results at lowest expense.
Advanced search capabilities must be able to target highly Figure 2 graphically defines the TECNET configuration
structured data bases and free text with equal ease. They must for the long-term as described above.
be able to interpret complex data structures, such as models
and reusable software. They must glean intelligence from ABOUTTHE AUTHOR
pictorial material. They must be able to interpret user requests
in a contextual framework. In short, they must be smart. Mr. George Hurlburt serves as the Executive Secretariat

for TECNET. He is responsible to the tri-service TECNET
TECNET, together with a number of leading DoD agents Steering Committee which, in turn, reports to the JCG for

for technology transition and information transfer, will soon T&E. Mr. Hurlburt is a senior manager assigned to the
participate in a series of planned experiments based on such an Computer Sciences Directorate, Naval Air Warfare Center
intelligent search capability. The TECNET component of the Aircraft Division, Patuxent River, Maryland. Prior to his full- *
emerging capability will be nested in the TECNET T&E time TECNET assignment, he ran NAVAIRTESTCEN's
resource data bases. Directed intelligent search capabilities will Information Resources Management (IRM) Office. In this
be employed to better isolate relevant test capabilities based on capacity, he successfully launched a Business System Planning
rather "fuzzy" user requirement statements. The results will be initiative which led to systematic adoption of corporate
based on weighted criteri. Likewise, TECNET will draw upon information engineering methodologies. Before this
other identified and share, network based resources among the assignment, he served as a senior IRM systems analyst
other experimental participants to fully support answers to responsible for the design and implementation of lasting m
technology based questions. While oriented to corporate command wide information systems. Mr. Hurlburt managed
learning, this series of experiments will give rise to new NAVAIRTESTCEN's Technical Information Department, and
capabilities not yet imagined. Unfortunately, as these spent 8 of his 16 years at NAVAIRTESTCEN as a special
experiments proceed, the issue of security will become assistant on the staff of the Commander. Mr. Hurlburt is a U
paramount. The technology data derived will undoubtedly former Naval Officer and possesses a bachelor of sciences
become too sensitive to treat in an open and shared degree from the University of Houston. He is a 1990 graduate
environment. Thus, security considerations, particularly the of the Naval Air System Command's Senior Executive
role of MLS, cannot be ignored. Management Development Program and served a 1 year

The existing classified TECNET system serves as a developmental tour in the Office of the Secretary of Defense.

precursor to the desired MLS TECNET capability. Such
capability obviously depends on what hardware and software
the National Security Agency (NSA) approves. The hardware
and software components of MLS are important, but as parts
of a system, they are not the total solution. A system also
comprises policy, procedure, and labor. In the absence of
overarching national MLS policy, procedure must be
developed. Likewise, labor requirements to operate a true MLS

system must be fully defined and documented if adequate
network resourcing is to occur. These components must be
wrapped into a tightly coupled, well regulated "system" before

an intelligent accreditation decision can be rendered. TECNET

has engaged in a funded 1993 experiment aimed at empirical
documentation of the policy, procedure, and labor components
involved in fielding a nationally networked MLS capability.
Involving Air Force, Army, and Navy participants at
designated service sites and working closely with NSA,
TECNET is carefully documenting its findings.
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1994 holds many changes TECNET staff changes,
Read about them i thisi. New talents on board; old

friends move on

A fm efor TECNETpfJ-,es k ". c • m

New TECNET menu

system operational
The new TECNET- Menu System was ncss of Defunse Teow and Evaluation.

introduced in late December aftcr scy- Of course, the new menu structure is
eran months of beta testing. This system differenm Thus, it will require a bit ofI takes advantage of several behind the expementation before you get used to
scenes improvements which we made it's layout The exploded menu struc-
to the TECNET software over the sum- ture is revealed in a companion mes-
metC. sage found in the "tecnet BulletinIThese changes permnit us to maix and Board. You maay wish to review this
match such things as bulletin boards, message-
rile repoettmess, Fix reporitrins& da6
bae= and menus under a common TEC-
NET menu selection. Now, rthber than
segregate like data by its structure asChangehas been our practice, we can now linkCh n eI c
dati by related subjects. Due'to a new version of fth

Thus, if a given subject area includes mail system that has been mlled
data hase. a bulletin board and a re- in production, the Bcc field hai

pository, all three of these selections been slightly modified. individu-
can now appea, under a common menu. als Pvcciving a blind carbon copy
Thus, to find information related to a will have "Blind Carbon Copy"
given subject. it is no longer an adven- in the Bcc field as op-liue in rnenu searching. posed to their user id which is

We have tried to make the new TEC- how it worked before the new ver-I NET Menu structure relate to the busi, sion was rolled. Likewise, the
sender will not be able to verify
who he has Bcc'd by referring to

New Production features the message in his 'out' box.
The message in the out box will

So that you have an idea of how simply display "Blind Carbon
much disk space your account occu- Copy" in th• ucc field.
pit%, an announcement of disk space
oeeipied' ,prcars at each login. If you
have a i•aru'aniunt of space in usc. More changes coming,
we encourage you to purge unused or sty tuned!
out of date files. A tcmporry patch 1993 gave us many new changes
has also N~en moved which hagtcnt ac- nn TECNET. IT's a safe bet tlat
cess to the File reposituries. We arc many more are going to come your
working on cven fater access to these pe-Many new are s g f to fome -
repositories. but that may lake a bit of way. Many new typ.e d f informa-
time to implement. tion too. Stay tuncd!

The T7.it And Eswluahnn Conoanenur" NerworL JIwuw, 1994
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New Facsimile I

(FAX) Capabilities
____ C .;?old The FAX repository is located on

byCG. Reid Harmon 1. The New Fi/.e/FAX Repos'ry the 'FAX Repository Services' op.
TECNIETDevelopment Staff SYwn !ion under the 'FAX Services' op-

Formerly the differences between on from the main TECNET menu.

TECNET is proud to present a ma- the File Repository System and the 8. Changes in dte reposiAory s'sm
jor expansion of its FAX capabili- FAX Repository System were sig- C
ties. The FAX problems recently nificant, despite most operations of There is one real change in the
associated with the production sys- the two systems are really the same. file repository system: It may now
tern of TECNET were related to To remove the differences, we have contain FAX, text and binary' files.
preparations to introduce these new rewritten the file repository system. If you select a FAX on a File Re-
FAX capabilities. The FAX Systcm It now handles both fil,, and pository menu, you will not be able
is now once again fully operational. FAXes. More imnportantly. both the to display its contents, but you are
The enhancements include full com- repositories now have the same look now able to FAX or forward it to a
patibility between FAX and file re- andfeel. FAX or another repository.
positries. the ability to By request, the Repository system
automatically upload FAXes to a A. Repository locatnti menu is now a single-column menu,
new personal FAX repository and The file repository is located an- rather than a double-column menu,
greatly enhanced FAX addressing der the "File Transfer/Repository and includes the file size and file
capabilities. The following outline Systems" opdon from the main type.
detail tfe specific enhancements: TECNEr menu. Ra Bt wee MI C. 1Or'r, ee Between Fle and

| ~FAX Rqw w ieda
n Te bwehavior of file and FAX re-

DoubleVision - what's that? positores is based on the nature offiles and FAXes themselves. There-
fore, it's importnat to understand1

One may ask if it's possible for same time. what the differences are betwcen
two things to occupy the same Once DoubleVision is detected each. The classificationfile refers in
space at the same time. On TEC- on your account, the system gener- any item stored on the system. It
NET, it is not only possible, but ates an attention message and may be one of three *types':
happens more times than it should. sends it to your mailbox. Logging * Text: Text (or ASCII) fies

If you have to log off TECNET out properly will do three things:
in a hurry, take extra Avoid nasty notes from TEC- contain only letters, numbers,
second to enter the NFT. reduce on-line charges for punctuation marks, and other

letter "E" to Exit at that period and reduce y symbols you can find on a key-

any point during tern congestion, board. In short, text is read-

your session. If you DoubleVision notes will able material, typed in by
don't. TECNE.-r - make you aware of oth- hand.
keeps your account ers who are using your * FAX: A FAX document is a
active and on-line for account (with or without graphics format: it describes

about 15 minutes. your permission). It also where on pages there should
This time is actually tied tips you off as to whether he black spaces and printed
to the timer that keeps your password has bcen spaces, which, as a whole, we
track whether or not there is compromised. perceive as symbols, draw-
any activity on your account. If you are aware of another ings. and even writing. A
If you don't touch your keyboard individual utilizing your account. FAX. thcn, is a type of file. at
for that time, TECNET will log wc strongly urge you to register least when it is stored on TEC- 1
you off. What's worse, if you log them for their own. If you are not NET. This distinction is impor.
back in ,vithin a 15-minute win- we ask that you please contact T"- rant as we usually do not con-
dow after your first improper exit, CADMIN and change your pass- sider the paper itsclf someone
TECNET will raise a red flag. The word...._ _n
system now believes there are two Continued next page
people using your account at the See FAX

Janual" 1904 The Test And EwalguWion FIomCmuntv Netywork I
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FAX and FAXes can only he dis- Under the 'Create and Maijntain

Continued from previouS page played on a graphics screen. Fax Address Entries' option is the

, FX Mail Distribution List Maniputd-

hs ' bable' files which are text fi ion' option which allows you to
has F edtirobeaor- al"flswhc rtetfes create and edit, mail distributionl

purer file. In this ca.se, the and FAXes. crste ned distributiOn

stnadGroup III FAX has liow~ sts. The new' disttibutiofl lists.

standard Gnode as a Forward to Another Repast- used by both the mail and FAX sys-

been encoded as a computer tory: All types of files may be Items. allow you to specify recipients
file for it's life onl TECNET. forwarded, but only 'faxable' by either electrotlic mail (E-mail) ad.

Binary: This is a catch-all care- files may be forwarded to a dresses. or FAX addresses. For ex-

gory for every other type of FAX Repository. ample, you may create a distribution
file. Binary f les can be cam- All other Action Menu options list called 'hclp', which conta.in the

pressed data, graphics, or DOS are available to all file types. following:

executable. tecadmin reid @tecnet5.cs.cn-
1b. The PersonUI FAX Rcposito'7 and son.edu,$joe

You now_ haveYour automadc FAX upinads

You now have your own personal FAX addresses are
iown personal FAX FAX repository in which you may

repository in which you keep FAX documents, and torward distinguished by other
them or FAX them out, just like you kinds of addresses

may keep FAX may with a public repository.

documents, and 'Me major difference is the ability with a preceding dollar
to FAX a document directly into sign

for wa rd them or FAX your own private FAX repository.

them out, just like you The firs, step in FAXing yourself aSthe out ius you document is to use a TECNET pro-

May with a public vided bar coded FAX cover sheet '.The first two items are both E.

wmaich identifies you personally. mail addresses, but the last item.

repository. To have a personalized bar coded 'Si'e'. is a FAX address, which is

U cover sheet sent to you, or to a an- recognized as a FAX address by the

other individual wishing to FAX dollar sign ($).

Each repository has an assiaed you soneihing via TECnT. selct *Mail System Treatment of Dis-
t'e type. File reps�_=tores contain the Gerate Fox Covr" theet option tributlon Lists. If you mail a

f ever kind of file; FAX apositon on the FAX Services menu. and fill message to #help. your private

contain only those files which can out the necessary recipient inforrma- distribution list. recognized as

be 1-,A,\ed.' I his incluocs F,^Xcs,, uf lion a. requestca. a 01$trloution list by dtie leud-

course. but also text files which can Then use this cover sheet on top ing pound sign (#), the mail

be converted to FAX files. of he stack of document pages to be system will send an E-mail

There is one additional difference FAXed, and FAX the whole works message to tecadmin and

between the two repository types:. to the number listed at the bottom of reid@tecnet5.cs.clcmson.cdu.
uploads are restricted to file repusi- the covershect. but will FAX a message to the

I curies. Once TECNET receives your recipient specified by Sjoe.

F. la'Jermen 8cNwecnAcdinn Menus FAX. the autornatic-routing system This is helptul for including

will scan the bar code at the top. de- people in your distribution

Once you select a file in a reposi- terratin€ that you are the intended re- lists who have FAX machines.

torty. the system determines its type. cipient. place the FAX into your but no E-mail address.

and then prsents you with an Ac- repository, and send you an elec- * FAX Systemn Treatment of Dis.

tion Menu --- a list of options Ironic mail message that you have ttibution Lists. If you scnd a

which you may perform on that file. received a new FAX. FAX to #help. the FAX sys-

Not all actions apply to all file IlL FAX Dimrudon LAs tern, being unable to send a

types. so the menu is limited to only FAX via E mail, will ignore

what you may do with thai p'nicu. A. FAX Addrs-,s the E-mail addresses in your

l•r file. The following is a list of re- On the new FAX Services menu. distribution list. and use only

strictions on the Action Menu there is a 'Create and Maintain l-as the FAX addresses.

selections: Address Entries' option. With it. FAX Requests. Since distribu.

o Download: Not available to you may create FAX addresses (re- tion lists arc now suppo)rted.

FAXes, since as files they are cipient name. office. organization. there have been sonic changes

stored with header informa. voice phone. and FAX phone infor- to the interactive FAX Trans-

tion which PC FAX packages. mation). I-AX addresses are distin- mission Request system. At

will not recoenize. guished by other kinds of addresses the 'To' prompt. there are now

* Display Contents: Availahbl with a preceding dollar sign (S). Continued next pMe

only to text files, since binary 8. (irmilminn Se FAX

files can be of many formats.

The Tro And Etalwation Community Nrtu.o*r .? January 199M
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FAX tage for when you have someone to wish to send to Joe and Mike, then
Continuedfrom previous page whom you regularly send FAXes. you may enter 'Sjoe* at the *To'

3 3. prompt. an 'A' to add another recipi-

three choices with which you In cy distio r List ent. "Smike" at the next 'To' prompt
specifying a distribution (if you have created a FAX addressmay pecfy ecipents). (e.g. #help), all of the FAX ad- '.called "mike', that is), and then an

dresses are displayed, and each be- 'S' to send the FAX.

comes a recipient This is f This flexibility should greatly en-L By Nam and FAX Phone particularly helpful when you hamc the utility of the TECNET
This method has not been a group of people to whom you send FAX system.

changed. You may enter informa- FAXes. 
I

tion on each of the fields to specify After you enter this information TV Q•wi•ns
a recipient. The default entry is and specify one or more recipients,
shown in square brackets ([]). The you will encounter a Add Send TECADMIN, (301-R26.7501)
'To' field, and the two fields sp'ci- Quit? [Add]' prompt. You may en- stands ready to assist with the u.s of
fying the FAX phone number must ter an 'S, to nd the FAX to your IThese new TECNET features.
be filled out. list of recipients, a "Q' to quit the re- Please direct any questions or

2.. By FAX Addre quest and not send the FAX, or an comments about the new Repository
ntead of spefn e'A' (by deault), which will take system and FAX Dis:ribution List

Instead of specifying each fild, ou back to the 'To' prompt and usage to the *comments or the *bug-
the 'To' prompt you may F d sseg d low you specify more recipient(s), box bulletin boards as appropriate

In this way. you do not have to C. Reid Harmon Jr. TECNFT
and the field information from the make a distribution list just to send Developmetit Statf reid@tec-
FAX address will be used instead, a FAX to more than one person at aF net5.cs.clemon.edu.
This is a great time-saving adva. Itime. If you have a FAX that you

December breaks new record
With its holidays, December is tra- The total numbers of accesses and While we a, e , cing these re

ditionally slow in tem of TECNXE the overall connect time, while not ports, they tends to be elusive as
uodli-don. While many TECNET aecoi brealdng, were still very re- they are rooted in die DDN or In-
users focus on family and friends at Ispectable figures. These numbers ternet network routing infrasawc-
month'; end. TECNET statistics placed December at the third high- tures. If you know of traffic not
tend to show a corTesponding de- est spot and well above many pre- getting to us, it would be helpful to
cline. vious months. tell us the originating host computer

Despite this annual trend. TEC- Despite expected slowdown at lfrom which the traffic was sent. We
NET records were set in December month's end, the system utilization are also still tracking the very elu-
for the number of unique users and was significant during the weeks be- sive FTS-2000 performance prob-
the total number of registered users. fore the holidays. Thus, the seasonal lenis which are sporadically

dip was not as pronounced as in past reportcd to us. Again. your reports
years. are our lifeline to better serving you

NA W C STECNET had little in the way of

n internal problems in December, More news than ever Isave for an indiscrete circuit boardwhich decided to become unseated before

novw online late on December 27th. This board In case you haven't noticed, the
was re-seated that evening with no *newswire and *news bulletin I

For those of you wishing to cor- further problem. Most of the prob. boards should keep you abreast of
respond with individuals in the lems we observed were external to just about anything that is happen-
Naval Air Warfare Center our environment. In early Deccm- ing in the world today.
(NAWC) a new remotc connec. bet, we experienced some severe The China, Russia. SouthEast
tion to the on line NAWC Simple problenis with our Defense Data Asia and Croatia news are only
Mail Transfer Protocol (SMTP) Network (DDN) circuit which some of the new products available.
is available. This feature permits backed up our outgoing mail for a Now there is no reason being
a search by name for individuals little over a day. kept in the dark when thinea are
in the NAWC structure. The fea- Our focus on this external psob- happening all around the globe.
ture is available from the new Ac- lem helped lead to its timely conclu- Next time you have a few mo-
cess Remote Internet Services sion. We also have indications that ments, stop on by and see what's
Menu. some DDN and Imternet mail is not going on in the world.

getting to us.

January 1994 4 The Test And Emluation Comrune" Ne'we*ok U
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_m SA ..,

Data Model
for

Modeling and Simulation
I Directory

presented by
Roy Scrudder, JDBE Project

I

| ~Background

I • Initial project started as an update of SSDC's
Analytical Tool Box

I DMSO sponsored project to develop DoD
standard data model for M&S Directory

- JDBE provided review and consulting

- IDA to provide implementation

II •
I Pagel1

I
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•• ~Information Sources i

"* MOSAIC - Army Master Model and Simulation i
Catalog

"• J8 Catalog of Wargaming and Military I
Simulation Models

"* Navy Model and Simulation Catalog

" Navy SMART Program I
"• SSDC Analytical Tool Box

"* Center for Naval Analysis Survey

I
S• I

S~~~Activities II

"* Draft data model developed by COLSA3
- Entities and attributes identified and defined
- Partial specification of domain information

- Preliminary assignment of data types i
- Preliminary design of user interface

"* Model reviewed by DMSO, SSDC, AMSMO,
DLA/MISIC, SMART, and JDBEI

"* Model updated to reflect review comments

I
Sj I

Page 2 I
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Pupoe pplicationl Level Domain cpo
I ups • Area L•Modeled I Conflict

Analyze Architecture Weapon Air Global
Train Environment Fire Unit Space National
Test Weather BN and Below Ocean Theater
Evaluate Nuclear Corps and Div Surface Tactical
Design Chemical Above Corps Subsurface Individual
Support Joint Bottom
Construct Ground
Drive Operations

I

* Integrate the M&S Directory and Data Base
Directory Data Models

- Complete taxonomy and domain information

I Add DISA/CIM-compliant naming

* Submit M&S Directory Data Model as an
extension to DoD Data Model

* Submit candidate standard data elements
* Develop a directory of M&S and data bases.

I Page 3



DMSO Model & Simulation Directory 330 I
Entity-level Logical Data Model

Developed by COLSA Corporation: 10 Jan 94 I
Modified by JDBE: 10 Feb 94

contains/ I
PERSON '-- ----- ORGANIZATIONI II

is the point of beI ong t9,
, contact for perforrs relts

ORGANIZATION_RESPONSIBILITY !. rDOCUMENTATION
Iis responsiblity of I

RELEASE} [ QUALITY-ASSURANCE}

PROPONENCY DEVELOPMENT I

I

VALIDATION [VERIFICATION [ACCREDITATIN FCONFIGURATIONyMANAGEMENT
is perforrI ed using

[ ACCREDITATIONDATASET I

is pqrformed using is used in U! I processes I

VALIDATIONDATASET

is us d as
,7•_ exists as"I

INPUTDATASET e as INPUTI

c odeveloped

consists of usin I

RUNTIMECRITICAL PARAMETER INPUTDEVELOPMENTAID UI



MODEL INTERACTION
wt h ISTANDARDiI F i~sint rfaces wt
withis it

uses /is used by comples withj

DECISION TOOL ISOFTWARE-LANGUAGE
is requires/ is implemented inI •._.Iis required by

•1 [SPECIAL SOFTWARE ]

[ HUMAN-PARTICIPATION -EC

requires

I is used for/describes

is released models/

MODEL as MODEL VERSION descrbes LEVEL MODELED:ý--IIpL -

has pl nned models/ Lexpands toi

* describes

lIMO1FCATIONf APPLICATION.AR A

models/
describes

I

IISCOPEOF CONFLICT o--
9

models/ expands to
describes

generates /
is generated by runs on runs DOMAIN

I OUTPUT

is anal ed withCMPTIG-Y-

IMULTIPLE SINGLEJireuedb
I ANALYSIS-AID

IDYNAMIC PERIPHERAL
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Fully AbIN~ed Logical Deta Model32

Developed by COLSA Corporation: 10 Jan 9.4
Modified by JOBE: 10 Feb 94

PERSON

OraZfon-Id (FK) ORGANIZATIONI
Personrifitle Organaizon-Id
Person-Nmew cotam olmr Organizaton-Neme
OMOffc.SW" e- --------- - - - - - - -1 MA(Liel .Line2,Cky.St~e~pCoe)
Conwmerc0"MIMIon Paetraikm- (FIQ I
DSN-Ph"n _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

FAX-Phone T
E411aill-Addreess

Ii sdiepoild of

ORAIZATION RESPONSIBILITY
Mode"I (FIQ

Vuusion-Number (PlC)

Perwo-W(Id Q
Fmiction

DOCUMENTATION

Respwwflity-I (PlC)
VemimnNwhe (PlC)
Mode"I MPK
Documert-Tilli

Rspoit-Numbe

Fiwunu

_Fmdcon

ITI

ModeI(l- ) 'Model-Id (PlC _

Pw &tO P n I. Id R p I ~ ~ y I P CVr a nN w nb er (PlC) V eos n* ua be (PlC) VM aodd - Pld ( PlC) inio n4- W ~ ( PlC

QA-d&Cw~neib~s.d Reeponelily-d (Pl)Q RssporehiyI (Pl)Q

GA-Type
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GaA-Type

ACCRETONDNITATO CONIGURATO MANAGEMENT
Model-d (FI) Mod"lI (Fig Mode"I (PlC) ModelId(P
Veriwuon4nber (PlC) Vernon-Numbe (PlC) VersWon-umbe (Fig Vewmon-wnber (PlC)
Validaton-IdGA-Id (PlC) GA-Id (FK) Acuoedeon-Id.GA-Id (PCG-Id (FK)

ValidaionType VenflmionTyPe APoodiiaoType

VADAIO DTSET ACCREITATON ATASET

Voel so- Nube (F)PlC)n (I

VW Miodel-Id .nx- d- (FK) I* W @ WW(I

INU
Vasiw~ner FgU

Pwunieron Ps*nw-DThWjID~d) Paaesrkd.woTneOecgo ___________

Iw"o
I4

IUJMJRTCLAAEERIPTEEOMN I



MODEL INTERACTION COMPLANCE:

iftwadiow~~~~Modl-I (FK)ieDte(K)S&4w-w

IrLanguage-Version

irtmac k SOTWR SPNUAECILS~WR
MModel-I (FK)

Ve'sios-Number (FK

modw"delgaWN~m

VwsbVui-n-Nuibe (F1Qw~sno

uw6 i usedModel-Id .)
Versio-Nmbrw (FK)

IspAI IFKu I
DEL- %(ERS =n~

Relaws-AioVpndo

Sk~MdelMod" (FK)
Gra~ks-D~a~m gDecision-T ol-Id be (I

ReDeciotRechanum

Mool-" kk*

Number-CU-Sidesn- Vesin-ube (K
h)Ifuy peaa-ToId APC
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MODEL VERSION SCOPE OF CONFLICT Iunm onltrunis

COMPUTA~G-SYSTEM
Mdsid (Fig

Vemson-Numb.' (FK)
dorHardwrn-

Hwdwawe-Type
SCOPE-OF CONFLICT OPerebn-SYSeM

SOC-KywordMemory-Requiremrwt

Parent-SOC.SOC-Keywoid (Fig

-"-Iis required b

Model-Id (FK)

Veusaon-Nwmbee (FK)
LM-KeHantwre.I (FK w~alN
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LEEI((mMDLVRK
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EVOLUTION TO AN OPEN
-`JSYSTEMS ARCHITECTURE

P .sen .. * * nOrenec.ArhieSu-:

3Application 1 plcto 2 [pplcation ]n

System 1 System 2 System n

Data Bse 1 Data Bse 2eB 'JDt Bass n

Register Produce NWTDB Register Revised and
Data Elements Standards and Data Elements Expanded Manuals
In SID Structures Manuals In SID

SDORS e Forces and e ACOS * Normalized
*MIIDS/IDB Facilities e AEGIS Data Base
*JOPES a AN/BSY-2 Structure
*NID * Weapons a BFTTS
*NERF/RAPOS Systems e COMBAT OF a Statement ofI*AFAD e NTCS-A Navy TactirA

NODS nvrnmnal 9SNAP - CIM
MTFs 9 TAMPS - C 4 1for the Warrior

*LINKs e n ....... TCTS
*OTG * TESS

FY 93 ImplementationFY9

NApplication 7 - Application Application

H COEINGCR Based Systems

HCommon Data Base Architecture (NW#TDB)
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DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY
OFFICE OF THE CHIEF OF NAVAL OPERATIONS

WASHINGTON. DC 20350-2000

IN REPLY REFER TO

OPNAVINST 9410.6
N65
13 July 1993

OPNAV INSTRUCTION 9410.6

From: Chief of Naval Operations

Subj: NAVAL WARFARE TACTICAL DATABASE (NWTDB) REQUIREMENTS
FOR TACTICAL NAVAL WARFARE SYSTEMS

Ref: (a) DOD Directive 8320.1 of 26 Sep 91, "DOD Data
Administration" (NOTAL)

(b) DOD Manual 8320.1-M-1 of 15 Jan 93, "DOD Data Element
Standardization Procedures" (NOTAL)

(c) DOD Directive 4630.5 of 12 Nov 92, "Compatibility, i
Interoperability and Integration of Tactical Command,
Control, Communications and Intelligence (C31)
Systems" (NOTAL)

(d) OPNAVINST 9410.5, "Database and Communication
Standards Interoperability Requirements for Tactical
Naval Warfare Systems" (NOTAL)

(e) SECNAVINST 5400.15 of 5 Aug 91, "Department of the m
Navy Research, Development, and Acquisition
Responsibilities" (NOTAL)

(f) SECNAVINST 5000.2A of 9 Dec 92, "Implementation of
Defense Acquisition Management Policies, Procedures,
Documentation, and Reports" (NOTAL)

(g) OPNAVINST 5000.42D of 19 Apr 93, "OPNAV Role and
Responsibilities in the Acquisition Process" (NOTAL)

(h) NWTDB Management Plan of Sep 92 (NOTAL)
(i) OPNAVINST 3430.23B of 12 Jun 92, "Tactical Electronic

Warfare Reprogrammable Library Support Program" (NOTAL) I
(j) OPNAVINST 3140.54 of 3 Nov 86, "Submission of

Oceanographic and Meteorological Requirements" (NOTAL)
(k) OPNAVINST 3140.55 of 5 Mar 87, "Submission ofRequirements for Mapping, Charting, and Geodesy (MC&G)

Products and Services" (NOTAL)

Encl: (1) Definitions I
(2) NWTDB Reference Database Production Architecture
(3) Interim NWDTB User Feedback/Requirements Report

1. P o. To establish responsibilities and procedures for
evolving to a common tactical database architecture that supports
naval, joint, and combined operations. Specifically, to:

0579LD0569070
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a. Implement Command, Control, Communications, and
Intelligence (CYI) data administration and systems
interoperability requirements in accordance with references (a)
through (c);

b. Provide a management framework for Navy to resolve data
interoperability issues which impact tactical naval warfare;

c. Designate Functional Database Managers (FDBMs) and specify
their duties; and

d. Reduce long term naval warfare system acquisition costs by
evolving to a joint and theater compatible information
architecture which will be applied to both the requirements and
engineering processes.

2. Sumercession. The guidance in this instruction supersedes
guidance found in reference (d) regarding NWTDB. All other
provisions of reference (d) remain in effect until canceled or
superseded by other means.

3. ScoDe/AMDlicabilitv. This policy is issued in accordance
with, and in amplification of, references (e) through (g). It
applies to all organizations acquiring and supporting Tactical
Naval Warfare Systems (TNWSs) and associated database production,
including those organizations acquiring systems under rapidprototyping and fleet initiative programs.
4. Defllntions. Terms used in this instruction are defined in

enclosure (1).

5. B

a. Systems involved in warfare and warfare support must be
able to exchange data. Incompatible data definitions, naming

conventions, and structures make this difficult. Program
managers are forced to develop and maintain unique databases with
specialized interface design specifications to other systems
because data standardization efforts have been fragmented,
community specific, and inadequate. This is neither
operationally effective nor cost efficient.

b. The Department of Defense Corporate Information Management
(CIM) effort was initiated in 1990 to reduce acquisition costs.
CIM is chartered to develop Department of Defense process models,
data models, and information systems, and to standardize the
computing and communications infrastructure of DOD. A primary
CIX objective is to develop a single DOD data element dictionary

* 2
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to improve interoperability among systems and facilitate data m
exchanges. The Defense Information Systems Agency (DISA) is
developing the Defense Data Repository System (DDRS) to support
this effort. DOD components are directed to participate in the I
process as described in references (a) and (b). Per reference
(a), applicable Federal, national, and international data
standards are preferred over unique DOD standards. Thus, where m
Navy or DOD develops unique standards, future modifications will
be necessary to evolve to higher-precedence standards once
available. NWTDB provides the management framework for achievingthis evolution for Navy tactical data standards once approvedjoint standards are available.

c. The Joint "C4 1 for the Warrior" and Navy "Copernicus"
efforts set forth concepts, unifying themes, and principles for
achieving C4I interoperability that is global, reliable, secure,
affordable, and responsive to warfare operations. Interoperable
databases and data standardization are essential to achieving the
common systems processing required to support these objectives.

d. The concept for achieving tactical data interoperability m
is contained in reference (h). This concept includes NWTDB
reference database production as depicted in enclosure (2), as
well as data requirements and Navy C31 data administration.

6. polic

a. Reference (a) requires that information be treated as an m
asset directly accessible throughout an organization. Effective
data administration provides the means to share data, control
redundancy, minimize data handling, and improve data integrity. U

b. All Navy system developers and database producers will
transition to NWTDB data standards and structures by the year
2000. At present, NWTDB includes only a minimum baseline of data
standards. Additional data elements or data sets required for
tactical naval warfare may be developed by or in coordination
with system developers as candidate DOD standards. This includes
the data elements required to support modeling and simulation, as
well as training. Chief of Naval Operations (N6) and Office of
Naval Intelligence (ONI-73) will provide management support to
assist developers in this endeavor.

c. It is the responsibility of system sponsors and developers
to plan and budget for the evolution of existing systems to
approved joint and Navy standards. Navy C I baseline data
standards will be derived from existing data element formats and
definitions by Functional Database Managers (FDBMs) in

3U
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cooperation with system developers. These formats, in turn, will
be coordinated with joint standards managers as described in
reference (b). In the long term, NWTDB will reduce both software
development and maintenance costs. A phased integration of
functional data standards using budgeted funds through normal
configuration management is less expensive than proliferation of
unique data formats, with translators for each new application.
System milestone reviews shall address data interoperability.

d. The NWTDB process refocuses existing resources to

(1) Identify and integrate user and system data
requirements,

(2) Register existing Tactical Naval Warfare System
(TNWS) data elements to use in baseline standards,

I (3) Institute and manage Navy-approved C31 data
standards, and submit these as, or evolve to, joint data
standards,

s r (4) Implement approved standards in all TNWSs, and

da (5) Provide consistent, authoritative tactical referenceI data.

e. NWTDB policy execution does not:

(1) Dictate hardware or software for systems use,

(2) Dictate which standard data elements to implement,

(3) Dictate system applications, or

(4) Dictate internal system data handling.

7. Responsibilities

a. Director of Space and Electronic Warfare (N6) will:

(1) Ayt as the Chief of Naval Operations' (CNO) point ofcontact for C I data administration and information technology
issues. Provide overall management and direction for NWTDB.

(2) Coordinate and submit Navy position and suý,mit
recommendations to DOD agencies regarding integrated C I
interoperability standards. Positions will be submitted via the
Navy data administrator when required by SECNAV instruction.

I 4
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3 I
(3) Integrate Navy configuration management of C3,

Combat, and Intelligence data standards (Database, Message Text
Formats, and Tactical Data Information Links).

(4) Prepare a Configuration Management Plan for detailed
instruction on submission of requirements and approval process of
candidate data elements.

(5) Plan, program, and budget adequate resources to
eisure Navy command and control systems implement Joint and Navy
C I data standards.

b. Director of Naval Intelligence (N2) will:

(1) Manage for the CNO the submission and status of
Tactical Naval Warfare Systems intelligence production
requirements to Commanders in Chief and agencies.

(2) Support N6 in Navy C31 data administration and data
element harmonization.

(3) Plan, program, and budget adequate resources to
ensure Navy General Defense Intelligence Program and Tgctical
Cryptologic Program systems implement Joint and Navy C I data
standards.

c. Oceanographer of the Navy (N096) will:

(1) Manage for the CNO the coordination and submission of
TNWS mapping, charting, and geodesy requirements to the Defense
Mapping Agency (DMA); and meteorology, oceanography, and
astrometry requirements.

(2) Support N6 in Navy C31 data administration and data I
element standardization.

(3) Plan, program, and budget adequate resources to 3
ensure Navy environmental systems implement Joint and Navy C I
data standards.

d. Deputy Chief of Naval Operations for Resources, Warfare I
Requirements, and Assessments (N8) will:

(1) Ensure Navy modeling and simulation systems use NWTDB 3
standards and structures.

5
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3 (2) Support N6 in Navy C3 I data administration and data
element standardization.

(3) Use NWTDB format in production and maintenance of
U.S. Navy weapons systems, and for platform characteristics and
performance data to meet the needs of wargaming and
implementation on TNWSs.

e. CNO Resource and Program Sponsors will:

(1) Submit existing TNWS data element formats anddefinitions to the Office of Naval Intelligence for registrationand consolidation into candidate DOD standards.

I (2) Ensure new or upgraded systems use NWTDB standards
and structures, and that existing systems transition by the year
2000, unless systems have been specifically given exemptions by
N6.

f. System Development Managers (Systems Commands, Program
Executive Officers, and Direct Reporting Program Managers) will:

(1) Coordinate the implementation of NWTDB in TNWSs
I through the Force Warfare Systems Engineering Board.

(2) Prepare implementation plans to support the
requirements of this instruction within their commands.

(3) Designate a single point of contact for external
coordination of data standardization issues.

1 (4) Provide existing TNWS data element definitions and
formats to ONI for registration in NWTDB.

g. Office of Naval Intelligence (ONI) will:

(1) Act as the NWTDB Standards and Structure5 Administrator for CNO (N6).

(2) Register TNWS data elements in the NWTDB Systems
Information Directory, and coordinate preparation of candidate
joint standards for submission to the DISA Defense Data
Repository System (DDRS) for approval as joint standard data
elements.

e (3) Identify conflicting, redundant, or required
production of data and recommend solutions to CNO (N6).

6
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(4) Coordinate data set design and dissemination of the I
NWTDB Standards and Structures Manual.

(5) Develop and manage NWTDB dissemination procedures 3
with the FDBMs, including maintenance of a master list of users
and holdings.

(6) Coordinate the NWTDB configuration management
process, to include review of submitted data elements for
technical accuracy.

h. Navy FDBMs (listed in paragraph 7i below) will:

(1) Coordinate NWTDB data set structure design with ONI,
to comply with reference (b) standards.

(2) Disseminate data in accordance with NWTDB data
element format and data set structures. The common medium for
file dissemination between database producers and users will be
American Standards Code for Information Interchange (ASCII)
unless all parties agree upon a substitute coding format which is m
approved by ONI. The intent is to evolve to a single, industry
compatible, dissemination standard which permits data compression
for communication transfer. Enclosure (2) illustrates the
projected standard reference database production.

(3) Oversee NWTDB configuration management within their
functional area to include functional review of submitted data
elements to ensure they meet operational requirements. Produce
applicable portion of the NWTDB Standards and Structures Manual
in coordination with ONI.

i. Navy NWTDB FDBMs and their areas of concern are as
follows:

(1) ONI - Characteristics and performance (C&P) data of
non-U. S. equipment and merchant ships, 1

(2) Commander, Space and Naval Warfare Systems
(COMSPAWARCOM) - Provide U.S. Navy C&P data in support of
modeling and simulation and TNWSs,

(3) Officer in Charge, Electronic Warfare Operational
Programming Facility (EWOPFAC) - Radar parameters data (reference
(i) pertains),

(4) Commander, Naval Security Group (COMNAVSECGRU) -

Cryptologic (i.e., communications intelligence) data, and

7
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(5) Commander, Naval Oceanography Command
(COMNAVOCEANCOM) - Oceanography, meteorology, astrometry, and
mapping, charting, and geodesy (references (j) and (k) pertain).

J. Participating non-Navy NWTDB FDBMs are:

(1) Defense Intelligence Agency - Non-U.S. installations,
equipment, and order of battle data.

(2) Atlantic Intelligence Command (AIC)/Joint
Intelligence Center Pacific (JICPAC) - Theater specific
installation, amphibious, lines of communication and order of
battle.

k. Navy Center for Tactical Systems Interoperability (NCTSI)* will :

(1) Review proposed changes to NWTDB standards and
structures for impact on tactical system implementation and
interoperability of Tactical Data Information Links and Message
Text Format systems.

(2) Monitor compliance with NWTDB standards in
conjunction with C41 systems interoperability testing efforts.

1. Fleet Commanders in Chief will:

(1) Identify data standards, structure, fill, or transfer
problems/requirements to appropriate FDBM. If it is unclear
which FDBM is appropriate, submit requirements to ONI. Enclosure
(3) may be used for submission of requirements until a formal
configuration management plan is published or electronic
submission becomes available.

(2) Ensure TNWSs developed under rapid prototyping and
fleet initiative programs incorporate NWTDB standards. Recommend
to appropriate FDBM the producer of data where not otherwise
assigned.

I 8. Procdaures

a. Reference (b) and the proposed DOD manual 8320.1-M, "Data
Administration Procedures", describe procedures to be followed in
data administration and data element standardization. These
procedures are fully supported and adopted by the NWTDB process.

* 8I
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b. A configuration management plan and an implementation
plan are being produced by OPNAV (N6) in support of this
instruction. In the interim, enclosure (3) may be used to submit
requirements to FDBMs or ONI-73. 3
9. eo. The reporting requirement contained in enclosure (3)
is assigned symbol OPNAV 9410-1 and is approved for three years
from the date of this instruction.
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Sources of definitions are listed where available.

Application Data Element. A data element used in an automated
information system. (An application data element may, or may
not, be a standard data element.)

Attribute. A property or characteristic of one or more entities;
for example, COLOR, WEIGHT, SEX. Also, a property inherent
in an entity or associated with that entity for database U
purposes. (FIPS Pub 11-3)

Corporate Information Xanagem't ('N-). The DOD effort to apply I
computing, telecommunicat ts, and information management
capabilities effectively I. the accomplishment of the
Department mission.

Data. A representation of facts, concepts, or instructions in a
formalized manner suitable for communication, interpretation,
or processing by humans or by automatic means. (FIPS Pub I
11-3)

Data dmininstration (DAda). That function of the organization
which oversees the management of data across all functions of
the organization, and is responsible for central information
planning and control. (NBS Special Pub 500-149) 1

Data Afdinistrator (DId). A person or group that ensure the
utility of data used within an organization by defining data
policies and standards, planning for the efficient use of
data, coordinating data structures among organizational
components, performing logical database design, and defining
data security procedures. (NBS Special Pub 500-152)

Data Attribute. A characteristic of a unit of data such as
length, value, or method of representation. (FIPS Pub 11-3)

Data Category. All data sets necessary to define a functional
category, e.g., sensors. The number of data sets per
category is based on specific data file record capabilities. 3

Data Content. What goes in a data element as defined by the data
element definitions and formats. 3

Data Dictionary. A specialized type of database containing
metadata that is managed by a data dictionary system; a
repository of information describing the characteristics of I
data used to design, monitor, document, protect, and control

Enclosure (1)
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I data in information systems and databases; and application of a
data dictionary system. (FIPS Special Pub 500-152)

Data Element. A named identifier of each of the entities and
their attributes that are represented in a database. (FIPS
Pub 11-3)

I Data Element Standardization. The process of documenting,
reviewing, and approving unique names, definitions,
characteristics, and representations of data elements
according to established procedures and conventions.

Data Element Standards. The standardization and management of
data element definitions, formats, content, and relationships
between data elements.

Data Entity. An object of interest to the enterprise, usually
tracked by an automated system. (NBS Special Pub 500-149)

Data File. All data elements comprising a single table of
information relating to a data entity.

Data Fill. The actual data (or lack of) in the data element
* fields.

Data Merging. The ability to combine data from multiple
digitized sources. A prerequisite to computer data merging
is deconfliction of data element standards and database
structure.

Data Model. In a database, the user's logical view of the data
in contrast to the physically stored data, or storage
structure. A description of the organization of data in a
manner that reflects the information structure of an
enterprise. (FIPS Pub 11-3)

(1) Logioal Data Model. A model of the data stores and flows
of the organization derived from the conceptual business
model. (NBS Special Pub 500-149)

(2) Physical Data Model. A representation of the
technologically independent requirements in a physical
environment of hardware, software, and network configurations
representing them in the constraints of an existing physical
environment.

Data Set. A group of data elements that collectively describe a
composite object, e.g., platform, weapon, sensor,
installation, or other object.

Enclosure (1)
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Data Set Structure. A representation of the logical
relationships that exist among the data elements comprising
the data set. The data set structure defines unique
identifiers within the data set, subordinate relationships,
repeating or multi-valued occurrences, and coded or
constrained elements.

Data Structure. The logical relationships which exist among
units of data and the descriptive features defined for those
relationships and data units; an instance or occurrence of a
data model. (NBS Special Pub 500-152)

Data Translation. The computer conversion of one data element I
format into another format; e.g., truncation of the 30
character ship name field into a 26 character field for use
by a hardware and/or software constrained system. I

Database. A collection of interrelated data, often with
controlled redundancy, organized according to a schema to
serve one or more applications; the data are stored so that
they can by used by different programs without concern for
the data structure or organization. A common approach is
used to add new data and to modify and retrieve existing I
data. (FIPS Pub 11-3)

Defense Data Repository System (DDRS). The database administered
by the Center for Information Management for managing the I
submission, review, and approval of DOD standard data
elements. 3

Information. Any communication or reception of knowledge such as
facts, data, or opinions, including numerical, graphic, or
narrative forms, whether oral or maintained in any medium, U
including computerized databases, paper, microforms, ormagnetic tape. (DODD 8000.1 of 27 October 1992 (NOTAL))

Information Architecture. A database schema of information i
categories (data sets) containing standardized data elements
with designated data sources. The information architecture
in the NWTDB Data Standards and Structures Manuals is a guide I
for defining essential elements of information to support
4perational functionality, and for internal system design to IIachieve a common relational database. The NWTDB strcture is
hardware and software independent.

Information Standards. The standardization of data elements,
database structure, message text formats, and tactical
digital information links.

Enclosure (1) I
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Information System. The organized collection, processing,
maintenance, transmission, and dissemination of information
in accordance with defined procedures, whether automated or
manual. (DODD 5200.28 of 21 March 1988)

Integrated Database (CDB) - Transaction Format (TF). IDB-TF is a
DIA approved, generalized transaction structure which is used
to communicate Integrated Database maintenance data betweenIDB systems.

Interface. A boundary or point common to two or more command and
control systems or subsystems, communication systems or
equipment, or other entities across which necessary
information flow takes place. A joint interface implies that
the boundary is shared by two or more services/agencies. A
combined interface is shared by entities from one or moreU.S. services/agencies and an allied nation.

(1) Technical Interface. A specification of the functional,
electrical, and physical characteristics necessary to allow
the exchange of information between systems. An Interface
Requirements Specification (IRS) is used to specify the
functional and physical requirements of an interface between
systems; DI-MCCR-80026A pertains. An Interface Design
Document (IDD) is used to describe the detailed design of the
requirements within the IRS; DI-MCCR-80027A pertains.
Warfare System Controlled Interface Documents (WSCIDs) are
used to describe functional, physical, and electrical
interface characteristics.

(2) Procedural Interface. A specification for accomplishingexchange of information across an interface; e.g., OPSPEC
411, OPSPEC 516, OPSPEC OTG. A procedural interface defines:

(a) The form or format in which information is to be
exchanged.

(b) The prescribed information exchange language, syntax,
and vocabulary to be used in the information exchange.

(c) The operating procedures that govern information
exchange.

Interoperability. The ability of systems, units or forces to
provide services to, and accept services from, other systems,
units or forces, and to use the services so exchanged toenable them to operate effectively together (JCS Pub 1).

Enclosure (1)
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Naval Warfare Tactical Database (NWTDB). (1) The management 1
process to evolve to the common tactical database that meets
the needs of the Composite Warfare Commander and Joint Task
Force Commander, supporting naval, joint, and combined
operations. (2) The authoritative tactical database, or
subsets thereof, distributed by designated producers in
accordance with the information architecture contained in the
functional volumes which comprise the NWTDB Data Standards
and Structures Manuals. Coordination of standards and
structure permits the merging of data from multiple
producers.

Tactical Information Interoperability. The ability of tactical
naval warfare systems to use approved joint and Navy I
information standards, especially tactical data information

links, message text formats, Naval Warfare Tactical Database
(NWTDB), and/or Over-the-Horizon Gold formats.

Tactical Naval Warfare System (TNWS). Any C3 , Intelligence
(includes surveillance), or Combat system that supports naval
warfare.

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
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INTERIM NWDTB USER IEEDB&CK/REQUIREXPNTS REPORT

Following items are keyed to report paragraph numbers. I
1. USER IDENTIFICATION. Identify the user command and point of
contact. Include mail and message addresses plus telephone and
facsimile numbers
2. SYSTEM AND DATA PRODUCT IDENTIFICATION. Identify name,
edition or version of the data product and system(s) involved.
3. DATA REQUIREMENT OR FEEDBACK REPORT. Identify new or
changed requirement or rate a product's required performance in
specific operational environments and applications. This
should include the full range of product characteristics
including media and user documentation.
4. IMPACT ASSESSM•NT. Operational impact is defined in terms
of the current and potential operational impacts on users.
Assess impact for both the system in question and the network
of affected systems. Make specific projections for wartime and
crisis situations based on experienced or projected increased
activity and availability of backup capability in those cases.
5. CAUSAL hANALYSIS. Identify known and suspected causes for
the problem. Relate to specific applications and functions,
software, or hardware and analyze in sufficient detail to
support impact assessment and corrective actions. Typical
content includes the following:
S.a INFORMATION REQUIRTEMNS •NRLYBIB. Briefly describe
information requirements not being fulfilled. Since
requirements change as systems and situations evolve, this
analysis should identify new or significantly changed
requirements. Reduced requirements are important.
S.b OPERATIONAL SUPPORT 3NALLTBIS. Review relevancy and
timeliness of the database performance and information outputs
in terms of satisfying command and control and targeting needs.
S.c STRUCTURE AND FILL ANALYSIS. Identify and analyze database
structure, fill, and related processing associated with the
reported problem. This includes ability to interface with
related systems, internal and external communications, and
operational procedures. Relevant factors include, but are not
limited to: (a) completeness in terms of the full range of
information needs (b) redundant data; (c) non-standard formats
or addresses; (d) errors in content; (e) errors in structure;
and (f) errors in correlation/track management.
S.4 EUMAN FACTORS ANALYSIS. If applicable, address the problem
in terms of ease of use, training, or experience, availability
or suitability of documentation, time required for
interpretation of outputs, etc.

Enclosure (3)
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5.e ARCHIVING AND LOGGING C•PAZILITY AUALYSIS. System
archiving and logging capabilities inherent in the product
under consideration will be analyzed in terms of completeness
and responsiveness. A key issue is whether or not the integral
system capability supports rapid detection, documentation, and
resolution of problems.
6. SOLUTION DNVNLOPENNT. When possible, preferred solutions
should be proposed in context of importance and urgency. Major
deficiencies are normally resolved by whatever means possible
and then reported. Minor deficiencies are more frequently put
into the appropriate support channels and worked around until a
permanent solution is received. Given the need for inter-
platform and inter-theater interoperability, all solutions
should be assessed for their impact on Navy, joint, and
combined operations.
7. IMPL=NATION AD MONITORING. Report whether special
implementation and monitoring actions are necessary. Identify
actions already taken to report and resolve the issues.

Enclosure (3)
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Note: Message may be used for urgent feedback. 
I U

Ser xxx/

From:

To: (Functional Database Manager, if known. If not, send •
to ONI-73 for determination and action. Addresses
listed below.

Subj: NAVAL WARFARE TACTICAL DATABASE FEEDBACK REPORT

Ref: (a) OPNAVINST 9410.6, "Naval Warfare Tactical
Database (NWTDB) Requirements for Tactical Naval
Warfare Systems."

Encl: (1) NWTDB Requirement (or Report) Number CY-xx I
(Use calendar year, followed by two-digit sequential number,
starting with 01 each calendar year, e.g. 94-03.)

1. The following NWTDB requirement (or report) is forwarded
as provided in reference (a). I
1. USER IDENTIFICATION.
2. SYSTEM AND DATA PRODUCT IDENTIFICATION.
3. DATA REQUIREMENT OR FEEDBACK REPORT.I
4.* IMPACT ASSESSMENT.
5. CAUSAL ANALYSIS.

a. INFORMATION REQUIREMENTS ANALYSIS.
b. OPERATIONAL SUPPORT ANALYSIS.
c. STRUCTURE AND FILL ANALYSIS.
d. HUMAN FACTORS ANALYSIS.
e. ARCHIVING AND LOGGING CAPABILITY ANALYSIS. I

6. SOLUTION DEVELOPMENT.
7. IMPLEMENTATION AND MONITORING.

Copy to:
CNO (N65)
ONI-73
NCTSI (Code 5)

Enclosure (3)

3

I
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I OPNAVINST 9410.6
13 JUL 193

U NWTDB REQUIMNS AND FEEDBACK REPORT ADDREBBSS

PLATFORMS/BYBTEMS CHARACTERISTICS AND PSR-ORNNCE DATA - NID

Director, Office of Naval Intelligence
Attn: ONI-222
4301 Suitland Road
Washington D.C. 20395-5000

I RADAR PARAMETERS DATA - RAPADS

Officer in Charge, Electronic Warfare Operational
Programming Facility (EWOPFAC)

5100 Relay Road
Chesapeake, VA 23322-4499

OCEANOGRAPEIC AND METBOROLOGICAL DATA - O]L AND NODDES

I Commander, Naval Oceanography Command
Attn: Code N522
1020 Balch Boulevard
Stennis Space Center, MS 39529-5000

Il MILITARY INTELLIGENCE DATA - MIIDS/IDB

Atlantic Intelligence Command
Attn: Code IS7
7941 Blandy Road, Ste 100
Norfolk, VA 23511-2498

or: Joint Intelligence Center, Pacific
Attn: RD
Box 500
Pearl Harbor, HI 96860-7450

CRYPTOLOGIC DATA - CCDB

Commander, Naval Security Group Command
Attn: G32
Naval Security Group Command Headquarters
3801 Nebraska Avenue, N.W.
Washington, DC 20393-5210

I Enclosure (3)

4

I l lI l I I



OPNAVINST 9410.6 I
13 JUL IM I

MODELING AND SINULTION DATA

Commander, Space and Naval Warfare Systems Command I
Attn: SPAWAR 31
2451 Crystal Drive
Arlington, VA 22245-5200

Copy to (except cryptologic):

Chief of Naval Operations
Attn: CNO (N65)
Department of the Navy
Washington, DC 20350-2000

Director, Office of Naval Intelligence
Attn: ONI-73 I
4301 Suitland Road
Washington, DC 20395-3000

Commanding Officer, Navy Center for Tactical Systems
Interoperability

Attn: Code 5
53690 Tomahawk Drive, Suite 125A I
San Diego, CA 92147-5082

Enclosure (3)

5
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I

I ¶ ~ Of Standardization

/ through

/ Information Modeling- - - I ,,,

e Develops candidate standard data elements
and data models for Modeling and
Simulation.

* Provides the Modeling and Simulation
community with a reverse-engineering data
modeling methodology.3 Provides a methodology for the creation of
integrated schemas to share data between
data bases.

a Creates a Military Handbook with a living
electronic appendix.

Page I
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"* Bottom - Up Using Existing Data Bases

"* Involve Data Base Developers and Users

"* Apply IDEFIX Data Model Methodology

"* Create Integrated Data Models by Subject Area

"* Interface with Top-Down CIM Data Models

JDBE roces
Trai I)O40W tOI

WMIR&M WWWWI
Mod"*060"

sub" W
113or"s to a
arm cw$ o"WiI

Mae &# ft" I

Page 2I
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- Bottom-up, instead of top-down analysis.

-Addresses existing data resources.5 * Incremental, one bite at a time!

Threat Organization

Ilcrrantc

,VI

Prjet oratonModels

I Page 3

...I..
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ITEM STATUS

"* Military Handbook - Draft Completed

"* SAI Model for Electromagnetic
Equipment Characteristics - Fiast Version Completed

"* Data Dictionary/Directory Tools - Demo Version Working

"* Data Repository (Interim Design) - Being Populated

Project Models Used
"* CROSSBOW
"* ECAC (EC!S)
"* ECE Threat
"* EMETF DBR

Views~~~ EVntiis Atiue

"* Antenna 136 506
"* RF Signal 134 645
"* RF Equipment 96 563

Page 4I
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I * Provides Guidance ) For development of
jiSubject Area Information

e Describes Procedures Models via JDBE Process

I e Method for Reverse Engineering of
Existing Data Bases Using IDEFiX

* Method for Integration of Resulting
Project Information Models

* For M&S Data Base Activities

(or any other information modeling)

Data elements, data models,3 and data bases

step-by-step -How To-I AMNON

t. sowExplanation of the JDBE Process

I Page 5
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Draft Includes Printed Examples from JDBE Proof of
Concept SAI Model for Electromagnetic Equipment
Characteristics

- Data Dictionary

" Entity Tables and Definitions
" Attribute Tables and Definitions

- Data Directory
"s Data Sources
"s Descriptions
"s POC Infornmation

*Computer Files to be Published Separately

*Electronic appendix to the Military Handbook

"* PC-based software (MS-DOS/Windows)I
"* Data base of:

-Data elements and descriptions
-Data entities and descriptions
-Current data bases3
-Current Modeling and Simulation projects

"* Royalty-free distribution

"* Stand-alone

Page 6
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3 * Server version
- JDBE working repository
- DBMS back end

*Stand alone version
- RequiresERwin
- Project data modelsI - SAl model
- Mappings

*Read only version
- Help file format
- Electronic copy of MUl-Handbook and Appendixes

*Extension of JDBE Methodology
-8320 Series Implementation

- Complex data typesI * Refinement of Data Dictionary Tool
- Data element submission
- Automated mapping tool

- Complex data Types
*Metrics3 * DoD Standardization Program

-Data Modeling Assistance to projects

I Page 7

.. ...I.. .... .... ........ ... ........ .. ..... ...
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- IDEFX and ERwin Training
- Data Modeling

- Data Base DesignI
- Consulting Technical support

"* MICOM EwnTann
- IDERiX and wiLTang
- Data Modeling Consulting (possible)

"* CMI and CENTCOM (possible)3

T oint Data Base Elements for

Joint Data Base Elements

Page 8I
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An ECDB Overview .U

.I.... ....................... .... ~......

....................................
...... :-.:...:.x.:~' . . . . . . ..*' ........ ,... ... .

... c.................~

............ ......... .. ... ....... I

This chapter explains the standard features of the

ECDB and briefly tells you what to expect from 3
this alpha-test version. After you installed your

ECDB (Section 2) and registered your ECDB copy 3
with PM-CATT (Section 3), you can refer to this

User's Guide for complete, step-by-step

instructions for all software operations
(Section 4).
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An ECDB Overview ... 1/I
Welcome to ECDB PM-CATT welcomes you to the Equipment Characteristics Data Base

for Windows .... (ECDB). As you start using the ECDB, you soon discover that is it
very easy to use whether you're in management, research or software
programming. As you begin using the ECDB, PM-CATT' will encourage
its ECDB subscribers to participate in the expansion of the programs
functionality, capabilities and data base.I

I What the ECDB The ECDB is a living data library initially built for CCTT Specification
Table A-I equipments. Being a living data library, the ECDB data will
be forever growing by data contributions from Subject Matter Experts
to contractor's data deliverables. To support this data growth, the
ECDB has a robust open architecture permitting it to function on four

different levels. These functional levels provide:

* General information used by management about the equipment that will be or
is being simulated

Specific data used by analysts for developing algorithms or where to locate
additional information in the PM-CAIT library system

I S IGES engineering drawings used by the visual data base programmers who
must create and store the equipment's simulator image or those people required
to use engineering drawings in their work (i.e. logistics engineers, technical
writers)

* Reuse of stored information, illustrations and engineering drawing files to be
used by all ECDB users.

I
I
I
I

as of: 7 December, 19931

I
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An ECOB Overview ... jf

Current ECDB 2 ECDB 2 for Windows is an alpha-test version that is capable of

features ... providing basic user functions and preliminary information about the
Table A-I equipments. As the ECDB matures, the features below will
become the standard ECDB features.

* Open CALS architecture
The ECDB design meets the process requirements of MIL-HDBK-59B
Computer-aided Acquistion and Logistics Support (CALS) Implementation
Guide. These requirements provide guidelines for common interfaces and
neutral file formats necessary for the effective access, interchange and use of I
digitial data. The cornerstone of this effectiveness is the application of the
Integrated Weapon System Database (IWSDB) to provide the open acrhitecture
for ECDB. Tifs open architecture permits PM-CAT" to create and manage a I
living data base.

• Living Data Base•

ECDB has two functional components. The first component is resident on your
computer and the other component resides at PM-CATr. The component on
your computer is the data engine. This engine processes your searches,
comparisons, requests data downloads, and makes reports. The second
component is the living data base (because ECDB data is growing and
maturing on a daily basis). By having a living data base, ECDB users are
assured that the information is current, and the need for installing new a
ECDB everytime the data is upgraded is eliminated.

* Graphics 3
To assist the user, ECDB supplies illustrations showing the front, side, rear,
isometric (3-D) and photo of the equipment selected. Please remember that this
is an evolving and maturing database, not all equipment will have graphics. I
Remember that the quality of all ECDB graphics are directly dependent on your
monitor and printer.

In keeping with the CALS initiatives, ECDB graphic files are transportable to
your computer for reuse. These graphics are suitable for use in view graph
presentations and engineering and management reports only. Users are
encouraged to contribute either better quality graphics or additional graphic
views to this PM-CATT graphics library. 3

I

II
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An ECDB Overview ...

Features ...
IGES Engineering Drawing Reuse Library
The ECDB 2for Windows features the capability for the user to read, edit and
receive IGES or CALS engineering drawings. These engineering drawings are
supplied directly from TACOM, AMCCOM, etc. and stored in the ECDB
Engineering Drawings Library.

The ECDB library maintains top level engineering and outline drawings for
equipment. For the analysts, the top level engineering drawings provide a
method to validate equipment configurations and part numbers. For the visual
database programmer, the outline drawings can be used to create polygon
drawings for use in their image generators.

* IGES Polygon Reuse Library
As the visual programmers for CCT= complete the polygon images for their
simulators, they will transmit these images to PM-CATr ECDB for library
storage and reuse. The contractor will transmit two types of images. The first
will be the IGES generic polygon image drawings needed for reuse by other
contractors. The second image will be a "TIF Format" image showing the
rendered image of the generic polygon file. Since this is a living database,
these drawings will be available to library users upon reciept from the software
developers.

9 Other than Table A-1 Equipment
The ECDB 2 for Windows primary function is to support that equipment
identified on Table A-i. Although the Table A-I equipment list is impressive, it
does not reflect the entire inventory of equipment available to military analysts
and planners during tactical operations.

To assist these military planners and analysts, the ECDB 2 will have general
information on the non-Table A-1 equipments. This is to correct potential
problems on misidentfying equipment. ECDB users must expect limited
information of parts information and some general characteristics (i.e. speed,
weight). Graphics illustrations of these equipments will be limited. The ECDB
IGES library is not required to acquire these files. However, the ECDB library
will accept data and IGES drawing donations to enhance the PM-CATr
capabilities.

*Print
In the alpha-test versions of ECDB 2, this feature will not be available. As an
alpha test user, you are encouraged to work with the ECDB architect to design
specific and general use reports for your community.

I
as of : 7 December, 1993 3

I
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An ECDB Overview ...

Features ...
* Model comparsions

To help managers and analysts, the ECDB 2 for Windows will have the
capability to compare characterisics of several pieces of equipment. At the time
of the first alpha test versions of ECDB 2 this feature will be available. Alpha I
test users are encounaged to work closely with the ECDB architect in

suggesting comparsion reports beneficial to your area of interest.

* Government Integrated Technicial Information System
(GITIS) & Contractor's Integrated Technical
Information Services (CITIS) Functionality.
An ECDB 2 for Windows important design feature is its open architecture that
is transparent to the user. Since the ECDB architecture is fully CALS
compliant, the ECDB has created a baseline GITIS backbone that can provide
data downloading (re: MIL-C-CITIS).

This GITIS functionality will permit the ECDB to have active data links to I
other PM-CATT data librarys resident at RCI. The libraries to be linked are
DOCATS, CATT Tracker, and CATT Task.

In the future, PM-CAIT and ECDB users could benefit from the ECDB GITIS
functionality because it maximizes the reuse of logistics data and IGES
drawings in the PM-CATr libraries. With the GITIS functionality, the ECDB 3
could be enhanced to manage all PM-CATr logistics and maintenance
engineering and field data under one common file.

* Screen Colors
The ECDB 2for Windows screen colors are'under automatic control from your
Windows 3.1 Control Panel. An architectural decision was made to avoid
fixing screen colors during the early phases of product developmnent. It is the
designers intent to present dynamic screen images after the design is solidified.
We request your suggestions about these matters.

I
as of : 7 December, 1993 4
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An ECOB Overview... j
I

What to expect With this release of ECDR 2 for Windows, ECDB transitions from an

from ECDB 2... academic prototype FoxPro for DOS product to open architecture and Wide
Area Network (WAN) FoxProfor a Windows product. With this transition to

alpha test version the windows environment, the ECDB's has greatly increased functionality,

connectivity, and capabilities, not easily achievable under DOS.

In the early software development phase of ECDB 2 for Windows, the PM-
CAT" has requested to have this program available on the WAN as soon as
possible. To meet these requests, the ECDB 2 is released as a alpha-test
version. To the user, this version of the ECDB will function close to the final
product, but requires some final software adjustments and testing. A benefit of
the alpha-test version encourages users to participate in product improvements
and data expansion. By working together, this product will mature quickly and
become a valuable tool for research and development. In summary, here is
what you can expect with this version.

* Performance
The alpha-test version of ECDB 2 for Windows will function at approximately
65% of its planned functionality. The focus of the ECDB development efforts
have been the creation and functional testing of:

0 User friendly navigational menus and user designed tools.

o Validating core parts information for Table A-I equipment.

o Graphics storage capabilties and quality levels.
0 Creating internal data management tools that could be reused for

for PM-CATT community use.

I FoxPro for Windows Limitations

PM-CAT" selected FoxPro 2.S for Windows as the data base platform for all
PM-CATT contracts. FoxPro is an excellent platform for data base
applications and provides excellent connectivity to other PM-CAT1" data
bases.

The ECDB 2 for Windows design is pushing the outer limits of the current
FoxPro 2.5 capabilities. The ECDB has experienced file size limitations when
handling high resolution illustrations for possible future reuse in technical
manuals. Working within those limitations, the ECDB graphics are suitable
for management reports, view graphs or analytical studies. It is anticipated
that some future releases of FoxPro for Windows could correct these
limitations.

as of: 7 December, 1993 5
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An ECOB Overview ...

What to expect...
* IGES Drawings II

Any IGES drawing in the ECDB library are stored in "as recieved" condition
as supplied by the Program Mangaers. PM-CATT can not assume
responsiblity for the accuracy of these drawing. PM-CATT will, however,
provide a point of contact for the user to contact the originator of these
engineering drawing.

* Data Population and Population Schema

Like any new complex information system, the data must be gathered,
assimulated and presented to the users in straightforward and simple manner.
The ECDB is no exception. Careful planning and scheduling of data
population will make ECDB a success and beneficial tool.

Help Us .... Help You ....
At first, the ECDB alpha test users must expect that the ECDB may not
answer all their questions. When an alpha test user locates an area that they I
can contribute, they will be expected to help PM-CATf populate that area.

Population Schema .....
To request data from others and have nowhere to immediately reuse the data
is poor planning. The ECDB plan or schema is to provide an accessible home
for data and create a common dialogue tool for everyone to use. The following I
generalized tasks wili guide this effort:

( Validate that the equipment identified in the CCTT Table A-I have
the correct CAGE Code, Part Numbers, Approved Item Names and
other select acquisitions data elements as presented in the Federal
supply system AMDEF data.

( Populate the ECDB with cole AMDEF information after Table A-I
is validated, and using TRADOC Weapon Systems Names.
Essentially, build the foundation to place future data gathered.

(•) Create data managment tools to rapidily input and edit the ECDB
information stream. Then, create a Table A-I management tool for I
TSM-CATr and PM-CATT to monitor and generate reports using

only the ECDB.

40 Populate the ECDB with general characteristics information using
Technical Manuals. Acquire the Table A- I IGES outline drawings to
begin libraries.

®) Schedule specific data population using CCTT software
development schedule. 3

as of: 7 December, 1993 6
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An ECDB Overview ... J

EC'DB Points of The ECDB is not just a software program, but a team effort betweenSP nPM-CATT, RCI and you the user. It is this team that will make the
Contact .... ECDB a beneficial tool. WE welcome you as part of the ECDB team.

Let us know how we can serve you. The following is a description of

each of the team members.

Program Manager for Combined Arms Tactical Trainers
(PM-CATT)

i 0 Program Manager (PM):

Colonel James Shiflett is the Program Manager for CATT assigned by
Simulation, Training and Instrumentation Command (STRICOM).

0 Assistant Program Manager (APM) :

I Major Bill Johnson is the Assistant Program Manager for CATT
assigned by STRICOM.

I Mailine Address:
PM-CAT"
Suite 100
3051 Techonlogy Parkway
Orlando, Florida 32826-3299

- Phone: (407) 384-3211
Fax:

DSN: 960-3211

J• CCMail: PM
APM

Avon: PM
APM

I
as of: 7 December, 1993 

7
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Reais;.-ation and Sfarring Up ... (J

Startingy ECDB for This procedure -Ill bý, used evenv timei (o start and login into (he ECDB.
the firstthue andPlease have your pass". o-,rd and loemi codes available. If you fail to have \,our
th frs im adpassword available, the;. ECDB will not be connected to thle PM-CA'FV I Ibrary'.

everi'tirne.... Althoug~h not cnetdto the master library, the ECDB will default to local

use and work with only those files you downloaded or test data.I

1 STARTING ...

Double Click the ECDB icon to start ECDB. f
The ECOB for Windows icon is Ellie Options Wfindow lielli

located inside the PU-CATT ProgramI

Displayed hema is a custom Progranm
Manager that has only one Program
Group. Your Programn Manager and

Program Groups will appear dilfferetnL

LOGGING IN ...
2 Type your Password on the Password Box:3

3 Type your Login Code on the Login Box:

file Options WVindow Help

Decision rime for you.I

Failure to log in will result in a 4 Press Local for using the ECDB locally without connecting to the PM-CATT'
default to using ECDB with local or Lbay

Press PM-CATT to be linked to the PM-CATT Library, or
Press Quit to exit ECOB without any connections.

as of: 8 December, 1993 20
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ECDB Master Index ..... Forces

Group 000 Table
Ground Combat Vehicles

Notes Model Number Part Number JModel Name

BlueFore Euipmen~ts:AMaster Inex.Lis

113000) n/a [nia Ground Comabt Vehicles Group 000

_____EIAC :Tans _____ Main Battle Tank.SYSteis.
113001 "+ Ml 19207:.8750014 Tank, Combat, full-tracked, 105 nmm
IB002 *.44 MIAI 19207.8750015 Tank, Combat, full-tracked, 120 mmn
IB003 *+ MIA2 19207. 8750231 Tank, Combat, full-tracked, 120 mmn
1B004: M6DA1 .19207: 87501-12 ýTank, om~bat hill-trucked, .105-mm.
-18005 M6OA2 12~ ak oi ce 0
1B006-*+ M60A3 19207:- 875695 Tank, Combat, full-tracked, 105 mm

_______EIC: Bradley __ _ _ _ rdeFIhnVbis --

IBOOA+: .:M2 19207. M )wd. fnfOtx righin ___

1 B018 *# M2TOW 19207: Vehicle, Infantry Fighting w/ TOW
________ ___________[MS52267]

IB012 * M2A1 19207: 8750134 Vehicle, Infantry Fighting
IB013 * M2A2 19207:.8750175 Vehicle, Infantry Figti~ng

iOB M3 Ole_________________

1B019 *# M3TOW 1907-_eice,______Fghig / O

1B014 * M3A1 19207: 8750135 Vehicle, Cavalry Fighting
IB015 * M3A2 19207:.8750176 Vehicle, Cavalry Fighting
IB016 * Xlv 192,07: Vehicle, Cavalry Fighting w/ Stinger

______ FIC : PC _ _____ _ Anou~e PeLon.......e.......

1B020 * MI 13AI 19207:.8736562 Carrier, Personnel, ful-tracked, annored
1B021 * Ml 13A1/TOW 19207: 10399048 Carrier, Guided missile, TOW
IB022 * M I13A2 19207: 8750024 Carrier, Personnel, full-tracked, armored

______________________fMS522OIJ

I1B023 * M1 13A2i'TOW 19207. 11508962 Carrier, Guided missile, TOW
1B024 *+ MlI A3M 19207. 8750170 Carrier, Personnel, ful-tracked, armored
IB025 * M1O6A1 19207: 8736578 Carrier, Mortar, 107 mmn, sp, armored
1B026 *+ M106A2 19207.8750026 Carrier, Mortar, 107 mun, sp, armored

________ ____________ MS5199J

* Item identified on Table A- I
+ Identified as a priority data item (Source IDT quarterly report)
# TSM Priority of I

Non- Table A- I Equipments

as of 23 November, 19931
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ECDB Master Index ........ Forcesr (A/,T-i IGon -44 -- ED Maser -- Ijau

Group 000 Table I
Ground Combat Vehicles (continued)

Notes Model Number jPart Number I Model Name

Blue Force Equipments Master Index List

_______EIC.: APC I Armorwed Personnel Carriers

1B:27 M125A. 19207: 8736579 Cahrfrie,:Modar, 8:1 • •mmlsp, armoi+d I
1B028 M125A2 19207:.8750027 co-. ierw M ta81 mm, sp. armored
13B029 + M577A1 1920: " 8736577 Carrier,.Cmmand pofull a ncored
1B030 * M577A2 19207.8750025 Carrier, Command post, full-tracked, armored

[MS52198]
"18031 M548 19207::873.6607 Cai erCargo, full-tracke 3
.1B032 + M54SAI 19207: 8750029' 1 iri,, Cargofl-rce

BOD+ M54A2 19207: ri.y.d.-8 Caqir Cargo, fulfl-tracked
IB033 ?4051192017-5051440-1 Carrier, Electronic shelter, full-trocked
1BO34 M730 890.736744 Camr'Qi~( ded~mssilepgqupment
IB035: M730AI 19207: 8750067rew~e~rsleqimn
IB036 Mf73OAI 19207:1S7$0132 Caýer uieisslleeuipment
IB037 W741 -75.Cir(uat-irVln 2ml.

:-::•lB0•ii:19207- 8736 D:i:::iiý an

1B038 M741AI 19207 V75003 CrerGunanti-ai_.r, Vulcan:20m 3M
~. . . . . . . . . . . ....

IB039, M667 190:0605 Cattie G s le LAnce:
iBOOC XM90I 1920787;- 977 coma V. ehicle, Antitank, improved.TOW

=B040 + M901AI 1207 5006, Com -Vehicle, Antitanimproved, TOW3
I.B041 + M981 49207:- 8750031 Co.ibt Vehicle, Fire sup.rt team

B042 •M1059 49207:8750136 Carier, S
IB043 M1059EI 1:920: "9 == C S ka:amr moe ••y : Ca'r:eSmOkeLeerator
.B044 M80611 19207;. 8736.8. Reco y h'..'"ght

IB045 XM- 1 ,1. 19207: y•,.-1 Carrier, Smoke Obcurants mechanized
:IB*046 O§V/BMg& 2 ý1920:y44.-=x.-2 Opposing Prces Surragate Vehicle
12B047 XM548A3-DS 190:nyd3 Carrier, Car40o, full-track~ed w/ drop sides
1B048 XM4548A3-MHiC 19207; o.y..4._ Carrier, Cargo, ful-tracked w/ mb. crane
1:IB049 # M1064A3 19207: n.yA.&5 Carrier, Mortar, -120 mmsp, armored
11*3050 XM4-UNIVERSAIL 1927: rLyA.-6 Carrer, MutI-Purpose universa Conqcept)
IBO5I XM I 13A3 19207:.:n.yA.-7 Ca , Mortar 120.m , sp, armored

* Item identified on Table A-I I
+ Identified as a priority data item (Source DDT quarterly report)
# TSM Priority ofI

Non- Table A-I Equipments

as of 23 November, 1993 2
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llECDB Master Index ........

Group 000 Table
Ground Combat Vehicles (coninued)

Notes Model Number Part Number Model Name

Blue Force Equipments Master Index List

EIAC: Guns , Self-Propelled Guns
1B062 M109A2 Howitzer, Medium, self-progelled, 155 mm
IB063 + M109A3 Howitzer, Medium, self-propelled, 155 mm
1B064 MI09A4 ........ H.oi"tze, Medium, self-pý 155 nun
IB065 * # M109A5 Howitzer, Medium, self-propelled, 155 mm
IB066 * M109A6 Howitzer, Medium, self-propelled, 155 mm
IB067 M1 OAf Howitzer, Heavyoslf-propolled, 8 Inch

_ _ _ _. ..... _ _.__ _._ _M S52270)
IB068 + MllOA2 Howitzr,: Heavy, self-propelled, 8 inch

_________ _____________ 1 : [MS52251]
1B070 *+ M163A1 19207:9360800 Gun, Air Defense Artillery, self-propelled
IB069 M163A2 19207:12314755 Canrier, Valcun

EIAC : LAV Light Armor Vehicle (LAV)
IB090 *+# LAV-25 19207: LAV
IB091 *+# LAV-25 TOW 19207: LAV, TOW launcher
IB092 *# LAV-25 105 19207: LAV,
IB093 *# LAV-25 MC 19207: LAV, Mortar carrier
I B094 *# LAV-25 PC 19207: LAV, Personnel camrer
IB095 *# LAV-25 MCC 19207: LAV, Maintenance carrier

EIAC: (open)

Wend:
• Item identified on Table A-I

+ Identified as a priority data item (Source IDT quarterly report)
# TSM Priority of I

'--] Non- Table A-I Equipments

as of 23 November, 1993 3
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ECDB Master Index.

Group 100 Table

Tactical Wheeled Vehicles

Notes Model Number Part Number Model NameI

Blue Force Equipments Master Index List 3
1B 100 _ _ _ __ Tactical Wheeled Vehilces Group 100

EIAC : CCUV Commercial Utility Caro Vehicle
lB101 - 19207:8750075 Truck, Cargo.
IBI02 , 19207:8750076 Truck, Cargo

IBI03 M 907: 9750077 ThxckUtility
1BI104 - .19207ý: 8750078 Tnick, Ambulance

BIO10 :_______19207.:8750081 Truck, Shelter carrier
IBI06 - 19M".. 8750086 Tiruck Chassis
1BI07 . ___- ___._' _ 19207":8750131 Tuick, Shelter carrier .

EZAC: GOER
1Bl08 M520 390:Tuk Crow ic

1B3109, M52.0 127 rc ag
I

11614318.
lB Ill M559 127-.Truck, Taniker, Fuel, 2,500 gallons w/ -winch

IB112 M559 19207.: Truck, Tanker, Fuel, 2,500 gallons

IBI13 M877 19237.. Truck, Cargo, w/material hanling craneI

lB114 M877 Truk.9207 .Trk, Cargo, w/ material handling crane .3

SItem identified on Table A-I I
+ Identified as a priority data item (Source IDT quarterly report)
# TSM Priority of I

Non- Table A-I Equipments I

I

as of 23 November, 1993 4 .
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ECDB Master Index ..... FrLe;5

Group 100 Table

Tactical Wheeled Vehicles (Continued)

INotes fModel Number jPart Number :Model Name

I t :Blue ForelEquipments Master -Index List

_____EIAC.: HEMfl.. Heavy Expanded Mobdity Tactical TrluckI IBI 15 * M977 19207: Truck, Cargo
_______ __________CHEMITHO6

IBI16 * XM977 19207: Truck, Cargo
______ _________CHEM'LHO1I IB 117 *+ XM978 19207: Truck, Tanker
_______ __________CHEMTTHO2

IBI 18 *+ XM978 19207: Truck, Tanker
________CI]EMTI`HO7

1B119 M983 9207.......Truck,....o.........
M~~~83A1 107Tzc.Tator

1B 120, M983 19207.1R TtukWce

I B 121 M 983E1 Vnknown Mo T uk,1 Tratorviatch model number)
IB122- GA9:Trc W

I IB 123 * NM984EI 19207:- XM984EI Truck, Wrecker
lB 124 *+ M985 19207:- Truck, Cargo

_______ __________CHEMTITHO9I 115 M9.85EI UnknowniMo6de Tru.ck. guadimode.rnxber

_____ MAC: H-ETO _ ____HeavyvE pent TransporeI B B126 Mf746: 127 0PI201____________

______ ~C : MMW Hl~ Mobl~t Mul~puniseW-heeled VehiceI IB 127 * M998 19207:.8750057 Truck. Utility, cargo /troopI IB 128 *+ M1038 19207. 8750058 Truck. Utility, cargo
IB 129 * 9619207:.8750055 Truck, Utility, TOW carrer
1B13) M104S 19207:875010 L. tikI IBIKI M1046 19207: .8750123:: -Trk.Uii TOW, carer
1B 131 * M1025 19207: 8750082 Truck, Utility, armament carrier
lB 132 * M1026 19207:.8750083 Truck, Utility, armament carrier

I .Item identified on Table A- I
+ Identified as a priority data item (Source [DT quarterly report)
#ET TSM Priority of I

Non- Table A- I Equipments

as of 23 November, 1993
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ECDB Master Index ........ Fo0eeList

Group 100 Table

Tactical Wheeled Vehicles (Continued)

Notes [oel Number Part Number - IModel NameI

I Blue Force Equipments Master Index List 3
EIAC : HMMWV Higb Mobifit Multi-purpose whlVehicle • .I

lB133 *#+ M1043 19207:8750121 Truck, Utility, armament carrier w/Mkl9
lB134 *#+ M1044 19207:8750122 Truck, Utility, armament carrier w/M2.50
lB 135 * M1037 19207:8750117 Truck, Utility, S-250 shelter carrier
1B136 * M1042 19207:8750124 Truck, Utility, S-250 shelter carrier
1B 137 - M996 19207:.8750060 Anick, Am bulanic
1B138 M997 19207.:8.750059 Truck, muance."
1B139 M1035 19207:.750116 -T bROc, uance .. ,

Note : No HMMWV Model numbers have been lisited with DISC

BIAC : MN-.A Ve c ste I.N
IB140 MIOOI D32.73, Track, Tractor

_____________________819912889163

IB141 M11002 D3271:: Truck, Tractor.
____________81991288918 ______ ____________

1B3142 1M1013 D3273: Truck :Tractor
______ ___ _ ______ _____ 819912,88917_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _U

1B143 IM1014 D32 73: Truck, Tractor
1 81991288919

Note: This EIA C series is built by MAN NwtZfahzeuge GMBH, Germany.

___ __ IACM3 __ ___ __Tru&k 2 11/-Tan, 6,x6
1B1K2 * M35AI 19207: 8736236 Truck, Cargo
1B1K3 * M35AI 19207: 8736237 Truck, Cargo wi winch
1BI44 * M35A2 19207:.8736581 Truck, Cargo3
1B145 * M25A2 19207:.8736582 Truck, Cargo wi winch
lB 146 * M35A2C 19207. 8736733 Truck, Cargo
lB 147 * M35A2C 19207:.8736735 Truck, Cargo wi winch
lBI148 * M35E8 123204X0-542-5635 Truck, Cargo (No match Model No or NSN)
lB 149 M36A2 1,19207.:8736592 Truck, Cargo, dwpsides

L g n :++ + ,:i +

* Item identified on Table A- I
+ Identified as a priority data item (Source IDT quarterly report)3

# TSM Priority of I
W Non- Table A- I Equipments

as of 23 November, 1993 6
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ECDB Master Index ....

Group 100 Table

Tactical Wheeled Vehicles (Continued)

INotes jModel Number.f Part Number Model Name

1 1 Blue Force-Equipments Master Index List

EIAC: M35 Truck 2114 Toi 6-k6
1B 1150 :M36A2 19207:8736%.;1 Truck,:Cargo wiwwink
IB 154 M36A2-C 19207.8736836 Truck-, Chassis
1BB1K5 M44AI 19207.-8736440 Truck, .. aro
IBIS! ýM44A-1 19207:8736470 T hasssI !BlB 152 M44A2 19207.:8736576 'Truc, hasi
lB 153 ýM44A2 :19207,:9736594'.,hasiI IB 155 M45A2 1927:8736574 C... sTrc

lB 156 M45A2. .. 0:,767 Chasi ,hc M=wn
IB157 :-M462190:7355 Oisi, rcI ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ...1.............876.3.hasi Tuc

I1B160,.,. ...I 1907 ..3.5 .' ...e 120

A. .. 161 x4AI 4927:0356 T.ck T.kr ...L 1200 ..w

lB: 161SA 9276358 rwTnU~~~~~~~~~~~~~~..... ...5......20:761 Tuk ane~wtr~WO.......

I BK
Er16 Non- Tabl A-i Equpmnt

.I ..
IB 6 1......

as~~~ of 23 Noeme,.99. ..I...
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- - ___ - ECDB Master Index ..... Forces

Group 100 Table

Tactical Wheeled Vehicles (Continued)

Notes Model Num~ber Part Number Model NameI

I ~Blue Force Equipments Master Index List3

IEIAC-:M35 [ Truck 2IIM on 4x:6

:0 167 M-1O9A 19207:- 8736281 Truck. Van :wf winchI
AB 168 M109AI 19207.-8736274 Tnick, Van, shop
13I169 M109A2 19207: 8736357 Tnicu. k.. Vanw Aho
lBI170 M 109A2 19207:V87636 ýnkVa wiwitc
I-BI71 M109A3 1278359 Tzk a
1B172 M19A 92787670 Tcl V -Awwic

1B 173 M185AI ý19278346 Tc~ isrmn

1B175 M,185A2 494 0;00)-97-880Tik histmnr
1B 176 U195A3 19207;6360W Sh istruepat
IBIK9 M185A9 190:8358 TukR S " WMiCh
IBIKO IvW 5AI ....... .. 3 3S .... xa o .. I...... .....
1B3177 M275AZ .90:767 ... .... ........

lB 179 M292A2: 190:752 T va. blI
lB 180: M292A3 .920k 673663 TmI.Vn~xni
1BIL3 :M292A41208364 TtcV 1
IB 181 M292.AS 90;6363
113182, M32A2 1920:836 Truc... k ... ...
i81LA m342A2 l92066W ak wtwic

lBIL5 ....... 190:8368 Ti akr ae............... .I

1318 M610 12: 344 Trk.Tnewater.10 .

Item identified on Table A- I

+ Identified as a priority data item (Source IDT quarterly report)
# TSM Priority ofI

W Non- Table A- I Equipments

as of 23 November, 1993 8
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CmmECDB Master Index.....Fre

Group 100 Table

Tactical Wheeled Vehicles (Continued)

INotes Model Number Part Number Model Name

I I Blue -Force-Equipments Master Index List

EIAC:M35 Truck 2/Zo6xI IBIL IM611C 19207.-:8.73Om1 Tr W.aker, 1000 gals.:
1BI87 M611C 119207:47$"5 ake.acIie10
113188 M613 19207;:9736638 TucSoistet3 113189 M614 190787666

1131L9....M6I4~ .... .90~7667 Txk WV wncIBIZA :M614 h 90~8368 Tuk mtac

IBIZE M618~ 1920~873644'~ .. ...........

IBI ZG W4619-3
.. ..I Z .. .. ..... ---

19207:873751 T~to..........1*r
IBIZL ...8A 4t  .. 03366 Tzco ose

A 11 819 ...........A.. .I 131W 1764 I92O:.................. ao
......... 2..VI~ tr T ck~Mitnac1 ....198 .. .IAM 90:IATQTi aeac

....te....... idniTe onTbeAIe Suc D urel eo.......
Mode...... Nu be reu.e .a.ato ..f .nM 5SeisoftukIE]~~. Non Tal A... Equpmnt

as of. 23......... No e br 199 9 ........I. .. .. ..
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ECOB Master Index.....Fre

Group 100 Table3
Tactical Wheeled Vehicles (Continued)

Notes Model Number, Part Number Model NameI

I I Blue Force. Equipments Master Index List3

EJAC-:,M39 Truck 5 Ton.
IBI199 M51A1 19207: 8736449 Truck, Dump

:ýýIBlIA ýM51AL 19207.n-736448 TrewlwinchI
.4011lB M51A2 19207.-8736516 Trc, w/wincfz
IBIIC M51A2 J9207: 9736517 TER DiM
IBILA MS1AZ, 190k _4A ri&wfi
I181 D MS2AI :19207:363 Tr. Tra..ctor.

IBUO~ ~~~~~~~~~ M5A.....2)835 .ru. T........ inc

1BIL -3M42 908314 Tuk.

-2-B ....... .... ...A ....0)5 . 5 ...... ... .... .

18110 63A2......2~0-0-28~377.. cass......k . ...~Mdi~e

IBIT 29AC1278343 .reW....................
...I ........ ...7:.38 4 T r c ...........

IG ........
* ~ ~~ ..te idetiie on .. Tal .-1BURI

+ ~ ~~~ Id-ife a -a prort dat ite (Suc -D qu-el report) --- ---
TSM ProrI of ...I... ... .

[Z]~'Ot Non- TaleA- Euimeu

..... ...
as~~~. of 23. Noebr.931



* **~ECDB Master index F......

Group 100 Table
Tactical Wheeled Vehicles (Continued)

INotes jModel Number fPart Number Mode! Name

..: IBlue -Force EquipmfientsMA~ster mdci List.

EIAC: M39. Track ýSuoI IBI IV M291 A2 192017d-8736692 Truck, Van
IB11W: M291A2C 19207.ý:.873 6693 Tu a
1B11X :M91A2D 19207.n,87-6694 T4 aI IB1LC M328AI 9278345 TRu tk
lB13138A 3.0X.SI21 Track~ t (NoIu~ od rNN

.... II~~kl~ n,1....... N..........
V ~ . ......3I 9078364 rc.Tho /inl...

EIAC~.. ........4x
1B1A ....... ..078367 thokkil

113 1A4 Mt~1A 9207:8736 5 --kd .... a~ce .... iiU ~... ...A .....90.8390 xnoau.Fon~n
.T C ..6 ..... ....I I1A6 M51 120:87647Al:n

M79 120787687' r~cMugu=~uc
.I. ... 6.6-4 73

1131A. . ' M7656K ...0...60 .....

1B1~~~~~~ ~...... ..9....127;8386T Vil
lB1B3AXM791 190- -----'ruk Vn il

* ~ ~~~ .temidenifid.onTabl.A-34 Iden....e asapirt..a tm(oreIT urel eo
....... .ri..ity.of.I ~.. .Z Non-. TaleA-.Euimet

-a- of 23.ovmbr,.99..

....... .....I ... .....
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ECOB Master Index ..... Forces

Group 100 Table
Tactical Wheeled Vehicles (Continued)

Notes jModel Number Part Number BleModel NameI

Blu FoceEquipments Master Index List

BIAC:,.M809 Trd45Ton
1RIF2 M809 19207.8736849 Chnsisi
IBIF3 M809 19207: 8736850 Chassi

-1BtF4 M909AI 19207.: 87-36856, Chassi
1I'FS M810 19207:765 hsi

IBIF6 XM8IO. 90:&760Ca~s

IBIPO :M81 1A2: .90. ...67 ..si

IBLE M811 ....7 .765 ....k

12A I
.. ................ M 1 3 ...0 7 ........... ..13104 M814 9207:136.........Ca

IBIG ...... .....3...T.oatrwiinhMS52....... .....

.B111."9102076 87 6.6 T...T.......ckr /wnc

1311*A .B A .19207. .3.. .2.T.. .. Va......IBIH M80A2192.07:767 .... k Van....1B1H5 ~ ~ ~ ..... ...1 1 .0....5 reStc r ta

.- .... .
........... .. tem... ide.i. e on... Table.A-i
...... Idni..a. pirt aaiem(oreITqurl eot
.... . ... P.io..t..of. .......... ....... on. Tbl.AI.qupmn.

as~~ of.23.Novemer,.1993 1
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ECOB Master index F....es

Group 100 Table
Tactical Wheeled Vehicles (Continued)

INotes Model Number JPart Number Model Name

I t 1Blue Force Equipments .Master I~ndex List

___ __EIAC: M876 j tnzck

1B1B4 )34876 119207: Mainternance honewv

ETAC: M880T~c
-IBIR5 XM880127:~39Q m a

lB16 XM88l .92.........ThckI B1D )B M882 ..2.:....2 ru&

111B8 XM883 :19W? .....0 .... ula..

I B I1C 4 ..B9 ........ 6.6 . r
..1C .M 9 1.. ...... ....... ..........

IB1C....... .M 9 ......61 2 in
IBIC7~~~~~. ...9 ..078366 .....mb~ai

.....A C... ...5 ...........
1B 1CO XM 9I 1.07 .M 1 ........ ............o .M 5

IB1D2 M9I

XM91BCHAS...........3 I ID3M91 . 920: T ro . ........................... .......I IB D4 9...9.0.......ruc .M ..dium ......

I BC
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ECDB Master Index ..... Forces
~~List

Group 100 Table

Tactical Wheeled Vehicles (Continued)

Notes Model Number Part Number Model NameI

I I .Blue :Force Equipments Master Index List

[EIAC:M91SA1 I IýucLue ,uTractor
lB1D5 JM915AI 119207: M915A1 I Truck, Line haul tractor

EIAQ M939 _____ rc.......
1BID6 M923 19207: 873698622 Truck Carg

M923 W34625: M923 Truck Carg
1B1D7 * M925 19207:- 8736986-1 Truck, Cargo

M925 34623: M925 Truck. a
1B1D8~ ~~~~ ..2 .. .......7- To~~..

1BIDO irk190~768~2 1
.......... ...... ---~7 .7..9 ..........

1B1E2 M9 1 19207...................to
........ .....ru

1DIE3~~.. ..... ...78369Ql .hck ...t
113193 .5~ M 3 ...... .. ............ ..........

lB1138D .~3 .. .u ........ T.ck 5.... ...P..32~I-4-2
... ... .. .. .. ..

....9 .94 .o u~ n e .r..k .h s i 3 .0.............. .....
T ........t- .....

i~~lED M..... .........~d Tru ......300104-741DLF M906 ..7 ....69.4.....hassi.........
E2 . u r ......

.Ite idnife on Tal A-i .......
+ Idntiied s apriritydat ite (Surc IDTquaterl reort

# ~~~ ....riorty....
Non- Tabl A- Equipments

.... .... ... ... ... ...
a. of.. 23. No e.r 1993 14. .... .. . ....... ....... ... .....
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ECDB Master Index ..... Fre

Group 200 Table
Combat Engineering Vehicles

Notes__ Model Number Pr ubrMdlNm

IB200 ______ICombat Engnering Vehicles: Group 200

______ IAC: ACE . nkfaCmidl
1B2B 1 "~=M9 19207:.8750001 Bulldozer, Earthmover, armored combat

________J____________ MSS22 71]
lB2B2 * JD7F D7F Bulldozer, Eratbmover

.E1AC AV rodecniIiInen dks
IB202 * M88AI 19207:.8736888 Armored Recovery Vehicle, full1-tracked.
IB203 * M88A2 19207: Armored Recovery Vehicle, full-tracked
IB204 *+-- M728 19207: 8750112 Combat Engineering Vehicle, full-tracked
IB 205 * BAT-2 19207. RTE Clearing Vehicle
IB206 * MTK-2 19207: Mine Clearer
IB207 * PMR-3 19207: =Mwn Layer
IB208 * M93 19207: WBC Recon. Vehicle

IB2Al * J.MT-5K 19207: Roller / Plow
1B2A2 * IKMTf-4 16 _ _____Mine Plow

r~~~e~.... .......i

...... .- 0 19 07 Sh.lter....--

*~ ...tem... idntfedo-Tbe--
+~~~~~~~. Ideti.e a. a... prort data..... ite (Suc..qatrl eo

XIA -----Priority-of-- Non-.Table.A.I.Equipmen.s

as of 23.November,.1993.1



498 1

ECDB Master Index ........ Fomev

Group 300 Table
Aircraft Systems (All types)

Notes Model Number 1Part Number Model Name

Blue-Force;Equipments Master Index List

IB300 ! _I__ Aircraft Systems : Group 300

B301 *+ IA= Rotor ARotorya icroaft
1B301 * AH-IS Attack Helicopter, Cobra
1B302* AH-1G Attack Helicpoter, Cobra
IB303* AH-lG Attack Helicopter, Cobra
1B304 *+= AH-64A Attck Helicopter, Apache
1B305 * CH-47 Transport Helicpoter, Medium lift, Chinook

IB306 O= OH-58D Scout Helicopter, Kiowa Warrior
IB307 * RAH-66 Utility Helicopter, Huey

IB308 *+ UH-IH Utility Helicopter, Huey

1B309 *+ UH-60A Transport Helicopter, Blackhawk
1B310 *+ UH-60L Transport Helicopter, Blackhawk

_______EJAC:. Fixed FixedWing Anaft
1B360* AV-8B Harrier
1B361 *+= A-7 Corsait

IB362 *+ A-10 Warthog

1B363 *+ F-4 Phantom
IB364 * F-15 Eagle
IB365 * F-15E Eagle
IB366 *+ F-16 Falcon
1B368 * F/A-18 Hornet
1B367 * F-117 Stealth
1B369 *+ Hughes 500 Gunship

_______ :. ý:Ubj iiAV ____ _ nmbWAnned Arid rcift

* Item identified on Table A-I
+ Identified as a priority data item (Source IDT quarterly report)
#t TSM Priority of I

I Non- Table A-I Equipments 3
ws of 23 November, 1993 16 I



499 Blue

ECOB Master Index ..... Forces

Croup 400 Table
Guide Missile Systems (all types)

Notes Model Number. Part Number.. Model Name

I I I [Blue 1Force Equipments Master Index Ist

IB400 ___________ __Guided Missile Systems :Group 400

IB401 * M48A2 1440-01-106-3089 GMS, Intercept-aerial, carrier-mounted
I1B402 * M48A2E1 GMS, Intercept-aerial, carrier-mounted
IB403 * M48A3 _ _____GMS, Intercept-aerial, carrier-mounted
1B404 * STINGER Air Defense System, Manportable
IB405 * M270 ________Mutliple Rocket Launchers MLNRS)

I1B430 * MIANPADS Air Defense System, Manportable
IB431 * M136 (AT-4-' Launcher, Heat, 84 mm
1B432 * DRAGON 2 Assault Wepn Systern, Medium , M47
113433 * JAVELIN Advanced Anti-Tank Weapon System, Medium
IB434 * TOW-2A_________ ______

IB435 * TOW-2B _______________

I B436 H*LFR
IB437 * AVENGER _______HMAWV, Pedestal-mounted, Stinger
IB438 _________________________________

E 1AQ.:GMS 1ue "00-1 mmsMrb-m
lB4A1 * ATM-9 1440-01-106-3089 Sidewinder
1B4A2 * ATM-21 _ _____Sparrow

1B4A3 * M48A3 ________Rocket, 2.75 inch
1B4A4 * STINGER Rocket, 5 inch
1B4A5 * M270 _ _____Rocket, 120 mm
1B4A6* M26 _ _____Rocket, 270 mm tactical w/ M77 warhead
1B4A7 * M26 ______Rocket, 270 mm tactical w/ TOW warhead
1B4A8* M26 Rocket, 270 mmn tactical w/ SADARM

____ ____ _ __ ____ ___ warhead

1B4A9 * M26 ______Rocket, 270 mm tactical w/ AT2 warhead
IB4AO * _____________ Rocket, Volcano

Leted:
* Item identified on Table A- I

+ Identified as a priority data item (Source IDT quarterly report)
# TSM Priority of 1

[ZI Non- lable A-1 Equipments

as of 23 November, 1993 17



500 3/,,,. I
ECDS Master Index ........ or s

Group 500 Table
Communications Systems and Equipments I

Notes [Model Number Part Number Model Name I
Blue Force Equipments Master Index List

I B500 [ _ _ _ Communication Systems: Group 500 I
EIAC: Comm Communications Systems and Equipment

I B501 AN/GRCI25 80063: PPL-l1887 RADIO SET, AN/GRC-I125
i B502 AN/GRC160 80058: RADIO SET, AN/GRC-160

ANGRC160
IB503 AN/VDR-I 80058: RADIOLOGICAL WARNING DEVICE,

AN/VDR-1 AN/VDR-1
I B504 AN/VRC-87C 80063: RADIO SET, AN/VRC-87C 1

A3141516-1 _

I B505 AN!VIC- 1 V 80058: INTERCOMMUNICATIONS SET,
ANVICI (v) AN/VIC- 1(V)

I B506 AN/VRC-53 80063: PPL-1886 RADIO SET, AN[VRC-53
I1B507 ANIVRC-64 80058: RADIO SET, AN/VRC-64

ANVRC64
IB508 AN/VRC-87A 80063: RADIO SET, AN/VRC-87A 5 IY1CC'

B509 AN!VRC-88A A3080227-1I _________________

IB509 AN/VRC-88A 80063: RADIO SET, AN/VRC-88A
A3080228-1

B510 AN/VRC-89A 80063: RADIO SET, AN/VRC-89A 5 t'1C..•&5

A3080229-1 __

B511 AN/VRC-90A 80063: RADIO SET, AN/VRC-90A S ,nC CrWL7
A3080230-1 _

B512 AN/VRC-91A 80063: RADIO SET, AN/VRC-91A . % nLFA4
A3080231 -1

B513 AN/VRC-92A 80063: RADIO SET, AN/VRC-92A 5 IctW.AL. 3
A3080232-1

B514 AN/PRCI 19A 80063: RADIO SET, AN/PRC-1 19A 51 ni4,..&
A3080226-1 __

B515 AS 1729/VRC 80063: SM-D- ANTENNA, AS- 1729/VRC
542001 I

B516 AS27319GRC 80058: AS- ANTENNA ASSEMBLY, Whip
23719( )/GRC AS-273 ! 9( )/GRC

B517 OA3633/GRC 80063: SM-D- AMPLIFIER-POWER SUPPLY GROUP;
1454880 OA-3633/GRC

is of 25 January, 1994 18 I



-- . 501 l'l:.s5

\I " ECDE3 Master Ind ........ CC

Group 600 Table
Mortars and Grenade Launchers

I Notes -Model Numberý Par Nmber Moel Name
__ite ___ ___ c_______

m o wn... .......... ...... reM a e ....... is

B600 I Mortars & Grenande Launchers:
I I j Group 300

1B601* M30 19204: 8401840 Mortar, 4.2 inch
IB604
1B605
IB606

I B607
IB608

*Non- Table A-I Equipments

as of 23 November, 1993 19
• ., . , !;*1



502

,~ECOB3 Vaster index .....

Group 700 Table
Machine Guns, Weapons and Rifles

Notes ýModel Number.......Number MdlNm

IB700 1Machine Guns, weapons & rifles:
___I I IGroup 7900

_____EIAC: MG::: MiiGu -.MG)ýifty
IB701 * Mk. 19 Mod.3 10001: 3269419 MG, Caliber, 40 mmn
IB702 * M2 19204: 8401485 'MG, Caliber .50; Browning flexible, Wle
IB703 * M2 19204: 5910630 MG, Caliber .50; Browning M48 turret type
1B704 * M60 19204:7269100 MG, Cailber, 7.62 mm.
IB705 * M73 1005-00869-8816 MG, Caliber, 7.62 mm
IB706 * M73AI 1005-00-937-7323 MG, Caliber, 7.62 mm
I B707 * M219 1005-00-77-2354 MG, Caliber, 7.62 mm,

IB708 * M249 19207: 9348199 Machine Gun, 5.56 mm w/equipment
1B709~........ .'29* Z.so

_____ ___ ____ ____ __ _ ____ _____ (No Pr..E........)________ ~ ~ ~ ..... ....... ') Q (-O~-.~~c
/137, ~~bOP~4(~~ ~ 7.L~'T

EIAC:RiN~~.... .. ____J~ls~m

W705 75 & A- l1005-016-433600 Sling, small arms
__137/ _ P_ _ __ _ ____ ___ ______ _____ ______ ____

752 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~~~~........ .._______ ..____________________________

IB5 *e ideniie onle Table A-I

75 7 d5tie as a050-9150 proiydaaiegSureTq arterly reprt) ig,3 on

I Non- Table A- I Equiprncnhs

as of 23 November, 1993 20



503 .'

ECDSB tVhsr lnd.'x Pc.IV I'jg

Group 800 'FableI Alines and Grenades

INotes Model ýNumnber. Part Number TModel. Name

A, . ...Blue... Fo c'iq Ip ts _ase ....... .. ...

I 1B800 IMines & Hand Grenande:
_____ I I Group 800

1B801 * Bar~fine _______jMine, Antitank
I 1B802 * M19 _ _____ Mine, Antitank

IB880 * IM203 19204: 848300 Grenade Launcher, 40 mm
IB881 * IM79 1 19204: Grenade Launcher, 40 nun

... ..f *

1B8A2* AN-M8 19203: 13-19-32 Grenade, Hand; smoke
LCC-A, AMCTC 3408
(DoDAC: 1330-G900)

TW4G LC- (DoDAC 1330G85

I B8A4 * L8A3 19203: Grenade, Launcher, smoke: screening, RP

________ __________ D13-19-100 LCC-A (DoDAC: 1330-G815)
1138A6 N66- V3 '120io547~Gen , Hn;iunnt MM g

Obs~ete

IItem identified on Table A- I
II dentified as a priority data item (Source IDT quarterly report)

F TSM Priority of I
L111 Non- Table A-1 Equipments

as of 23 November, 1993 21

IL



504 CI 1r j

Group 800 Table
Af ines and Greizades (Cantiitwd.I

Notes jModel Number jPart Number Model Name

[.96616ceEqui .. pmens Master Index List

JIAC.- HG. :Iand .&MRte:Gmenadesal
1 B8A7 Mk 1 Al 'G03 82 Geade, Hand; iluminating

Obselete* MSR 11756003
1 B8A8 Mk 2 1903.Ot043Genade.Hand.; fragmentain, delay

bs. AMCTC u'6jo

-A .33043890I
,JB8A9: N&3A2. i~423:9255 3eAde a4ofsvedly

... . . . .. .* * ....... ........ .... ...

IB8AA * M7 19203: 13-21-3 Grenade, Hand; smoke, wp
_______ __________ __________ MSR: 8746046 (DoDAC :1330-G960)

IB8AB * MA1 119203: 13-21-7 Grenade, Hand; smoke, wpI
MSR: 8746046 (DoDAC :1330-G960)

:~ ~.......................................................................

IB8AD* M15 19203: 13-19-18 Grenade, Hand, smoke
________ __________ ___________ MSR. 11756003 (DoDAC:1330 0935)

IlB8AE * M19AI 19203: 82-0-109 Grenade, Rifle; smoke, wp
________ ___________MSR: 11756003 (DoDAC: 1330-H030)

1B8AF * M221 99999: Grenade, Rifle; smoke, green, impact
________ __________1330-G995 MSR: 11756003 (DoDAC:1330-G995)

IB8AG * M22 99999: Grenade, Rifle; smoke, red, impact
_______ __________1330-HOIO MSR: 11756003 kDoDAC :1330-HOIO)

IB 8AH * M22 99999: Grenade, Rifle; smoke, violet, impact
________ ___________1330-H020 MSR: 11756003 (DoDAC : 1330-H020)

lB8AI * M22A2 99999: Grenade, Rifle; smoke, yellow, impact
________ ___________1330-H035 MSR: 11756003 (DoDAC : 1330-H035)

1 B8AJ * M22A2 99999: Grenade, Rifle; smoke, green, impactI
________ ___________1330-G995 LMSR: 11756003 (DoDAC :1 330-G995)

Legend:
*Item identified on Table A- I for smoke munitions

+ Identified as a priority data item (Source IDT quarterly report)
# TSM Priority ofI

Non- Table A-1 Equipments

as of 23 November, 1993 - - - --- 22



55ECD3 Ulaster 1,.1A..... Lit

Group 800 TableI Mines and Grenades (Continued)

INotesj Mdel Number Part-Number ý-.Model Name

I ~sendex Ls

1B38AK * M22A2 99999: Grenade, Rifle; smoke, red, impact
________1330-HOIO MSR- 11756003 (DoDAC :1330-HOIO)

MBAL * M22A2 99999: Grenade, Rifle; smoke, violet, impact
________ __________1330-H020 MSR: 11756003 (DoDAC :1330-H020)

I13B8AM * M22A2 99999: Grenade, Rifle;, smoke, yellow, impact
________1330-H035 MSR- 11756003 (DoDAC : 1330-H035)

MBAN * M23 99999: Grenade, Rifle; smoke, green, impact3 _____1330-HOOO MSR. 11756003 (DoDAC :1330-11000)
11B8AO * M23 99999: Grenade, Rifle; smoke, red, impact

_________1330-HO15 MSR: 11756003 (DoDAC :1330-11015)

MBAP * M23 99999: Grenade, Rifle; smoke, violet, impact
_________1330-H1025 MSR: 11756003 (DoDAC: 1330-11025)

1B38AQ W1M23 99999: Grenade, Rifle; smoke, yellow, impact
_________1330-H1040 MSR: 11756003 (DoDAC :1330-H040)

MBAR * NM2A1 99999: Grenade. Rifle; smoke, green, impact
________1330-HO000 MSR: 11756003 (DoDAC :1330-11000)I 1B8AS * M23A 1 99999: Grenade, Rifle; smoke., red, impact
___________1330-H1015 MSR: 11756003 (DoDAC :1330-11015)

MBAT * M23A1 99999. Grenade, Rifle; smoke, violet, impact
_________1330-H1025 MSR: 11756003 (DoDAC :1330-11025)I IB8AU * M23A 1 99999: Grenade, Rifle; smoke, yellow, impact

.,:l,,., df.

... ..... ....... :1 ......

Item identified on Table A- I for smoke munitions
+ Identified as a priority data item (Source IDT quarterly report)

* TSM Priority of I
Non- Table A- I Equipments

as of 23 November, 1993 2

I 7



I~I~.56ECOB !.?asfet Index ....

Group 800 Table3
Alines and Grenades (Continued)

Notes Model Number -Part Number Model Name .

EL4C.HG~... ..Ih ....e..eads~

1IB8AY Z- ~ 23 840 rnde il;pcie T
...... MSR:-- 14.7560 A 13i0-9

IB8AX M30: 190386647%: GrenadRf:p~tcdl~
MSt:1760 DC.1330- .44

IB8BO MM: 19'03~2)9 naeRiG~ ba

I1560 B8O113.088 .1-"

1B8B3 * M34 19203: 13-7-4 Grenade, Hand;, smoke, wp
MSR: 11756003

(DDAC: 1330-G937)

. . ...... ..... ... . ..... , . "'--~ .e

1B8B5 * M48 19203: Grenade, Hand; smoke
D13-25-71 LCC-A, MSR: 8746046

(oDAAC: 1330-G932I
.BB . tS .$910$ .raae .dg~taiu .... ... ... ....

.. ..... I
.B8 ..... .. 9Q4$2M ~ 44i~.IB887I

D C: 33tG8

1B89 61 923:93194 LCC-A AMCTC .-6446
J (~DoDAAC: 1330-G880)

L egend:

* Item identified on Table A- I from smoke munitionsI
+ Identified as a priority data item (Source IDT quarterly report)

S TSM Priority of 1
Non- Table'A- I Equipments

as of 23 Novemnber. 1993 24



50 ECDB Master Index ..... F

3 Group 800 Table
Mines and Grenades (Continued)

INotes Model Number Part Number Model Name

I I t Blue Force Equipments Master Index LIst

I ____EIAC: HG Hand &:Rifle Grenades alltye
IIB8AY M29. 19203: 8864102 Grenade, Rifle; practice, AT

_______MSR: 11756003 (PDAC :1330-0980)I B8AX M430 19203: 8861647 Grenade, Rifle; practice, delay
MSR: 11756003(flDAC :1330-0915

MO8O M31 19203:82-0195.Grenade, Rifle.; heat...
______ _______ MR: 11756003 (oAC :1330-G970)
NUBI M3 19203:8810741 Grenade, Hand; fragmentation delay:

.......................MSR:411756003 (DoDAC.:133008S88)

I B8B2 M33A: 19203:U33~936: Gieim&l. Jf~d; lueanation.impact
SLCC-A;AM.W77.64

______ _____(no model paxttnubermac...
1B8B3 * M34 19203: 13-7-4 Grenade, Hand; smoke, wp

MSR: 117560033 (DoDAC: 1330-G937)

lB8B5 M48 19203: Grenade, Hand; smokecg..........113.25-71....LCC-A, MS.R: 87446046

(oDAAC: 1330-G9887
-8bl M61 19203: ý92315948 Grenade, Hand; fragmentation, deayt

I LCC-A:MP. AM 746446

MoDAAC: 1330-G880)

Item identified on Table A- I from smoke munitions
+ Identified as a priority data item (Source IDT quarterly report)

# TSM Priority of I
# Non- Table A- I Equipments

as of 23 November, 1993 24



5083

Group 800 Table
Alines anid Grenzades (Continued)

Notes..*j Model Number. Part Number wModel NamneI

Blue Forc EupetsMaster.1nde6x istýX

ElAC HG -Hn ilrenades Ill.....
1B8BA U62 19203 92ý31597: Mrnd .Rl;patie ea

MS:11756003 (DoDAC 1330 G9l4 U
1B8BB ýM67 1239259 (3e.iaeHand;-1r fa nain dela

LCCA: AMCMC 16S. . . A ............. .....

.. . . . . . . . . . ......... ...2. ........... 60.4.
.A C ........ .

1 B8BD;I . M6 .1...9203t 9-')Z32 -rMae ..l. prIie de..a-

13-1-15 .C-A-I MS 5856004-i

(DoDAC : 1330-G826)

S Item identified or. Table A- I from smoke munitions
+ Identified as a priority data item (Source EDT quarterly report';

# TSM Priority of IliT] Non- Table A- I Equipments

as o 23Afovmbe. 193 F! 2



I

I Group 900 Table 509

Obstacles, Defilades, Positions

Notes Model Number Part-Number ModesLNameI I Blu 1'oce EuipmntsMaster Inde List

1B903 Obstankcles, Defilagws & Positions:
3 1 __ _____ Group 800

________ EIAC:~~~~~ Obst. ..._ _ O .ta.e.al ty.. ...

IB901 * _______________Long Cribs, rectangle

IB902 * _______ ______ Long Cribs, triangle3 B903 * __________ ___ Tank Ditch, 100 x 44'
1 B904 * . Tank Ditch, 200' x 44'I iB905 * Tank Ditch, 300 x 44'
1B906 * Abatis, 14 tree
1B907 * .... Abatis, 8 tree

1B9A1 * Defilade Poistion, mortar carrierI 1'B9A2 * Defilade Poistion, fighting vehicle
1B9A3 * Defilade Poistion, tank
1B9A4 * Defilade Poistion, armored vehicle

I IB9AS * Defilade Poistion, mortar carrier

I 1B9C1 * .Infantry Fighting Positions
1B9C2 * . Machine Gun prepared position
1B9C3 * Anti-armor weapon positionI1B9C4 * Overhead Cover Infantry Position

3 ~iE•IAC!Preik ____________i~ :Prestockkenti 'eiz-:es
IB9PI * Prestock• Ammunition
I B9P2 * Prestock: Fuel

Leg-end:

• Item identified on Table A-I
+ Identified as a priority data item (Source IDT quarterly report)

TSM Priority of I
E •'] Non- Table A- I Equipments

as of 23 November, 1993 r. - - 263 jIA ~; -- L.



510 .' ,

( roup A00() Tal)eC

US I)isinounted lbifantrY Forces 3
Notes Model Number Part Number Model Name

Blue Force Equipments Master Index List

I BAQO US Dismounted Infantry Forces:
0 rGroup AOO

EIAC: Dismount _Dismounted Forces all types I
IBA01 4.27.1 TOE U.S Scouts, 2 personnel, SAW & Comm

4.27.2I

IBA02 TOE US ATGM, 2 personnel, Dragon & M16
IBA03 38.36.2 TOE US Infantry Fire Team, 6 personnel weapons

_ _ _ _ _ _ 38.6.3 I__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

IBA04 TOE US Sniper, Gunner & single person
IBA05 TOE US Dismounted Engineer Element, 10 person
IBA06 TOE: US Stinger Gunner, single person

44-1752-400 I
I

Legend:
• Item identified on Table A- I

+ Identified as a priority data item (Source IDT quarterly report)
# TSM Priority of I

Non- Table A-I Equipments 3

I
I

I

II



511

Group BOO Table

Environment Building, Bridges

Notes Model Number Part Number Model Name

. I Blue Force Equipments Master Index List

• EIAC: Building Buildings/Structures of. all types
IBBOO * Covered Machine Gun Bunker
IBBO * Indirect Fire Damaged Building
IBB02 * Burned-out Building
IBB03
1BB04
I B B05)
IBB06
IBB07
IBB08
IBB09

-IE I A C :: B r id g e : i .B ii d g:e s ':.: o •i a l i p s : . . :: :.i .: •:i !

IBBC0 * Bridge, 60 ft, AVLB launched
IBBC1 * Bridge, Ribbon 10 section
1BBC2 * Bridge, ribbon, 14 section
IBBC3
1BBC4
1BBC5
1BBC6
1BBC7
1BBC8

ý:EIA•C: Fences : Fences ýof all types: :i.i:i!iii!:•: i~••~•
1BBFI * Fence, Concertina, 2 roll
1BBF2 * Fence, Concertina, 3 roll

Legend:
" Item identified on Table A- I

+ Identified as a priority data item (Source IDT quarterly report)
: TSM Priority of I

S~Non- Table A- I Equipments

as of 23 November, 1993 28/.2 1 lL•,•:

1B O _ _ __ _ __ _ __ _ __ __ _ __ _ _ __ _ __ _ __ _ _



512 ilue i

ECDB Master Index ........ Forces
List 3

Group COO Table I
Ammunitions: Cartridges

FoVN Model Number Part Number B Model Name
1B[ Blue Force Equipments Master Index Ist

_______ IAC: Ammo ______ CAurtridges of aD types
IBC01 * DM13 19200: DM13 CARTRIDGE, Caliber 120 umm; APFSDS-T
1 BC02 * DM23 19200: DM23 CARTRIDGE, Caliber 120 mm; APFSDS-T
IBC03 * DM38 19200: DM38 CARTRIDGE, Caliber, 120 mn; LKL- CKE
IBC04 * DM128 19200: DM128 CARTRIDGE, Caliber, 105 mim, TPCSDS-T 3
IBC05 * M1 19200: M1 CARTRIDGE, Caliber .50 mm, incendiary

(50mm Incend) I_
IBC06 * MIA1 19200: MIAI CARTRIDGE, Caliber.50 mm, blank
1BC07 * M2 19200: M2 CARTRIDGE, Caliber 5.56 mm, grenade

(5.56GL) launcher 3
I1BC08 * M2 19200: M2 (AP) CARTRIDGE, Caliber .50 mm, armor piercing

incendiary
IBC09 * M2 19200 : M2 CARTRIDGE, Caliber .50 mm, ball 1

1BCI0 * M2 19200: M2 CARTRIDGE, Caliber .50 nun, dummy(Dummy)I
IBCI1 * M2 19200: M2 CARTRIDGE, Caliber .50 mm, plain tip

(Plain)
IBC12 * M2AI 19200: M2AI CARTRIDGE, Caliber 4.2 inch; Gas
IBCI3 * M8 19200: M8 CARTRIDGE, Caliber .50 mm, armor piercing

(Crtg) incendiary

IBCI4 * M10 19200: M10 CARTRIDGE, Caliber.50 mim, tracer
IBC15 * M17 19200: M17 CARTRIDGE, Caliber.50 mm, tracer
IBC16 * M20 19200: M20 CARTRIDGE, Caliber .50 mm, incendiary
IBC17 * M21 19200: M21 CARTRIDGE, Caliber.50 mm, tracer
1BCI8 * M23 19200: M23 CARTRIDGE, Caliber .50 mm, incendiary
IBC19 * M33 19200: M33 CARTRIDGE, Caliber .50 umm, Ball 3
1BC20 * M51A2 19200: MSIA2 CARTRIDGE, Caliber 20 umm, dummy
IBC21 * M55A2 19200 : M55A2 CARTRIDGE, Caliber 20 mm, Target

Practice - Tracer 3
I BC22 * M56A3 19200: M56A3 CARTRIDGE, Caliber 20 mm, High

Expolsive - Incendiary

I BC23 * M56A4 19200 : M56A4 CARTRIDGE, Caliber 20 mm, High I
Expolsive - Incendiary

* Item identified on Table A-I

as of 25 January, 1994 30



5.3 Blue

ECDB Master Index ........ ForcesLiar

Group COO Table

Ammunitions: Cartridges

FoYN Model Number Part Number Model Name

1B Blue Force Equipments Master Index List

EIAC: Ammo Cartridgs of all types
1 BC24 * M59 19200 M59 CARTRIDGE, Caliber 7.62 mm, ball
1BC25 * M61 19200 M61 CARTRIDGE, Caliber 7.62 mm, ball
1 BC26 * M62 19200 M62 CARTRIDGE, Caliber 7.62 mm, tracer
1 BC27 * M63 19200 M63 CARTRIDGE, Caliber 7.62 nun, tracer
IBC28 * M80 19200 M80 CARTRIDGE, Caliber 7.62 mm, ball
1 BC29 * M82 19200 M82 CARTRIDGE, Caliber 7.62 nun, blank
IBC30 * M193 19200 M193 CARTRIDGE, Caliber 5.56 mm, ball
IBC31 * M196 19200 M196 CARTRIDGE, Caliber 5.56 mm, tracer
1BC32 * M199 19200 M199 CARTRIDGE, Caliber 5.56 umm, dummy
1 BC33 * M200 19200 M200 CARTRIDGE, Caliber 5.56 mm, blank
I BC34 * M220 19200 M220 CARTRIDGE, Caliber 20 mm, TP-T
IBC35 * M246 19200 M246 CARTRIDGE, Caliber 20 mm; HEIT-SD
I BC36 * M246AI 19200 M246A1 CARTRIDGE, Caliber 20 mm; HEIT-SD
1BC37 * M328 19200 M328 CARTRIDGE, Caliber 4.2 inch, Smoke
IBC38 * M328AI 19200 M328AI CARTRIDGE, Caliber 4.2 inch, Smoke
1 BC39 * M329 19200 M329 CARTRIDGE, Caliber 4.2 inch, High

Explosive
I BC40 * M329AI 19200 M329A1 CARTRIDGE, Caliber 4.2 inch, High

Explosive

I BC41 * M329BI 19200 M329B I CARTRIDGE, Caliber 4.2 inch, High
Explosive

1 BC42 * M335 19200 M335 CARTRIDGE, Caliber 4.2 inch, Illumination
IBC43 * M335A1 19200 M335AI CARTRIDGE, Caliber 4.2 inch, High

Explosive
1BC44 * M335C1 19200 M335C1 CARTRIDGE, Caliber 4.2 inch, High

Explosive
1BC45 * M381 19200 M381 CARTRIDGE, Caliber 40 mm, High Explosive
I BC46 * M382 19200 M382 CARTRIDGE, Caliber 40 mm, High Explosive
I BC47 * M383 19200 M383 CARTRIDGE, Caliber 40 mm, High Explosive

Ldzcnd:
• Item identified on Table A-I

as of 25 January, 1994 31
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Group COO Table

Ammunitions: Cartridges

FoVN Model Number Part Number Model Name i
1B Blue Force Equipments Master Index List

_EIAC: Ammo Cartridges of all types
IBC48 * M385AI 19200 M385AI CARTRIDGE, Caliber 40 mm, Training

Practice
1 BC49 * M385E4 19200 M385E4 CARTRIDGE, Caliber 40 mm, Training

Practice
I BC50 * M386 19200: M386 CARTRIDGE, Caliber 40 mm, High Explosive
I BC51 * M387 19200: M397 CARTRIDGE, Caliber 40 mm, High Explosive

- Air Burst
IBC52 * M392 19200_: M392 CARTRIDGE, Caliber, 105 am; APDS-T
1BC53 * M393 19200: M393 CARTRIDGE, Caliber, 105 mm; HEP-T
1BC54 * M393AI 19200: M393A CARTRIDGE, Caliber, 105 nmm, TP-T

I BC55 * M3A9A2 19200: M329A2 CARTRIDGE, Caliber 4.2 inch, High
Explosive

I BC56 * M406 19200: M406 CARTRIDGE, Caliber 40 mm, High Explosive 3
1BC57 * M407A1 19200: M407A1 CARTRIDGE, Caliber 40 mm, Training

Practice
lBC58 * M416 19200: M416 CARTRIDGE, Caliber, 105 mm, smoke WP-T
IBC59 * M430 19200 : M430 CARTRIDGE, Caliber 40 mm, High Explosive-

Dual Purpose i
IBC60 * M433 19200 : M433 CARTRIDGE, Caliber 40 mm, High Explosive-

Dual Purpose
IBC61 * M441 19200: M441 CARTRIDGE, Caliber 40 mm, High Explosive
lBC62 * M456 19200_: M456 CARTRIDGE, Caliber, 105 mm, HET-T
1BC63 * M457 19200: M457 CARTRIDGE, Caliber, 105 mm, dummy
1BC64 * M467 19200 : M467 CARTRIDGE, Caliber, 105 mam, TP-Td

IBC65 * M490 19200: M490 CARTRIDGE, Caliber, 105 nmu, TP-T 3
IBC66 * M494 19200: M494 CARTRIDGE, Caliber, 105 mm, APERS-T

I BC67 * M630 19200 : M630 CARTRIDGE, Calibaer 4.2 inch, Tactical
IBC68 * M728 19200: M728 CARTRIDGE, Caliber, 105 mm; APDS-T
lBC69 * M735 19200: M735 CARTRIDGE, Caliber, 105 mm; APFSDS-T
I BC70 * M774 19200: M774 CARTRIDGE, Caliber, 105 mm, APFSDS-T

IBC7I * M829 19200: M829 CARTRIDGE, Caliber, 120 mm, APFSDS-T

IR
* Item identified on Table A- I3

as of 25 January, 1994 32 U
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Group COO Table
Ammunitions: Cartridges

I FoVN Model Number Part Number Model Name

1B I Blue Force Equipments Master Index List

EIAC: Amno Cartridms of all types
1BC72 * M929AI 19200: M829A1 CARTRIDGE, Caliber, 120 mm, APFSDS-T
I BC73 * M830 19200: M830 CARTRIDGE, Caliber, 120 mm, HEAT-MP-T
I BC74 * M831 19200: M831 CARTRIDGE, Caliber, 120 mm, Target

Practice - Tracer
I BC75 * M865 19200: M865 CARTRIDGE, Caliber, 120 rmm, TPCSDS-T
1 BC76 * M918 19200: M918 CARTRIDGE, Caliber, 40 mm, Target

Practice
I BC77 * PATEC 19200: PATEC CARTRIDGE, Caliber, 40 mm
1 BC78 * XM195 19200: XMI95 CARTRIDGE, Caliber, 5.56 mm grenade
1BC79 * XM576EI 19200: CARTRIDGE, Caliber, 40 mm, Multiple

XM576E1 Projectile
IBC80 * XM576E2 19200: CARTRIDGE, Caliber, 40 mm, Multiple

IXM576E2 Projectile
I BC81 * XM583 19200: XM583 CARTRIDGE, Caliber, 40 nmn, White Star -

Parachute
I BC82 * XM585 19200: XM585 CARTRIDGE, Caliber, 40 mm, White Star -

Cluster
1BC83 * XM651EI 19200: CARTRIDGE, Caliber, 40 mm, Tactical

I__XM651EI
1 BC84 * XM661 19200: XM661 CARTRIDGE, Caliber, 40 mm, Green Star -

Parachute3 BC85 * XM662 19200: XM662 CARTRIDGE, Caliber, 40 mn, Red Star -
Parachute

I BC86 * XM663 19200: XM663 CARTRIDGE, Caliber, 40 mm, Green Star -
Cluster

I BC87 * XM664 19200: XM664 CARTRIDGE, Caliber, 40 mm, Red Star -
I_ _ Cluster

I BC88 * XM674 19200: XM674 CARTRIDGE, Caliber, 40 mm, Riot Control
I BC89 * XM676 19200: XM676 CARTRIDGE, Caliber, 40 mm, Smoke Canopy

I Item identified on Table A-I

I as of 25 January, 1994 33
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Group COO Table 3
Ammunitions: Cartridges

FoVN Model Number Part Number 1 Model Name I
1B Blue Force Equipments Master Index List

• ELAC: Ammo Cartridges of all types
I EC90 * XM679 19200: XM679 CARTRIDGE, Caliber, 40 umm, Smoke Canopy

I BC91 * XM680 19200: XM680 CARTRIDGE, Caliber, 40 mm, White Smoke 3
_ _.._Canopy

I BC92 * XM681 19200: XM681 CARTRIDGE, Caliber, 40 mm, Violet Smoke
Canwop Y

IBC93 * XM682 19200: XM682 CARTRIDGE, Caliber, 40 umm, Red Smoke
Canopy

IBC94 * XM695 19200: XM695 CARTRIDGE, Caliber, 40 mm, Orange Star -
Parachute

U
• * Item identified on Table A-1 3

I

I
I
i
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MORS MI.\I-SYMPOSIUM ON SL.NL
AND ITS MANAGEMENT-VERIFICAT:

AND CERTIFICATION WORKII

Tuesday. 16 Novemr:er 1993

1400-1430 VV&C Overview
- Long term goals including needJ

and procedures for data owners
- Goals of this working group
- XV&C definitions

1430-1500 Automation Tools for Data V&V

1500-1530 Interaction and Interdependencies o
Analysis. Models. and Data

1530-1600 Verification. Validation. Accreditation Dale Pace. JHU/APL
and Certification Costs Simone Youngblood.

JHU/APL
16006-1630 Discussion

Wednesday. 17 November 1993

0800-0900 Joint Modeling and Simulation Mike Hopkins. CENTCOM
Verification.Validation and Data Accuracy LTC Wright. CENTCOM.

Combat Analysis Group

0900-0930 Data Verification and Data Models Chris Landauer. Aerospace

0930-1000 Extended Air Defense Simulation Anti Joglekar. IDA
(EADSIM) Vilidation Methodology
Using Comparisons with Field Test Data

1000-1030 Break

1030-1100 Contractor Data: Where does It Fit Jim Kolding.Teledyne
in Management? Brown Eng.. Huntsville

1100-1130 TADS Visual Dat* Analysis Howard Haeker. TRADOC
Analysis Command-Study
and Analysis Center

1130-1200 Oceanographic Data Base Management Martha Head. Naval
at the Naval Oceanographic Office Oceanographic Office

1200-1300 Lunch

1300-1600 Group Discussion and Preparation of Report
- Goals:
- Formation of W&C Task Force
- Definitions and Guidelines for VV&C
- Policies for data ownership responsibility
- Interoperability across source/derived data centers
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648 1
$t4TO~.TAKEý

United States Department of the Interior =a',. ,

GEOLO(( 1.-l. SL RVEY

In Reply Refer To: 3
Mail Stop 519

I
MEMORANDUM

January 27, 1994 1

To: FGDC Standards Working Group

From: Chairman, FGDC Standards Working Group

Subject: Draft Content Standards for Spatial Metadata m

Attached is the version of the Content Standards for Spatial Metada that resulted
from the FGDC Standards Working Group Meeting of January 25, 1994. The
FGDC Coordination Group has received a copy and has been asked to review it by
their next meeting at the end of February. The plan is for the FGDC Steering
Committee to approve the Standard at their March 2, 1994, meeting. Please give
this version a final review. Submit any comments you have directly to Mike
Domaratz (Telephone: 703-648-4533; FAX- 703-648-5755) by February 11, 1994.
Thanks in advance for all your help.

Step-en C. uptil

Attachment
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I
I
I

Draft

I
Content Standards for Spatial Metadatai

Federal Geographic Data Committee I

January 25, 1994 i
I
i
I
i
i

i

Federal Geomanhic Data Committee
Department of Agriculture - Department of Commerce - Department of Defense Department of Energ.

Department of Housing and Urban Development - Department of the Interior - Department of State
Department of Transportation • Environmental Protection Agency
Federal Emergency Management Agency - Library of Congress

National Aeronautics and Space Adminisration - National Archives and Records Administration
Tennessee Valley Authority
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Federal Geographic Data Commitee

Established by Office of Management and Budget Circular A-16. the Federal Geographic Data Committee
(FGDC) promotes the coordinated development. use. sharing, and dissemination of geographic data.

The FGDC is composed of representatives from the Departments of Agriculture. Commerce. Defense. Enereg
Housing and Urban Development, the Interior. State, and Transportation; the Environmental Protection Agency.
the Federal Emergency Management Agency; the Library of Congress; the National Aeronautics and Space
Administration; the National Archives and Records Administration; and the Tennessee Valley Authorit%.
Additional Federal agencies participate on FGDC subcommittees and working groups. The Department of the
Interior chairs the committee.

FGDC subcommittees work on issues related to data categories coordinated under the circular. Subcommittees
establish and implement standards for data content, quality, and transfer; encourage the exchange of information
and the transfer of data; and organize the collection of geographic data to reduce duplication of effort. Working
groups are established for issues that transcend data categories.

3 For more information about the committee, or to be added to the newsletter mailing list, please contact:

Federal Geographic Data Committee Secretariat
c/o U.S. Geological Survey

590 National Center
Reston, Virginia 22092

Facsimile: (703) 649-5755

Internet: gdc@usgs.gov

I
I
I
I
I
I

3 Federal Geomyhic Data Committee
Department of Agriculture Department of Commerce Department of Defense Depatment of Energ.

Department of Housing and Urban Development • Department of the Interior Department of State
Department of Transportation • Environmental Protection Agency
Federal Emergency Management Agency Library of Congress

National Aeronautics and Space Administration • National Archives and Records Administration1 Tennessee Valley Authority

I
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Metadata

0 Metadata -- data about the content. quality, condition, and other characteristics about data.
Type: compound

3 0.1 Metadata Element Context Syntax:

Metadata
Identification Information -

(Spatial_Reference) -

Status Information
0 {SourceInformation )n
ProcessingHistoryinformation
Entity/Attibute Information

DistributionInformation +
MetadataReference-information

1
1
1
1
1
I
1
1
I'
I
I
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Identification [nformation 3
I Identification Information -- identifiers and basic information about the data set.

Type: compound 3
1.1 Data Set Identity -- the name or title by, which the data set is known.

Type: text
Domain: free text

1.2 Identification Code -- unique item or stock code by which the item can be ordered.
Type: text
Domain: free text "Not applicable" "Unknown"

1.3 Data Set Description -- a description of the spatial data set, including its intended use
and limitations.

Type: text
Domain: free text

1.4 Theme -- subjects covered by the data set.
Type: compound

1.4.1 Theme Keyword -- common-use word or phrase used to describe the thematic i
content of a data set.

Type: text
Domain: free text (see Appendix B for the default domain)

1.4.2 Theme Keyword Thesaurus - reference to a formally registered thesausus or
similar authoritative source of theme keywords.

Type: text
Domain: free text "None" (see Appendix B for the draft thesaurus title)

1.5 Data Currentness and Quality Summary -- a general assessment of currentness and 3
quality of the non-positional aspects of the data set. See section 3. "Spatial Data
Quality," of the Spatial Data Transfer Standard (Federal Information Processing

Standard 173), for additional background on accuracy assessments.
Type: compound

1.5.1 Beginning Date of Information Content - earliest or only date for which the
data are valid. In cae when a range of dates are provided, this is the earliest
date for which the information are valid.

Type: date

1.5.2 Ending Date of Information Content - latest date for which the information are

valid. Used in cases when a range of dates are provided.
Type: date

1.5.3 Thematic Quality - an assessment of the certainty of the identification of
entities and assignment of attribute values in the data set.

Type: compound

1.5.3.1 Quantitative Thematic Accuracy Assessment - numeric value assigned to

the certainty of the identification of the entities and assignments of values

in the data set and the description of the tests used.
Type: compound

Revised Draft January 25. 1994
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1.5.3.1.1 Thematic Accuracy an estimate of the certaint- of the
identification of the entities and assignments of values in the data
set, expressed as a percentage

Type' integer
Domain 0 <= Thematic Accuracy <= 100 "Unknown"

"Not applicable"

1.5.3.1.2 Thematic Accuracy Explanation -- a definition of the thematic
accuracy measure, and a description of how the estimate was
derived.

Type: text
Domain: free text

1.5.3.2 Qualitative Thematic Accuracy Assessment -- an explanation of the
certainty of the identification of the entities and assignments of values in
the data set and the tests used.

Type: text
Domain: free text

1.5.4 Logical Consistency -- an explanation of the fidelity of the relationships in the
data set and the tests used.

Type: text
Domain: free text "Not applicable" "Unknown"

I 1.5.5 Completeness -- information about omissions, selection criteria, generalization.
definitions used, and other rules used to derive the data set.

Type: text
Domain: free text "Not applicable" "Unknown"

1.5.6 Horizontal Positional Quality - an estimate of locational certainty of the
horizontal positions of the spatial objects.

Type: compound

1.5.6.1 Quantitative Horizontal Positional Accuracy Assessment - numeric value
of the locational certainty of a horizontal coordinate measurement and a
description of the tests used.

Type: compound

I 1.5.6.1.1 Horizontal Positional Accuracy - an estimate of the locational
certainty of the horizontal coordinate measurement in the data set
expressed in meters.

Type: real

1.5.6.1.2 Horizontal Positional Accuracy Explanation - a definition of the
horizontal positional accuracy measure and how the estimate was
derived.

Type: text
IDomain: f text

1.5.6.2 Qualitative Horizontal Positional Accuracy Assessment - an explanation
of the locational certainty of a horizontal coordinate measurement and a
description of the tests used.

Type: text
Domain: free text "Not applicable"
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656 1
1.5.7 Vertical Positional Quality -- an estimate of locational certainty of the vertical

positions of the spatial objects.
Type: compound

1.5.7.1 Quantitative Vertical Positional Accuracy Assessment -- numeric value of m
the locational certainty of a vertical coordinate measurement and a
description of the tests used.

Type: compound 1

1.5.7.1.1 Vertical Positional Accuracy -- an estimate of the locational
certainty of the vertical coordinate measurement in the data set
expressed in meters.

Type: real

1.5.7.1.2 Vertical Positional Accuracy Explanation -- a definitie- of the 1
vertical positional accuracy measure and how the estimate was
derived.

Type: text
Domain: free text

1.5.7.2 Qualitative Vertical Positional Accuracy Assessment -- an explanation of
the locational certainty of a vertical coordinate measurement and a U
description of the tests used.

Type: text
Domain: free text 1

1.5.8 Cloud Cover -- area of a data set obstructed by clouds, expressed as a
percentage of the spatial extent.

Type: integer I
Domain: 0 <= Cloud Cover <= 100 "Unknown"

1.6 Bounding Coordinates - the limits of coverage of a data set expressed by latitude and U
longitude values in the order western-most, eastern-most, northern-most, and southern-

most.
Type: compound 3

1.6.1 West Bounding Coordinate -- western-most coordinate of the limit of coverage.
Type: compound u

1.6.2 East Bounding Coordinate -- eastern-most coordinate of the limit of coverage.

Type- compound

1.6.3 North Bounding Coordinate -- northern-most coordinate of the limit of coverage. U
Type: compound

1.6.4 South Bounding Coordinate -- southern-most coordinate of the limit of coverage. 3
Type: compound

1.7 Data Set G-Polygon - the interior area(s) covered by a data set. 1
Type: compound

1.7.1 Data Set G-Polygon Outer G-Ring -- the closed nonintersecting boundary of an

interior area.
Type: compound
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1.7.2 Data Set G-Polygon Exclusion G-Ring -- the closed nonintersecting boundarN of a
void area (or "hole") in an interior area.

Type: compound

1.8 Geographic Keyword - the names and types of significant areas and or places that fall
within the extent of the data set.

Type: compound

1.8. 1 Geographic Keyword Name -- the geographic name of significant areas and or places
that fall within the extent of the data set.

Type: text

Domain: free text

1.8.2 Geographic Keyword Type - the geographic type of significant areas and or places
that fall within the extent of the data set.

Type: text
Domain: "airport" "arch" "area "arroyo" "bar". "basin" "bay" "beach" "bench"

"bend" "bridge" "building" "canal" "cape" "cave" "cemetery"
"census unit" "channel" "church " "city" "cliff" "county" "crater"
"crossing" "dam" "falls" "flat" "forest" "gap" "geyser" "glacier"
"gut" "harbor" "hospital" "island" "isthmus" "lake" "lava" "levee"
"locale" "mine" "minor civil division" "nation" "oilfield" "park"
"pillar" "plain" "range" "rapids" "reserve" "reservoir "ridge"
"school" "sea" "slope" "spring" "state/territory" "stream" "summit"
"swamp" "trail" "tower" "tunnel" "valley" "well" "woods" free text

S1.9 Browse Graphic - a graphic that provides an illustration of the data set. The graphic
should include a legend for interpreting the graphic.

Type: compound

1.9.1 Browse Graphic File Name -- name of a related graphic file that provides an
illustration of the data set, including a legend for interpreting the graphic.

Type: text
Domain: free text

1.9.2 Browse Graphic File Description -- a text description of the illustration.
Type: text
Domain: free text

1.9.3 Browse Graphic File Type -- graphic file type of a related graphic file.
Type: text
Domain:

Domain

Value Definition

"CGM" Computer Graphics Metafile
"GIF" Graphic Interchange Format
"JPEG" Joint Photographic Experts Group format
"PS" Postscript format

" "TIFF" Tagged Image File Format
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1.10 Data Set Citation -- the recommended reference to be used for the data set
Type: text
Domain: free text
Form: For recommended forms, see Parrias. Karen. 1991. National Librar%

of Medicine recommended formats for bibliographic citations

(April): Bethesda. Maryland. U.S. Department of Health and
Human Services. Public Health Service. National Institutes of
Health, National Library of Medicine: and Clark. Suzanne.
Larsgaard. Mary, and Teague. Cynthia. 1992. Cartographic citations
a style guide: Chicago. American Library Association. Map and
Geography Roundtable.

1.11 Native Data Set Environment -- a description of the data set in the producer's
processing environment. For digital data, include items such as the name of the
software (including version), the computer operating system. file name (including
host-, path-, and filenames), and the data set size. For non-digital spatial data (such
as maps), include a discussion of the medium and the scale.

Type: text
Domain: free text

1.12 Use Restrictions -- terms, including copyright, governing the use of the data set after
access has been provided.

Type: tcxt
Domain: free text

1.13 Access Restrictions -- restrictions imposed on access or distribution of the data set.
Type: text
Domain: free text

1.14 Security Information -- handling restrictions imposed on the data set because of
national security, privacy, or other concerns.

Type: compound

1.14.1 Security Classification - name of the handling restrictions on the data set
Type: text
Domain: "Top secret" "Secret" "Confidential" "Restricted"

"Unclassified" free text

1.14.2 Security Handling Description - additional information about the restrictions on 3
handling the data set.

Type: text
Domain: free text 3

1.15 String - A connected nonbranching ordered sequence of points.
Type: compound

1.16 Latitude - angular distance measured on a meridian north or south from the equator I
Expressed in degrees.

Type: real
Domain: -90.0 <- Latitude <- 90.0

1.17 Longitude - the angle between the plane of a given meridian and the plane of the
meridian of Greenwich. Expressed in degrees.

Type: real
Domain: -180.0 <- Longitude < 180.0
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1.18Identification Element Context Syntax:

Identi ficat ion- Information
Data_-Set -Identity
Identification-Code
Data Set Description3 Theme -
Data Currentness andQualitySummary 

-

BoundingCoordinates -3I (11Data -SetG-Polygon n)
0I (GeographicKeywordjn)
(I (BrowseGraphic)n)
(DataSet_'Citation)+
(Native Data Set Environment)+
(Use-Restrictions)+
(Access_-Restrictions)+.3 (Security Informazion)

Theme=
Il( I{(ThemeKeywords In +I ThemeKeyword Thesausus)n

Data C urrentness and QualitySun nazy
BeginningDaze of information -Content+
(EndingDate o~fInformnationContent) +
ThetnaziQualty- +
Logical-Consistency +I Completeness +
HorizontalPositionalQuality+
(Vertical PositionalQuality) +3 (Cloud-Cover)

ThematicQuality=
[QuantitativeThematicAccurayAsu ent

Qualitative ThematicAccurAcy_Assessmnenzj

Quantitativýe ThematicAccuracy_ Assessment -
ThmaicAcuracy +xlnto

ThematicAccrcxtaio

Horizontal-PositionalQuality -[Quantitative HorizontalPouitional AccuracyAssessment
QualitativeHoiz alPositiornalAcurayAssesment

Quantitatiive Horizontal Positional :-Accuracy_,Assessment -
Horznmtal Positional Accuracy +

Vertcal-osiionaQuaity Horizontal PositionalAccur yExplanaion

Verticaliv-Veositional QualitycyAsesmen
[Quantitative Ventical Positional-Accuracy-AssessmentI

Quantitative Vertical Positional-Accuracy-Assessment -Vertical-PositiwWAcrc

VerticalPositionalAccuayExplaion
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BoundingCoordinates
WestBoundineCoordinate
EastBoundingCoordinate-U
North-BoundjneCoordinate

WestBouning-oordnate South-BoundingCoordinate

WEst BoundingCoordinate 
Logtd

Longitude

NorthBoundingCoordinate U
Latitude

SouthBoundingCoordinate Lattud

Data-Set-G-Polygon =3
DataSet_-G-Polygon Outer G-Ring +
Of{Data Set G-Polygon_Exclusion_G-Ring)n

DataSetG-Polygon OuterG.Ring = I
String

DataSetG-PolygonExclusionG-Ring
String

G e g a h c K y o dG eographic -K eyw ord -N am e +
GeographicKeywordType

Browe-GnhicBrowse Graph jcFile Name +
Browse .Graphic-File Description +
Browse Graphic_FileType

SecurityInformation

Security-Classification +
SecurityHandlingDescriptionI

String
4 (Latitude +

Longitudeln
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Spatial Reference

2 Spatial Reference -- description of the locational data or references in the data set

Type: compound

2.1 Native Spatial Data Structure -- the mechanism used to represent spatial information
in the data set.

Type: text
Domain: "Point" "Vector" "Raster" "Indirect"

2.2 Indirect Spatial Reference -- name of types of geographic features. addressing
schemes, or other means through which locations are referenced in the data set

Type: text
Domain: free text

2.3 Direct Spatial Reference -- description of the means and coordinate systems. and
spatial objects used to encode locational information in the data set.

Type: compound

2.3.1 Horizontal Coordinate System Definition -- the reference frame or system from

which linear or angular quantities are measured and assigned to the position

that a point occupies.
Type: compound

2.3.1.1 Geographic - the quantities of latitude and longitude which define the
position of a point on the Earth's surface with respect to a reference

spheroid.
Type: compound

2.3.1.1.t Geographic Coordinate Units - units of measure used for theI latitude and longitude values.
Type: text
Domain: "Decimal degrees" "Degrees and decimal minutes"

"Degrees, minutes, and decimal seconds"
"Radians" "Grads"

3 2.3.1.2 Planar - the quantities of distances. or distances and angles, which define
the position of a point on a reference plane to which the surface of the
Earth has been projected.3 Type: compound

2.3.1.2.1 Map Projection -- the systematic representation of all or part of the
surface of the Earth on a plane or developable siuface. (A
developable surface is one that can be flattened to form a plane
without compressing or stretching any part of it. Examples include
cones and cylinders.)3 Type: compound

2.3.1.2.1.1 Map Projection Name - name of the map projection.
Type: tex'
Domain: "Albers Conical Equal Area" "Azimuthal

Equidistant" "Equidistant Conic"
"Equirectangular" "General Vertical Near-
sided Projection" "Gnomomic" "Lambert
Azimuthal Equal Area"
"Lambert Conformal Conic" "Mercator"
"Modified Stereographic for Alaska"
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662 1
"Miller Cylindrical" "Oblique Mercator"
"Orthographic" "Polar Stereographic"

"Polyconic" "Robinson" "Sinusoidal.. Space
Oblique Mercator" "Stereographic"
"Transverse Mercator" 'van der Grmnten"

2.3.1.2.1.2 Albers Conical Equal Area. Azimuthal Equidistant.
Equidistant Conic, Equirectangular, General Vertical Near-
sided Projection, Gnomomic. Lambert Azimuthal Equal Area.

Lambert Conformal Conic, Mercator, Modified Stereographic

for Alaska. Miller Cylindrical, Oblique Mercator.
Orthographic, Polar Stereographic, Polyconic. Robinson.
Sinusoidal, Space Oblique Mercator, Stereographic. Transverse 1
Mercator, van der Grinten - specific map projections. each

having a unique mathematical relationship between the Earth
and the plane or developable surface. 5

Type: compound

2.3.1.2.1.2.1 Standard Parallel - line of constant latitude at which the
surface of the Earth and the plane or developable surface
intersect.

Type: compound

2.3.1.2.1.2.2 Longitude of Central Meridian - the line of longitude at
the center of a map projection generally used as the
basis for constructing the projection.

Type: compound

2.3.1.2.1.2.3 Latitude of Projection Origin -- latitude chosen as the
origin of rectangular coordinates for a map projection I

Type: compound

2.3.1.2.1.2.4 False Easting -- the value added to all "x" values in the
rectangular coordinates for a map projection. This value
frequently is assigned to eliminate negative numbers.
Expressed in the unit of measure identified in Planar
Coordinate Units.

Type: real
Domain: False Easting >- 0.0

2.3.1.2.1.2.5 False Northing - the value added to all "y" values in the I
rectangular coordinates for a map projection. This value
frequently is assigned to eliminate negative numbers.
Expressed in the unit of measure identified in Planar
Coordinate Units.

Type: real
Domain: False Northing >- 0.0 1

2.3.1.2.1.2.6 Scale Factor at Equator - a multiplier for reducing a

distance obtained from a map by computation or scaling

to the actual distance along the equator.
Type: Ma

Domain: Scale Factor at Equator > 0.0
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2.3.1.2.1.2.7 Height of Perspective Point Above Surface -- height of
viewpoint above the round body. expressed in meters

Type: real
Domain: Height of Perspective Point Above

Surface > 0.0

1 2.3.1.2.1.2.8 Longitude of Projection Center -- longitude of the point
of projection for azimuthal projections.3 Type: compound

2.3.1.2.1.2.9 Latitude of Projection Center -- latitude of the point of
projection for azimuthal projections.

Type: compound

2.3.1.2.1.2.10 Scale Factor at Center Line -- a multiplier for reducing a
distance obtained from a map by computation or scaling
to the actual distance along the center line.

Type: real
1)omain: Scale Factor at Center Line > 0.0

2.3.1.2.1.2.11 Oblique Line Description -- method used to describe the
line along which an oblique mercator map projection is
centered.

Type: . compound

2.3.1.2.1.2.11.1 Azimuthal Description -- description of the center
line using the map projection origin and an
azimuth.

"2.3.1.2.1.2.11.1 .1 Azimuthal Angle - angle measured
clockwise from north, and expressed in
degrees.

Type: real
Domain: 0.0 <= Azimuthal3 Angle < 360.0

2.3.1.2.1.2.11.1.2 Azimuth Measure Point Longitude --
longitude of the map projection origin.

Type: compound

2.3.1.2.1.2.11.2 Two-Point Description - two points near the limits
of the mapped region that define the center line.

Type: compound

2.3.1.2.1.2.12 Straight Vertical Longitude from Pole - longitude to be3 oriented straight up from the North or South Pole.
Type: compound

2.3.1.2.1.2.13 Scale Factor at Projection Origin - a multiplier for
reducing a distance obtained from a map by computation

or scaling to the actual distance at the projection origin.
Type: real
Domain: Scale Factor at Projection Origin > 00

I
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2.3.1.2.1.2 14 Landsat Number -- number of the Landsat satellite.

Type: Integer I
Domain: 0 < Landsat Number < 5

2.3.1.2.1.2.15 Path Number -- number of the orbit of the Landsat
satellite.

Type: integer
Domain: 0 < Path Number < 251 for Landsats 1.

2. or 3U
or Path Number <233 for Landsats 4

2.3. 1.2.1.2.16 Scale Factor at Central Meridian -- a multiplier for
reducing a distance obtained from a map by computation
or scaling to the actual distance along the central
meridian.

Type: real
Domain: Scale Factor at Central Meridian > 0.0

2.3.1.2.1.3 Map Projection Coordinate Units -- units of measure used for
the cz.rtesian coordinate system.

Type: text 1
Domain: free text "Unknown" "Not applicable"

2.3.1.2.2 Grid Coordinate System -- a plane-rectangular coordinate system
usually based on, and mathematically adjusted to, a map projection
so that geographic positions can be readily transformed to plane
coordinates.

Type: compound 1
2.3.1.2.2.1 Grid Coordinate System Name - name of the grid coordinate

system.
Type: text
Domain: "Universal Transverse Mercator"

"Universal Polar Stereographic"
"State Plane Coordinate System 1927"
"State Plane Coordinate System 1983"

2,3.1.2.2.2 Uniyersal Transverse Mercator - a grid system based on the
transverse mercator projection. applied between latitudes 84
degrees north and 80 degrees south on the Earth's surface.

Type: compound

2.3.1.2.2.2.1 UTM Zone Number - identifier for the UTM zone.
Type: integer
Domain: I <- UTM Zone Number <- 60 1

2.3.1.2.2.3 Universal Polar Stereographic - a grid system based on the

polar stereographic projection, applied to the Earth's polar

regions north of 84 degrees north and south of S0 degrees i
south.

Type: compound

2.3.1.2.2.3.1 UPS Zone Identifier - identifier for the UPS zone. I
Type: text
Domain: UPS Zone Identifier W "A" I B" "Y"

I Z" I
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..3.1.2.2.-4 State Plane Coordinate System -- a plane-rectangular
coordinate system established by the National Geodetic
Survey, one for each state in the United States.

Type. compound

2.3.1.2.2.4.1 SPCS Zone Identifier -- identifier for the SPCS zone.Type: text
Domain: valid SPCS zone identifiers,

2.3.1.2.2.5 Geodetic Model -- parameters for the shape of the earth used
for the map projection or grid system.

Type: compound

2.3.1.2.2.5.1 Horizontal Datum Name .- the identification given to the
reference system used for defining the coordinates of
points.

Type: text
Domain: free text "North American Datum of

1927" "North American Datum of 1983"

2.3.1.2.2.5.2 Ellipsoid -- a mathematical figure generated by the
revolution of the ellipse about one of its axes. The
ellipsoid that approximates the geoid is an ellipse rotatedabout its minor axis.Type: compound

2.3.1.2.2.5.2.1 Ellipsoid Name -- identification given to
established representations of the Earth's shape.

Type: text
Domain: free text "Clarke 1866"

"Geodetic Reference System 80"

2.3.1.2.2.5.2.2 Semi-major Axis - radius of the equatorial axis ofthe ellipsoid.
Type: real

Domain: Semi-major Axis > 0.0

2.3.1.2.2.5.2.3 Denominator of Flattening Ratio - the
denominator of the ratio of the difference between
the equatorial and polar radii of the ellipsoid when
the numerator is set to I.

Type: real
Domain: Denominator of Flattening > 0.0

2.3.1.2.2.5.2.4 Semi-minor Axis - .-dius of the polar axis of the
ellipsoid.

Type: real
Domain: Semi-minor Axis > 0.0;

Semi-minor Axis < Semi-major3 Axis

2.3.1.2.3 Local Planar -- any right-handed planar coordinate system of which
the z-axis coincides with a plumb line through the origin that
locally is aligned with the surface of the E&th.

Type compound
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666 3
.3.1.2.3.1 Local Planar Description -- a description of the local planar

system that is not explicitly linked to an established Earth

reference system.
TN pe: text
Domain: free text 3

"2.31.2.3.2 Planar Georeference Information -- a description of the
information provided to register the local planar system to the IEarth (e.g. control points. satellite ephemeral data. inertal

navigation data).
Type: text
Domain: free text 3

2.3.1.2.4 Planar Distance Units - units of measure used for distances.
Type: text
Domain: free text "meters" "international feet" "surve,, feet"

2.3.1.3 Local -- a description of any coordinate system that is not aligned with
the surface of the Earth.

Type: compound

2.3.1.3.1 Local Description -- a description of the coordinate system and its
orientation to the surface of the Earth.

Type: text
Domain: free text

2.3.1.3.2 Local Georeference Information - a description of the information I
provided to register the local system to the Earth (e.g. control
points, satellite ephemeral data, inertial navigation data).

Type: text
Domain: free text

2.3.2 Vertical Coordinate System Definition - the reference frame or system I
from which vertical distances (elevations or depths) are measured.

Type: compound

2.3.2.1 Elevation System Definition - the reference frame or system from
which elevations are measured.
Type: compound

2.3.2.1.1 Elevation Datum Name - the identification given to the level
surface taken as the surface of reference from which
elevations are measured.

Type: text
Domain: free text "National Geodetic Vertical Datum

of 1929" "North American Vertical Datum of
1988"

2.3.2.1.2 Elevation Distance Units - units in which elevations are

recorded.
Type: text
Domain: free text "meters" "feet"

2.3.2.2 Depth System Definition - the reference frame or system from

which elevations are measured.
Type compound
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.362.2. Depth Datum Name -- the identification given to the level

surface taken as the surface of reference fTom which
elevations are measured.

Type: text
Domain: "Chart datum: datum for sounding reduction"

"Lowest astronomical tide"

"Highest astronomical tide" "Mean lots water"
"Mean high water" "Mean sea level"

"Land survey datum"
"Mean low water springs"
"Mean high water springs"

"Mean low water neap"
"Mean high water neap"
"Mean lower low water"
"Mean lower low water springs"
"Mean higher high water"
"Mean higher low water"
"Mean lower high water" "Spring tide"
"Tropic lower low water" "Neap tide"
"High water" "Higher high water"
"Low water" "Low-water datum"
"Lowest low water" "Lower low water"
"Lowest normal low water" "Mean tide level"
"Indian spring low water"
"High-water full and charge"
"Low-water full and charge"
"Columbia River datum"
"Gulf Coast low water datum"
"Equatorial springs low water"

"Approximate lowest astronomical tide"
"No correction" free text

2.3.2.2.2 Depth Distance Units - units in which elevations are
recorded.

Type: text
Domain: free text "meters" "feet"

2.3.3 Point/Vector Object Information - means of encoding locations for, and t pes
and numbers of, point or vector spatial objects in the data set.

Type: compound

2.3.3.1 Point/Vector Positional Representation - means of encoding, and
resolution of, horizontal and vertical coordinates of point of vector spatial
objects.

Type: compound

2.3.3.1.1 Point/Vector Horizontal Position - means of encoding, and the
resolution of. horizontal coordinates of point or vector spatial
objects.

Type: compound

2.3.3.1.1.1 Point/Vector Horizontal Encoding Method - the means used
to represent the horizontal position of point or vector spatial
objects.

Type: text
Domain: "coordinate pair" "distance/bearing"

I
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2.3.3.1.1.2 Coordinate Pair Representation -- the method of encoding the
position of a point by measuring its distance from
perpendicular reference axes (the "coordinate pair" method) UType: compound

2.3.3.1l1.2.1 Abscissa Resolution -- the minimum distance between I
the "x" or longitude values of two adjacent points.
expressed in (ground) meters or degrees.

Type: real

Domain: Abscissa Resolution > 0.0

2.3.3.1.1.2.2 Ordinate Resolution -- the minimum distance between
the "y" or latitude values of two adjacent points.
expressed in (ground) meters or degrees.

Type: real
Domain: Ordinate Resolution > 0.0

2.3.3.1.1.2.3 Coordinate Pair Resolution Units -- the units of measure
in which the Abscissa Resolution and Ordinate 3
Resolution data elements are expressed.

Type: text
Domain: "meters" "degrees" 3

2.3.3.1.1.3 Distance/Bearing Representation - a method of encoding the
position of a point by measuring its distance and direction
(azimuth angle) from another point. IType: compound I

2.3.3.1.1.3.1 Distance Resolution- the minimum distance measurable
between two points, expressed in (ground) meters.

Type: real
Domain: Distance Resolution > 0.0 I

2.3.3.1.1.3.2 Bearing Resolution - the minimum angle measurable
between two points, expressed in degrees.

Type: real
Domain: Bearing Resolution > 0.0

2.3.3.1.1.3.3 Bearing Reference Direction - direction from which the
bearing is measured. II

Type: textDomain: "North" "South"

2.3.3.1.1.3.4 Bearing Reference Meridian - axis from which the
bearing is measured.

Type: text
Domain: "Assumed" "Grid" "Magnetic"

"Astronomic" "Geodetic"

2.3.3.1.1.4 Point/Vector Vertical Position - means of encoding, and the
resolution of, elevations of point or vector spatial objects. I

Type: compound

2.3.3.1.1.4.1 Point/Vector Vertical Encoding Method - the means I
used to encode the elevation of point or vector spatial
objects.Type text 3
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Domain: "Vertical coordinate included %ith
horizontal coordinates "Attribute

values"

2.3.3.1.1.4. Point/Vector Vertical Resolution -- the minimum
distance between two adjacent elevation values.
expressed in meters. Used when elevation is expressed

as a coordinate.
Type: real

Domain: Poin, Vector Vertical Resolution >
0.0

2.3.3.2 Point Object Information -- types and numbers of point spatial objects in
the data set. This term is used when points are used exclusivelk in the
data set.

Type: compound

2.3.3.2.1 Point Object Type - name of point spatial objects used to locate
zero-dimensional geometric locations in the data set.

Type: text
Domain: "Point" "Entity point" "Label point" "Area point"

2.3.3.2.2 Point Object Count - number of each point object type used in the
data set.

Type: integer
Domain: Point Object Count > 0

2.3.3.3 Vector Object Information -- means of encoding locations and types and
number of vector spatial objects used in the data set.

Type: compound

2.3.3.3.1 Vector Object Type -- name of vector spatial objects used to locate
zero-, one-, or two-dimensional geometric locations in the data set.

Type: text
Domain: "Point" "Entity point" "Label point" "Area point"

"Node, planar graph" "Node, network" "String"
"Link" "Complete chain" "Area chain"
"Network chain, planar graph"
"Network chain, nonplanar graph"
"Circular arc, three point center" "Elliptical arc"
"Uniform B-spline" "Piecewise Bezier"

"Ring with mixed composition"
"Ring composed of strings"
"Ring composed of chains"
"Ring composed af arcs" "G-polygon"
"GT-polygon composed of rings"

Sl "GT-polygon composed of chains"
"Universe polygon composed of rings"
"Universe polygon composed of chains"
"Void polygon composed of rings"
"Void polygon composed of chains"

2.3.3.3.2 Vector Object Count -- number of each vector object type used in

I the data set

Type integer
Domain Vector Object Count > 0
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3.4 670 Raster Object Information -- means of encoding locations for. and types and

numbers, of raster spatial objects in the data set.
Type: compound

2.3 4 I Raster Position Representation -- means of encoding. and resolution of.
horizontal and vertical coordinates of raster spatial objects. I

Typeý compound

2..3.4.I.1 Raster Horizontal Position -- means of encoding, and the resolution 3
of, horizontal coordinates of raster spatial objects.

Type: compound

2.3.4.1.1.1 Raster Horizontal Encoding Method -- the means used to U
represent the horizontal position of raster spatial objects.

Type: text
Domain: "explicit coordinate" "implicit coordinate"

2.3.4.1.1.2 Row Resolution -- the distance between adjacent rows,
expressed in (ground) meters or degrees. I

Type: real
Domain: Row Resolution > 0.0 "varies"

2.3.4.1.1.3 Column Resolution - the distance between adjacent colurr .o, I
expressed in (ground) meters or degrees.

Type: real
Domain: Column Resolution > 0.0 "varies"

2.3.4.2 Raster Horizontal Distance Units -- the units of measure in which
the Row Resolution and Column Resolution data elements are
expressed.

Type: text
Domain: "meters" "degrees"

2.3.4.3 Raster Vertical Position - the means used to represent and the resolution

of the elevation of raster spatial objects.
Type: compound 3

2.3.4.3.1 Raster Vertical Encoding Method - the means used to represent the
vertical position of raster spatial objects.

Type: text
Domain: "Explicit vertical coordinates" "Attribute values"

"Implicit vertical coordinates"

2.3.4.3.2 Raster Vertical Resolution - the minimum distance between two
adjacent elevation values, expressed in meters. Used when
elevation is expressed as a coordinate or index.

Type: real
Domain: Raster Vertical Resolution > 0.0

2.3.4.4 Raster Object Type -- raster spatial objects used to locate zero-or two-

dimensional Seometric loeaions in the data set.
Type: text
Domain: "Point" "Pixel" "Grid Cell" "Voxel"
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2.3 4.5 Raster Object Count -- number of spatial objects of the raster object t.pe
used in the data set.

Type: integer
Domain: Raster Object Count > 0;

in planar cases.

Raster Object Count <= Row Count " Column
Count;

in volumetric cases.

Raster Object Count <= Row Count * Column
Count 0 Depth Count

2.3.4.6 Row Count -- the maximum number of raster objects along the ordinate
(y) axis. For use with rectangular raster objects.

Type: Integer
Domain: Row Count > 0

2.3.4.7 Column Count - the maximum number of raster objects along the
abscissa (x) axis. For use with rectangular raster objects.

Type: Integer
Domain: Column Count > 0

2.3.4.8 Depth Count - the maximum number of raster objects along the depth (z)
axis. For use with rectangular volumetric raster objects (voxels).

Type: Integer
Domain: Depth Count > 0

2.4 Spatial Reference Element Context Syntax:

SpatialReference =
Native.SpatialDataStructure +
[Indirect_SpatialReference I

DirectSpatialReference I
IndirectSpatialReference +

D c a r DirectSpatialReference I

DirectSpatialReference =
HorizontalCoordinateSystemDefinition +

(VerticalCoordinate SystemDefinition) +
[Point/Vector_ObjectInformation I

RasterObjectInformation]

HorizontalCoordinateSystemDefinition =
(Geographic I

IIPlianar)nIn
Local]

Geographic =
GeographicCoordinate-Units +

Geodetic=Model

Planar
[Map-Projection I

GridCoordinateSystem I
LocalPlanarl +

PlanarDistance Units
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.%IaPr-iecionMapProjection_Name

[AlIbersCon ical _Equal -Area
Azimuthal _Equidistant
EquidistantConic
Equirectangular -
General VerticalNear-sided Perspective

Gnomonic i

Larnbert AzimuthalEqualArea3
Lamnbert-Conformal_ConicI
Mercator I
ModifiedStereographic for Alaska I
Miller -Cylindrical
Oblique -MercatorI
OrthographicI

Polar Stereographic

RobinsonI
Sinusoidal I3
SpaceOblique-MercatorI
Stereographic I
Transverse Mercator
van -der -Grintenj +

GeodeticModel

AlbersConicalEqualArea3
I (Standard_Parallel)2
Longitudt-of Central-,Meridian +-
Latitude-of Projection Origin +

False Easting, +
False-Northing

Azimuthal-Equidistant
Longitude-of Central-Meridian +.
Latitude-Of Projection-Origtn +

False -Easting +I
False-Northing

Equidistant-Conic
1 (StandardPwarlle112 +I
Longitude-of Central..Menidian +
Latitude of Projection..Qrigin +

False -Easting +- I
Equalse-Narthiag

E q uir ctan ular S tan d ard Parallel +
Longitude~of..Centrl-Meridiafl +
False -Easting*
False-Northing3

General Vertical Near-sided Perspective
Height of - erspective-.PointLAbove-.SurffUce

Latitude of -Projection..Centeroniue.f.Precin.C tr +

False -Easting +
False NorthingI
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Gnomonic
Long itudeo of Proj ect ion _Center
Latitude_of -Project ionCenter-
False_Easting
False-Northing

HLambertAzimuthal_ Equal -Area =
Long itude of-Proj ect ion_-Center
Latitude_ofProj ect ion_ Center -I ~FalseEasting-
False -Northing

Larnbert Conformnal Conic =
[ (Standard_-Parallel)? +
Longitude-ofCentralMeridian
Latitude -ofProjection Origin +
False -Easting+

MercatorFalse-Northing

[Standard-Parallel
Scale-Factor-atEquator]

FseaigLongitude-of Central-Meridian +

False-Northing

IModified Stereographic -for_-Alaska
False Easting +
False-Northing

Miller-Cylindrical =
Longitude-ofCentralMeridian +
False Easting +I FallseyNorhing

Obliue-Mrcatr -Scale -Factor atCenterLine+U Oblique Line Descniption +

Faleatingd~o PrjcinOii

False-Northing

Oblique_LineDescription -I [(AzimuthalDescription

Two-Point Description]

AzimuthalDescription -
AzimuthalAngle~zmt +I Azim uth-esu easPoint ntLongitude

Longitude

* Two-PointDescription -
2(Latitude

Lonititudel 2
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Orthographic 
= 674

Longitudeof ProjectionCenter
Latitude_of__Project ion-Center
False Easting U
False Northing

Polar_Stereographic =
Straight-VerticalLongitudefromPole

[Standard_Parallel;
Scale Factor atProjectionOrigin] 1

False E asting
False-Northing

Straight-VerticalLongitude from-Pole = 1
Longitude

Longitude of CentralMeridian

Latitude of Projection Origin
FalseEasting +
False-Northing

Robinson =

Longitude of ProjectionCenter + I
False _asting +
False-Northing

Sinusoidal =1

Longitude of CentralMeridian +
False _asting +
False-Northing

SpaceObliqueMercator -

Landsat Number +
Path-Number +
FalseE asting +

False-Northing

Stereographic ILongitude-of Projection-Center +
Latitude of ProjectionCenter +
FalseE asting +

FalseNorthing

TransverseMerator - I
Scale FactoratCentralMeridian +
Longitude of Central-Meridian +
Latitude of.ProjectionOrigin +
FalseE asting +

van der Grinten = 

1

Longitude _of .Central-Meridian +
False _asting +
FalseNorthing
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StandardParallel =
Latitude

Longitude of Central Meridian =
Longitude

Latitude of Projection Origin =

Latitude

I Longitude of Projection Center =
Longitude

Latitude of Projection Center =
Latitude

Grid CoordinateSystem =Grid CoordinateSystemName +
[UniversaliTransverse-MercatorI

UniversalPolarStereographic
StatePlaneCoordinateSystem]

Geodetic-Model

UniversalTransverseMercator =
UTM_Zone Number +
TransverseMercator

Universal Pola-_Stereographic =
UPS Zone Identifier +
PolarStereographic

IStatePlaneCoordinateSystem w
SPCS Zone Identifier +
I[Lambers_ConformalConic I

TransverseMercator I
Oblique Mercator l
Polyconic7

Geodetic-Model 
-

(HorizontalDatumName) +
Ellipsoid

Ellipsoid =
EllipsoidName +
Semi-majorAxis +
[Denominator-of-FlatteninLRatio

Semi-minorAxis I

LocalPlanar -

Local Planar Description +
PlanarGeoreferenceInformation

Local -

Local Description +
Local Georeference-Information

VerticalCoordinateSystemDefinition ,
(Elevation_ System Definition) +
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676 ~(Depth-System_ Defin it ion)

Ele% ationSystemDefinition=
ElevationDatumNameI
E levationDistanceUn its

Depth _S %,stemDefin ition, = 3etarmNm
Depth-DistanceUnits

Point. VectorObject Information =_I

Point/Vector_-PositionRepresentation
(fPointObjectlinformation I

Vector_Object-informnation])
Point/Vector PositionRepresentation =

Point/Vector_-Horizontal-Position +
(Point/VectorVertical_Position)

Po int/VectorHorizontal Pos it ion =
Point/Vector_-Horizontal -EncodingMethodI
([Coordinate -Pair RepresentationI

Distance/BearingRepresentationI

Coordinate Pair Representation
AbscissaResolution +
Ordinate-Resolution +

Coordinate Pair R~esolution UnitsI
Distance/BearingRepresentation

Ba ng Rs utoDistance-Resolution +I

BearingReference -Direction +
BearingReference-Menidian

Point/Vector Vertical Position
Point/Vector -VerticalEncodingMethod+
(Point/ Vector Vertical Resolution)I

Point Object information -
1{ PointObjectType +

(Point Object Count) In

VectorObject Information=
1({ VectorObject Type +

RasterObject Information -VcobetCut 
In

Raster PositionRepresentation +
Raster ObjectType +
(Raster O0bjectCount) +
(RowCount 1Column-Count +

(DepthCount))

Raster-PositionRepresentation =

Raster -Horizontal -Position +-
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(Raster-Vertical Position)

RasterHorizontalPosition =
RasterHorizontalEncoding Method -

(RowResolution -
ColumnResolution -
Raster_HorizontalDistanceUnits)

Raster Vertical-Position =
RasterVerticalEncodingMethod
(RasterVerticalResolution)
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678 i
Status Information

3 Status Information -- the state, release, and update information for the data set. I
Type: compound

3.1 Data Set Status -- the state of the data set.
Type: text
Domain: "Available" "In work' "Planned"

3.2 Release Date -- the date by which the data set is available for release. i
Type: date
Domain: free date "Unknown"

3.3 Maintenance and Update Frequency -- the frequency in days with which changes and
additions are made to the data set after the initial data set.

Type: real
Domain: Maintenance and Update Frequency > 0.0 "Not applicable"

"Unknown" "As needed" "Irregular"

3.4 Status Information Element Context Syntax: I
StatusInformation =

Data Set Status ..,-
Release Date +
MaintenanceandUpdate_Frequency

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
i
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Source Information

4 Source Information -- list of sources and a short discussion of the information contributed
b% each.

Type: compound

4. I Source Identity -- identity of a source data set.
Type: compound

4.2 Source Contribution -- brief statement identifying the information contributed by the
source to the data set.

Type: text
Domain: free text

4.3 Source Information Element Context Syntax:

Source Information
Source Identity

Source-Contribution
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Processing Histor%. Information

5 Processing History Information -- information about the events. parameters. and source data
which constructed the data set. and information about the responsible parties

Type: compound

5. I Process Step -- information about a single event.
Type: compound

5.1.1 Process Description -- an explanation of an event and related parameters or
tolerances.

Type: text I
Domain: free text

5.1.2 Process Date -- the date when the event was completed.

Type: date
Domain: fr'ee date "Unknown" "Not complete"

5.1.3 Process Time -- the time when the event was completed.
Type: time
Domain: free time

5.1.4 Source Identity -- identity of a source data set. I
Type: compound

5.1.5 Process Contact -- the party responsible for the metadata information. 3
Type: compound

5.2 Processing History Information Element Context Syntax: 3
ProcessingHistoryInfc mmation =

I ( ProcessStep} n

Process_Step=
Process Description +
Process-Date +
(Process-Time) +
O{Sourceldentity}n +
(ProcessContact) 3

ProcessContact -

Contact-Information

I
I
I
I
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Entity Attribute Information

6 Entit'% Attribute Information -- information about the entities types. their attributes, and the
domains from which attribute values may be assigned that occur in the data set

Type: compound

6 1 F-:it Type -- The definition and description of a set into which similar entit.
instances are classified.

Type: compound

6.1.1 Entity Type Label -- the name of the entit type.
Type: text
Domain: free text

6.1.2 Entity Type Definition -- the description of the entity type.
Type: text
Domain: free text

6.1.3 Entity Type Definition Source - the authority of the definition.
Type: text
Domain: free text

6.2 Attribute -- A defined characteristic.
Type: compound

6.2.1 Attribute Label - the name of the attribute.
Type: text
Domain: free text

6.2.2 Attribute Definition - the description of the attribute.
Type: text
Domain: free text

6.2.3 Attribute Definition Source -- the authority of the definition.
Type: text
Domain: free text

6.3 Attribute/Entity Association -- information about the values of the attribute of an
entity type.

Type: compound

6.3.1 EA Domain Values - the valid values.
Type: compound

6.3.1.1 Enumerated Domain -- the members of an established set of valid values.
Type: compound

6.3.I. l. IEnumerated Domain Value - the name or label of a member of the
set.

Type. text
Domain free text

6.3.1.1.2 EDV Definition -- the description of the value.
Type text
Domain free text
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6.3 I 1.3 EDV Definition Source -- the authont of the definition
Type: text
Domain: free text

6.3 1.2 Range Domain -- the minimum and maximum values of a continuum or"
valid values

Type: compound

6.3.1.2.1 Range Domain Minimum -- the least value that the attribute can be
assigned.

Type: text
Domain: free text I

6.3.1.2.2 Range Domain Maximum -- the greatest value that the attribute can
be assigned.

Type: text
Domain: free text

6.3.1.3 Codeset Domain - reference to a standard or list which contains the
members of an established set of valid values.

Type: compound

6.3.1.3.1 Codeset Name -- the title of the codeset. i
Type: text
Domain: free text

6.3.1.3.2 Codeset Source -- the authority for the codeset. 3
Type: text
Domain: free text

6.3.1.4 Unrepresentable Domain - description of the values and reasons Ah%
they cannot be represented.

Type: text
Domain: free text

6.3.2 EA Units of Measurement - the standard of measurement associated with an

attribute value.
Type: text
Domain: free text

6.3.3 EA Measurement Precision -- the smallest unit increment to which an attribute I
value is measured.

Type: real
Domain: EA Measurement Precision > 0.0

6.3.4 EA Beginning Date -- earliest or only date for which the attribute values are
valid. in cases when a range of dates are provided, this is the earliest date for I
which the information are valid.

Type: date
Domain: free date 3

6.3.5 EA Ending Date -- latest date for which the information are valid. Used in

cases when a range of dates are provided.
Type: date 3
Domain: free date
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6.3 6 EA Accurac. Information -- an assessment of the certainty of the assignment of
attribute values.

Type: compound

6.3 6 1 EA Accurac. -- an estimate of the certainty of the assignment of attribute
values.

Type: real

6.3.6.2 EA Accuracy Explanation -- the definition of the EA Accurac, measure
and units, and a description of how the estimate was derived.

Type: text
Domain: free text

I 6.3.7 EA Measurement Frequency -- the frequency in days with which attribute
values are added.

Type: real
Domain: Maintenance and Update Frequency> 0.0 "Unknown "As

needed" "Irregular"

3 6.4 Entity/Attribute Information Element Context Syntax:

Entity/Attribute_Information =

I (EntityType
Attribute -
Entity/AttributeAssociation }n

I EntityType =It y EntityType_Label +
EntityTypeDefinition +3 EntityType_DefinitionSource

Attribute =

Attribute Label +
Attribute Definition
Attribute DefinitionSource

Entity/Attribute.Association E
EA DomainValues

(EA Units of Measure) +
"- (EA Measurement Precision) +

(EABeginning_Da1e +
(EAEndingDate) ) +

(EA Accuracyinformation) +
(EAMeasurementFrequency)

EA-Domain-Values-
[EnumeratedDomain I

RangeDomain I
Codeset.Domain I
Unrepresentable.Domain]

Enumerated-Domain 
-nersnal-oran

I (EnumemedDomain Value +
EDVDefinition +
EDVDefinition_Source) n
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Range-Domain68
Range-Domain_ Minimum
Range DomainMaximum

Codeset Domain=
Codeset Name-

CodesetSource

EA-Accuracy~lnforrnation

EA Accuracy

EA Accuracy-Explanation
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Distribution Information

7 Distribution Information -- information about the distributor of and options for obtaining

the data set.
Type: compound

7.1 Distribution Contact -- the party from whom the data set may be obtained.
Type: compound

I7.2 Distribution Liability -- statement of the liability assumed by the distributor
Type: text
Domain: free text

17.3 Transfer Options -- the ways in which the data set may be obtained or received, and
related instructions and fee information.

Type: compound

7.3.1 Media - the forms in which the data set may be obtained or received.
Type: compound

I7.3.1.1 Non-digital media - the description of option for obtaining or receiving
the data set on non-computer-compatible media.

Type: text
Domain: free text

7.3.1.2 Digital media - the description of options for obtaining or receiving the
data set on computer-compatible media.

Type: compound

7.3.1.2.1 Transfer Format - the name and version number of data transfer
format.

Type: text
Domain:

I Domain
Value Definition

" "ADRG" ARC Digitized Raster Graphic
"ADRI" ARC Digitized Raster Imagery
"ARCES" ARC/INFO Export format. version 5
"ARCE6" ARC/I O Export format, version 6
"ASCII" ASCII file, formatted for text attributes.

declared format
"BIL" Imagery, bond interleaved by line
"BIP" Imagery, band interleaved by pixel
"COORD" User-created coordinate file, declared

format
"DEM" U.S. Geological Survey Digital Elevation

Model format
"DFAD" Digital Feature Analysis Data
"DGSTA" Digital Geographic Information

Exchange Standard (DIGEST) Annex A
- ISO 8211 form

"DLGO" U.S. Geological Survey Digital Line Graph-
Optional format

•DLGS" U.S. Geological Survey Digital Line Graph-
Standard format
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686 3
"DTED" Digital Terrain Elevation Data (MIL-D-

89020)
"DXF9" AutoCAD Drawing Exchange Format. version 3

9

"DXFI0" AutoCAD Drawing Exchange Format. version10
"DXFI I" AutoCAD Drawing Exchange Format. version

II

"ERD73" ERDAS image files. version 7.3
"ERD74" ERDAS image files, version 7.4
"GRAS3" Geographic Resources Analysis Support

System. version 3
"GRAS4" Geographic Resources Analysis Support 3

System, version 4

"IGDS" Interactive Graphic Design System format
(Intergraph Corporation)

"IGES" Initial Graphics Exchange Standard
"MOSS" Multiple Overlay Statistical System export file

"NITF" National Imagery Transfer Format
"SDTSR" Spatial Data Transfer Standard raster profile I
"SDTSV" Spatial Data Transfer Standard topological

vector profile

"SIF" Standard Interchange Format (DOD Project
2851)

"SLF" Standard Linear Format
"TIFF" Tagged Image File Format
"TIGRP" Topologically Integrated Geographic I

Encoding and Referencing System, pre-census
version

"TIGRC" Topologically Integrated Geographic
Encoding and Referencing System, census
version

"VPF" Vector Product Format (MIL-STD-600006)
(also known as Digital Geographic
Information Exchange Standard (DIGEST)

Annex C - Vector Relational form, and
Vector Relational Format)

7.3.1.2.2 Transfer Size Information - information on file compression
techniques applied to the transferred data set and the size of the
resulting file sent from the distributor.

Type: compound

7.3.1.2.2.1 File Compression Technique - information on algorithms or
processes applied to the data set in its transfer format to
reduce the size of the file.

Type: text
Domain: free text "None"

7.3.1.2.2.2 .ransfer Size - the size in megabytes of transferred data set.
Type: real
Domain: Transfer Size > 0.0

7.3.1.2.3 Digital Transfer Options - the means and media by which a data

set is sent from the distributor.
Type compound
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7-3. 1._.87IOnline Options -- information required to obtain the data set
electronicallv.Type: compound

7.3 1.2.3.1 1 Computer Contact Information -- instructions for
establishing communications with the distribution
computer.

Type: compound

7.3.1.2.3.1.1.1 Network Address -- the electronic address of" the
distribution computer.

Type: text3 Domain: free text

7.3.1.2.3.1.2 Dialup Instructions -- information required to
access the distribution computer remotel) through
telephone lines.

Type: compound

7.3.1.2.3.1.2.1 Lowest BPS -- lowest or only speed for the
connection's communication, expressed in bits
per second.

Type: integer
Domain: Lowest BPS 11[0 300

600 I 1200 12400 I 4800

9600 14400 : 19200 !5 38400 1576001 1152001

7.3.1.2.3.1.2.2 Highest BPS - highest speed for the
connection's communication, expressed in bits
per second. Used in cases when a range of
dates are provided.

Type: integer
Domain: Highest BPS = [ 300 1 600

1200 1 2400 1 4800 ! 9600
14400 I 19200 I 38400
57600 1 115200 1;
Highest BPS > Lowest BPS

7.3.1.2.3.1.2.3 Number DataBits - number of data bits in
each character exchanged in the
communication.

Type: integer
Domain: DataBits - [7181

7.3.1.2.3.1.2.4 Number StopBits - number of stop bits in
each character exchanged in the
communication.

Type: integer
Domain: StopBits - [I I 21

7.3.1.2.3.1.2.5 Panty - parity error checking used in each
character exchanged in the communication

Type: text
Domain: "None" "Odd" "Even"

"Mark" "Space"
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,..3.12.3 1.2.6 Dialup Telephone -- the telephone number of
the distribution computer

Type: text

7.3I1.2.3.1.3 Access Instructions -- information on how to proceed
once the connection to the distribution computer is
established.

Type: compound

7.3.1.2.3.I.3.1 Access Instruction Text -- instructions on the steps U
required to access the data set.

Type: text
Domain: free text

7.3.1.2.3.1.3.2 Online File Name -- the identity of the computer
file that contains all or part of the data set on the

distribution computer.
Type: text
Domain: free text 3

7.3.1.2.3.1.3.3 Online Computer and Operating System -- the brand of
distribution computer and its operating system.

Type: text
Domain: free text

7.3.1.2.3.1.4 Offline Options - information about media-specific options
for receiving the data set.

Type: compound

7.3.1.2.3.1.4.1 Cartridge Tape Options - information describing options 3
for data sets distributed on cartridge tape.

Type: compound

7.3.1.2.3.1.4.1.1 Cartridge Type - identification about the physical U
characteristics of the cartridge.

Type: text
Domain:

Domain

Valuei Definition3

"QIC" quarter-inch
"4mm" 4 millimeter
"8mlm" 8 millimeter 3

7.3.1.2.3.1.4.1.2 Cartridge Formatted Capacity - the maximum
amount of data, in megabytes, that can be written
to the cartridge.

Type: real
Domain: Cartridge Formatted Capacity>

0.0

7.3.1.2.3.1.4.1.3 Cartridge Recording Format - the method used to
write the data set to the cartridge.

Type: text
Domain: free text "cpio" "tar"
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73.1,2.3.1.4.1 4 Cartridge Computer and Operating System -- the
brand of distribution computer and its operatingII sy'stem.

Type: text
Domain: free text

7.3.1.2.3.1.42 9-Track Reel Tape Options -- information describing options
for data sets distributed on half-inch, 9-track tape reels.

Type: compound

7.3. I.23.1.4.2.1 9-Track Recording Density -- the density,. in bytes or
characters per inch. in which the data set can be
recorded.

Type: integer
Domain: 9-Track Tape Reel Density = [800

1600 16250]

7.3.1.2.3.1.4.2.2 Record Length and Block Length Information --
information about the record length and options for
block size in which the data set can be recorded.

Type: text
Domain: free text

7.3.1.2.3.1.4.2.3 9-Track Recording Format - the method used to write
the data set to the cartridge, including information about
file labels.

Type: text
Domain: free text

7.3. 1.2.3.1.4.2.4 9-Track Computer and Operating System - the brand of
distribution computer and its operating system.

Type: text
Domain: free text

7.3.1.2.3.1.4.3 Floppy Disk Tape Options - information describing options
for data sets distributed on floppy disk.

Type: compound

7.3.1.2.3.1.4.3.1 I'D Type - identification about the physical
characteristics of the floppy disk.

Type: text
Domain:

Domain
A Definition

"5.25" Five and one-
quarter inch

"3.5" Three and one-
half inch

7.3.1.2.3.1.4.3.2 ID Formatted Capacity - the maximum amount of data.

in megabytes. that can be written to the floppy disk.

Type: real
Domain: Floppy Disk Formatted Capacity -

[0.36 1 0.72 1 12 1 1.44 1
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7.3.1.2.3 1.4.3.3 FD Recording Format -- the method used to write the
data set to the floppy disk.

Type: text I
Domain: free text

7.3.l.2.3.1.4.3 4 FD Computer and OS Compatibility -- the brand of
computer(s) and operating system(s) with which the I
floppy disk is compatible.

Type: text
Domain: free text

7.3.1.2.3.1.4.4 CD-ROM Format -- the standard followed in recording the
CD-ROM 3

Type: 
text

Domain: "High Sierra" "ISO 9660"
"ISO 9660 with Rock Ridge extensions" 3

7.4 Transfer Instructions -- general instructions and advise about. and special terms and

services provided for, the data set by the distributor.
Type: text
Domain: free text

7.5 Fees -- the fees and terms for retrieving the data set. 1
Type: text
Domain: free text

7.6 Turnaround - typical turnaround time, in days, for the filling of an order. 3
Type: integer
Domain: Turnaround >= 0

"7.7 Distribution Information Element Context Syntax: l

DistributionInformation = 1
I (Distribution_Contact -,

Distribution-Liability +
I (Transfer Optionsln )n

Distribution_Contact

Contactilnformation
TransferOptions I

Media +
Transfer-instructions +
Fees-I
(Turnaround)

S[Non-digital_Media I
DigitalMedia]

DitlM ia= 3
TransferFormat 

+
I (TransferSize information)n +
I I Digital _TransferOptions) n3

Revised Draft 441 January 25. 1994
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TransferS ize-in format ion
File -Compress ion_In formation
(TransferSize)

Digital Transfer Options =
[OnlineOptions

OfflineOptions]

Online-options =
I (ComputerContact Inforrnation n
Access Instructions
Online Computer andOperatingSvstem

Computer Contact Informnation
[NetworkAddress

Dialuplnstructions]

DialupInstructions z
Lowest-BPS +
(Highest-BPS) +
Number DataBits +
Number -Stopffits +
Parity
I I DialupTelephone) n

Accessinstructions
Access_-InstructionsText +
(1 (OnlineFile Name)n )

O ff ine optons - [Cartridge Tape _Options ' I
9-Track ReelTapeOptions
FloppyDisk Options I

CD-ROM Forinat]

Cartridge-Tape-Options -a
I (Cartridge-Type +

Carnrdgejormated-Cawaity~n +
CartridgeRecordingFormat +
CartridgeComputer and OperatingSystemn

9-Track ReeL Tape-Options -
I{9_Track-RecordingDesity)3 +
Record Length and BlockLength Information+
9-Track- Recordingjormat+
9-Track Computer. ando-peatingSystem

FloppyDiskOptions =
I4 PD-Type

I'D Formatted -apacity) n +

FID Recording Format +-
FD-ComputeandOSCompatibility

Revised Draft S5January 25. 1994
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Metadata Reference Information

8 Metadata Reference Information -- information on the currentness of the metadata I
information, and the responsible party.

8. I Metadata Date -- the date that the metadata were created or last updated. I
Type: date
Domain: free date

8.2 Metadata Review Date -- the date of the latest review of the metadata entr.
Type: date
Domain: free date; Metadata Review Date later than Metadata Date 3

8.3 Metada=a Future Review Date - the date by which the metadata entry should be
reviewed.

Type: date
Domain: free date; Metadata Future Review Date later than Metadata Revie%

Date

8.4 Metadata Contact -- the party responsible for the metadata information. I
Type: compound

8.5 Metadaza Reference Information Element Context Syntax: I
MetadataReference-information M

Metadata-Date +
(MetadataReviewDate +

(MetodataFutureReviewDate)) +
(MetadatsContact) 3

Metadata Contact
ContactInformation

1

I
1
1
1
1

Revised Draft 47 Januuy 25. 19Q4 . I
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Contact Information

9 Contact Information -- Identity of. and means to communicate with, person(s) andor
organization(s) associated with the data set.

Type: compound

9.1 Contact Person Primary -- the person. and the affiliation of the person. associated
with the data set. Used in cases where the association of the person with the data set
is more significant than the association of the organization with the data set.

Type: compound

9.1.1 Contact Organization -- the name of the organization to which the contact type
applies.

Type: text
Domain: free text

9.1.2 Contact Person -- the name of the individual to which the contact type applies.
Type: text
Domain: free text

9.2 Contact Organization Primary -- the organization. and the member of the
organization, associated with the data set. Used in cases where the association of the
organization with the data set is more significant than the association of the person
with the data set.

Type: compound

9.3 Contact Position - the title of individual to which the contact type applies.

Type: text
Domain: free text

9.4 Contact Mail Address -- the address of organization or individual to which the
contact type applies.

Type: text
Domain: free text

9.5 Contact Voice Telephone - the telephone number of the organization or individual to
which the contact type applies

Type: text
Domain: free text

9.6 Contact Facsimile Telephone - the telephone number of a facsimile machine of the
organization or individual to which the contact type applies.

Type: text
Domain: free text

9.7 Contact Electronic Mail Address - the address of the electronic mailbox of the
organization or individual to which the contact type applies.

Type: text
Domain: free text

9.8 Contact Instructions - text instructions to end user on how or when to make contact
with an individual contact person.

Type: text

Domain: free text

Revised Draft 4Q January 25. 1994
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99 Contact Information Element Context Syntax.
Contact_ln format~on = 

1
[Contact Person_Primar%

ContactOrganizationPrimary,]

(ContactPosition) 1
Contact Mail Address -

I (Contact_VoicesTelephoneln 
-

(I (ContactElectronicMailAddressln) I
(Contact-instructions)

ContactPersonPrimary=1
(Contact Organization) 

+
ContactPerson

Contact_OrganizationPrimary=1

Contact Organization +
(Contact-Person)

I
I
I
I
I
I
1
I
1
I

Reie Draf January= .25.oo IQ4
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Appendix A

Reading the Metadata Content Syntax

Overview

The content syntax section de.-cribes the structure and relationships among the data elements Each
production rule has a left side (identifier) and right side (expression) connected by the symbol -=-, meaning
that the left side is replaced by or produces the right side. Making substitutions using matching symbols in
the production rules leads to explaining the highest level identifier in terms of lower level s>mbols

The symbols used in the production rules have the following meaning:

Symbol Meanint

Is replaced by, producers, consists of
+ And
[I] Selection - select one term from the list of enclosed terms (exclusie

or). Terms are separated by "I".
mon Iteration - the term(s) enclosed is(are) repeated from "m" to "n" times

0 Optional - the term(s) enclosed is(are) optional

Examples:

a= aa-

b + 4(b}6

a consists of. four to six occurreces of b

a consists of b and c

a=
a = b ÷+

[bl (W)

a consists of b and optionally c

a consists of one of b or c

Revised Draft A-1 January 25. 1QQ-
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B

Default Theme Keyword Thesaurus'

Thesaurus Title: FGDC Content Standards for Spatial Metadata default thesaurus 1
Kevwords:

ANTHROPOGENIC 

3
Administrative Units 4 Political Units * Structures 'Cadastral 0 Populated Places * Transmission LinesCensus Units Population 0 Transportation
Communication Lines * Public Land Survey System * Waterways •Named Places • Railroads
Pipelines 0 Roads

ATMOSPHERIC COMPOSITION

Aerosols Contaminants OxygenAir Quality Humidity OzoneAsh Methane Trace ElementsCarbon Dioxide Nitric Acid Trace GasesChlorofluorocarbons Nitrogen TracersClouds Nitrogen Dioxide Water Vap

ATMOSPHERjIC DYNAMICS

Altitude Geopotential Height PressureAtmospheric Temperature Heat Flux Solar Radiation
Climate s Humidity StormsCloud Types Paleocliaite Indices Visibility
Evaporation Precipitation 

id
Evapotranspiration

BIOLOGICAL ENTITIES I
Birds Land Wildlife Ocean WildlifeDomesticated Animals Microorganisms Surface Vegetation
Domesticated Plants Minor Species
Endangered Species Ocean Vegetation

I

'- Adapted from Directory Interchange Format (DIF) Manual, April 1993. version 4.1. section 2.11.*Parameter measured." Entries marked with an asterisk (t) are 'extensions to the DIF Manual. 3
Revised Draft B-I January 25. 1994
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DISEASES

Addiction Immunologic Otorhinolarvngologic
Bacterial Infection Parasitic
Cardiovascular Injun Poisoning
Chronic Musculoskeletal Pregnancy Complications
Communicable Neonatal Respirator3.Dermatologic Neoplasms Skin
Digestive System Nervous System Stomatognatic
Endocrine Nutritional and Metabolic UrologicEye Occupational VirusFungal Ophthalmic

I EARTH RADIATIVE PROCESSES

Albedo Irradiance TemperatureBrightness Temperature Radiance Thermal InertiaHeat Flux Solar Activity

GEODYNAMIC FEATURES

Earthquakes Gravity Fields Structures
Erosion Magnetic Fields Tectonophysics
Geodesy Polar Motion Terrain ElevationGeothermal Seismic Volcanoes

i GEOGRAPHY AND LAND COVER

Albedo Ice Soils
Cultural Features Lakes Surface Vegetation
Elevation Landforms Surface WaterFires Rivers Topographic DataGlaciers Snow Wetlands

GEOLOGICAL PARAMETERS

Age Determinations Igneous and Metamorphic Rocks PetrologyAquifer * Lithology Sedimentary rocksCoal Mineralogy and Crystallography Soils
Economic Minerals Paleontology Stratigraphy
Geochemical Analysis Petroleum Surficial Geology

HEALTH CARE

Clinical Care Community Care Institutional Care

I

Revised Draft B-Z January 23. 1994
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HYDROLOGIC PARAMETERS

Contamination Infiltration Solids IDeposition Oxygen Demand Surface WaterErosion Precipitation Temperature
Evaporation Rivers TurbidityGlaciers Runoff Water VaporGround Water Sedimentation Wetlands

MAGNETIC AND ELECTRIC FIELDS I
Activity Indices Electric Wave Spectra (AC) Magnetic Wave Spectra (AC) IElectric Fields (DC) Magnetic Fields (DC)

OCEAN COMPOSITION 
I

Alkalinity Nitrate Phytoplankton
Aquatic Plants Nitric Acid Pigment ConcentrationBiomass Nitrite PollutantsCarbon Dioxide Nitrogen SalinityChtmical Tracers Nitrogen Dioxide Sea IceChlorophyll Nutrients SedimentsConductivity Ocean Wildlife Silicate
Dissolved Solids Organic Matter Suspended SolidsLight Transmission Oxygen Trace ElementsMajor Elements pH Upwelling
Minor Species Phosphates Zooplankton I

OCEAN DYNAMICS

Bathymetry Primary Production Tides I
Brightness Temperature Sea Ice TurbidityCurrents Sea Level UpwellingEvaporation Sea Surface Height Waves
Geopotential Height Sedimentation WindsHeat Flux Swell
Pressure Temperature

PUBLIC HEALTH

Accidents Drug Contamination Epidemiologic MeasurementsBehavior Environmental Health Food PoisoningDisease Outbreaks Epidemics Nutrition

VITAL STATISTICS

Demnograhy Morbidity Mortaity

I
Revised Draft 8-. January 2S. 1994I
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i Appendix

C. COMPLEX DATA TASK FORCE MEETING BRIEFING CHARTSi
I
I
I
i
I
I
I
I
I
i
I
i
l
I
I
I
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Executive Summary

This paper analyses four types of complex data that will impact the data
administration program:

I. Composite Elements - formulations that bundle or embed multiple
concepts within a single fixed format data element.

2. Derived Elements - calculations or aggregations assimilated from
primitive observations. - -

3. Complex Data Streams - sequential arrangements of bits and/or bytes
in varying lengths used to communicate information through, for example, word
processing, graphics, voice, or multi-media applications.

4. Assemblies - entities which have relationships to themselves (i.e.,
instances within the entity relate recursively to other instances within the same
entity). Organization structures, equipment assemblies and subassemblies, and
geographic terrain features such as roads, rivers, and facilities all represent examples
of assemblies.

The analysis is performed to:

1. Document evaluation criteria for 'eciding when composite data
elements and derived data elements should be adopted and managed as standard data
elements.

2. Develop relational models for documenting data element associations in
composite data elements and derived data elements, and for supporting the reuse of
complex data streams. These models provide a basis for updating data dictionaries
designed to support reuse of these various types of complex data. Specifically, the
models for composite and derived data elements will provide a basis for updating the
DDRS. The model for complex data streams identifies data elements which are
important for standardization at a national and international level to improve the
interoperability of object oriented software packages being developed to support the
reuse of complex data streams.

3. Outline appioaches for improving the rem management of entity
-rTT n which describe assembly type object.

Recommendations developed for each of the types of complex data discussed in thds
paper are summarized in Table 1 below. The table lists the four types of complex
data, specific rcomendations for improving their management for reuse, and the
rationale for these recommendations

vi
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UType of Recommendation for Improving Management for
Complex Data Reuse 'Rationale for Recommendation

Compsite Documnent associations among data elements provide Capturing Association information
Coempotsit the basisfo the copst lemenif forimulation. A r promotes understanding of the da"a

Elemnts dat model for documenting associations is litovided in improves its sharing, and supports
Chapter 2. efforts to migrate legacy element to]

single concept elements.
Consider standardizing a composite it is

Distinguish between logical andi physical rpeitiosinstitutionalized elements appear i
of data elements. Implementation issues concerning munnerous databases, numerous-
performance and storage may lead to situations where configuration management tasks
composite formulations are more desirable than single would result from changing their
concept formulations. In these situations it is best to formulation.

Derived StWAndari derivatives Used in transaction systems These elements are of corporate

Elmet when support accounting, WAudtng, policy, or business interst'. and cataloging their
Elemets role enforcement. spefciations as standards impoe

corporate knowledge shboumt teda"a
Manage data models for DSS functions separately from sand the business.I ~data models for transaction oriented systems. Consider
adopting derived elements suipporting DSS uses if thirk Documenting the association
use is formalized in official DoD) documents, used in between a derived element and its
multiple functional areas, or shared with extemal primitive source elements impoe
organizations, coordlination and cmucatinI sbout how commonly used
Map a standardized derived element to its constituen derivations are to be calculated.

prmtive sourc elements.
Complex Design andunuplemens a standard aMrchiecur for Application to catalog ;nd remeve

Datacataloging sad retrieving documents, graphics, voice, complex data am =e justa
Datavideo and other complex data streamns. This cut be starting to emerge in the market

Streams done using relational database ischnlogim, but object piace with pamiuve capabiliie.
criented technioogies provide a natural solution Without central guidanc,ag neI ~ ~framiework. within DoD w I I r dusaly aquire

sand -P M thesecapshiities
Initiate a project to standardize elements critical uising a variety of incompatible
identifying. categorizing and sharing compilez data solutions

_______Streams at a national or inumrntional leveL
Assemblies Develop guidelines for m=deig emia usilig Cuidelines; will itnProv

standard iniplates mad exaso that :o=nncam commutfication about the usembly.
concepts not rqxuuse d by entity-relationship models. Ruemsgmn Mcki

manag them for snowus ndpwuade of the functional anprovmuian of fth ssoob*
models docunmentation oer time

Table 1 Summary of Recommendations

I ~In formulating the rePConMmendatos, goals for imprvig data Sharing, darn
quality, and data security Were promoted. But requirements to achieve these goals in
a cost effective and timely manner also require the standardization efforts be focused
on data that am shared. All darn within the department are of corporat interst, but
the stnadzto program must be responsive to priorities; todays standardization
efforts should focus on today's data sharing requirements. DoD's data stadadiaton

efforts would benefit its customers if it focused on standards and agreements that

Vii
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outline the formats used to exchange data between existing Automated Information I
Systems.

To support these recommendations, daE administration tools need to be I
extended to capitalize on a synergism between data modeling techniques and data
analysis techniques. The data analysis techniques include domain comparison,
synonym and homonym checks, metadata audits, configuration management of data
exchange needs, and analysis of existing data exchange formats. These dam
analyses techniques can be used to accelerate the-discovery and definition of joint
functional requirements. They can also be used to accelerate the standardization Qf I
look-up tables, reference tables, or domain tables (e.g., country code, pay plan code,
location code, etc.); this would, in effect, jump start the extension of the DoD Data
Model.

viii
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The DMLS3 RelationshLp Node"
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DMA Data Model

The DMA fully attributed, normalized model is on pages 4-13 through 4-31. The glossary begins on
page 4-33 and is followed by the business rules on page 4-50. A guide to reading a data model is
located in Appendix A.

The DMA MC&G Standardization Pilot Project Data Model has the following page layout:
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Fully Attributed Entity Defiitions

ALTERNATEGESATIAL-FEAITUrE-RFSP. E NTATJON

An independent model of a geospatial feature. The data extraction process permits capturing different
representations of the same real world object. These representations are related to each other through

i this entity.

COM ONENT-GEODSPATIAL-FEATURE-REPRESNTATION

A geospatial feature representation that comprises an element of a complex geospatial feature
representation.

I COUNTRY

A sovereign state. Typically an autonomous political unit; also called a nation.

This entity is only a shadow entity in the DMA Data Model. DMA believes it is not responsible for
defining and modeling the entity Country.

A constraint controlling the release of specific data about a geospatial feature. The constraint may
prohibit or permit said release to a country, as indicated by the country releasibility attribute.

COUNTRY-GEOSPATIAL-FEATURE-ATrRIB • ONSTRAINT

The limitations to the use a receiving country may make of specific information about a geospatial
I feature.

A constraint controlling the release of a geospatial feature representation. The constraint may prohibit
or permit said release to a country, as indicated by the country releasibility attribute.

The limitation to the use a receiving country may make of a geospatial feature representation.

G]OSPATIAL,-ci, LINE

A non-sdf-intersectin geospatial line specified by at lwst four geospatial points in which the
gospatial line starting point and the geospatlal line ending point are the same.
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I
GEOSPATIAL-EDGE

A one-dimensional topological element bounded by one geospatial starting node and one geospatial I
ending node and located by a geospatial line. A geosopatial edge is directed from start node to end
node. When an edge is a part of a more complex structure, its directionality may be used as the basis
for ideas such as "right' and 'left".

GEOSPATIAL-EDGE-ENDING-NODE

A geospatial node identified as the ending node of a geospatial edge.

GEOSPATIAL-EDGE-STARTING-NODE I
A geospatial node identified as the starting node of a geospatial edge.

GEOSPATIAL-EDGE-TERMINAL-NODE

A geospatial node which is either the starting or ending node for a specific geospatial edge.

GEOSPATIAL-EXTERNAL-BOUNDING-CLOSED-UINE

The geospatial surface region bounding closed line which defines the exterior boundary of a geospatial
surface region.

GEOSPATIAL-EXTERNAL-FACE-RING

The geospatial face ring which defines the exterior boundary of a geospatial face.

GEOSPATIAL-FACE

A topological region enclosed by a geospatial ring. A geospatial facehas its locus defined by a I
geospatial surface region.

GEOSPATIAL-FACE-RING I
"Tle geospatial ring which is a boundary of a geospatial face. The ring may be an internal boundary.
The ring may be the external boundary. I
GEOSPATIAL-FEATURE

An identifiable object relative to the Earth's surface. A wide variety of identifiable objects exist on
and sometimes above or below the Earth's surface. Included among these are moveable or temporal
objects (trucks, command posts, etc.), and temporary structures (tents, shelters, etc.). While these I
are of interest or concern from many perspectives, the geospatial perspective considers only those
features, natural and man-made, that remain stationary or recur in the same place over a significant
length of time.

I
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I
GEOSPATIAL-FEATURE-ATIIBUTE

A characteristic of a geospatial feature.

J GEOSPATIAL-FEATURE-ATrRIBUE-CLASS

The generic description of a specific geospatial feature attribute. DIGEST provides a list of attribute
classes, codes and descriptors in Part 4 Annex B. Refer to the instance tables provided on Page 4-6
in Section 4 for a fuller understanding of how the model employs these concepts.

GEOSPATIAL-FEATURE-ATrRIBUTE-CLASS.QUALFE

Information that provides further detail within a geospatial feature attribute class that may be used for
geospatial feature c acterization. DIGEST provides the lists of available qualifier (value) codes and
descriptors in Part 4 Annex B. Refer to the instance tables provided on Page 4-6 in Section 4 for a
fuller understanding of how the model employs these concepts.

GEOSPATIAL-FEATURE.A'TFRIBUTE-DESUIFR

The variable length text string providing descriptive detail to a geospatial feature attribute as required
by the attribute class. For example, the feature attribute class "Name" requires that the name of the
feature be provided as a text string. Refer to the instance tables provided on Page 4-7 in Section 4
for a fuller understanding of how the model employs these concepts.

GEOSPATIAL-FEATURE-ATrRIBIYI-DErAIL

Information about a specific geospatial feature that provides a more detailed description of a
geospatial feature attribute. The detail is one of three types, which are geospatial feature attribute
descriptor, geospatial feature attribute meurememt and geospatial feature attribute qualifier.
DIGEST Pat 4 Annex B provides a list of standard values for each attribute. Refer to the instance
tables provided on Page 4-7 in Section 4 for a fuller understanding of how the model employs these
concepts.

G'EO6PATIA1FFEATURE-ATFRIBUTE~.D]•.AI,.SOURCE

Iforitation about a specific source for determining a geospatial feature attribute detail.

GEOWPAT/AL-FEATURE-ATrR/BUTE..MAURMN

"The measured value of a specific geospatial feature attribute. Refer to the instance tables provided on
Page 4-7 in Section 4 for a fuller unestanding of how the model employs these concepts.

GEOSPATIALFEATURE-ATrRIB[UrE..QUAIJFI]

The specific geospatial feature auribute class qualifier used to provide the detail description of a
specific geospatlal feature attribute. Refer to the instance tables provided on Page 4-7 in Section 4 for
a fuller understanding of how the model employs these concepts.
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I
GEOSPATIAL.FEATURF-AfrRIEUFE-Y-CLASSlFJCATION

A security classification assigned to data about a geospatial feature attribute.

GEOSPATIAI.-FEATURE-REPRESENTATION

A model of a geospatial feature. The model provides geometric and descriptive characterstics of the
feature. The geometric portion of the model portrays the feature's size, shape, position and
connectivity using geometric and topologic elements. The descriptive portion of the model contains
attribute detail descriptions, attribute qualifiers, and attribute measurements.

The association between a geospatial feature representation and its geospatial geometric element.

GEOSPATIAI,.FEATURE.RTATJON-IDENTIFICATION-ACCURACY

The probability that the geospatial feature code has been correctly assigned to a geospatial feature I
representation.
GESATIAL-FEITURE-REPRSENTATION-EURT-LASFCATION

"The classification assigned to a geospatial feature represetation. .

"The geospatial source from which information about a geospatial feature was etracted.

GEOSPATIAL-FEATURE-WIRESEITATION-VALIDATION

The finding that a geospatial feature representation is complete. _

GEOSPATIAL-flATURE-lW SESTATION-VERTICAL-ACCURACY

Information about the efort assodated with the detmination of the elevation of geospatial points
used in the geospatial feature representation geometry.

GEOSPATIAL4,GEOMEMC-EUZM

A component of a geopata feature representation which provides Informaton about size, shape, and I
position. A geometric element may have a topologic element associated with it.
GEOSPATIAL.INTERNAL-BOUNDING-L IN-JNE I

A geospatlal surface region bounding dosed line used as an Interior boundary of a geospatlal surface
region.

.. .. .. .. ...
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I
GEOSPATIAL-ITERNAL.-FACE-RING

A geospatial face ring used as an interior boundary of a geospatial face.

GEOSPATIAL-LINE

One of three types of geometric element, defined by a set of geospatial points in an ordered sequence.
SThe defining points ae connected by straight line segments.

GEOSPATIAL-LINE-ENDING-POINT

IA geospatial line terminal point identified as the last point in a sequence of points tdi defines a
geospatial lie.

IGBMATII--JN%,POIN

A geospatial point that is part of a set used in defining a geospatial line.

GROSPATIA]L.1N-UrARTING-POINT

SA geospatial line terminal point identified as the first point in a sequence of points that defines a
geospatial line.

GBOSPATIAL-LINE.TERMINAL-POINT
/

here are exactly two geospatial points designated terminal points for each lin. One geospatia point
is a taminal end point and one is a terminal start point.

GEOSPATIALNODE

A zero dimensional topological primitive used to define topologic relationships. A geospaztial node Is
always associated with a geospatial point

l GBOSPATUIAPA7H

A sn of edgs connected athrterminal nodes, such tht no node is aby• th two edg
of the se.

G'EOSPATL.PATH-NDGWG

A geospatial edge used as a component of a geospatial path.

nfomWi about the orde of th assembly of a geospatial path. This eatly associates a eopqWlIe eused asa galqWpAt edgeto the scceeding geospazledge in dopah.
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GEOSPATIAL-POINT

"The zero dimensional primitive that assigns the geodetic position. Latitude, longitude, and elevation,
if available, are defined in WGS 84. (See DMA Technical Report 8350.2.) 1
GEOSPATLAL-POINT-ELEVATION

A geospatial point elevation assigns an elevation to a geospatial point. The elevation is referenced to
mean sea level.

GEOSPATIAL.POSITION-ELEMETr

An element of geometry or topology used for real or conceptual delineations relative to the surface of
the earth. Geometric elements include geospatial point, geospatial line, and geospatial surface region.
Topologic elements include geospatial node, geospatial edge, geospatial face, geospatial shell, and
geospatial path.

GEOSPATILA•ING

A closed geospatial path. In a dosed geospatial path, every geospatial terminal node in the path is
shared by two of the edges that make up the path. A geospatial ring bounds a geospatial face.

GEOSPATLAL-SHEL

An open connected set of two or "more geospatial faces.

GEOSPATUL-SHELL-FACE

Information that a specific geospatial face is a member of a set that composes a geospatlal sell.

GEOSPATIAL-SOURCE

Data of any type from which geospatial feature information can be extracted. Sources include, but
are not limited to, ground control, aerial and terrestrial photographs, sketches, maps, and dcrt;
topographic, hydrographic, hypsographic, magnetic, geodetic, oceanorph.c, and meteorological
information; intelligence documents and written reports pertaining to natural and man-made features
of the area to be mapped or charted.

"This entity is only a shadow entity in the DMA Data Model. DMA believes that It does not fall
within the scope of this project to define and model the entity Geospatial-Source.

GEOSPATIAL-SURFACE-REGION

A bounded segment of a specified surface. A geospatial surface region may be bounded by a
geospatial surface region dosed line. When a geospatial surface region is the location of a geospatial
face, the loci of the geospatial edges which make up the geospatial face ring are the geospatlal lines
which bound the geospatial surface region.
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I
GEOSPAIAAL-SURFACE.REGION-BOUNDING-CLOSED-LINE

A geospatial surface region closed line that bounds a geospatial surface region.

GEOSPATIAL-TOPOLOGICAL-ELEMEW

A primitive that defines connectivity and relationship of the parts of the geospatial position elements.
Every topological element has an appropriate association to a geometric element.

OPEN-GEOSPATIAL-PATH

i A geospatial path In which all but two of the geospatial nodes are shared by two geospatial edges.

ORGANIZATION

An administrative structure constituted to accomplish a goal, purpose or mission. (Reference
Working Draft of DoD Enterprise Model; February 1993.)

This entity is only a shadow entity in the DMA Data Model. DMA believes it Is not responsible or
defining and modeling the entity Organization.

ORGANIZATION-COUNTRY

The primary association between an organization and a country. The association is used to determine
disclosures of information, limited by country.

A constraint controlling the release of specific geospatial feature attribut, data. The constraint may
prohibit or permit said release to an organization, as indicated by the country relesibility ittrimbte.

ORGANIZATION-ESATIAI-FETURi-A'FIRIDUEUSCNSTR~mr

IlThe limitations to the use a receiving organization may make of specific information about a

geopatial feature an'ribut.

A consmaint controlling the release of a geospaa feature represetation . Th consaint may proibit
or permit said release to an organization, as indicated by the organization releasibility attribute.

The limitations to the use a receiving organzation may make of a geospatlal feature v r-rmuatiom.

SECUmRTYCLAISSMCATION

Information established by an authoritative body about a level of control of information disclosure.

Inm mslI IIMMIIM MMI i tI• M~n mM U
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KUy Attribute Deruitions

Alternate-Geospatiai-Feature-Repruentatlon-ldentfler

The identifier that denotes an alternate geospatial feature representation.

Componm t-Gesmpafal-Feae-Rqepresentadon-ldmtflnur

"The identifier that denotes a geospatial feature that is a component of another geospatial feature
representation.

ComlinposGpafl-Feature-Rpresmtaflon-ldenflr~I

The identifier that denotes a geospatial feature represedtatin that contains other geospatial feature
representations as components.

Country-Code

The code that denotes a country as specified by PIPS PUB 10-3.

Coumtry-Gespaal Fea-ture-Attribute-Relke-Restriction-Date

The date on which a country geospatial feature attribute release restriction was established.

Con ry-Gaipadal-Faukwe-Re~rueumtaon-Reiease-uticdon-Da

The date on which a country geospaial feature release restriction was established.

Gespat losed-Une-Identfier

The geospatial line identifier that denotes a geospatial dosed line.

Geoapaial-Edge-ldendiuer

"The geospatial topological element identifier that denotes a geospatial edge.
Gosp, ma-Edge-TwminalNode- T p-Code

The code that denote a geospatial edge tmnina node type. The type may be a geopatial edge
stting node. The type may be a geospatial edge nding node.

Geospatila-Face-Identfler

TIe geospatial topological element identifier that denotes a geospatial face. I
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GeospatialFeature-Attrlbute-Clas-Code

The code tha denotes a geospatial feature attribute class. DIGEST Part 4 Annex B provides a list of
standard feature attribute codes.

Geupaftli-Feature-Attrlbute-Clas-Qualrifi-Code

The code that denotes a qualifier of the selected geospatial feature attribute class. DIGEST Part 4
Annex B provides lists of standard feature attribute qualifier codes. Refer to the instance tables
provided elsewhere in Section 4 for a fuller understanding of how the model employs these concepts.

Gespadal-Feakre-Attrbut.Detal-Identiflw

The identifier that denotes the role name for geospatial feature attriute class code., geospatial feature
ARepresentation- producer organization identifier, and geospatial. feature representation identifier.

Ge spatil-Fern mr.-Attrlbuft.-DealSequence-Iduztfler

The sequence identifier that distinguishes between several geospatial feature attribute descriptor texts
that exist for the same geospatial feature attribute detail type code.

Gyouspatlal-]FintureAttributeDeal-Typ.-Code

U ~A code that denotes a type of geospatial, feature attribte detail. The code denotes one of three types
of geospatial feature attribute detail, which are geospatia feature attribute descriptor, geospatial
feature attribute mesrmnand geospatial feature attribute qualifier.

The date on which the geospatial feature attribute security classification was established.

Geospaftl~alftetuCode

The code that denotes a specific geospatial, feature tye. Standard codes are listed in DIGEST Par 4
An= A.

The identifier tha uniquely represents a geospatlal feature repreetation produced by a specific
geospatial feature representPationm producer organization.

The date on Whi" the geoop"a featurerpeetto Identification accuracy was assigned.

The, Identifie tha denotes an organization as the producer of a goeopAWThal fe Patur reprsenato.
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I
Gempatial-Feature-Representation-Semirity-Classfication-Effeve-Date

"ITe date on which the geospatial feature representation security classification was established. I
Geospatial-Feature-Repruentation-Valdation-Date

"lThn date on which a geospatial feature representation validation is effective.

Gempadtla-Geonmtc-Eienit-Identlfie- I

"The geospatial position element identifier that denotes a geospatial geometric element. It is the role
name for geospatial position element producer organization identifier and geospatial position element
identifier.

Geospatlal-Une-ldentlfler I
The geospatial geometric element identifier that denotes a geospatial line.

Geospatal-Une-Point-Sequence-Identlfler

The identifier that denotes the position of a specific geospatial line point, ordering the set of
geospatial line points that make up a geospatial line.

Gempatlal-IJne-Tamnlnal-Point-Type-Code
/

The code that denotes a geospatial line terminal point type. The types are geospatial line starting
point and geospatial line ending point.

Geopatlal-Node-Identifier

The geospatial topological element identifier that denotes a geospatial node. I
Geospadtal-th-Identifler

The geospatial topological element identifier that represents a geospatial path.

Geepaital-Point-Identfler I
The geospatial geometric element identifier that denotes a geospatial point.

Gcospatial-Position-Ekment-Idendfler

The identifier that denotes a specific geospatlal position element. The producer organization assigns a
unique identifier to each instance of geospatial position element.

Geopadal]-Pdtion-Elment-Produmr-Orpninto.-ldentflaer

"The organization identifier that represents a geospatial position dement producer organization. lhe
organization identifier ii used as part of the identification of a geospatial position dement.

I
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Geespatial-Preceding-Path-Edge-Identirier

The identifier that denotes a geospatial edge that immediately precedes another edge in the sequence
of edges that make up a path.

Gempatial-RhngIdendfiea

3 The geospatial topological element identifier that denotes a geospatial ring.

Gespatial-Sbell-Identirier

The geospatial topological element identifier that denotes a geospatial shell.

Geespatial-Source.Identffiur

The identifier that denotes data of any type from which geospatial feature information can be5~extrated. The identifier will be more clearly defined when Source is modeled more completey.

Geespatla-S ace.Reglonk-Boundlng-Cesd-mnCode

I ThUe code that denotes the tye of geospatial surface region bounding closed line. There, are two
types: geospatial extena bounding closed line and geospatial internal bounding dosed line.

Iesa~~c-ego-dnfi
3 The, geospatial geometric element identifier that denotes a geospatial surface region.

Geespatlal-Topologlal-Element-Iden~flfer

T'he geospatlal position element Identifier that denotes a geospatlal topological element. It is the role
nam for geospatial position elemen producer organization identifier and geospatlal position element
identifier.

Opun-GoespaRll-ab-Identlfler

3 Th7e geospaial topological element identifier that denotes an open geospatial path.

Organizatlio-Ideuatlfl

U The identifier that denotes an organization.

5 Orgmilzmtlui~eepaUai-Festur.Altuibute-Rdemue-RutrdleaD4)e

The date on which an organization geospatial feature attribute releas restriction was established.

3 ~ ~~The date on which an organbizton geospatlal featur repeetto krelease restiction was established.
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Security-Ciassiflcation-Code

The code that denotes a level of a classificaton.

I
I
I
I
I
I
I

I
I

I
I
I

[I
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I
Non-Key Attribute Definitions

Country-GeapUplal-Feature-Atuibute-RedemlblUty-Code

The code that denotes whether a country can receive information about a geospatial feature attribute.
If the value is yes, the geospatial feature attribute may be given to persons or organizations
representing that country, but it may be subject to constraints expressed by the organization geospatlal
feature attribute release restriction and country geospatial feature attribute use constraint. If the value
is no, the geospatial feature attribute may not be given to any person or organization representing the

* country.

Country Gespatial-Featre-AUribute-Us -Consr s mtn-Te

The text identifying the limits to the uses a receiving country may make concerning the geospatial
feature attribute.

Country-GeOSpalal-Feature-ReprmUtatlon-Releaslblity-Code

"The code that denotes whether a country can receive a geospatial feature eepresentation.
If the value is yes, the geospatW feature representaion y be given to persons or organizats
representing that country, but it may be subject to constraints expressed by the organization geospatlal
flature representation release restriction and country geospatla feature represeta-tion use constralt
It the value is no, the geospatial feature representation may not be given to any person or
organization representing the country.

Country Gemsitlal-Feature-R tatiu*le -' nt-Statent-T t

The text Identifin the limits to the uses a receiving country may make concerning the geospatial

feature representation.

Geuspaft1a-Edg*MDrectio-Code

The code that denotes the direction in which an edge is traversed when that edge is a component of a
geospatial path. Normal traversal of a geospatial edge is from geospatial edge starting node to
geospatial edge ending node. When an edge is part of a path, it may be traversed in the opposite
direction.

Gempdt l-Face-RhoCade

The code that denotes the type of a geospsti face ring. There are two types: geospatia external
face ring and geospatlal internal face rin.

Geouputlal-Festure-Attrlbuft.Cla-Dapdeii-Tat

The text that describes the geospatial feature attribute class. These descriptions are provided in
DIGEST Part 4 Annex B. Refer to the instance tables provided elsewhere in Section 4 for a fuller
understanding of how the model employs these concepts.
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Geespatial-Feature-Attribute-Class-Name

The name of a geospatial feature attribute class. A list of these names is provided in DIGEST Part 4
Annex B. Refer to the instance tables provided elsewhere in Section 4 for a fuller understanding of
how the model employs these concepts.

Gemspatial-Feature-Attrlbute-Class-Qualifier-Descriptlou-Text

The text that describes a geospatial feature attribute class qualifier. These descriptions are provided
in DIGEST Part 4 Annex B. Refer to the instance tables provided elsewhere in Section 4 for a fuller
understanding of how the model employs these concepts.

GeospadalaFeature-Attribute-Descriptor-Text

The text of the geospatial feature attribute descriptor as required by DIGEST Part 4 Annex B. Refer
to the instance tables provided elsewhere in Section 4 for a fuller understanding of how the model
employs these concepts.

Geospatial-Feature-Attribute-Detail-Measured-Quanflty

The quantity of the measured value for the geospatial feature attribute detail. The required units of
measure are stated in DIGEST Part 4 Annex B. Refer to the instance tables provided elsewhere in
Section 4 for a fuller understanding of how the model employs these concepts.

Geespatlal-Feature-Attribute-Iali-Unlt-Of-Masure-Text

The text describing the value of a geospatial feature attribute detail. These descriptions are provided
in DIGEST Part 4 Annex B. Refer to the instance tables provided elsewhere in Section 4 for a fuller
understanding of how the model employs these concepts.

GeospatiaI-Feature-Code-Derinition-Text

The text describing the distinguishing characteristics of a geospatial feature.

Gespadal-FeFture-Repreumntaflon-Exbt ion-Date

"The date on which a geospatial feature repreention was produced by a compilation from source
data.
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Geospatal-Feature-Represa ton-Horizontal-Accuracy-Quantity

The quantity providing circular error bounds at the 90% confidence level for the geospatial point
horizontal position.

When the horizontal position of an identified object is stated in latitude-longitude measurements (phi-
lambda), this places the object horizontally with respect to the Earth's surface in an Earth-centered
fixed coordinate system. libe error associated with this process expresses the uncertainty with which
the phi-lambda values provided are correct.

4)MA states this error as a circular error (A phi = A Lambda) at the 90% confidence level indicating
that 90% of the placement mea1urements in a set of measuremen with the same circular error will
be correct to within the radius of the error circle.

Geompatdal-Feture-Repruemtation-dmntlflcatlon-Accuracy-Percant-Quanlty

"The quantity expressing the probability that the geospatial feature code has been correctly assied to
a geospatial feature representation; the probability is expressed as a percentage.

Gempa -FeatureReprem- n tatlon-Vafdatng-Orpanzaton-Idendier

The identifier that denotes the organization that validated a geospatial feature repr

The quantity providing linear error bounds at the 90% confidence level for geospatial point
elevations.

When DMA provides a vertical measuremet positioning an object with respect to its height, above or
below mean sea level, the measurement is accompanied by an earr bound, * A h.

The interpretation of A h is: In a set of vertical measurements, DMA is confident that 90% of the
stated values will be within : A h of the true value.

Gespala uAo -Emnt-l eyp&Code

The code that demotes a geospatial geometric element type. There are three typem: point, surface
region, and line.

Gempad&P-LeC•we-d

The code ta demt that a geopatial line is a geospatial closed line.

The code tha denotes the type of a geospatdal path. There ae two types: geospatdal ring and ope
Ie o b.
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I
Geopatial-Point-Elevation-Dimenslon

"The elevation of a geospatial point in meters above or below mean sea level.

Geospatial-Point-Latitude-Coordinate

One of the coordinates that identifies the location of a geospatial point. The latitude is the angle
between the plane of the geodetic equator and the normal to the ellipsoid at a point (measured positive
north from the geodetic equator, negative south). [DMA Technical Report 8350.2 - WGS 841

Geapatial-Point-lAngitude.Cordinate

One of the coordinates that identifies the location of a geospatial point. The longitude is the angle
between the plane of the Zero Meridian and the plane of the geodetic meridian of the point (measuredin the plane of the geodetic equator, positive from 00 to 1800 E, and negative from 00 to 1800 W).
[DMA Technical Report 8350.2 - WGS 84]

GeespadlI-Pesition-Elemnmt-Extractioi-Date I
The date on which a geospatial position element was produced by a compilation from source data. m

Geospatlai-Position-Euement-Type-Code

The code that denotes a type of g ospatial position element. The type may be a geosp=tal topological
element. The type may be a geospatial geometric element.

Geospadal-Sue -Path-Edge-Idmni- I

The geospatial edge identifier that denotes a geospatial edge that immediately succeeds another
geospatial edge in the sequence of geospatial edges that make up a geospatial path.

GeOpaltial-TopologlcaI-Eeiment-Typ.Code

The code that denotes a gevmspal topological elemeit type. The five types are: shell, face, path, I
edge, and node.

Organnizon-GempatlaI-Featn Artibute-Re lbity-Codei

The code that denotes whether an organization can receive information about a geospatial feature,
attribute. If the value is yes, the geospatlal feature attribute may be given to organations or
persons representing those organizations, but it may be subject to constraints expressed by the
organization seospatial feature attribute release restrmitio ad country geopatial featurM attribute use
constraim . fthe value is no, the geospatial feature attribute may not be given to amy organzations or I
perons representing those organiztons.

I
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Organization-Geospatdal-Feature-Attribute-Use-Constraint-Statement-Text

A text that describes the limits to the uses a receiving organization may make concerning the
geospatial feature attribute.

Ornlization-Geospatial-Feature-Representation-Releasibiflty-Code

MThe code that denotes whether an organization can receive a geospatial feature representation. If the
value is yes, the geospatial feature may be given to organizations or persons representing those
organizations, but it may be subject to constraints expressed by the organization geopatial feature
representation release restriction and country geospatial feature representation use constrai Nf the
value is no, the geospatial feature representation may not be given to any organizations or persons
representing those organizations.

Orpnizaton-Geospatlal-Feaur.-epresentaton-Use Constraint-Statement-Text

The text that describes the limits to the uses a receiving organization may make concerning the
geospatial feature representation.

II
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Every Alternate-Geospatial-Feature-Representation
always has a Geospatial-Feature-Representation.
always has a Geospatial-Feature-Representation.

Every Component-Geospatial-Feature-Representation
always has a Geospatial-Feature-Representation.
always has a Geospatial-Featur e-Representation.

Every Country
always is assigned zero, one or many Coumtr-eosal-Feature-Attribut Rel-em-Regtriction(s).I
always is assigned zero, one or many CountryGeospatial-Feature-Represetation-Raleas.-

Restriction(s).

always is part of zero, one or many Organization-Country(s).

Every Countr-eospatial-Feature-Attribute-Release,-Restriction
may be a CountyGeospatial-Feature-Attribute-Use-Constraint,U

depending on Country-Geospatial-Feature-Attribute-Releasibility-Code.
always has a Country.

always has a Geospatial-Feature-Attribute.

Every Country-Geospatia-Feature-AttributeUse-Constraint

is a Countr-Gospatia-Feature-Attribute-Release-Restriction.
Every Couy-Geospatia-Featue-Representation-Releae-Restrction

may be a Country-Geospatial-Feature-Representation-Use-Constraint,
depending on Country-Geospatial-FeatureRepresentaton-Releasi~biity-Code.

always has a Country.
always has a Geospatial-Feature-Representation.

Every County-Geospatial-Feanze-Representaton-Use-Constraint
is a Countr-eospatia-Feature-Representation-Release-Restriction.

Every Geospatial-Closed-Line
is a Geospatial-Line. orayGe iu n - l s d ne )I
always is used as zero, oneormn osa SubeRg -B ndg- sdLes)

Every Geospatia-Edge
is a Geospatial-Topological-Element.
always has a Geosatla-Une.
always is assigned 2 Geospatial-Edgo-Terminal-Node(s).

always is used as zero, one or many Geospatial-Path-Edge(s).

Every Geosatial-Edge-Ending-Node
is a Geospatia-Edge-Terminal-Node.
always has a Geospatla-Node.
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Every Geopatia-Edge-tarting-Node
isa Geospatial-Edge-Terminal-Node.

always has a Geospatial-Node.

I Every Geospatial-Edge-Torminal-Node
may be either

a Goospatial-Edge-Ending-Node,
or a Geospatial-Edge-Starting-Node,

depending on Geosptia-Edge-Temina-Node-Type-Code.
always has a Geospatial-Edge.

always has a Geospatial-Line-Termlnal-Point.

Every Gtospatial-External-Bounding-Closed-Line

is a Geospada-Surface-Regln-Bounding-aosd-Line.

Every Geospatial-External-Face-Ring

is a Geospatial-Face-Ring.

Every Geospaia-Face
is a Geospatial-Topologlcal-Element.
always has a Geoupatial-Surfce-Region.
always is bounded by one or mmr Geospatial-Face-Ring(s).
always is use as zero, one or nmay Gleospatial-Shell-Faces).

Every Geospatial-Face-RIng
may be eitheraIcq~lEtma-aePig

ora Geospatlal-External-Face-Ring,
depending on Goospatlal-Face-Rhig-Code.

always has a Geospatial-Face.
always has a Geospatial-Ring.

I Every Geospatial-Feature
always establishes die type of zero, one or many Geospatial-Fetrmpseatos)

IEvery Geomptal-Feature-Attribute
always has a GeoupaWa-FeseureAUr~bute.Clu
always haaes a taFU ~ ~~always has distribution restricted by z=mo one or nmay COUD 0.0 IaI-eiur-AztrbuWe

always is provided one or MOr 9 e 0llFetrAiuwDei~)I ~ ~~~always is assigned owe or mnr if sp I-etue
always has distribution restricted by zeo, one or many

always dsc~be zero, one or manny epaa-FareArbts)
Always Is the basis for zero, one or mnany Geospatal-FesueAttrlbute.Cm-Qu WaIfes).
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Every Geospatial-Feature-Attribute-Class-Qualifier
always has a Geospatial-Feature-Attribute-Class.I
always defines zero, one or many Geospatial-Feature-Attribute-Qualifler(s).

Every Geospatial-Feature-Attribute-DescriptorI
is a Geospatial-Feature-Attribute-Detail.

Every Geospatia-Feature-Attribute-Detail
may be either

a Geospatia-Feature.-Attribute-Descriptor,
or a Geospatial-featture-AttributeMeaueet
or a GeospatWa-Featue-Attribute-Qualifier,
depending on Geospatia-Featureý-Attribute-Detai-Typ e-Co

always has a Geospatial-Feature-Attribute.
always was extracted from zero, one or many Geospat a-Feature-Attrlbute-Detail-Source(s).

Every Geospatia-Featue-Attribute-Detail-Source
always has a Geospatial-Feature.-Attribute-Detail.
always has a Geospatial-Source.

Every Geospatia-Featare-Attribute-MeasurementI
is a Geospatial-Feature-Attribute-Detail.

Every Geospatial-Feature-Attribute-QualifierI
is a Geospatial-Feaftire-Attribute-Detail.
always has a Geospatia-Featue-Attribute-Cass-Qualifier.

Every Geospatia-Feature-Attribute-Security-Classification
always has a Geospatial-Feature-Attribute.

always has a Security-Classification.

Every Geospatial-Feature-Representation
always has an Organization.I
always has a Goospatial-Featue.
always is also represented by zero, one or many Mltenate-Gesatial-Featue-Representatin(s).
always is identified as zero, one or many MltrnateGeospati-Featur-R mepretation(s).
always is a composite of zero, one or many Componem-Geosupaia-Feamtpoeto~)
always is Also represented by zero, one or many CNompne-GOeouptia-Fgm* rmt $)
always has distribtidon restricted by z=o, one or many Comnuy-Geospatial-FeaUre-Repreisenation-

Reease-Restriction(s).
always is characterize by zeo, one or many Geoupatial-Festifre-Atbribute(5).
always is composed of zero or one Geouatla-Fuauzre-ft ao nG mt~)
always is assigned zeo, one or many Geospatla-Featue-Rhpresuutatn-Identfcatlon-Accurcys).
always is classified by one or more Geospatla-Fetur-ReRnuumtatiOn-ecuritY-ClaasficatooS).
always was extracted fromi one or more GeospatWa-Feature-R~esmatatlon-Source(s).
always undergoes zero, one or many Geospati-FeatureReprentatio-validaton$).
always baa distribution restricted by zero, one or umay OrganiZation-Gespaia-Featur-

Representation-Release-Restricton(s)
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Every Geospatial-Feature-Represeatation-Geometry
always has a Geospatial-Feature-Representation.
always has a Goospatial-Goometric-Element.
always is assigned zero or one Geoo al-F atue-Represntation-Vertical-Accuracy(s).

Every Geospatial-Feature.-Represntation-Identiflcation-Accuracy
always has a Geospatia-Feature-Representazion.

Every Geospatia-Featue-Represntatio~n-Security-Classiflcation
always has a Geospatial-Featur',,-Reprementation.

always has a Security-Classification.

Every Geospatial-Feature-Repreentation-Source
always has a Geospatial-Featur.Repreentation.
always has a Geospazial-Source.

Every Geosatial-Feature-Raresentatin-Validation
always has a Geospatial-Feature-Representation.
always has an Organization.

I ~ ~Every Geospatia-Feature-Represntation-Vertcal-Accuacy
always has a Geosatial-Featur-Represemtation-Geometry.

* Every Geospatial-Geometric-Elemmnt
is a Geospatial-Position-Element.
may be eitherI a Geospatial-Line,

or a Geospatiai-Point,
or a Geoopatial-Surface-Regln,I ~depending on Geospatial-Geometric-Elemen-Type-Code.

always is part of zero, one or many Geospatia-Feature-Represuataton-Geometry(s).

Every Geospatia-Imernal-Boundizag-Closed-Line
is a Geospatia-Surfac.-Region-Bounding-ClosedLlne.

Every Geompatlal-Inemnal-Face-Ring
is a Geospatial-Face-Ring.

Every Geosptla-LineI ~is a Geospatial-Goomutilc-Element.
may be a Geospatial-Cosed-Line,

depending on Geospaial-Linelor-Code.
always is the locus for zero or one Geospa*a-Edge(s).
always is defined by one or more Geoupala-LIne-Polat(s).
always is assigned 2 (3eospatial-L11wTermlnal-Polnt(s).

Every Geospatlal-Lbw.Ending-Polnt
is a Geopatial-Llne-Termlnal-POWLn

always has a Geospatial-Line-Polnt.
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Every Geospatial-Line-Point
always has a Geospatial-Line.
always has a Geospatial-Point.
always serves as zero, one or many Goospatial-Line-Ending-Point(s).
always serves as zero, one or many Geospatial-Line,-Starting-Point(s).

Every Geospatial-Line-Starting-Point
is a Geospatial-Line-Terminal-Point.
always has a Geospatial-Line-Point.

Every Geospatial-Line-Terminal-Point
may be either

a Geospatial-Lineo-Ending-Point,
or a Geospatial-Line-Starting-Point,
depending on Geospatial-Line-Terminal-Point-Typo-Code.I

always has a Geospatial-Line.
always is the locus of zero, one or many Geospatial-Edge-Terminal-Node(s).

Every Geospatial-Node
is a Geospatial-Topological-Element.
always has a Geospatial-Point.I
always serves as zero, one or many Geospatia-Edge-Ending-Node*).
always serves as zero, one or many Geospatial-Edge-Starting-Node(s).

Every Geospatial-Open-Path
is a Geospatial-Path.

Every Geospatial-Path
is a Geospatlal-Topological-Element.
may be either

a Geospatlal-Open-Path,
or a Geospatial-Ring,
depending on Geospatial-Path-Typo-Code.

always is composed of one or more Geospatial-Path-Edge*).

Every Geospadial-Path-Edge
always has a Geospatial-Edge.I
always has a Geospatial-Path.
always is precedin ring edge in zeo or one Gaospatial-Path-Edge-Sequence(s).

always is succeeding ring edge in zero or one Geospatial-Path-Edge-Sequence(s).

Every Geospatial-Path-Edge-Sequence
always has a Geospatlal-Path-Edge.
always has a Geospatlal-Path-Edge.
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Every Geospatial-PointI is a Geospatial-Geometric-Element.
always serves as zero, one or many Geospatial-Loine-Point(s).
always is the location of zero or one Geospatial-Node(s).

always has its third dimension provided by zero or one Geospatial-Point-Elevation(s).

Every Geospatial-Point-Elevation

always has a Geospatial-Point.

Every Geospatial-Position-ElementI may be either
a Geospatial-Geometric-Element,
or a Geospatlal-Topological-Element,
depending on Geospatia-Position-Element-Type.Code.U always has an Organization.

Every Geospatial-Ring
is a Geospatial-Path.
always is used as zero, one or many Geospatial-Face-Ring(s).

I Every Geospatial-Shell
is a Geospatial-Topological-Element.
always is composed of one or more Geospatial-Shell-Face(s).

Every Geaospatlal-Shell-Face
always has a Geospatial-Face.

always has a Geospatial-SuI.61

Every Goospatial-SourcoI ~ ~always serves as zero, one or many Gesptial-Featur..Attlud WDeeail-Sources).
always serves as zeo, one or many Geospata-F~atreRApresutatonSource(s).

I Every Geospatial-Sufface-Reglon
is a Geaospatial-Gleometrlc-Eleme.zt

always is the locus of zero or one Geospatial-Face(s).

always has its wtent bounde by on. or more Geospatla-Surfac-Rgln-Boat~eL~)

Every Geospatial-Surfitglon-Bmunding-CloW-Ued-I may be either
a GeospatWa-External-Boundlng-Closed-Line,
or a Gospatlal-Internal-Dounding-4losed-Line,I ~ ~~dependin on Geoupatal-urface-Reglon-Boundlp-CloeedLne-Code.

always has a Geaospatial-losed-Line.
always has a Geospatial-Surface-Region.
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Every Geospatial-Topological-Element
is a Geospatial-Position-Element.
may be either

a Geospatial-Edge,
or a Geospatial-Face, or a eosptialNodI
or a Geospatial-Node,
or a Geospatia-Shell,

depending on Geospatial-Topological-Elemen-Type-Code.

Every Organization
always produces zero, one or many Geospatial-Feature-RePreSentation(s).I
always valietes zero, one or many GeosPatial-Feaiure-Reprsentatin-Validton(s).
always produces zero, one or many Geospatial-Position-Elem tS).
always is part of zero, one or many Organization-Country(s).I
always Is assigned zero, one or many ODrganization-Geospatia-FeanUn-AthtRbUe,-Relese,-

Restriction(s).
always is assigned zero, one or many Organizaton-Geospatia-Featur-Rapresentatio-Releas-

Restriction(s).

Every Organization-CountryI
always has a Country.
always has an Organization.

Every Organization-Geospatial-Featue-Attribute,-Ruleas-Restrictlon
may be an Organiztion-G spatial-Fe urv-AttributeUin-Consrabln,

depending on Organlzation-Geoaatia-Feature-Atrbute-ReleaslbitY-Code. 3
always has a Geospatial-Feature-Attribute.
always has an Organization.

Every Organiaton-Geosptia-Featureý-Attribute-UueConstrin
Is an O3rganizationGeospatial-FeaUffe-Aubte-xiRlease-Resftictlon

Every Organizaton Geosptia-Featur-Representaton-RaeIs-utlto
may be an Organlzaton-Geospatia-Feature-Rqeprsntation-Us&Ol~n

depending on Organizatlon-Geospaia-Featzze-Rm tgo en liyCd
always has a Goospatial-Featune-Rapresentatan.
always has an Organization.

Every OrganlzaionGespatWa-Featue-Represnation-Ua.-Comftralm
is an Org ob-Gspatal-Felepresen atl on-Ralm-mhtrldo

Every Security-ClassificationI
always is used as zero, one or amay Geoupatia-Fetur-AtUulbze-ScuurCltassfication(s).
always is used as zero, one or many GeospatWa-Featnrs-Repruuatatl-Seczrt-Classflcio(s).
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I
I DMA Data Model

The DMA fully attributed, normalized model is on pages 4-13 through 4-31. The glossary begins on
page 4-33 and is followed by the business rules on page 4-50. A guide to reading a data model is
located in Appendix A.

The DMA MC&G Standardization Pilot Project Data Model has the following page layout:I

I 1 2 3 4 S

6 7 8 9 10I
I
I
I
I
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I
Fully Attributed Entity Dermitions

ALTERNATF.GEOSPATIAL.FEATURE-RJEPSENTATION

An independent model of a geospatial feature. The data extraction process permits capturing different
representations of the same real world object. These representations are related to each other through
this entity.

CI

A geospatial feature representation that comprises an element of a complex geospatial feature
representation.

COUNTRY

A sovereign state. Typically an autonomous political unit; also called a nation.

This entity is only a shadow entity in the DMA Data Model. DMA believes it is not responsible for
defining and modeling the entity Country.

A constraint controlling the release of specific data about a geospatial feature. The constraint may
prohibit or permit said release to a country, as indicated by the country releasibility attribute.

COUNTRY.GEOSPATIAL.FEATURE-AT urR E-US..CONSTRAINT

"The limitations to the use a receiving country may make of specific information about a gespatial
feature.

A constraint controlling the release of a geospatial feature rn. The constraint may prohibit
or permit said release to a country, as indicated by the country releasibility attribute.

COUNTRY-GEOSPATIAL-FEATURE-REFItSESINTATION-USE-CONSTRAINT3

The limitation to the use a receiving country may make of a geospatial feature r e t

GEOSPATIA!L-CLOIA-LJNE

A non-self-intemsecting geospatial line specified by at least four geospatial points in which the
geospatial line starting point and the geospatial line ending point are the same.
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I
GEOSPATIAL-EDGE

A one-dimensional topological element bounded by one geospatial starting node and one geospatial
ending node and located by a geospatial line. A geosopatial edge is directed from start node to end
node. When an edge is a part of a more complex structure, its directionality may be used as the basis
for ideas such as "right' and 'left".

GEOSPATIAL-EDGE-ENDING-NODE

A geospatial node identified as the ending node of a geospatial edge.

I GEOSPATAL-EDGE-STARTING-NODE

A goospatial node identified as the starting node of a geospatial edge.

GEOSPATIAL-EDGE-TERMINAL-NODE

A geospatial node which is either the starting or ending node for a specific geospatial edge.
GEOSPATIAL.EXTERNAI-BOUNDING.CILOSED-LINE

The geospatial surface region bounding closed line which defines the exterior boundary of a geospatial
surface region.

IGEOSPATIAL-EXTERNAL-FACE-RING

The geospatial face ring which defines the exterior boundary of a geospatial face.

GEOSPATIAL-FACE

I A topological region enclosed by a geospatial ring. A geospatial facehas its locus defined by a
geospatial surface region.

I GEOSPATLAL-FACE-RING

The geospatial ring which is a boundary of a geospatial face. The ring may be an internal boundary.I Te ring may be the external boundary.

GEOSPATIAL-FEATURE

An identifiable object relative to the Earth's surface. A wide variety of identifiable objects exist on
and sometimes above or below the Earth's surface. Included among these are moveable or temporal
objects (trucks, command posts, etc.), and temporary structues (tents, shelters, etc.). While these
are of interest or concern from many perspectives, the geospatial perspective considers only those
features, natural and mam-made, that remain stationary or recur in the same place over a significant
length of time.
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II
GEOSPATIAL-eFEATURE-AITrUBTE

A characteristic of a geospatial feature. i
GEOSPATIAL-FEATRE,-ATIRIBUrE-CLASS

The generic description of a specific geospatial feature attribute. DIGEST provides a list of attribute
classes, codes and descriptors in Part 4 Annex B. Refer to the instance tables provided on Page 4-6
in Section 4 for a fuller understanding of how the model employs these concepts.

GFE)SPATIAJ-FEATURE-AITrRIBUTE-CLASS.QUAJIFIERi

Information that provides further detail within a geospatial feature attribute class that may be used for
geospatial feature c-aacterizaon. DIGEST provides the lists of available qualifier (value) codes and
descriptors in Part 4 Annex B. Refer to the instance tables provided on Page 4-6 in Section 4 for a
fuller understanding of how the model employs these concepts.
GEOSPATIAL.FEATURE.,ATrRIBUrF.,DESCRIPTOR I

"The variable length text string providing descriptive detail to a geospatial feature attribute as requiredb the attribute class. For example, the feature attribute class "Name' requires that the name of the

feature be provided as a text string. Refer to the instance tables provided on Page 4-7 in Section 4 afor a fuller understanding of how the model employs these concepts.

GEOSPATIAL-FEATURE-ATIRIDU .E-DErAIL

Information about a specific geospatial feature that provides a more detailed description of a
geospatial feature attribute. The detail is one of three types, which are geospatial feature attribute
descriptor, geospatial feature attribute memarmeat, and geospatial feature attrUite qualifier.
DIGEST Part 4 Annex B provides a list of standard values for each attribute. Refer to the instance
tables provided on Page 4-7 in'Section 4 for a fuller understanding of how the model employs thesed
concepts.

GEOSPATIAL-FEATURE-ATrRIBUrE-DETAL-SURCEi

Information about a specific source for determining a geopatial feature atribute detail.

G'EOSPATIAL-FEATUREAITIRIBUrE-MEASU~fl]Km4T

The measured value of a specific geopatial featr attrieaute. Rafe to the instance tables provided on
Page 4-7 in Section 4 for a fuller undersandiag of how the model employs these concepts.

"The specific geospatlal feature aribte class qualifier used to provide the detail description of a
specific geospatial feature attribute. Refer to the instance tables provided on Page 4-7 in Section 4 for I
a fuller understanding of how the model employs these concepts.

I
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I
GEOSPATIAL.•tFEATUEA •rI•=-EURTVCLASSIFICATION

I A security classification assigned to data about a geospatial feature attribute.

GEOSPATIAL-FEATURE-REPRESENTATION

A model of a geospatial feature. The model provides geometric and descriptive character.stics of the
feature. The geometric portion of the model portrays the feature's size, shape, position and
connectivity using geometric and topologic elements. The descriptive portion of the model contains
attribute detail descriptions, attribute qualifiers, and attribute measurements.

I GEOSPATIAL-FEATURE-RIRtESENTATION-GEOMETRY

The association between a geospatial fuature reprsntation and its geospatial geometric element.

GEOSPATIAL-FEATURE-REPRESENTATION.-IDENTIFICATKON-ACCURACY

The probability that the geospatial feature code has been correctly assigned to a geospatial feature
representtion.

I The classification assigned to a geospatial feature mpeepgmation.

The geospatial source from which information about a geospatial feature was extracted.

GEOSPATIAL-EATIIREaREPRFSSENTATION.VALUDATION

i The finding that a geospatial feature representation is complete.

3 GEOSPATIAL-EATURE-RF E ATION-VERTICAL-ACCURACY

Information about the errors associated with the deteminaton of the elevation of geospatial points
used in the geospatial feature e na geometry.

GEOSPATIAL-GEOMETIC-ELEMENT

A componen of a geospatal fare represetion which provides infomation about size, shape, and
position. A geometric element may have a topologic element associated with It.
GEOSATIAL-INTERNAL-DOUNDING-cO I)-NE

A geospatlal surface region bounding dosed line used as an interior boundary of a geoqplal surface
region.
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I
GEOSPATIA-fINTERNAL-FACE-RING

A geospatial face ring used as an interior boundary of a geospatial face.

GEOSPATIAL-LINE

One of three types of geometric element, defined by a set of geospatial points in an ordered sequence.
T'he defining points are connected by straight line segments.

GEOSPATIA.LAINE-ENDING-POINT

A geospatial line termina point identified as the last point in a sequence of points that defines ai
geospatial line.

GBOSPATIAL-LINE-POINT i
A geospatial point that is part of a set used in defining a geospatial line.

GROSPATIAL-LINE-STARTING-POINT

A geospatial line terminal point identified as the first point in a sequence of points that defines a

geospatia line.

GEOSPATIAL-LINE-TERMINAL-POINT
/

There are exactly two geospatial points designated terminal points for each line. One geospatial point
is aterminal end point and one is a termlnal start point.

GEOSPATIAL-NODE

A zero dimensional topological primitive used to define topologic relationships. A geospatial node is
always associated with a geospatial point.

G'EOSPATL4A-PAT

A swt of edges connected at their terminal nodes, sucd that no node is shared by more than two edges
of th se..

GEOSPATIAL-PATH-E)GE

A geospatial edge used as a component of a geospatial path.

G]OSPATIALUATH-}DGE-S•EUBNCE

Information about the order of the assenbly of a geospatlal path. This entity asociat a geoupatial
edge used as a geospatlal path edge to the succeeding geospatial edge in the path.
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I
GEOSPATIAL-POINT

""The zero dimensional primitive that assigns the geodetic position. Latitude, longitude, and elevation,

if available, are defined in WGS 84. (See DMA Technical Report 8350.2.)

IGEOSPATIAL-POINT-ELEVATION

A geospatial point elevation assigns an elevation to a geospatial point. The elevation is referenced to
mean sea level.

GEOSPATIAL-POSITION-ELEMEqT

An element of geometry or topology used for real or conceptual delineations relative to the surface of
the earth. Geometric elements include geospatial point, geospatial line, and geospatial surface region.
Topologic elements include geospatial node, geospatial edge, geospatial face, geospatial shell, and
geospatial path.

GEOSPATIAMLRING

A dosed geospatial path. In a dosed geospatial path, every geospatial terminal node in the path is
shared by two of the edges that make up the path. A geospatial ring bounds a geospatial face.

GEOSPATLAL4EL

I An open connected set of two or 'more geospatial faces.

GFOSPATIAL-USELL-FACE

Information that a specific geospatial face is a member of a set that composes a geospatial shell.

I GEOSPATIAL-SOURCE

Data of any type from which geospatial feature information can be extracted. Sources include, but
are not limited to, ground control, aerial and twrestrial photographs, sketches, maps, and charts;
topographic, hydrographic, hypsographic, magnetic, geodetic, oceanographic, and meteorological
information; intelligence documents and written reports pertamining to natural and man-made fmma s
of the arm to be mapped or charted.

Thls entity is only a shadow entity in the DMA Data Model. DMA believes that it does not fall
within the scope of this project to define and model the entity Geospatial-Source.

GEOSPATIAL-SURFACE-REGION

A bounded segment of a specified surface. A geospatial surface region may be bounded by a
geompatai surface region dosed line. When a geospatial surface region is the location of a geospatial
face, the locd of the geospatial edges which make up the geospatial face ring are the geospatial lines
which bound the geospatial surface region.

I
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I
GEOSPATIAL-.SURFACE-REGION-BOUNDING-C •NLOSED-

A geospatial surface region dosed line that bounds a geospatial surface region.

GEOSPATIAL-TOPOLOGICAL-ELEMET

A primitive that defines connectivity and relationship of the parts of the geospatial position elements.
Every topological element has an appropriate association to a geometric element. i

OPEN-GEOSPATIAL-PATH

A geospatial path in which all but two of the geospatial nodes are shared by two geospatial edges. I
ORGANIZATION

An administrative structure constituted to accomplish a goal, purpose or mission. (Reference
Working Draft of DoD Enterprise Model; February 1993.)

"T'his entity is only a shadow entity in the DMA Data Model. DMA believes it is not responsible for

defining and modeling the entity Organization.

ORGANIZATION-COUNTRY

The primary association between an organization and a country. The association is used to determine 3
disclosures of information, limited by country.

A constaint controlling the release of specific geospatial feature attribute data. The constraint may
prohibit or permit said release to an organization, as indicated by the country releasibility sttnrbute.

ORGANIZATION-GEOSPATIAL-FE.ATUEATI'RUIEPUS-CO rRAINT

"The limitations to the use a receiving organization may make of specific information about a I
geospata feat atiute.

A constraint controlling the release of a geospatial feature repesentation. The constraint may prohibit
or permit said release to an organization, as indicated by the organization releasibility attribute.

The limitations to the use a receiving organzation may make of a geospatlal feature rePr Ion

SECURmIT-CLASSIFnCATION

Information established by an authoritative body about a level of contol of information disclosure.

I
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The identifier that denotes an alternate geospatial feature represenaton.

Component-GCospaual-Feature-PRapresmntaton-Idmntifiur

The identifier that denotes a geospatial feature that is a component of another geospatial feature

repr esentation.

Ihe identifier that denotes a geospatial feature rersntto that contains other geoupatla featureI~ ~ ~A rIrsnain as cofmpoets.

CoNtry-Code

The code that denotes a country as specified by MIPS PUB 10-3.

CoitiyGeopatal-Feaftue-Attribute-RdemseRestriction-Date

The, date on which a country geospatial feature amttrbte releas restriction was established.

Country-Gaospatala-Feature-R~eprsntatlom-Reeuse-Rutrldom-Date

The, date on which a country geospatial feature release restriction was established.

I The geospatial line identifier that denotes a geospatial dosed line.

GemspatialEdge-Idmntifier

The, geospatial topological element identifier that denotes, a geospatial edge.

Iaa-deTvna-oeTpCd
The code that demote a geospatial edge terminal node type. Thke type may be a geospatla edgeI ~startin~g node. The type may be a geospatlal edge ending node.

Geospatala-Face.Jdmndfle

The geoupatial topological eleamen identifier that denotes, a geospatial face.
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Geespatial-Feature-Attribute-Class-Code

The code that denotes a geospatial feature attribute class. DIGEST Part 4 Annex B provides a list of
standard feature attribute codes.

Geospatlal-Feature-Attribute-Ca i-Qulifler-Code

The code that denotes a qualifier of the selected geospatial feature attribute class. DIGEST Part 4
Annex B provides lists of standard feature attribute qualifier codes. Refer to the instance tables
provided elsewhere in Section 4 for a fuller understanding of how the model employs these concepts.

Gempa&FealFtur-Attribute-Detll-ldenflfer

"The identifier that denotes the role name for geospatial feature attribute class code, geospatial feature
representation producer organization identifier, and geospatial feature representation identifier.

GeUpatial-Feature-Attribute-DealI-Sequence-ldentflier

"The sequence identifier that distinguishes between several geospatial feature attribute descriptor texts
that exist for the same geospatial feature attribute detail type code.

Geespadal-Featue-Attribute-Detal-Type-Code

A code that denotes a type of geospatial feature attribute detail. The code denotes one of three types
of geospatial feature attribute detdil, which are geospatial feature attribute descriptor, geospatial
feature attribute measurement, and geospatial feature attribute qualifier.

Geospatal-Feture-Attribute-Seazity-Classlfication-Effecdtve-Date

The date on which the geospatial feature attribute security classification was established.

Geospatia]-Feature-Code

The code that denotes a specific geospatial feature type. Standard codes are listed in DIGEST Part 4
Annex A.

Gei11p111Fmiure-epremtation-ldeiert

The identifier that uniquely represents a geospatial feature rn produced by a specific
geospatial feature representation producer organization.I

Gm Mulal-Feture.-Reprumtation-ldmtlflcktion-Aecyra -EffedveDte

The date on which the geospatial feature representation identification accuncy wa assigned.

GeesimtlýiFesture-Rqepsmtation-Prda-Op•~oo-ldkemifrw

The identifier that denotes an organization as the producer of a geospatial feature represtation.
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Gespatial-Feature-Representatlon-Security-Classlflcation-Effective-Date

The date on which the geospatial feature representation security classification was established.

Geospatial-Feature-Representafion-VaHdation-Date

The, date on which a geospatial feature representation validation is effective.

GeIpatl-Geometie-Element-ldenfler

The geospatial position element identifier that denotes a geospatial geometric element. It is the role
name for geospatial position element producer organization identifier and geosDatial position element
identifier.

Geospatial-Llne-Identlfier

The geospatial geometric element identifier that denotes a geospatial line.

Geospatlal-LJne-Point-Sequence-Identlfler

The identifier that denotes the position of a specific geospatial line point, ordering the set of
geospatial line points that make up a geospatial line.

Geuspalal-Une-Twmnlna-Point-Type-Code

The code th' denotes a geospatial line terminal point type. The types are geospatial line starting
point and geospatial line ending point.

Geospatia&Node-Identflfer

The geospatial topological element identifier that denotes a geospatial node.

Gewspatlai-Path-ldentirler

The geospatial topological element identifier that represents a geospatial path.

Geupatai-Polnt-Iduutfier

The geospatial geometric element identifier that denotes a geospatial point.

Geosmpaal-Posltlon-Flement-Idmntifler

The identifier that denotes a specific geospatial position clement. Tle producer organization assigns a
unique identifier to each instance of geospatial position element.

Geospatlai-Pesition-Element-Producw-Organmzatlon-ldentifier

The organization identifier that represents a geospatial position element producer organization. Tle
organization identifier is used as part of the identification of a geospatial position element.

I..
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Geospatial-Preceding-Path-Edge-ldentifier

The identifier that denotes a geospatial edge that immediately precedes another edge in the sequence
of edges that make up a path.

Geospatial-Ring-ldentifier

The geospatial topological element identifier that denotes a geospatial ring. I
Geopatial-Shell-dentflier

The geospatial topological element identifier that denotes a geospatial shell.

Geaspatial-Source-Identdrier I
"ITe identifier that denotes data of any type from which geospatial feature information can be
extracted. The identifier will be more clearly defined when Source is modeled more completely.

Geospatlal-Surface-Region-Boundlng-Closed-Line-Code

The code that denotes the type of geospatial surface region bounding closed line. There are two
types: geospatial external bounding closed line and geospatial internal bounding dosed line.

Geospatla-ace-Region-ldentlfier

"The geospatial geometric element identifier that denotes a geospatial surface region.

Geospatlal-Topologlcal-FJement-ldentlfier

"The geospatial position element identifier that denotes a geospatial topological element. It is the role
name for geospatial position element producer organization identifier and geospatial position element
identifier.

Open-GespaitaI-Path-Idedflfer

The geospatial topological element identifier that demotes an open geospatial path.

Organlzatlon-Identfier

The identifier that denotes an organization.

OrgantiWospatla-Fmture-Attrlbute-Ralweutrilcom-Date I
"lhe date on which an organizatim geospatial feature atribute release restriction was established.

The date on which an organization geos feature rep entation release restriction was established.
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I
I Security-Classification-Code

The code that denotes a level of a classification.

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
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Non-Key Attribute Def'nitions

Country-Geespatlal-Feature-Attribute-Releasibllty-Code

The code that denotes whether a country can receive information about a geospatial feature attribute.
If the value is yes, the geospatial feature attribute may be given to persons or organizations
representing that country, but it may be subject to constraints expressed by the organization geospatial
feature attribute release restriction and country geospatial feature attribute use constraint. If the value
is no, the geospatial feature attribute may not be given to any person or organization representing the
country.

Country Gedspatl-Feature-Attribute-Use-Constralnt-Statemmt-Text

The text identifying the limits to the uses a receiving country may make concerning the gospatial
feature attribute.

Country-Geospatial-Feature-Representation-Reimsiblity-Code 3
The code that denotes whether a country can receive a geospatial feature representation.
If the value is yes, the geospatial feature representation may be given to persons or organizations
representing that country, but it may be subject to constraints expressed by the organization geospatial
feature representation release restriction and country geospatial feature representation use constraint.
If the value is no, the geospatial feature representation may not be given to any person or
organization representing the country.

Country GeospatiaI-Feature-Reresetation-Use-Coatalnt-Statmmt-Text

The text identifying the limits to the uses a receiving country may make concerning the geospatial

feature representation.

GewspatlaI-Edge-Direction-Code

The code that denotes the direction in which an edge is traversed when that edge is a component of a
geospatial path. Normal traversal of a geospatial edge is from geospatial edge starting node to
geospatial edge ending node. When an edge is part of a path, it may be traversed in the opposite
direction.

GempataFace-R-ng-Code

The code that demotes the type of a geospatial face ring. There are two types: geospatial external
face ring and geospatial internal face ring.

Gewpi&Fla-mue-bnvAttribute-Cl)s-Depdoi-Tet

"The text that describes the geospatial feature attribute class. These descriptions are provided in
DIGEST Part 4 Annex B. Refer to the instance tables provided elsewhere in Section 4 for a fuller
understanding of how the model employs these concepts.
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GeospatlaI-Feature-Attribute-Class-Name

The name of a geospatial feature attribute class. A list of these names is provided in DIGEST Part 4
Annex B. Refer to the instance tables provided elsewhere in Section 4 for a fuller understanding of
how the model employs these concepts.

Geespalal-Feature-AttributeL-Cass-Qualfir-Desriptlou-Tet

I The text that describes a geospatial feature attribute class qualifier. These descriptions are provided
in DIGEST Part 4 Annex B. Refer to the instance tables provided elsewhere in Section 4 for a fuller
understanding of how the model employs these concepts.

Geospatla-Feature-Attribute-Desaiptor-Tedt

I The text of the geospatial feature attribute descriptor as required by DIGEST Part 4 Annex B. Refer
to the instance tables provided elsewhere in Section 4 for a fuller understanding of how the model
employs these concepts.

Geospatial-Feature-Attribute-Detail-Measured-Quantlty

The quantity of the measured value for the geospatial feature attribute detail. The required units of
measure are stated in DIGEST Part 4 Annex B. Refer to the instance tables provided elsewhere in
Section 4 for a fuller understanding of how the model employs these concepts.

I Gesplal-Feature-Attribute-D6 -Unit-Of-Masu- Text

"Tle text describing the value of a geospatial feature attribute detail. These descriptions are provided
in DIGEST Part 4 Annex B. Refer to the instance tables provided elsewhere in Section 4 for a fuller
understanding of how the model employs these concepts.

GeIspafil-Feak e-IMmfon-Text

The text describing the distinguishiug characteristics of a geospatial feature.

Geespaftla-Feature-Repreumntaflou-Exbraction-Date

The date on which a geospatlal feature representation was produced by a compilation from source
data.
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I
Gespatial-Feature-Representafion-Horiental-Accuracy-Quantity

The quantity providing circular error bounds at the 90% confidence level for the geospatial point I
horizontal position.

When the horizontal position of an identified object is stated in latitude-longitude measurements (phi-
lambda), this places the object horizontally with respect to the Earth's surface in an Earth-Centered
fixed coordinate system. The error associated with this process expresses the uncertainty with which
the phi-lambda values provided are correct.

DMA states this rror as a circular error (A phi = A lambda) at the 90% confidence level indicating
that 90% of the placement measurements in a set of measurements with the same circular error will
be correct to within the radius of the error circle.

Geospatlal-Feature-Represntation-Idenflfcatlon-acucy-Percmt-Quantlty

The quantity expressing the probability that the geospatial feature code has been correctly assigned to
a geospatial feature representation; the probability is expressed as a percentage.

Geespafial-Feature-Representafion-Validatlng-Organlzafiou-ldentlfier

"The identifier that denotes the organization that validated a geospatial feature representation. I
Gespat-Fewture-Repremtatlon-Ve c&al-cmcy-Quanflty

"I'he quantity providing linear error bounds at the 90% confidence level for geospatial point
elevations.

When DMA provides a vertical measurement positioning an object with respect to its height, above or
below mean sea level, the measurement is accompanied by an error bound, ± A h.

The interpretation of A h is: In a set of vertical measurements, DMA is confident that 90% of the
stated values will be within ± A h of the true value.

Gemspaftla-Geometc-Eleniat-T" Code

"The code that denotes a geospatial geometric element type. There are three types: point, surface
region, and line. I

The code tha denotes tha a geospatla line is a geospatial closed line.
Gewp d4W-LT~e-CtrCodeI

The code that demotes the type of a geospatlal path. There me two tpes: geospatial ring and open.
geospatial pth.

I
I
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I
GeospatLal-Point-Elevation-Dimension

The elevation of a geospatial point in meters above or below mean sea level.

Gemosptial-Point-Latitude4Coordinate

One of the coordinates that identifies the location of a geospatial point. The latitude is the angle
between the plane of the geodetic equator and the normal to the ellipsoid at a point (measured positive
north from the geodetic equator, negative south). [DMA Technical Report 8350.2 - WGS 84]

Geisptial-PoInt-Lengltude-Co nate

One of the coordinates that identifies the location of a geospatial point. The longitude is the angle
between the plane of the Zero Meridian and the plane of the geodetic meridian of the point (measuredin the plane of the geodetic equator, positive from 00 to 1800 E, and negative from 00 to 1800 W).[DMA Technical Report 8350.2 - WGS 84]

i Gempstlal-Pestlon-Elemnt-Ezttdctlon-Date

The date on which a geospatial position element was produced by a compilation from source datL

Geospadai-Pedton-Elememt-Type-Code

The code that denotes a type of geospatial position element. 7he type may be a geospatial topological
element. The type may be a geospatial geometric element.

GewupadAlu ceedln th-Edge-Identifler

"The geospatial edge identifier that denotes a geospatial edge that immediately succeeds another
geospatial edge in the sequence of geospatial edges that make up a geospatial path.

Geespatal-Topologcial-Element-Type-Code

i Th'ne code that denotes a geospatial topological element type. The five types are: shell, face, path,

edge, and node.

iCkpnlzadon-Gewpaa-Fean*Attribu-e - W-1.2 d

The code that denotes whether an organization can receive information about a geospatial feature
attribute. If the value is yes, the geospatial feature attribute may be given to organizations or
persons representing those organizations, but it may be subject to constraints expressed by the
organization geospatlal feature attribute release restriction and country geospatlal feature attribute use
constrat. If the value is no, the goospatial feature attribute may not be given to any organizations or
persons representing those organiations.I
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I
Organization-Geospatlal-Feature-Attribute-Use-Constraint-Statement-Text

A text that describes the limits to the uses a receiving organization may make concerning the
geospatial feature attribute.

Organizatlon-Geepatial-Feature-Representation-Releasibility-Code

The code that denotes whether an organization can receive a geospatial feature representation. If the
value is yes, the geospatial feature may be given to organizations or persons representing those
organizations, but it may be subject to constraints expressed by the organization geospatial feature
representation release restriction and country geospatial feature representation use constraint. If the
value is no, the geospatial feature representation may not be given to any organizations or persons
representing those organizations.

Orgnlzation-Gesmpatial-Fature-Represuutation-Use Constrahnt-Statemrnet-Text I
The text that describes the limits to the uses a receiving organizbaion may make concerning the
geospatial feature representation.

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
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Every Alterate-Geospatial-Feature-Represetaion
always has a Geospatial-Featur e-Representation.
always has a Geospatial-Feature-Representation.

Every Component-Geospatial-Feature-Representaton
always has a Geospatial-Feature-Representation.
always has a Geospatial-Feature-Representation.

Every CountryI always is assigned zero, one or many Country-Gospatial-Featuroý-Altrlute-Releaso-Rutiction(s).
always is assigned zero, one or many CountryGeosptia-Featur-R~aprsntaion-Relmea-

Restriction(s).

always is part of zero, one or many Organization-Country(s).

Every Country-Geosptia-Featue-Attribute-Releae-RestrictionI may be a Countr- spatial-Feature,-AttributeUse-Constraint,
depending on Country-wotia-Featur.-AttnlbuteReleaslblity-Code.

always has a Country.I always has a Geospatial-Feature-Attribute.

Every Countreosipatia-Feature-Atzribut.-Use-ConstrainUis a Countr- spat a-FeatrsA tnute R elease-Restriction.

Every Count eosmpatial-Feature-Rapresntation-Releae-Restriction
may be a CounrayGeospatial-Feature-Representation-Use-Constint,

depending on Counr~y-Geosptia-Feamtur-Represntaton-Releaslbfilt-Code.
always has a Country.
always has a Geospatial-Featuroý-Representation.

Every Country-GeospatWa-Feature-Reprenati~on-Use-Consftran
is a CountyGeospatia-Feature-Representation-Releae-Restrctio

Every Geospatial-Closed-Line
is a Geospatial-Line.

always is used as zero, one or many Geospatia-Surfac&e-Rgln-Dounding-Cloued-Llne&).

Every Geospata-EdgeI ~is a Geospatial-Topological-Element.
always has a (3eospatial-Llne.
always is assigned 2 Geospatial-Edge-Terminal-Node(s).

Always is used, as zero, one or many Geoupatia-Path-Edes*).

Every Geoupiatll-Edge-Ending-NodeI is a Geospatial-Edgo-Terminal-Node.
always has a Geospatial-Node.
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Every Geospatial-Edge-Starting-Node
is at Geospatial-Edge-Terminal-Node.
always has a Geospatial-Node.

Every Geospatial-Edge-Terminal-Node
may be either

a Geospatial-Edge-Ending-Node,
or a Geospatial-Edge-Starting-Node,

depending on Ge'ospatia-Edge-Termnal-Node-Type-Code.
always has a Geospatial-Edge.
always has a Geospatial-Line-Terminal-Point.

Every Geospazia-Externa-Bounding-Closed-Line
is a Geospatial-Surface-Region-Bounding-Closed-Line.

Every Geospatial-External-Face-Ring
is a Geospatial-Face-Ring.

Every Geospatial-Face,
is a Geospatial-Topological-Element.
always has a Geospatial-Surface-Region.I
always is bounded by one or more Geospatial-Face-Ring(s).
always is used as zero, one or many Geospatial-Sheil-Face(s).

Every Geospatial-Face-Ring
may be either

a Geospatial-External-Face-Ring,
or a Geospatial-Jnternal-Face-Ring,
depending on Geospatial-Face-Ring-Code.

always has a Geospatial-Face.

always has a Geospatial-Ring.

Every Geospatial-Feature
always establishes the type of zero, one or many GeospalW-Featueý-Represetation(s).

Every Geospatlal-Feature-Attribute
always has a Geospazial-Featuro-Attribute-Class.
always has a Geospatial-FeamzrRepresemtation.
always has distribution restricted by zero, one or many CouWxy-3ospatla-Fehtur-AUribut.

Release-Restriction(s).I
always Is provided one or more Geospatial-Femamor-Attribute-Detuil(s).
always Is asigned one or mmr Geospazla-Few-AUrlbt.-Securhy-Causications).
always has distribution restricted by zero, one or many rah on3 ptWF m*AWu-

Every GeospaWa-Featuro-Attlut.Claus
always describes zero, one or many Geospatial-Feature-Altribute(s).
always is the basis for zero, one or may Geospatia-Peatu.Attribte-Clas-Qualfler(s).
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Every Geospatial-Fcature-Attribute-Class-QualifierI always has a Ueospatial-Feature-Attribute-Class.
always defines zero, one or many Geospatial-Feature-Attribute-Qualifler(s).

Every Geospazia-Feature-Attribute-DescriptorI is a Geospatial-Feature-Attribute-Detail.

Every Geospatia-Feature-Attribute-Detail
may be either

a Geospatia-Feature-Attribute-Descriptor,
or a Geospazia-Feature-Attribute-Measurement,
or a Geospatia-Feature-Attribute-Qualifier,
depending on Geospatial-Feature-Attribute-Detail-Typo-Code.

always has a Geospatial-Feature-Attribute.

always was extracted firom zero, one or many Geosatl-Feature-Attribute-Detai-Source(s).

Every Geospatia-Featureý-Attribute-Detail-SourceI ~always has a Geospatial-Feature-Attribute-Detal.
always has a Geospatial-Source.

Every Geosp al-Feature-AttributeMeasurement
is a Geospta-Feature-Attribute-Detail.

Every Geospatia-Featur.-Atzribupe-Qualifier
is a Geospatia-Feature,-Attribute-Detail.
always has a Gesatia-Feature.-Attribute-Class-Qualifler.

Every Geospatial-Feafture-Attribute-Security-Classlflcation
always has a Geospatial-Feature-Attribute.
always has a Security-Classification.

Every Geospatial-Feature-Representation
always has an Organization.
always has a Geospatial-Feature.
always is also represented by zero, one or many Mlternte-Gespatia-Feature-Rapresentation(s).
always is identified as zero, one or many Mlterate.Oeospatial-Featue-Representation(s).Ialways Is a composite of zero, one or many Comnponuuz-Geospadal-Feav~q snao~)
always is also represented by zero, one or many Componen-Geospati-Feature-Rapresetatio(s).
always has distribution restricted by zero, one or many Country-GeoepatWa-Feature-Rapresenatlon-I Release-Restriction(s).
always is characterized by zero, one or many Geospatial-Feature-Attulbute(s).
always is composed of zero or one Geospatia-Feeuu-Representatlon-Geometry(s).I ~ ~~always Is assigned zero, one or many Geospadal-Feature-Rapresentation-Identlficatlon-Accurac(s).
always is classified by one or more Geosatia-Feazre-Repruesetation-Securl-Classlfication*).
always was extracted from one or more GeosatWa-Featur-Repreentatlon-Source(s).I ~ ~~always undergoes zero, one or many Geospatial-FeatreReprseatation-Valiadaon(s).
always has distribution restricted by zero, one or many Organization-Geospatial-Feature

Raresentation-Release-Restrlction(s)
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Every Geospatial-Feature-Representation-Geometry
always has a Geospatial-Feature-Representation.
always has a Geospatial-Geometric-Element.
always is assigned zero or one Geospatial-Feafure-Representaton-Vertical-Accuracy(s).

Every Geospatial-Feature-Representation-Identfication-Accuracy
always has a Geospatial-Feature-Representation.

Every Ge atal-Feat Representation-Security-Classification
always has a Geospatial-Featwe-Representation.
always has a Security-Classification.

Every Geospatial-Featur-Representation-Source
always has a Geospatial-Feature-Representation.

always has a Geospatial-Source.

Every Geosatia-FeatreRepresetaton-Validation
always has a Geospatia-Feature-Representation.I
always has an Organization.

Every Geospatia-FeaureRepresentation-Vertical-AccuacyI
always has a Geospazia-Feature-Representaton-Geometry.

Every Geospatial-Geometric-Element
is a Geospatial-Position-Element.
may be either

a Geospatial-Line,I
or a Geospatial-Point,
or a Geospatial-Surface-Region,

depending on Geospatia-Geometric-Element-Type-Code.
always is part of zero, one or many Gestal-FeazureReproesetaton-Geomnetry(s).

Every Geosatial-Jnterna-Bounding-Closed-Line
is a Geospatia-Surface-Region-Bounding-Closed-Line.

Every Geosatial-Internal-Face-Ring
is a Geospatial-Face-Ring.I

Every Geospatial-Line
is a Geospatial-Geometrlc-Element.
may be a Geospatial-Closed-Line,

depending on Geospatial-Line-Closure-Code.
always is the locus for zero or one Geospatial-Edge(s).I
always is defined by one or more Geospatial-Line-Point(s).
always is assigned 2 Geospatial-Line-Terminal-Polnt(s).

Every Geospatial-Line-Ending-Point
is a Geospatial-Llne-Terminal-Point.

always has a Geospatial-Lino-Point.
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Every Geospatial-Line-PointalashsaIopta-ie
always has a Geospatial-Loine.
always harvs as eo n rmn Geospatial-Point.nkoit~)
always serves as zero, one or many Geospatial-Line-Endring-Point(s).

Every Geospatial-Line-Starting-Point
is a Geospatial-Line-Terminal-Point.K always has a Goospatial-Lmne-Point.

Every Geospatial-Line-Terminal-Point
may be either

a Geospatial-Line-Ending-Point,
or a Geospatial-Line-Starting-Point,
depending on Geospatial-Line-Terminal-Point-Type-Cod.

always has a Geospatial-Line.
always is the locus of zero, one or many Geospatial-Edgo-Terminal-Node(s).

Every Geospatial-Node
is a Geospatial-Topological-Element.I always has a Geospatial-Point.
always serves as zero, one or many Geospatial-Edge-Ending-Node(s).
always serves as zero, one or many Geospatial-Edge-tarting-Node(s).

Every Geospatial-Open-Path
is a Geospatial-Path.

Every Geospatial-Path
is a Geospatial-Topological-Element.I may be either

a Geospatial-Open-Path,
or a Geospatial-Ring,
depending on Geospatial-Path-Type-Code.

always is composed of one or moe Geospatial-Path-Edge*).

Every Geospatlal-Path-EdgeI always has a Geospatial-Edge.
always has a Geospatial-Path.
always is preceding ring edge in zero or one Geospatial-Path-Edge-Seupence(s).

always is succeeding ring edge in zero or one Geospatial-Path-Edge-Sequence(s).

Every Geosatial-Path-Edge-SequenceI always has a Geospatlal-Path-Edge.
always has a Geospatlal-Path-Edge.
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Every Geospatial-Point
is a Geospatial-Geometric-Element.I
always serves as zero, one or many Geospatial-Line-Point(s).
always is the location of zero or one Geospatial-Node(s).
always has its third dimension provided by zero or one Geospatial-Point-Elevation(s).

Every Geospatial-Point-Elevation
always has a Geospatial-Point.I

Every Geospatial-Position-Element
may be either

a Geospatial-Geometric-Element,
or a Geospatial-Topological-Element,
depending on Geospatial-Position-Element-Type-Code.

always has an Organization.

Every Geospatial-Ring
is a Geospatial-Path.I
always is used as zero, one or many Geospatial-Face-Ring(s).

Every Geospatial-ShellI
is a Geospatial-Topological-Element.
always is composed of one or more Geospatial-Shell-Face(s).3

Every Geospatial-Shell-Face
always has a Geospatial-Face.

always has a Geospatial-Shell.
Every Geospatial-Source

always serves as zero, one or many Geospatial-Feaure,-Auribt.-Detail-Source(s).I
always serves as zero, one or many Geospatial-Featue-Reprmaetation-Source(s).

Every Geospatial-Surface-Region
is a Geospatial-Geometric-Element.

always is the locus of zero or one Geospatial-Face(s).
always has its extent bounded by one or more Geospatial-Surfaceý-Region-Bounding-Closed-Linegs).

Every Geoipatia-Surfaceý-Region-Dounding-Closed-Line
may be either

a Geospatia-External-Bounding-Closed-Line,
or a Geospatia-Interna-Bounding-Closed-Line,
depending on GeosatWa-Surame,-Regin-Bounding-aloued-Line-Code.

always has a Geospatdal-Closed-Line.I
always has a GeosptialSurfceRpgion.
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Every Geospatial-Topological-Element
is a Geospatial-Position-Element.
may be either

a Geospatial-Edge,I or a Geospatial-Face,
or a Geospatial-Node,
or a Geospatial-Path,I or a Geospatial-Shell,

depending on Geospatial-Topological-Element-Type-Code.

3 Every Organization
always produces zero, one or many Geospatial-Feature-Representation(s).
always validates zero, one or many Geospatial-Feature-Rprwesntation-Validation(s).
always produces zero, one or many Geospatial-Position-Element(s).
always is part of zero, one or many Organization-Country(s).
always is assigned zero, one or many Orgainizaon-Gewati-Featue-Attiute-Release-

Restriction(s).
always is assigned zeo, one or many Organization-Geospatia-&satur-RePresentaton-Rel~Is

I ~Every Organizaton-Country
always has a Country.

1 always has an Organization.
Every Organization-G spatial-Feature-Attribute-Release-Restriction

may be an Organization-Geospatia-Featueý-Attribute-Use-Constaint,
depending on Organization-Gespatial-Feature-Attribute-Releslbility-Coe.

always has a Geospatial-Feature-Attribute.
always has an Organization.

Every Organization-Geosptia-Feture-Afttrbt-Uue-Consrain
is an Organzation-Geospatia-FeatreAttibt-RWelee-Resticin.

I ~Every Organizaton-Geosatia-Feture-Represnation-RalaseRestiction
may be an Organizaion Geosati-Feautur-Reresentaton-Use-Constrint

depending on Organization-Geosptia-Feaair-RWeprsnaion-Relalbility-COde.
always has r- Geospatlal-Feature-Representation.
always has an Organization.

I ~Every Organlzatln-Geospatial-Feature-Represnation-Use-Constrin
is an Organio~Geospatal-Feaute-Roprstaion-Releae-estrcion.

I ~Every Security-Classification
always is used as zero, one or many Geospatial-FeatureAtrlbte-Securit-Cassiflcation(s).I ~ ~always bs used as zero, one or many Geospatial-Featur-Rqreentation-Securit-Cassification(s).
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FAX

TO Iris YAmenFX4 Feb 94,

FROM Beth Driver I
FAX 703 285,,9396
Voice 703 285-9222

SUB=-r. Discussion topics for Complex Data Task Force

Iris-I

Here are a couple topics I'd be Interested In having the Complex Data Task Fore dscs. I
gather from our discnuion that the group may have already Identified them.

"* What is the relationship between mets-data for"instance data" (as I think you an
using the term--thng like specific featum or attributes) and that for "wholes" that
represent a larger picture, not merely an aggregate of feautures have used the I
example of a map or digital data set that purports to be a picture of selected aspects
of a geographic area. One reason for conceun: we draw conclusions about the
abserce of data and the relatioshi p between features from the whole, not from the
Individual featues For example, a I see no acms to a limited acess highway I
between two l•tons, I would conclude they don't exist. I would suggest that"completeness" measures, for example, (oftmi cosiddered a part of currency
evaluations of MC&G data) need a well-defined footprlnt, as do any "truth In
packaging" ite= that are based on sampling or Matstical an•ys•.

"* How can we verify the usefulnem of metadata definitions; for ample, how wll
applications software use the data provided in metadata fields? Perhps enerating
sample values would help us undentmnd and organze this. I

"* How much (at what level of gmnuluity) metadata can M&S systems process? What
ar the priorities? Is there a need for selected attributes at high degre of Fanularity
(e.g., attribute level for soms attributes) and other attributes only at a more
genralized level, emn though it woul be pmeft to pmvtde them at the kw 1eve!.

I

1•1of1I I
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DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE

I Data Standardization and

I Data Reuse Guidance

| for

| Complex Data ElementsI
I

Draft

I
9 Febaiwy 1994

Office of te Assistant Seamy of Defense for Commad, ComoL

Cominbass, and Inteffigem~
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1. This document decrbes management guidelines and logical data models for

captuning and sharing information about four categories of complex data elements and data

concepts:

&. Com Dmlemen= Data elements that embed intelligence about i

multiple concepts in their names, definitions, and domains.

b. Drivation Data elements representing concepts computed, aggregated,

transformed, or inferred from the values of one or more other data elements. i

C. Dm.Sam Ordered bits or characr formatted to represent infomnion

in a variety of forms (e.g., graphic, voice, text document, and spreadsheet).

d. Assmblies. Data entities comprising inances of data which relate to other

instances of data within the same entity (e.g., roadi, buildings, equipment part assemblies, and

organizations).

2. The models presented can capture information needed to: I

a. Improve orgniztionjl awamess of how data elements in these categories'
are related

b. Reduce the mount of time it aims new people to become aware of

reltinshpsamong complex data.I

C. Enhance communications across functional boundaries sharing complex

d. Foster the use of 'standard information pans' for the assembly of databases,
information sysms, and information sharing unsactions.

I
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e. Support migration of legacy systems and information sharing made possible

by new applications, hardware platforms, and design methodologies.

3. Relational data models are used to depict the models. These are not endorsed as the

"best' diagramming techniques for representing complex data, but are used here because the

majority of the audience is familiar with relational modeling semantics and syntax. The relational

models can also be used to design repositories for capturing facts about complex data using
currently prevalent relational database technology.

B. DOCUMENTORGANUZATION

This document can be read sequentially, or be used as a quick reference for.

I. Composite Data Elements (Chapter 2).

2. Derivations (Chapter 3).

3. Data Strams (Chapter 4).

4. Assemblies (Chapter 5).

1-2
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CHAPTER 2

COMPOSITE DATA ELEMENTS

1. Composite data elements describe multiple concepts by coding intelligence
into the individual data element values, embedding domain values among words used to
name the data element, and/or making the definition or meaning of the data element
dependent on the value(s) contained in other related dam element(s).

2. When elements are formulated as composites, associations develop among
data elements supporting different requirements. A data element association is a
relationship among two or more data elements due to a partial overlap in definition, or due
to important characteristics or business rules concerning the group (e.g., when considered
individually, each element in a group may be unclassified, but taken as a whole, the group
may carry classified information).

B. CLASSICATION OF COMPOSTE

The National Instit of Standards and Technology Special Publication 500-208, Manual
for Data Adminisation (referencie (g)) defines three types of composite data pnroessing elements

identified in Figure 2-1:

1. Ckai An ordered set of data elements linked togete (e.g., positions 1-3 describe

concept "A", positions 4-5 describe concept "B", etc.). For example, consider a 'Policy
Identifier' formulation where positions 1 through 7 identify a customer, positions 8 t1rough 10
identify the type of policy, positions 11 and 12 identify the year the policy saned, and positions 13
and 14 identify the expiration date.

2. Cmmi& A data element carrying multiple concepts dth gh its assigned name, or I
its allowable set of coded values. For example, the dam element 'Four Pasee Auuxmobe
Count' not only describes the number of cat, but also describes the type of car (passege) and
the seating capacity (four).

2-1
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Association Description

Chain Standard Is a membe of Chai Compoi

An ordered set of data elements lMnkd together (e.g., positions
1-3 --> concept 'A', positions 4-5 => concept '', etc.).

CIopi StRndaru Partidpates in Coupling Compouite

11A dama element describing more than a single concept (i~e., two or
more concepts are bundled in a single data element).

n M ul-. Implemented EMement has Multiple Uses, Ead& Supporting a
Different Standard

I ~ ~~A data element with multiple uses or definitions (ixe., themein
changes based on what is described by th record).I wd

Uj -.d Fan••f Ccofim vtC•f•f
ftCoQW c•xMndO• t•

I 0-

Figure 2-1 Common Types of Assodations Between Data Elements

I
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3. Muniis. A data element with multiple uses or definitions. The context of the
value contained in the data element changes based on what is described by the record. For
example, the value "5" in the data element 'Vehicle Capacity' might mean "five passengers" for a

passenger car, but mean "five tons" for a delivery truck.

C. CHAINED DATA 'LEhANTS

1. A data element chain is formed by physically conatenating two or more

data elements, and then naming, implementing, and managing the collective group as a I
single data element. This happens, as suggested in Figure 2-2, when a values for a data

element are coded so that different types of information are carried in different positions of
the code. Partial redundancy occurs across chains when a single concept data element is
carried in two or more chains.

2. There are times when the order of concepts concatenated into a chain

represents an institutionalized standard for exchanging data, or for identifying individual I
records in a table containing data that are widely shared. For example, National Stock

Number (NSN) is a chain which can be decomposed into three primitive elements shown in

Figure 2-3. NSN is a concatenation of Federal Supply Classification and National Item

Identification Number. The Federal Supply Classification can be furthdr decomposed into

Fe-deral supply Group and Federal Supply Subgroup. If all systems treat NSN as the same

concatenation of these concepts for accessing or exchanging data, then chain should be

documented and coordinated as a standard for improving data sharing/data exchange.

3. Concepts concatenated into a chain must be modeled as single concept

elements. A chained data element can easily be decomposed into its smaller components,

and when this is done, the redundancy is easier to detect.

4. Chains are allowed in databases, but the decision on whether or not to

develop and implement a chain for a specific combination must be managed as a
coordinated implementation issue. If the components of the chain do not have independent

uses outside of the chain, then there is a sarong business case for implementing the chain.

5. Chains are allowed in darn exchange rnsactions (eg, lectrnic Dat

Interchange (EDI) transactions, and Message Text Formats (MT%)); However,

responsibility must be assigned for developing, maintaining, and opeain software for

producing the aged upon exchange Umi•action in die memanndum of agrement. Me
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Princple Example

I ~Name: Command and Control Number (CCNUM)

Pun 1-2:- Major Command Code
B Pan 3-4: Documet Version Number

Pim 5-6: riscaI Yew

IChained Data Element 2 Nown Modified Table of Orguaizatiman d Equipment Code (MTOEC)

Pin 1-6 Bas Table of Organizauion and Equpment2>Psn 7-8 Mqaj Commanad Code
______.._ Pin 9-10 Modification Numiber

Redundancy of Concept 'A 'is masked by its linkages

Unchained Data Element Namec

A~ Major Command Code

Docmet Version Number

FlsculYew

Bae Table of Orpmnizatim mad Eqbuime

* *~Redwadany of Concept "A --i appaent after the chained data
elemenw are decomposed int sin~gle couzcepzL

FUue22 atal Overlapping Df ltetCan

L&w II Ikk.. ... ..

LAV412

IPI II

FIgure 2-3 National Stock Number (NSN) Chain Decomposition
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organization assuming these cost responsibilities must consent to the terms of the
agreement.

6. Chains will be documented in the DDRS, to include the association of the

individual elements participating in the chain. This documentation will:

a. Allow requirements for individual elements participating in the chain

to be easily registered.

b. Support efforts to migrte legacy chains to single concept elements.

7. If a requirement is registered for an individual element participating in a
chain documented for database implementation, the implemena1ion decision must then be

revisited.

D. -COUEpI.L-EDATA F-E S

1. Data elements are often constructed to carry intenligence in their names or in
their coded values. When a data element carries information about more than one thing, it

is a coupled data element. A coupled data element's definition can partially overlap with the
definition of another data element by sharing only some of de concepts it ch

Because the overlap is partial, redundancy across the elements is masked.

2. A trivial example association of coupled data elements is shown in Figure 2-
4 to illustat data coupling. Coupled data elements in the upper half of this Figure are
from a system designed to support force structimg. They all share the concept 'strength
count', but differ in the resource code (i.e., types of personnel such as officer, warrant

officer, enlisted, etc.) to which the strength count applies, and the type of strength (i.e.,
structured or authorized). Many new entries can be made into this list of partially
overlapping data elements simply by defining new resurce codes andfor new types of
strength and plugging them into the data element names.

3. The resource code, and its values, shown in the lower half of Figure 2-4 I
also exist in the budgeting system. is not intuitively clear how data relate across the two
systems until the coupled data elaemets in the force structurng system are bidk down to
single concept fornulations (i.e., they ar cohesive) used in the budgeting system.

4. Tne example in Figure 2-4 is a trivial example used to illustrate coupling

and its attendant problems. Coupling two concepts into an element does not necessarily

2-5
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a.Coupled Data Elements

Principle Exampl
cmwepss Aufthmziid OffcaSwep
Bundle Aauoftrizd Wanum Offiw Saeqlb

Aulhaiwd CWviia U.S. Net HMa SU046d
RadLud=7C Aumbcfrd Ovili Fcweig NmicalW SUUag

b. Cohesive Date Eiemets E W
PrinacipleExrpf

Camzpis Bud5S SWOn Code

I ~~Redudmy lTwwe dmt eiemems - and ouzay
AppWMe t&me dat demena

U Figure 2-4 Coupled Concepts Within A Single Element
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896 5
result in a poor formulation. There is a risk for problems occurring that increases as the

number of concepts bundled into the element increase. The risk for problems occurring

also increases when the data element is to support new or unstable requirements.

5. The DoD data standardization program focuses on encouraging database

designs to adopt data elements that describe singular concepts (e.g., establishing data

element naming conventions that require a single prime word for the concept described, and

single class word for the use). A data element that describes a single concept is more

familiar to the users because it is easier to name and describe what values should be put into

the element. A single-concept data element is also more stable than its multi-concept

counterpart because it is not impacted by changes to other data elements. When a single-

concept element needs to be changed, it's own modularity makes the scope of the change

smaller, the change encompasses only one element rather than cascading to other data I
elements with partially overlapping definitions. The single-concept data element is more

flexible than its multi-purpose counterpart because it supports a wide range of usage across 3
functional boundaries.

6. Some of the rationale for physically implementing composite elements lie inI

tradeoffs that sometimes emerge for storage efficiency, disk YO efficiency, and alignment

with what has already been defined in existing systems. A comparison of two data storage

structures, shown in Figure 2-5, illustrates how some of these tradeoffs work using the

example of coupled data elements discussed earlier. Using a data struc assembled

from the coupled data elements (part a), a single input operation can access all six strength

authorizations. The record (without indexes) requires a total of 18 bytes of storage. The

same data in a data structure assembled from the uncoupled data elements requires six input

operations to retrieve the same data, and the record suctur (without indexes) requires a

total of 78 bytes of storage. .

7. Modularity and maintainability promoted by single concept formulations

minimize dcages that would be required to split authorized enlisted strength into

authorized senior enlisted strength and authorized junior enlisted mmgth. Notice that the

record layout must change for the structure using coupled data elements, but stands

unchanged for the srture using single-concept elements. For the structure using coupled

elements, the Authorized Enlisted Strength element would be dropped, and two new

elements - Authorized Senior Enlisd Strength and Authorized Junior Enlisted Strength -

would be added. For the stuzcture using single-concept elements the cunet resource code
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Coupled Strength Deta Eements. A single input opeaution ca access all zxaniuiatim ons
The mnount of strage usedis6+ (6 x 2)= 18.

Authorized Antwrizd Civilian Anlwithd
Key AuhedAudhorized CivWirt US. Foreign Civilian

Offie Offi Ensted Direc HIe Natonal IndhW

WEAXAA '7 1 37 12 0 0

Uncoupled Strebnt Danf Eament Multiple input operations needed to accesa anll ihzatkms.
i amounmt of stwae used is 13z6=78

l_-Rosoe Code Values

SAgO AAOF Offi car
Key Tye esurce O ty AAWO Watant Office

AAEN Enlited
WEAFAA A AAOF 7 CUDH Ovii U.S. Direct Hut
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I Fig�re 2-5 lustration of the Influenc Coupling vs. Cohesion
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for Enlisted would be dropped and two new codes for Senior Enlisted and Junior Enlisted

would be added.

8. Implementation tradeoffs must be evaluated to properly decide whether data I
elements will be formulated as couplings. This must not, however, become an excuse for

not formulating the single concept element. A logical database design should always fully 3
normalize the data and formulate the data elements as single-concept elements. Just as data

sutructres must sometimes deviate from rules of full normalization for the physical database 3
design to accommodate an application's storage requirements or data access/update

performance, physical data element designs must sometimes deviate from the single

concept formulation. But these implementation decisions should be made based on a full

understanding of how data are lo -ally i,-ated.

9. Adhering to single-concept elements in the logical database design and
allowing multi-concept elements in the physical database design creates a requirement to

map the logical database design to the physical database design at both an entity/record level

and a data element level The logical database should be consulted whenever alternative

approaches are being evaluated for upgrading the database design. Evaluating upgrade
alternatives against the logical model ensures that impacts ame *we against the full set of
data relationships. An evaluation of upgrade alternatives against the physical database
design is likely to miss relationships diminished or hidden by steps taken to denornalize

the data and bundle multiple concepts within single data elements.

E. MULTI-PURPOS E DAK

1. A muld-purpose data element is a single storage space that is used to store
data values describing a variety of different concepts. Although the storage area is named ' 3
and managed as a single data element, it is doing the job of several data elements.

Typically the analyst formulating the multi-purpose element takes advantage of a mutual

exclusivity that often exists for the attributes collected on diffenm entity subtypes. There

are, for example, different types of people in the Army - Military Officers, Military

Enlisted, Civilians, etc. These are different subtypes for the 'personnel' entity. Some
attributes are shamd by all three subtypes (e.g., Name, Social Security Number, Birth

Date, etc.), but there are other attributes that only apply to the different types (e.g., Area of
Concenaio (AOC) for Military Officers, Mitay Occupation Specialy (MOS) for
Enlisted, and Occupational Code for Civilians). Elements that apply only to the dffen
subtypes of the entity become candidates for multi-purp foulations, The context of
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the multi-purpose data element's value change based on what type of entity is described by
a specific record.

2. Data elements formulated for multiple uses are difficult to interpret because

the meaning of their values depends on the context in which the data values appear. Figure
2-6 shows an example of a multi-purpose data element. The existence of a multi-purpose

data element can often be detected by the different categories of allowable values that appear

in domain value lists for the data element. Over time, as new data requirements are
continuously introduced, and as business rules mature, the protocol for determining the

context for the values for a multi-purpose element tends to collapse; it becomes possible

that the element could have two legitimate vaues

3. Multi-purpose elements are sometimes used to accommodate varying

formulations for an element by different systems and/or izons Different

organizations may have assembled varying legacy elements that, from a global Integration'

perspective, should be treated as having identical meaning. This case is lustrated for

technical manual (TM) numbers in Figure 2-7. Technical manual numbers are formated

differently across the Army, Navy, and Air Force. Under current standards (MIL-STD-
1388-2B) on the transmittal and delivery of automated Logistics Support Analysis Records

(LSAR) the technical manual number is transmited as a composite data iam. Technical

manual number is made up of many eLemnS having diffen embedded meaning from
both a semantic and syntactical points of view across the Army, Navy, and Air Force.
Nevertheless, in the exchange format, the TM number is treated as a single information

concept with identical meaning. This single information concept transmttal is also

followed under the DoD standards (e.g., MIL-STD-1840).
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Principmt
UNPI Unit Package Identifier
1. Force Grouping - when coponent code(COMPO) I

C~ode NwDeciton

AA - HQ USAREUR, 7A

Dfitn le DfntoUs)AB -HQStaff Act (20D0MMC)I
B0 50 -HQV aru/ssociazed Units

Dwa ~ ~ ~ 2 ElmnHa Itga NS and LOG CM rumetan Program Offset
Accuula~onIndicator -when COhMP- 4.7.&, cr9)

Code DcsaW

SH Rewpgized Unit Shanftali
Siglr eiito D HNS Dimect OffisetI

an UD HNS Indirec Offset
CC LOG Civil Augmentation Progrzom Offset

Figure 2-6 Multi-Purpose Storag Spac

Army Technical Manual (TM) Number: TM 5-5420-210-20P-

TM Indicates this Publication is a Technical Manual
5- Series Number (Engineers)
5420- Federal Supply Class for Equipment (Bridges)

210- Sequenen Nume
20P- Indicates TMS is RPSTI for unit maintenanace

2 Second Volume

Navy Technical Manual (TM Number: AE-172A0-720-100 -MIL-STD-1388-2B

A Indicame Publication is NATSF Comirolled NAVAIR TM Technical Manual Number.
E-172 Shows thatTM is for Elecuronic Navigation Equipment 7he techicel inuual.I
AO- Serial Nume designating Stewar Warne Models technical cider, or manual

720- Work Unit Code for Rada Navigaom Systems contrfolling aubessigned
10 indicates Volume Number in Set by &he requiin authiity.

0 ChangciRevision Number
Air Force Technical Order (TO) Number. 12RS-2ARN24-2 FedTofi2

TO=e AN
12 Indicates Publication is for Airborne Electraic Equipment usificaticec LeftI

R. Shows that TM is for Radio System
5 Equipment Senies for Navigational Equipment
2 Indicates tha JETDS Nomenclature Applies

ARN JETDS Ncznenclatur: A - Airborne, R. -Radio, N - Navigatr
24 Model Number

2 Indicates TO s be a Mainumnanen Monda

Figure 247 Different Chain Syntax xcagdas Single Composite Semantic
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F. SYNERGISM BETEE DATA MdODEI• NG AND DATA F-"E ENT~r

FORW 71 -II•ON

I . Advantages and disadvantages presented above for chained, coupled, and mutWi-

purpose composite element formulations elevate data element mapping as a management tool for

damenting and deciding how a specific element should be implmentl. A clear distinction can

be made between formulation practices for communicating data reqrments, and formulation

practices for supporting physical database implementation.

a. A logical data element (i.e., attributse) is the smalest concept that is

named and modeled (i.e., it cannot be decomposed without loss of meaning). Logical data

elements must communicate data requiements. Data elements formulated to describe a

single concept communicate data uirements well because they are modular and mutually
exclusive in their definition.

b. Physical data elements must cany data and support taion

related requirements for storage, performance (retrieval and update), and information

exchange. These requirements sometimes can best be met by designing composite

elements.

C. When composites are designed, they spawn associations due to

partally ovetapping definitions that hide information impat for managing integration
and redunday. If not managed properly, composites can hinder comtmuiation and
coordination across the department. To mitiae against tdhse disadvantages, dat element

associations created by composite elements need to be documented so they can be quickly
detected during downstream data element research.

I 2. CompOSit elements Should be decomposed arty in t data modeling yProjcs

because they often reveal important information or business rules for pportuig the data modeling
effort. Figures 2-8 and 2-9 illustrte this point by example - a legacy element named Troop
Program Sequence Number M . &is element is a comiposite of ap notimately nine concepm

SWhen elements lik TPSN are modeled as shown in Figure 2-8, no consideration is given for

discovefn and ommun ing the concepts and business rules hidden within their formulatim.
SThe model shown in Figure 2-9 reveals data quiment and subtyping of MTOE Units that could
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Unit/I Unit Subset/2

Unit~ni Idetiicno Code

MTOE Unit Subset/3 TDA Unit Subset/4 CeniposaeI

Effective Dwe Effective Date3

Standad Requiremet Code Report Code

Figure 248 ERI) with Composite Troop Program Sequence Number

Unit/I Unit Subsei/2

Troop Program Ssqam Caftgory (1?N pm 1)I

Unkit Idnalentioiam Code U~ dniiktmCf

Standad Requirmezont Cofe Report Code *
Speam ~ Numb. (TP~ po m 2) O"" ~ " IAC& CO&. (IM~ pm 3.4)0

MWEnw .WCTDAS"qmi Numb. (1?N pm

MMrO Divisirma Unit Subwet/ WMTONoe-DivisimiUnitSubme

Unit Idmntificition Code IUnit Identificadan Co~de
Effective: Due Maffctve Date

Maswe Unit Type Code CIS pm 2) 1"NoO-Minae Umi TYPO Code (1?S pm 243)I
Specia Cl.. Number (TPS pm 3)~ eurit onm eumNm.(Np
Mutaer UntNumber MW4S pm tj wIM IDcmoSqe ~wCNp

FIgure 2-9 ERI) with DecomposedTroop Program Sequence Number
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not be communicated without reading the regulation (reference (h)) developed to help users enter
values into the TPSN.

G. COMIS1TF M. STANDARDIZATION GITMLENES

1. Practices used to design composite data elements generally lower the elment's

familiarity to the users, restrict the element's usage to the application for which it is degped, and

increase the probability that the element will regularly need to be changed. Furthermore, composite

element definitions partially overlap with definitions of other data elements used throughout the

Deparment. This redundancy sets the stage for data e increaes system maintenance
costs, and reduces system flexibility for accommodating new dam requirements.

2. If managed as a technique for reconciling low risk exceptions to data
standardization rules, practices used to design composite dam elements can effectively address
external data exchange requm ents, satisfy performance issues, and expedite data integration.

3. A practical approach must be tak= when deciding how to reconcile composite data
elements. Many chained elements are institutionalized and well understood by the functionalI community. For institutionalized composite elements, a decision to standardize should consider
options to partially decompose the element. The objective is to improve dam sharing with full
consideration of the costs and benefits in terms of specific obstacles the •ement pMs to data

sharing versus data exchange. Consider options for partial decomposition of institi lizei composite elements when:

a. The element is thoroughly instutionalized and well accelped as a standard
I approach for accessing and exchanging dat.

b. Concepts embedded in the composite element do not apper to have

potential use across funtmonl aeas.

C. The element has shown no instability in die past (eg., no projects have
been initiated to re-design the coding strtucur).

d. Chained concepts appear to epm=r a naming discipline that does nt
texend beyond &e scope of the object decrbed by the d elment
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4. Coordination and communication about the composite data element can be improved *
by mapping its formulation to a set of single concept equivalent formulations. Mapping is essential

whether the composite data element is standardized as a single concept or composite concept
formulation. Mapping improves:

a. Dtaba.e Mimafon. Recognizing that composite elements abound in

existing DoD systems and data exchange ransactions, DoD data standardization procedures and

tools must accommodate and manage migration of composite elements to single concept elements.
When a composite element is fully documented, daambase re-engineering can accelerate because the

data requirements are already decomposed into equivalent sets of single concept formulations.

Additionally, the composite element relates more easily to darn outside the system (e.g., external
standards).

b. Sytm Usabilit. Mapping documentation helps new system users

understand composite elements, and provides a basis for improving labels used in system
interfaces.

c. Sharing- Mapping documention improves coordination and
communication for any aspect of data sharing. Although difficult and tme-consuming, proper

analysis for documenting composite elements prevents repetitive analysis in the future.

J. MODEL FOR IIOU NTN COMPOSITELEME. FOR TL ONS

1. E~DfY

The model presented below will help capture and comrdinate infmmation about how

composite data element formulations decompose or map into equivalent single concept
formulations.

2.

Any apprmch used to map a composite element to a set of equivalent single concept

formulations must account for three requirements:

a. A many-t-many relationship exists among composite ejemnts and

equivalent single concept element
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b. A composite element can hierarchically decompose through an arbitrary

number of levels to a set of equivalent single concept elements.

I c. Different types of associations (e.g., chain, coupling, multi-purpose) exist

among the elements in a hierarchical decomposition. Each type is chaz;,t-ri -2 by attributes (e.g..

element 'A' PARTICIPATES IN 'position x' of chain 'B', where position x is the value of an

attribute for the association between element 'A' and chain 'B'.).I
3. Relational Model Overview

H A relational model in Figure 2-10 supports semantics described above using seven

entities. MTr data element entity is already provided for in the DDRS. The remaining tables can be

added in pairs to provide for increasing levels of functionality in documenting and managing data

element associations:

a. DD arn-•nt Im n..e sition& The Association entity and
Association Member entity together provide the information needed to document data element
associations for all three types of composite elements discussed (ie., chain, coupling, and muli-

purpose).

b .b1ý .. .. .Dou.n .....ut "I,,,', the DataL'~ taiin TheAsoitn

Attribute Value entity and the Association Member Attribute Value entity provide knrmation for

describing specifically how a composite element decomposes into its constituent simpler pieces.

on C. DnsecfIm Nw = f.Asit n The Assoiaio Type entity and
t Attribute entity provide inftomation for defining new types of associato For

example, an association could be defined for tracking elements that when viewed navidualy cay
unclassified information, but when viewed as a group communa te classified informatio.
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I
Association Type Associatio Arnbute

a Association Type CDe de

oi at 3ij

Asocmi 9Associst Attibut Value

I
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Figure 2-10 Logical Data Model for Documenting Composite Formulations3
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a. &Mataion 1 Lists all types of associations (e.g., Chain,- Couple, and
Multi-purpose).

Ib. Asono~tiueDefines attibutes for ocmnngeach association
type. Metadata attributes below represent example attributes for Uth three different type ofI ~associations discussed so far:

(1) r-oupk- Values of composite elements correlated to counterpart
values of their single concept equivalents.

U (2) Cbain The specific position(s) each secondary element occupies in
Uth domain values for Uth composite elementL

(3) Mnutwp=&. Values of Uth element(s) used to detemiine Uth

different uses of a composite element.

C. D=Za.ic=n Specifies all data elements, composite and single concept.

d. &siza.Identifies and describes eakch instance of an association
among data elements.priiptn in a composite formulation.

I e. Lists data elements partcipatig in each of Uth
associations recoded in Ute Association eantiy, and indicates Uth role Ccomposite whole' vesuI ~'composite pact') each element serves. For each of Uth association types discussed earlie (ie.,
chain, couple, and mutproea element can serve in one of two molew.

(1) Pfmaflement Represents te 'composiftewhale.' Theelmn
bundles into itself all concepts carie by each of Uth othe elements in the association. For
example, Four Passenger Automobile Count is a primary element that bundles inrto itself Uth
cncepts carid by Ansomobl Count, Automobile Type Code, and Automobile Seating Capacity
Count.

I (2) Rxepres hent Utomposite part.' The element
participates in Uth association by carrying a subset of the conepts bundled by the primay elemot.
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A secondary element represents a lower level of concept bundling than the primary element. The

elements Automobile Count, Automobile Type Code, and Automobile Seating Capacity Count are

each secondary elements associated with Four Passenger Automobile Count.

f. Association AtributVle. Records the values for the association

atributes identified in the Association Attribute entity at the association leveL.

g. Association Member Atribut Value. Records the values for the association I
attributes identified in Association Atribute entity at the association member leveL As described
above for the Association Attribute entity, attributes appropriate for describing an association vary
for different types of element associations. For example, this entity could capture the actual value
of an attribute named 'Chain Column' for elements participating in a 'Chain' type association.

K. F lIP EL.NIEO

1. u This section describes an example composite element called the Unit
Requirements Objective Code (ROBCO) smmarized in Figure 2-11. This example is used to
illustrate how the logical model described in Section E can be used to document the decomposition
of composite elements into equivalent single concept formulations.

2. Chain Formulation (Level 1D- ROECO is a four position dam element chain. The
primay and secondary elements in the chain association am:

Prima= Eklment Slnd=Flame
Unit Requirements A val ne Period (Position 1)
Objective Code T Employmen Code (Position 2)

F 0unconal Role Code (Position 3)
POMCUS Code (Position 4)

Each position of the composite chain further decomposes into a second layer of associations. For
this example, the first and fourth positions (Le.. Arrival Tune Period, and POMCUS Code) are

further decomposed below.
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4. Couple Formulation (Level 2. Position I - Arrival Time Period)

a. The Arrival Time Period is formulated as a coupling of three concepts:

Prima Element Secondar Eements
Arrival Time Period Requirement Readiness Alert Code

Unit Requinrment Les Arrival Period
Unit Requirement Deployment Code

b. The secondary elements are bundled into the first position by assigning
different coded values for each allowable combination of the three different concepts they describe.

There are, for example, three different values for 'C+5 TO C+15': 1) the value VB' indicates that a

unit supports Combat requirements; 2) the value 'C indicates that a unit supports CS/CSS
(Combat Support/Combat Service Support) reqirements; and 3) the value 2' indicates that a unit

supports Non-RDF (Rapid Deployment Foce) requirements. Names for the secondary elements

have been synthesized from the coded values as follows:

(1) Requinrment Readiness Alert Code describes whether the unit is to

arrive on station when mob'lization begins (Le, 'M'-Day), deployment begins (i.e., 'D'-Day), or

commencement of hostilities (i.e., 'C'-Day).

(2) Unit Requirement Latest Arrival Period describes the eadiest and
latest number of days in which the unit is to arrive on station after the start of IAt Arrival Period
(e.g., 0-4, 5-15, 16-30).

(3) Unit Requirement Deployment Code describes whether dhe unit is
serving in a category of Combat, Combat Support (CS), Combat Service Support (CS/CSS),

and/or Non RDF (Rapid Deployment Force).

5. Multi-Pupose Formulation Level 2- Position 4 - POMCI"S Code)

a. The POMCUS Code (r•gep n the Preposioni of Materiel
Configured to Unit Sets) is formulated as a multipupose element for two concepts:

rm e la-m t Semd
POMCUS Code POMCUS Division-Set Code

Unit Deployment Assignment Code

b. TIe names for the secondary elements have bern synthesized from the

coded values as follows.
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(1) POMCUS Division-Set Code identifies the number for a POMCUS

Division-Set (e.g., T for Division-Set 1, '2' for Division Set-2, etc.) and the Division Set

Category (e.g., units or PBF). The POMCUS Division Set Code applies to documentation for

units that have a Force Component Code equal ("=") to 9.

(2) Unit Deployment Assignment Code describes the force grouping a

unit supports as part of a specific contingency plan assignmenit. It applies to Non-POMCUS units

(i.e., Force Component Code not equal M'--") to 9).

5. Couple Formulation L-vel 3. Position 4 - POMCUS Division-Set Code)

Two concepts are coupled into the POMCUS Division-Set Code by assigning

different coded values for each allowable combination of a POMCUS Set Number, and a

POMCUS Set Category. There are, for example, two different values for 'Division Set 1': 1) the

value ' indicates that the record describes a unit; 2) the value 'A' indicates that record desmcbes a

I PBF.

* L. DATION FOR THE EXAMPLE COMMSrM FORMUATON

I. Figure 2-12 displays the documentation for concepts bundled into the ROBCO

formulations described above using the model proposed in Section E.

2. One record exists in the dam element entity for each of ft primary and secondary
elements.

3. The four associations discussed we documented in the Association entity.

4. he participation of dataelements in each association is documented in the

Associate Member entity.

5. The hieuucica decomposition of the composite element is npesented in the
Associate Member entity by the nr ee of a single dm element supporting diffr roai fbr

3 different association instances For example, Arrival Time Piod participates as a seconda•y

element in association 'l1l' but participates as a primary element in association '112'. Liwise

the POMCUS Code participates as a secondary in association ' I' but participaus as a

p element in association '113'. Ms unbundling occurs again for the element POMCUS
Division-Set Code; it participaws as a secondary element in mociaton '113', but patcipts as a

primary element in association '114'.
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Figure 2-12 Documentation of the Example Composite Element In the Model
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6. The Association Member Attribute entity documents the different atribute values for

each of the different types of associations based on entries in the Association Attribute entity. For

example:

a. 'Chain Column' attribute for chain type associations are recorded for each

of the secondary elements participating in association '111'.

b. 'Usage Context' for the different uses of the multipurpose association are

I documented for each of the secondary elements parficipating in association '113'.

c. 'Element Value' taken on by secondary elements when uncoupled from

primary elements for associations are documented for elements participtng in associations '112'

and '114'.

7. The secondary elements in associations '112' and '114' do not appear as primary

elements in any other associations. If the analysis for multiple concepts is complete, then these
elements an single concept elements. Because the redundancy will not be maslkd by partially

overlapping definitions, the single concept fou-tin can be analyzed for redundancy with other

single concept elements in the dictionary Redundancy is bard to detect or vaify across data

elements that bundle multiple concepts under a single name, but can reasonably be detected when

disciplines such as naming conventions and/or keyword associatio ae applied to the single
concept elements.
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DERIVATIONS

1. Derived data elements repesent the results of ti l operations performed
on other data elements. 7be computations may involve algm-ithms joining two or more standard

elements or algorithms smmarizing multiple occurrences of a single element.

2. Computational associations among elements may extend multiple levels, rating

derived elements from other derived elements.

Example:

Military Personnel Allowance Amount = BAQ + BAS

BAQ = Basic Aliowance for Quarters by Grade

BAS = Basic Allowance for Subsistence

= Military Psonnel End Strengh by Grade * BAS Rate

B . DERIVATION STANDARMr-ATON ISSUES

1. Caw-for Standardization of Derivations

a. C nin _r ntin f•MMo cn dw Ifi m Hnot documented and
agred upon. ino dit~y derived dama can easily lead to discrepancy reseiwfion pwject tD "m

down the rationale for different, answers to a singk queston.

How many people wadi for the Deumn of Defese?

Different people could come up with very diffiant mowers fbr this question b•w on wbd t

dam used includes, tries conuactorsand/o unfilled positions. Standard l •itm fbrB.1
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answering this type of question provides coordinating guidance to analysts and decision makers

working to obtain consistent results. These algorithms relate primitive 'keyed-in' data to the

derived answer.

b. SuMport for Policies. B, iness Rules- and Lepl Requirements. Some

derived data elements are used to determine what processes are to be performed or what logic is to

be applied to transactions or related data based on business rules (e.&, Set the minimum and

maximum inventory for a specific repair part based on the total number of supported end ihems

coming due for a 60 thousand operating hour check-up within three months). Calculated elements
in Figure 3-1 illusuate a second related rationale for representing derived elements; these elements
support accounting requirements. Other derived elements may be legally required (e.g.,
cumulative annual employee pay amount). These types of derived elements need to be represented

as requirements in logical data models and coordinated to communiate policy, business rules, and
legal requirements.

C. SI=no't D hngP.Bt.imm tm Figure 3-2 illustrates a data

exchange phenomeno that is projected to be quite common across DoD. Many decison support
(DSS) systems extract and simmarize snapshots of data from uansaction systems. Data elemen
output from the extract procedures are commonly documented as memoranda for agreements

(MOA) or by standards that have been established to support data sharing (e&g., MIL-STD-1388-
2B; MIL-STD- 840; US Message Text Formats). Although the transaction systems store data at
the primitive level, the DSS applications store the data at an aggregate kevel. If enhancing data
shareability is the objective the CIM Data Adminisaon program, then derived data need to be

documend to:

(1) WMoM Ra w oflr n C AEgha n V=m Data appearing in
data exchange agreements can help focus data administration effonts on data that are widely shared.
Statistical distribution of derived data appearing in these exchanp agreements indicate what
derived dama are of corpomre interest.

(2) t~m~i t •-a m••for D~ umtSvMIM

Decision Support Systems am lkly to deal directly with derived data, d m g the derived

da is appropriate for these type of systems.
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2. C ai •, nSon of Derivaonn M

a. Derived data elements possess a number of undesirable for

data element standards Table 3-1 provides a quick comparison of the traits for primitive and

derived data.

(1) Primitive data represent observable facts of interest to an

r aon The population of primitive data elements describing these facts is finite, and, so long

as an organization's mission is stable, the population of primitive data used by the organization is
stable. Each primitive data element serves a definable role that can be represented in a structured

data model. With the exception of keys (elements used to uniquely identify individual records), the

data elements can be modeled as non-redundant attributes in the data model These traits together

with the common objective that a single primitive data element should be shared to support a wide
range of uses predisposes primitive data for standardization.

(2) Derivative data are generated as sums, ratios, averages, or similar
transformations of primitive data. For practical management purposes, there are an infinite number

of ways to select and manipulate combinations of primitive data to derive db results used to
support decision makr There is also an issWe of derivation stability because they am objects
defined to support the styles of individual managers. As managers ch•an•, the procedures and

derivation items used to support decisions also change. For this reason, derivations represent a
dynamic and explosive population of elements generally designed to support the sAill mixes of

individual managers or groups of managers, and not well suited for standardization.

(3) Derivations are by their very nature redundant with the pimitive
elements from which they are assimlilateL Furthemoe the various combinations of primitive
elements, select criteria, and computational operations that can be used to derive a result guarazne

that derivative data overlap with other derivative dala The mattix in Figure 3-3 pls overlaps

among a set of primitive elements and a set of elements derived from those pimftves. Th

primitive eme are mutually exclusive as a rue, but de derivaroim over as a rule.

3-4
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c ._ "ryp ol Da ,t,

Characeri ýe .Primitive Derivative

Source of Value Observed Inputs Generate fru Primitives (sums, cownits averages)

Number of Eh_ m _nts Finite Infin I
Definition Static Dynamic

Usage Strucunrd Unstructured
Widely Available Private

Mutually Exclusive Overlapping Definitions

Examples Employee Grade Total Expended Employee Pay Amount
Employee Step
Employee Pay Ra•e

Table 3-1 Primitive Versus Derived Data

Primlitive Derivative

Related Element

-c
Element II

Unit Idernificaon Code 1I
• Stock Item Shipment Daze
2 Stock Item Nomenclature

Stock Item Quantity
Stock Item Type

Performance Timely Follow-up
R Pct 2 2 3 3 3 3
PerfoimceTotlRecodsMaidbed 2 2 2 3 3 3 3

Addi alBuy-t Requi ment 2 I3 I
Subdtoal

Addimwal Requirement Buy-cu Total 2 3 3 3rA I
2. Element DERIVED FROM Reated EEkmt

3. Elemenfs DERIVATION OVERLAPS WITH DERIVATION OF Raelsd Ekmzmt

FIgure 3-3 Relationships Among Sample of Primitive and Derived Elements
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i (4) Derived data directly link to implementation issues concerning

performance of data retrievals versus data updates, and synchronization of redundant derived darn

I with the primitive data used to assimulate the result Derivations should not be represented in

logical data models because they bias the design with a premature solution to these issues. Derived

I data should be adressed in physical process modeling.

* b. The traits listed above prompt many data administrators to avoid managing

derivatives as data standards, or even attempting to represent derivatives in corporate data models;

rather, they delegate responsibilities for derived data to database administration and system

configuration management.

I ~ ~~3. Traditional Versus Moeam~en niomnt for Derivations

I Software configuration management has traditionally managed derivation

algorithms. This worked when significant derivations required support of software designers and

developers. Modern technology makes it possible to extract primitive data from transactional

source systems and develop derivatives with little programmer partcipatio. Alenative

approaches need to be developed for coordinating information on derivations that are of corporate

interest. One important mt consideration is to model data to support transaction systems

separately from data to support DSS applications. This encourages an early distinction between

uses of the data in these two very different eni ts.

IC IVATION MANAG. GUIDELP4ES

S1. Diatinnn D=m Mode.ls for T~ jnti Sy Evaluate derivations

projected to be stored in transaction systems to determine whether they support accounting,

auditing, policy, or business rule enfoWement purposes. These elements are of 'corporate interest'

and should be adopted for management as dam element standards

I 2. Dal Sonms, fr D.•S Ni a computational result cixs

an entity that represents a o or ag•eption type object, evaluate the use of the dat.

a. if the dam support management type functions raher than day-t-day

I operations, they should be treated as DSS application lequirements, Data Models representing

rm ent for day-to-day transactional operatons will be managed separately frm data models

I
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representing requirements for managerial DSS applications. An element appearing in DSS data

models will be of corporate interest and standardized if it satisfies one of the following criteria:

(1) SuMnM E a Formalizezd Prcess. A derived element is computed in I
support of an officially documented process based on inputs from multiple functional areas. I

(2) Used By Muitinle FunctionalArs Once derived, the result is

shared with at least five organizations in different functional areas.

(3) Shared with EzmaLOanizan~). Once derived, the result is

shared with at least one external organization

b. Data elements that appear to be derivatives must be closely investigated I
before relegating them to DSS application models. Some counts and totals which appear to be

derivatives may, in fact, have no primitive source for their computation. Figure 3-4 lists some I
examples appearing in the U.S. Message Text Formats (USMTF). For example, a count on the

number of displaced females over 60 is developed by a person or group of persons actually I
counting dislocated woman over 60 and reporting this number for transmittal. Processing and

databases for the operational environment used to gather these data clearly must change before this

data can be documented and managed as DSS aggregates. So long as the aggregate must be

observed (i.e., manually counted) and keyed for transmittal, the element should be managed as a

irimitive.

3. Derivatin CnM, L. Improve the coordination and ommunication

about a standardized derived element by mapping it to the primitive source elements, and -

documenting the formula used to manipulate the primitive soures and obtain the result. If derived
data are to be effetively coordinated, documentation specifying both which datm elements
participate in a derivation and what opeations are prformed against th data ments must be

captured.

3-7
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US-CWILIAN PERSONNEL QUANTITIY: The non-monetary unit representing the count of
American non-militray persons in the area of operations

COMMAND AUTMORIZE MILITARY PERSONNEL QUANTITY: The non-monetazy unit
representing, the count of persons employed by the Armed Forme who are approved to serve
within an organization of units under the authority of one individual.

DISLOCATED FEMALE ClVIUAN' PERSONNEL OVER-60-YEARS QUJANTflY: The non-
monetary unit representing the count of non-military, female persons over the age of 60 who are

dslcdfrom their normal locations.

INTERNED ENEMY ClVILIAN PERSONNEL QUJANTITY:. The non-monetary unit

repesntn the count of non-combatant, hostile prisoners.

TOTAL FUEL REQUIRED HUNDREDS-OF-POUNDS WEIGHT: The masn of total propflnt
times the acceleration of gravity, expressed in hundreds of pounds, that a t fan r arcaft needswt3 utansfer to receiving aircraft

ESTIMATED MILITARY PERSONNEL KCLLED-IN-AcflON QUJANTITY: The non-monetayI ~ ~unit representing the approximate count of person employed by the Armed Forme who die of
wounds received in combat before reaching a medical utaamnt baclity.

Figure 3-4 U.S. Message Text Formats - Counts Recorded

4. DdY8alSl ULEDE Develop modularized code for calculating derived data
that sausises the criteria for reusable software. This code will improve the rese of algorthm used
to mani1pulat prnimitiv data. Register theses modules in the softwae reuse hiltury, and f Pcon-rd tke
name of the reusable software module as an attribute of the derived data element

I. &=ad=~ The model in Figur 3-5 builds upon dhe model presentd earie for
doueting a compoSite element's formulation From this perspective a derivation is a

algorithmic association among two or more dain elemenis.

3-8
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2. , c, m Rules

A derivation model must account for the following inherent characteristics of a

derivation:

a. A many-to-many relationship exists between derived elements and the

primitive elements participating in the algorfihns used to generate the derived elements.

b. A derived element can hierarchically decompose through multiple levels to a

set of primitive source elements.

c. Attributes, such as the 'derivation algorithm text', and 'reusable software i

module identifier' that characterize the derivation need to be captured.

3. .el onal Model OvervewM

The model presented earlier, Figure 2-10, is adapted for docmenting derived data

in Figure 3-5. The data element entity is already provided for in &e DDRS. The remaining tables,

can be added in groups of two or three to provide for increasing levels of functionality in

documeting and managing derivations:

a. ton ~ tD t 'e et m ic n gn in Deriymign• The Associatio

entity and Association Member entity togther provide the information needed to document what

data elements participate in a derivation.

b. meAtmibues for the Derivation. The Association Atibute Value

entity, Association Member Attribute Value entity, and the Domain Constraint Dewipion Text 3
entity provide information for describing a culation. I

C. Define New l =e of Assoiation The Association Type entity and

Association Attribute entity provide information for defining new types of associations 3
4. Enib Des dmL. The model comprises the folowing eight entidesi

a. Auiazon Iy=. Defines 'derivation' as a type of association.

3-9
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I b. A&%jAdon Rule. Defines attributes for documenting derivations (e.g.,

'derivation algorithm text', and 'reusable software module identifier).

c. Mtnam. Defines primitive and derived data elements

d. A&&iciagm Identifies and describes each instance of an association among

data elements priipatg in an algorithm to generte derived data.

e. Ass Membe n the data elements paricipating in each

drivation and the association role each element serves. An element can serve in one of two roles:.

I (1) Nrma Element Represents the 'sult.' For example, Employee

Age is the result of the computational difference between today's date and the Employee BirthI
Date.

(2) Seconda Element Represents a 'computational variable' used to

compute the result

U f. A i n Atnribute Value. Records values for derivation attibutes
identified in the Association Amibute entity at the association level (e.g., values for 'derivation

algorithm text', and 'reusable software module identifier').
I g. Au�niaionnMemerAuib, Vale. Records values for derivation

attributes identified in the-Association Attribute entity at the member leiel (e.g., a short 'argument
name' might be defined for each data element to make the mathematical relationships among

elements appearing in the 'derivation algorithm t easier to observe).

I
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Associatio Typ AsoitinAtdet evlCd

Association Typ Description Text NAtibt a
Maxim Case Count

* I
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Asocatio Element K

Association Case Number D

Ass o Te IAtribue VauNme Tex
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Dama Eement StCWed by* Domasinka DenstraionTet

Figure 3-5 Logical Data Model for Documenting Derivation Associations
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h. Domm.Cons'aintI frioni. Text. Spedifies any constaints in effect for
selecting or using data to generate the derived data (e.g., enumerated values, ranges, or SQL

%Vhere-clause' text).

6. P E xten.•in to thelMde

Formnulas could be treated more rigorously by modeling a standard list of operators
(e.g., addition ('+), multiplication ('*),nd square root ('SQRTO). Given the objective of
simply improving communication rather than actually automating the generation of program code to
perform the computaions, this additional level of complexity was dropped from the model.

* E. EXA IE RVAT

1y . Figure 3-6 presents an example of a derived darn element called Military PesonnelI ~Pay Amount:

Prim= ln e ewd• '3mt

Miiary Psonnel Pay Amount - MiMry PeSonnel Base Pay
+ Miitary Psonnel Retired Pay
+ Mnitary Personnel Allowance

2. Each of the secondary elements on the i&ht side of the equation above aso
represent derivations:

Mlitary Pasnnel Base Pay Mitay Pasonwl End Strength
f (byGrade)

* My"e sonnel BasePay
(for Grade)

Miiay Psonnel ftird PaY = Mitary Pronreel Ba Pay
* oMinl Pmeare d ft* Pay

Acual Factor Amon

3-12
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Military Personnel Allowance

Amount = Basic Allowanc for Quarters
+ Basic Allowance for Subsistence

+ Variabk Housing Allowance

I 3. Elements on the right side of the 'Military Personnel Allowance Amount' are

derived as:

prima Element

Basic Allowance for Quarters

(BAQ) [Family Housing
- Family Housing Inventory]

* BAQ Rate

I Basic Allowance for Subsistence

(BAS) Military Personnel End Strugdi
(by Grade)

* BAS Raw

I Variable Housing Allowance

(VHA) - [Famfily Housing Requrement

i Family Houing Inventory

(by Location) "
* VHARat

3 (bLocation)

IIpresented in Fiur 3-5 can be used to docunw= the primitive. sourags of the exam efle d data
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Figure 3-7 Documentation of the Example Derived Element in the Model
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2. Derived Data Element' is identified as a type of association (ie., 'DRVTN) in the

Association Type entity. The Association Attribute entity identifies three atributes to be recorded

for each instance of a derivation:

a. Derivation Text (associate level).

b. Reusable Software Module (associate level).I
C. Argument Name (member level).I

3. Each of the data elements participating in the derivatiom ar documented in the Dam

Element entity, and related through the Association Member entity.

I 4. Each computation is identified in the Association entity, and related to elements

1-,inthe computation through the Association Member entity. For example, the
dervation Military Pernnel Pay Amount is assigned an Association Code of '511'. This code

identifies four elements involved in the derivation within the Association Member entity (L.e,
Military Personnel Pay Amount, Total Military Personnel Base Pay, Military Pronnel Retired

Pay, and Military Personnel Allowance Amount). Each assocation includes:

a. One derived element (Element Role Code = 7 for ?rimy Element).

I b. One or multiple mp o variables (Element Role Code = 'I' for

'Secondary Element).

5. ch dan element in the Association Miembaetity is masied an Agment Name
in the Association Member Atribute Value entity (e., the datam Maia ftonnel Pay
Amount is repented as 'IPA'). The argument ame is thm used within the derivation text

assigned to each association as an 'Atriut Value Tmet in the Assoati AWibute Value entity.

Substituting an argument for the data element name in the formula povides sme Witeliiblt for
the darn elements being used, and, at the ame time, shoreM the fonmula so ta mathema xI
relations among the elments can morn eadily be observed. aSmch ad pac" logic could
provide a um mdem caple of psentng the equaons with Ohb full names or argument
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6. Constraints appropriate for each computation are documented in the Domain

Constraint Description Text entity. If more rigor is desired for capturing constraints, one

possibility is to explicitly identify data elements participating as part of constraint criteria in the

Association Member entity. These elements could then also be assigned Argument Names that
would be substituted for the data element names in the Constraint Description Text column.

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

"""I

I
I
I

I
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i COQMOC DAIT STREAMS

1. Complex dam stems use string of ordered characters, or bits to comncate
information through a variety of approaches, including Vraphics, documents, sound, and video.

The ordering of the characters or bits within the stream is important for correctly formaig and
Iinterprt the informaton. Some special escape chc sequences within a document, for
example, may trigger special processing by applications that interpret the data smeam to format the
tex (e.g., center, bold, and underline the following text).

2. Microcomputer applications (e.g. word processors, s h graphics, sound

and video simulators, and hypertext) originally designed to boost individual productivity often
create large files of complex data sutams. These applications store data they input and output in
non-relational formats because the relational model is an usatisfactory approach for supporung
their processing requirements. Several relational database mmangement systems have extended

their data types to include Binary Larp ObjeM (BLOBs) capable of storing and sharing files

ca by these various applications. The BLOB data type allows the DBMS to work around the
issue of knowing how dtese complex data smams are formatted.

3. Storing complex data sueams in database management system as BLOB fieds does
little to improve their shareabilfty. At a minmum, additional inomation must be correlated with

the BLOB to describe what class or type of data smeam it represents (e.g., bicrosoft word

document, Excel spreadsheet, sound recording). These attendant elements should be standardized
to ensure that a wide variety of applications can correctly initiate procedures to access, ineprt,

and present da sotoed in the BLOB field.

I B. ¢7IASII ION O M IM DATA STREAMS

Complex data soms include:

1. Damm = Large tex-based fiks crated by wod p or ext editors.
Documents ane often formatted for *-exenk anX- -- d manipulation by a spcfcapplication, and
commonly contain embedded or linked BLOBs (e.g., graphics and spesheets).

4-1
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2. SDreads-hei. Tables of two or more dimensions usually holding numerical

information. Many financial accounting needs are performed on computer spreadsheets to utilize

the automated cross checking, editing, and mathematical processing capabilities. Applications

which create spreadsheets also commonly manipulate the data to produce graphical charts.

3. Chzas- Simple or complicated drawings. CAD/CAM systems and graphics

programs such as MacDraw or Visio can be used to create these pictures.

4. Video and Sound, Video and sound digitally recorded and manipulated by software

under user direction.

5. H Compilations of various text, video, and sound linked together.
Applications that create and manipulate hypertext allow users to review various topics and
seamlessly jump to related topics.

C. COMPLEX DATA STREAM STANDARDIATON ISSUES

1. Trends toward development of new data types (e.g. other than integer, character,
suing, and date) require data administration to extend data sharing and data reuse disciplines to
account for these new data types. Files produced by word proces spreadsheets, graphics
applications, and other productivity improvement applications am becoming a more widely
'shared' resource within some orghaions than raditional character and numeric types of data
extracted from databases. Standards need to be defined if complex data streams are to be

effectively shared when stored in BLOB type fields.

2. Standards for BLOBs can be viewed at two levels:

a. 1ntrnal St=mCn•.Emat Srnnida& Within the types of BLOBs being
created, various standards exist to increase the shareability among applications in the same product
type. For example, the Standard Generalized Madmp Language (SGML) has been created as a

formatting language in word processing documents. This standard facilitates the sharing of
documents because any SGML compliant word processor can read the document file. Within the
graphics arena, various standards exist for the organization of the data files. These standards can

serve as a basis for any graphics program, increasing the comp between graphics

4-2
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program-. The knowledge of such standards is important, and organizations should encourage
vendors to adopt common storage formats.

I b. Descriti Stadars Standards should be developed for the metadata

associated with BLOBs. These standards will allow data adminisrators to manage the object's

reuse, regardless of internal format. Three issues must be addressed:

(1) The existing application types will increase in capability and
complexity, with the potential for creating composite complex data sueams. The use of multiple
applications to =ate one final product (e.g., word processor, graphics and spreadsheet application
products are combined to produce a single document) has already placed a heavy emphasis on
sharing.

(2) BLOBs are now being recognized as formal data types that can be

managed and reused as a very simple form of information object. Under the Object Oriented

paradigm, for example, BLOBs can be administered as encapsulaions of methods and data.
However, procedures for adminisring object reuse are immature, and few repository tools exist

to support object reuse.

I (3) Object Oriented technologies are sold largely to formalize praCt
for managin object reuse, and to increase productivity of system analysis, design, and

development. An object management infrasmucture must exist to support object search,
discovery, create, and store activities across system development projects if these reuse objectives

I are to be ffilled.

I D. MODEL OF DATA REO h FOR REI S

I 1

The logical model for complex data seams, Figure 4.1, is designed to track te

applications used to cra BLOBs, and to identify substitute applications capable of reading and

further manipulating the BLOBs.

I
I
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Admi -strig Complex Dafta Streams as Reusable Assets
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*2. Semantic Rl

A BLOB is created by an application, and can be accessed for viewing and further

manipulation by the same application or any other application capable of parsing the format under

which the BLOB is stored. A model designed to facilitate BLOB reuse must account for the

following inherent characterist of BLOBs and applications that create/manipulate BLOBs:

a. A many-to-many relationship exists between applications and the different

types of BLOBs (e.g., document, graphics, and spreadsheets) they can create/manipulate.

U b. A many-to-many relationship exists between an application and the

format(s) it can use to access a specific type of BLOB. One standard format can be supported by

multiple applications, and a single application may support or translate multiple formats.

c. A BLOB can link to or embed other BLOBs (e.g., a word processing

document can have embedded graphics).

d. The manipulations that an application can perform on a BLOB may be

constained by the syntax of the format in which the BLOB is stored. For example, a word
processing application will often not edit an embedded graphic. h may, however, allow linking tO

the authoring graphic application for editing.

e. Currently no universally accepted standards exist for formatting the various

I types of BLOBs (e.g., word processing, spreadsheet, graphics, and voice). Although there is

some movement to provide import and export capabilities to share files across derent

plications, i the short term applications will continue to create and sor files in

formats.

I 3. lii•al Modl C-indew, A relational model in Figure 4-1 supports semantics

described above using 11 entites. These entities divide into two groups:

a. Desc De do- Five entities in the lower half of Figure 4-1

describe object inS=M (i.e., data streams) registered for reuse in either a library of fils or in a

database repository. Presumably the repository is managed by an Object Oriented or a Relational

DBMS that would store t information in BLOB fields. Data for these five entities could be

populated or updated as a part of zi a specific object (e.g.. a specific diagram or chart) for

I
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reuse. It would be deleted when an object instance is removed from the library. The parent entity

named "object" contains information that allows a user to determine what application created the

object (e.g., MacDraw I1), what type of object it is (e.g., graphic), and what format is used to

store the library copy (e.g., PICT). Data access software could use this information to
automatically retrieve the data stream from the library using location data in either the Object File or
the Object Database and associated Object Database Access Annex entides Users not having the I
requisite application on their workstation, if well versed in the capabilities of different applications
available in the office, could identify a substitute applications to access the data. The Object

Correlation entity records what objects are linked or embedded with other objects - providing some

measure of reuse within the library, and data required for config management of the object

instance.

b . Object ClaW/A~op_ fiction Des . Six entities in the upper half of

Figure 4-1 describe object classes (e.g., graphics), applications that create instances for each object

class (e.g., graphics programs such as MacDraw IL Visio, or Harvard Graphics), and the file

formats these applications can accept as inputs and produce as outputs (e.g., PICT). A database

containing this information would allow data access software to automaically identify substimt

applications for accessing a specific object instance stored in the reuse library. This information is

very stable; it can be catalogued each time an application is purchased as a supported "standard* for

the open system environment (OSE). The documentation captured in these entities and middlewar
to support data access to this data represents a benefit provided to organizations that comply with

the OSE standards adopted by the organization.

4. Entity DeCri

a. Mect Class Specifies the type of objects which can occu. Example types
are document, graphics, and spreadsheet.

b. Format Identifies and describes formats suppmod across the different

applications (standard, and pprietary) used to store BLOBs. The desceiption simply

communicates the semantics supported by a format without attempting to convey any infomation

about the syntax used For example, a description tells what the format can generally support in

tems of object classes and methods, but reveals nothing about the code stored in position I or
what a specific sequence of special characters represents).

4-6
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c. Ap&iction- Documents existing applications that create and/or perform
operations on BLOBs. An application can have BLOB Source Application and/or Application

Format Conversion capabilities.

d. BLOB Source [ ication. Lists all the Object Classes a specific

I application supports. Some applications (e.g., Excel and Enable) are capable of producing objects

falling within multiple object classes (e.g., spreadsheet, graphic, and document).

e. Appafon Forma Lists all formats supported by a specific BLOB Source

Application. Compatibility among BLOB Source Applications is detected by shared formats (e.g.,

MacDraw H and Visio are compatible graphics applications because both applications operate on

files stored using the PICF format).

f. .ltion Format Conver Lists all conversions that a BLOB

I conversion application supports by corelating source formats with allowable target format options

(e.g., Microsoft Word source format to a WordPerfect target format).

g. Qbj= Identifies and describes all objects created that represent remusable
assets. Each object:

(1) Refers to its source application through the Application Identifier.

attribute. (2) Belongs to an object class specified by the Object Class Name

(3) Stores information in a specific format ified by the Format

Identifier.

I (4) Has special locational attributes that direct users to wher the

ahoritative veion of an object is stored based on diffmiation provided by a Library Type

Code. The model shows example attributes for Database and Fae type lbrar1ie

(a X DIs Describes where to loat an object stored
within a BLOB field of a database (e.g, what table and cohunn).

I
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(b) Obje Database Access Annex. Lists column names and

column values for identifying a unique row in a database table storing a specific object.

(c) ObiFile. Describes where to locate an object stoed asa I
file on a server (e.g., Server identifier, and file name).

h. Objet Correlti Records objec-t linkages or embedding. If the linked
and embedded objects are stored, the ability to track changes to the original BLOB is required.
Administrave information, such as a create date, last change date, and version number, assigned
to each Object instance could be used to track updates.

5. An Extension on Methods. If the six entitiesin the top half of Figure 4-1 are used

to support automated capabilities for identifying substitute applications for accessing and
displaying the data, then capabilities of the substitute application to process the data may become an
important discriminator for sekcting among multiple substitutes. Figure 4-2 intoduces two new
entities into the model described above that record these capabilities:

a. Media. Identifies and describes the types of actions that can be perfmoed

on different types of objects (e.g., play, edit, display).

b. Mcthod-ApfliflionEF .Camlatlo. Identifis tie actions available for
a specific Application Fomiat This information commmunicam constamints for comp across
different Application Formats (e.g., visio can display and edit a graphic in the ?ICT format, 3
while WordNdfect can only display the b %phic in the "WPG' format).

"4-"
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Object Class Application

Object Class Name Application Idmzife

Object Class Description Application Name
Ope1zin Envimonment Ietfe
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Figure 4-2 Methods Extension of Model forI Administering Complex Data Streams
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E. EXAMPLE COMPLEX DATA STREAM REURF APPLICATION

1. Figure 4-3 presents an example application for Complex Data Ste&am reuse using

graphic, spreadsheet, and document types of information.

2. A WordPerfect document named 'Smtegy Plan' uses spreadsheet and graphics I
information that are also cataloged separately-

a. 'Projected Expenses' is a LOTUS 1-2-3 spreadsheet saved in a relational
database using a BLOB type field.

b. 'Agency Organization Chart' is a MacDraw 11 graphic stored in a graphics

file in a directory established for reusable graphics.

3. The 'Strategy Plan' is stored in a WordPerfiet document in a text library established I
for reusable documents.

F . MODE. Rn DM MITrVlATMN OF T7-M CQW LX DATA sTREAM

1. Fxguze 4-4 uses the model developed in Figur 4-1 to capture the example complex

data smeam application.

2. Each of the object classes defined in this report (L.e.. document, graphic,
spreadsheet, and ohdz) are identified in the Object Class entity.

3. A sample of applications used to cre=a and maWpua BLOBs (ie., Application
Category Code = 'Source) is defined in the Application entity along with one application for
converting BLOBs aoms a set of widely used formats (i.e., Application Ca&tgory Code =
tonversion' for the application named 'McLine'). The application identifiw is used as a key to
relate infoimaton i the Applicaion entity to information in the BLOB Source Appliatio
Application Format Conversion, and Application Format entiie (e.g., Application kIdfir = '4'-
specifies WordPerfect, DOS, Version 5.1).

4. Sample rcords in dt Application Format entity for the Waor fac, Microsoft
Word, MacDraw, V'iso, LOTUS 1-2-3, and Excel applications, iustrat how compaibility amog
thse sour applications can be inferrd from file formats shaW across the ddftm

4-10
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applications (e.g., WordPerfect 5.1 can access and store documents in Microsoft Word 3.0
formats, but Microsoft Word will not read or write WordPerfect documents).

5. Sample records in the Application Format Conversion entity for the MacLink

application illustrate how BLOBs can be shared across applications which otherwise show little or

no compatibility. For example, Microsoft Word 3.0 files (i.e., format 'MSW40) can be converted

to WordPerfect 5.1 files (i.e., format 'WP5 1')).

6. The three reusable objects described for the example ae recorded in the Object
entity. Use of the 'Organization Chart' graphic and 'Projected Expenses' spreadsheet by the

'Strategy Plan' document is depicted in the Object Correlation entity. Location information for

each of the objects is documented in the Object Database and Object FMle entities.

7. A small sample of data in the Verb-Application Format Correlation entity related the

'WPG' format used for WordPerfect graphics and the 'NICr format shared between MacDraw II

and Visio illustrates how object manipulation constraints can be recorded. The Visio supports

'Create', 'Edit', and 'Display' actions on the PICTr format, while WordPerfect only supports

'Display' actions on the "WPG' format ('WPG' format needs to be confirmed).

IG. ROLE OF DATA STANDARDZATION IN SUPPORTNG BLOB REUSE

1 . It will take some time to develop standard formats for documents, graphics,

spreadsheets, and other classes of BLOBs. However, concepts represented in the relational data

model presented in Figures 4-1 and 4-2 are currently being implemented in widely varying and

incompatible ways by a number of commercial applications (e.g., Microsoft's OLE, IBMs IRMS,

Lows Notes). Each time a proprietary variant is implemented, the prospects for implmening

entrise-wide approaches for sharing complex data streams as corporate assets get more
complex; the codes used to identify different object classes, applications, and formats will vary

across the implementaions. To minimize the impact of proprietary solutions on sharing data
streams across the enterprise, standards are needed for six of the attributes appearing in Figures 4-

1 and 4-2:

I a. Object Class Name
b. Application Identifier
C. Application Name
d. Operating t

4-13I
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d. Format Identifier
e. Method Identifier

2. These elements are likely to be developed by many middleware applications I
supporting the reuse of BLOBs. They also have domains of values that will be defined differently

in each case unless proactive action is taken for standardizing the elements. I

3. Interest in standardization of these elements extends beyond the boundaries of DoD,
and it would be in DoD's interest to promote a project to standardize these elements at a national
level through the American National Standards Institute (ANSI).

I

I
I
I
I

I

.I

I
I
I
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Ai• EMBLTRS

A. -- UT

Assemblies represent entities which have relationships to themselves (i.e., instances within

the entity relate recumvely to other instances within the same entity). Oriaon sctures
equipment assemblies and subassemblies, and geographic teiain features such as roads, rivers,

and facilities all represent examples of assemblies. Assemblies often repreent dominant entities

which commonly appear across multiple functional data models. The relationships assembly

entities have to themselves are commonly called recursive relationships.

B. TEUSABILTISSUES

I. Model reuse has largely been viewed from the perspective of functional or subject
sarea oriented classifications (e.g., personnel, logistics, finance, and operations). Assemblies

represent commonly recurring objects that span functional areas and provide focal points for model

integraion.

2. Elements of recursion found within assemblies are c complex, and are
treated differently in different models. In fact, much of the knowledge gained by the modeler in
discovering the correct representation of an assembly often never gets ommunicated through the
depiction of entity relationships; rather, they are represented in edits developed for add, change,

and delete operations or event triggered alerts. These rules should be communicated with the
model, possibly as extensions using structured Epglish or predicate calculus.

3. Analogous to the improvment in program readability brought about by muctured
pro standard templates for the treatment of recursion would inmqp model readability
for assemblies. Possible elements of these templates re:

a. Standard entity relationship profiles for modeling recursion. Examples for

one-to-many and many-t-ma1ny entity relationship profiles for recursive relationships are depicted
in Figure 5-1. Standard profiles developed for treatin recursive rlationships in da modeling
would be analogous to standard structured programming consucts developed for control logic
such as 'DO WHILE', 'DO FOR', and 'DO UNTIL' looping.I
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Intelligent Key: One-to-many Paruet Entity

recursive relationship based on Ineliet e
intelligence embedded in the
coded values of the key (e.g., 0.0, Non-ke Attribums
1.0, 1.1, 1.1.1, 1.1.2, 1.1.2.1) o

Foreign Key Role Element: Part Enity
One-to-many recursivePrmyKe
relationship based on linking
foreign key of a child entity Role Element.Primary Key(FK)
instance to the primary key of o
another parent entity instance.

Child Correlation Entity: Paent Entity
Many-to-many recursive Prima Key
relationship correlating a child
entity having primary and
secondary foreign key role
elements. The names assigned Child Coreation End
to these foreign keys indicate the
nature of the relationship
between entity instances in the
parent entity.

Associaton: Many-to-Many Prent Entity tion
Recursive Relationship based on pzkmffy Key Ascei daf
creation of an independently
identified Association entity. Ascan Type
The association entity is related
to the parent entity using an
Association Member correlation M ber
entity. The association identifier
is a fabricated element which Ass-c"tan • .
ultimately is system r.aintained.
Roles are identified by assigning
,alues to an Association Role

Code in the Association Member
entity.

Figure 5-1 Example Alternative Profiles for Modeling Recurion
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b. Standard vocabulary for naming associative entities designed to support a

recursive relationship (e.g., suffixes to the entity name, such as 'Correlation', 'Association' and

'Association Member). If used in a standard way, these words would alert readers that the entities

are designed to support a recursive relationship.

I C. Standard vocabulary terms for naming relationships supporting recursion

within a single entity.I
D. REBUSABILXrY GUIDANCE

I 1. Guideline templates on structured modeling for Assemblies should be developed.

Figures 5-2 through 5-5 represent a starter set of templates which expand on the profiles identified

in Figure 5-1. Evaluation criteria need to be developed as part of the guidelines to help modelers

select among the templates. Five evaluation criteria for selecting among the templates shown in

Figures 5-2 through 5-5 follow:

a. Simpliciy of Synt=. This criteria measures the ability of the template to

represe-it recursion without introducing a lot of new entities and attributes into the model. A few

entities and attributes are better than many entities and attributes. For example, the Intelligent Key

template's approach would score well by this criteria because it introduces no new entities or

attributes. In contrast, the Associaon approach introduces two new entities and three new

attributes, and would rate lower by this criteria.

I~~~ b. Tlnaia ii Tis criteria mneasures the difficulty of mainraingni
recursive ratonships among data instances using a template. Lweing the qi W
cascade an update to multiple records is prtculady desiable. NotMice, rexample, tihat if the

Intelligent Key named Work Breakdown Identifier' (Figure 5-2, part C) changes for a high level

node (e.g., change 2.0 to 5.1), the update will cascade to all lower level nodes (ie, 2.1,2.2, aind
2.3 would change to 5.1.1, 5.1.2, and 5.1.3 respectively), ibis is an undesinable c haracersic of

the Intelligent Key template. In contrast., assigned key vahles in a Corlator Entity umphue

(Figure 5-4) do not cascode to oher records; this makes the Correlation Entity a move desirable
* tempte fro d intainably pspective.

C. Ekik. "Mgt criteria meaurs tdh ability of a tmplate to o
i 'many-to-many' as well as 'one-to-many' cardinaizy for recursive relationships If = are

possibl exceptions to a one-w-many rile, it is best to model the relaionship using a aempi &a

1 5-3
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Intelligent Key A. Geea Syntax

Parent Entity

hntolguent Key
NoMnI- AibuIts

B. Example Work Breakdown Structure For Building and Airplane

0.0o

.1 Assemble Maim Body 2.1 Construct Engine Sse
-1.2 •oas Front Wings 2.2 Build Fuselage 3.1 BuidMissiLumcba

--1.3 ConsruTail 12.3 Develop Engine Mounts 3.2 Develop Tasreing Sysem1 33• Develp F-u* Syum

C. Modeled with Intelligent Key D. Example Jntance Table

Work Brakdown Structure Work Breekdown Structure

rk Breakdown IdentifierW

Task Idenaifie Tak Name
9 , 0.0 Buld A•..

1.0 BuildAiftnoe
1.1 Anme Main Bode
1.2 Coa mucFMat Wmgs
13 CoHmuTanil
2.0 Build Bower Unk
121 ComUctW e

Figure 5.2 One-to-Many Recursive Relationship Modeled with Intelligent Key
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Foreign Key Role A. Gveneal Syntax
U ~Element LIft U..P~ m Y Key(d)

I B. Exiample Organization Structmr

I~~v
Idiimm0, m wct

I ~~C. Modeled with Foreign Rle Key D. Exampl Jzuanc Table
Oranirak SftW=

Orgaizita mame Okfunied Nine Pn-m Orgauizm

ftenamtOzemive
Nm Alacod

it -1am Pd

FIgure 5-3 One-to-Many Recursive ReaIosi Modeled withI ~Foreign Role Key
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FChild Correlation 1A. General syntax
Entity J WtEtt Chfld Correlation Entity

B. Example Equipment/Assemblies Struicture

Equopuaut Assembily

2V2 fToonTruck 2i o rc lm

g systemimam Medium

Generawr Mnfl

C. Modeled with Correlation Table D. Example Instance Table

Equipmen/PPaIz* EqnpmVar I
Equipment ktem Idenafier Epupmet kern Idewfifr

Eauiinen Itm Decripion2 Di2Too Truck
Cmnlt EngrVehidle
camd

EquimendartRocker
Major Equipmet It=m Eqipmen/PArt Assembly Cagrdation

-pume IemIdndic ) Major Equimn MmrEquipmen
ktm I=detfier kmidmuln e

hem_________________ 211W Too Truck Wic

2 112 Ton Truck camI
C- ~n~eiIc vrKi

Figure 5-4 Many-to-Many Recursive ReainhpModeled with

Conrrelation Ett
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Association A. General Syntax
Pamt Entity Association

FIc I I .I••~Pnimmy Key ocawWn

IAssociation Type Code

Associaton Member
Asscia~dBFK irxndin

B. Example Assoations Among Employees m

Fmplayedeefim Typlal ye oe Code

I ~ ~~~EmployccE~yeNm~nee S

Eliot Jones

A5Ot Smith Sm
504tev SBlack upý Empoye A soiioMeme

ScttW oown mm Fm/y

Joh Doe Aog. To

Q Examle As 001 501tam 00

Bu0t Moorem MoS 0 0 .

o00 SUPWAUC
003 Assigned To

Employee Employee Name 004 slf

501 Eliotiames 006 Mtcu'

53 Elmoe Be AaEationsp MemberH 504 Sw boot Associat Employ=e Associast-
50 JhnDo.Identif Numiber Role CodeI507 Ray Juzie 001 1501 Manger

508 BabwarMoire 001 504 S&IboMdIne
509 oEf 001 .50 Subod)finaf

-001 508 Stibodizzas
003 502 Manage
003 505 Sodinaie

1003 508 Soboxdinaft

FIgure 5-5 Many-to-Many Recusive ReainhpModele as Asoiton
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supports many-to-many relationships. Both the Intelligent Key (Figure 5-1) and the Foreign Role

Key (Figure 5-2) templates are incapable of supporting many-to-many cardinality, and score low in

their flexibility. Because the Correlation Entity (Figure 5-4) and the Association (Figure 5-5)

templates both support many-to-many as well as one-to-many cardinality for the recursive

relationships, they are preferable alternatives from the flexibility perspective.

d. E nibilily. This criteria measures the ability of a template to adapt to new

types of recursion after design or implementation of the database. Each of the templates that force

the modeler to either embed intelligence into the key or into the name of a role element' (i.e.,

Intelligent Key, Foreign Role Key, and Correlation Entity templates) place some limitations on the

extensibility of the recursive relationship. The relationship is bounded to some degree by the role

element's name. For example, in Figure 5-3 part C, the element named 'Parent Organization'

restricts the relationship to support the definitio, of a 'higher level authority'. Sibling type

relationships (e.g., supplier/customer) could not be supported. A simila type of restriction is

embedded in the names 'Major Equipment Item Identifier' and 'Minor Equipment Item Identifier' m

assigned to role elements for the Correlation Entity template. These names prohibit the relationship

from tracking 'standard' and 'substitute' parts. The multiple types of relationships shown by

example for the Association template (e.g., Supervisor, Sibling, and Spouse in Figure 5-5, parts B

and C) illustrate extensibility possible when the roles can be designated by value assignments 3
rather than name assignments (e.g., values for the Association Role Code in the Association

Member entity).

e. IUllc=mla Com lzx. This criteria measures how easily the template

communicates model semantics. A compromise position must be discovered for reducing clutter

introduced by embedding-role information in entity names and attributes names, and avoiding of

intellectual complexity introduced by abstraction. The Association template encourages " mn

relationship abstraction; this results in many fewer entities and elements than the Cmoelation Entity

template. However, it's important to note that entities and attributes are redu by loading m

business rules into the domains of allowable values assigned to role elements in the Associaion

template. This makes the overall model easier to understand in general, but more difficult to

understand in detail When the Correlation Entity template is used and roles are assigned troug

the entity or attribute names, users must grasp the meaning of many more entities and attributes

before formulating the SELECr clause of a query. When the Association template is used and

roles are assigned as attribute values, the user must grasp the meaning of many more domain

values before formulating the WHERE clause of a query. This gives credence to the idea that dam

5-8
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modelers must be concerned about domain values because they always relate to a more detailed set

of business rules than entity relationship diagrams are designed to communicate.

I 2. As suggested in Figure 5-6, no single template can be declared the "standard" or
"preferred" approach for all situations. Just as a programmer must decide which consruct to use

in controlling program logic (e.g., 'DO WHILE' versus 'DO FOR'), modelers must decide which

template is appropriate. Just as some algorithms are complex enough to require nesting of different

control logic, assemblies may be complex enough to require merging of several templates.

3. Assembly type objects should be identified within functional models and separated

for reuse independently of the functional modeL The following criteria are provided to help

identify assemblies within a data model:

a. An independently identified entity has numerous one-to-many relationships

I oriented away from the entity.

b. The entity has one or multiple recursive relationships associated with it.

c. The entity appears to exist in different functional models.

4. Use of assemblies by various functional data models should be tracked to support
configuration management of the assembly as its semantics become more clearly understood and

focused with each reuse.

I

I
I
I
I
I

5-9I
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I

EvauatonIntelligent Fxeig Key Role Ccxwlatioa
Crtri.Key Moment Entity Association

0o..o *°o So ImSimplicit of Syntax

Mainaminaility

Fkexibility 0I

Extensibility 0 0 3
Intellecual Complexity See con

SLegend ( -Poor o.-Fair *oo- Good oo- lt

Figure 5-6 Evaluation of Alternative Templates for Representing
Recursive Relationships in Assemblies
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APPENDIX B

DEFINITIONS

I
1. A&jMbL Data structures which include recursive relationships (ie., instances within
the entity are related to other instances within the same entity). Organization structures, roads,
buildings, and equipment part assemblies are all examples of assemblies.

2. Attribm . A property or charatrstic of an entity; for example, COLOR, WEIGHT, SEX.
Also, a property inherent in an entity or associated with that entity for database purposes. (FIPS
Pub 11-3 (reference (a)))

3. Chain. See Data Chain. 3
4. Cornpex A data element that cannot be fully described as a single attribute
within a data model. _

a. Cmnoi ElDataElments. Data elements which embed intelligence about multiple
concepts in their names, definitions, and domains.

b. Dyatins. Data elements representing concepts computed, aggregated,
transformed or inferred from the values of one or more other data elements.

c. k Bundles of information carried in sequence which represent I
information in a variety of forms (e.g., graphics, voice, text documents, and spreadsheets).

5. Cgmnote Dal Element A dam element designed to communicate information about more I
than one concept by embedding intelligence in the name or the coding of values. See Data Chain,
Data Coupling, Multipurpose Dam Element. and Hetmrogenenus Domain.

6. CupIcdLarn See Data Concept Coupling.

7. Ihm A representation of facts, concepts, or insmnrctions in a formalized manner suitable
for communication, interpretation, or processing by humans or by automatic mea. (FIPS Pub11-3 (reference (Q))

8. DTMAdmniqi hm That functio of the organiation which oversees the management of I
data across all functions of the organization, and is responsible for central information planning
and controL (NBS Special Pub 500-149 (reference (b)))

9. .db=. A c arteist of a unit of data such as length, value, or method of
representation. (FIPS Pub 11-3 (reference (a)))

10. DXAzChjin A composite dar element that links an ordered set of concepts within its coded
values (e.g., Equipment Order Code with sample Domain (AB001, AB002, ACO1, ACOO2)
where the first two positions identify the type of equipment, and the last four positions identify the
order number for that type of equipment).

11. Dam.• enZe CmWuin. The embedding of two or more concepts within a dam elemenfs
name or domain of allowable value

B-I
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a. Coupled Concept% in the Name. Elements with domain values for two or more
other elements embedded in their names (e.g., Materiel Inventory Second Fiscal Year Authorized
Quantity conveys domain values for two concepts it its name: Fiscal Year with Domain (1, 2, 3,
... ), and Inventory Status Name with Domain (Authorized, Required, Damaged, ... )). Thiselement should be reformulated to can-y at only set of domain values in the name, and only if thedomain is stable and has fewer than ten values.

b. Coupled Concepts in the Domain. Elements with domain values that are not
mutually exclusive (e.g., Plan Objective Rating Code with Domain (A =Priority 1, Easy;
B=Priority 2, Easy; C=Priority 1, Difficult, D=Priority 2, Difficult, ...)). This element should be
reformulated as two elements: Plan Objective Priority with Domain (1, 2, 3, ...) and Plan
Objective Rating Name with Domain (Easy, Moderate, Difficult, ...)

12. Daa Di.tiM=z. A specialized type of database containing metadata managed by a data
dictionary system; a repository of information describing the charactristics of data used to design,
monitor, document, protect, and control data in information systems and databases; and application
Sof a data dictionary system. (FPS Special Pub 500-152 (reference (c))).

13. nt. A named identifier of each of the entities and their attributes that are
represented in a database. (FIPS Pub 11-3 (reference (a)))

1 14. Data Element ig. The design of a data element in terms of it's name, definition,
type (e.g., character, date, integer, decimal), length, domain of allowable values, data steward
specification, security characteristics and other attributes as required to manage the data element as
a reusable asset.

15. ement Mannin Documentation describing how two or more data elementformulations overlap in meaning.

16. Data Elementndardiza The process of documenting, reviewing and approving
unique names, defintions, c e and representations of data elements according to
established procedures and conventions.

17. Da aEnthy. An object of interest to the enterprise, usually tracked by an automated
system. (NBS Special Pub 500-149 (reference (b)))

18. Dxz.Ma&1 In a database, the user's logical view of the data in •ontrast to the physically
stored data, or storage structure. A description of the organization of data in a manner that reflects.
the information structure of an enterprise. (FIPS Pub 11-3 (reference (a)))

a. gical Data Modd A model of the data stores and flows of the organization
derived from the conceptual business model. (NBS Special Pub 500-149 (refrence (b)))

b. Phcal A representation of the technologically independent
requirements in a physical environment of hardware, software, and network configurations
representing them in the constraints of an existing physical evirnmen.

19. Dat.aSr. mr• The person or group that manages the development, approval, and use ofdarn within a specified functional area, ensuring that it can be used to satisfy data requiremensthroughout the organization.

20. •amt.,,im. The logical relationships which exist among units of dama and te
descriptive features defined for those relationships and data units; an instance or occumrence of a
darn model (NBS Special Pub 500-152 (reference (c)))

1 . B-2
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21. Datahaw. A collection of interrelated data, often with conuolled redundancy, organized
according to a schema to serve one or more applications; the data are stored so that they can be
used by different programs without concern for the data structure or organization. A common
approach is used to add new data and to modify and retrieve existing data. (FIPS Pub 11-3
(reference (a)))

22. Dictiion=. See Data Dictionary.

23. DoD Data Model, A corporate level data model developed based on the integration of data
models developed within individual functional areas.

24. Domai The set of permissible data values from which actual values are taken for a
particular attribute or specific data element. In a relational database, all of the permissible tiples for
a given relation. (FIPS Pub 11-3 (reference (a)))

a. GeneralDmain. The permissible data values allowed in representations of a data
element defined in terms of the character set which can be used; e.g., A-Z, 0-9, etc.

b. Srecific Domain. An enumerated set of values allowed in data representations of a

data element; e.g., Friday, Saturday, Sunday.

25. Enft. See Data Entity.

26. Information System The organized collection, processing, maintenance, transmission,
and dissemination of information in accordance with defined procedures, whether automated or
manual (DoDD 5200.28 (reference (e)), modified)

27. Meam. Information describing the chs of data; data or information about data; I
descriptive information about an organization s data, data activities, systems, and holdings. (NBS
Special Publications 500-152 (reference) (c))).

28. Migmton Da. Data from or within a migration system. See also Migration System-

29. Migration Sysem. An existing automated information system, or a planned and approved
automated information system, that has been officially designated to support standard processes for
a functional activity applicable DoD-wide or Component-wide.

30. Mulfnle EPu. Element. Elements formulated to have multiple meanings based on the I
context of the record or values held by other fields in the record (e.g., Equipment Sterwardsbip -.

Assignment Code with Domain (AO=Admin Office, ES= Engr Shop, -. other organizations)
when the Quantity On-hand > 0, and Domain (PP = Planned P urement, ET=Exchang Turn-in, I
... other status codes) when the Quantity On-hand = 0).

31. Nonsandard DataElement Any data element that exists in a system or applicationaI
program and does not conform to the conventions, procedures, or guidelines established by the
organization.

32. A data element which has been submitted formally forI
standardizaton in accordance with the organization's data element standardization procedures.

13-3
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I ,BREVIATIONS ANDIOR ACRONYMS

FIPS Feder Infomation Processing Standards

I OSD Office of the Secreary of Defense
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APPENDIX C

DOCUMENTING DATA ELEMENT GROUP CLASSIFICATIONS

A. INTRODUTIlON I

This appendix describes how the data models described in Chapters 2 and 3 of this manual

may be used to document multiple levels of security or sensitivity for specific data elements when

considered in various groupings of other data elements.

B. EYAMP.E tLASSIRM DATA ELE N COMBINATONS

A data element may be combined with other data elements in a wide variety of ways to

produce information. The element may normally be considered as describing relatively low risk I
information; however, the element may participate in some combinations of elements that

collectively describe sensitive data. Figure C-1 summarizes three examples of three levels of data I
security which commonly occur in DoD:

1. Cta& ]atarnlemsnt. Individual data elements may transmit information which

is viewed as classified. In thes circ ým•sanc the daa element's security classification rating

(e.g., classified, secret, top seret) can be assigned as an attribute of the data element itself.

2. .i•A Cn•= aLData.LEemcn= An individual data element considered as

transmitting unclassified information may be viewed together with other elements that collectively

transmit information that is classified. For example, access to an individuars skills, the

capabilities of a piece of equipment, and the planned location of a unit may not in and of

themselves be classified. But the fact that a set of people with particular skills, and or equipment

with particular capabilities are destined for a unit at a particular location may compromise military

intentions, or the Department's knowledge of enemy intentions. To support data security
adminisat-ion and management data element collections which transmit classified information

should be cataloged, and an appropriate security classificaio should be assigned as an atribute of

the group.

3. Thatifl~d allL aa=ia-inL T am cases where groups of data elements that I
awe normally unclassified may be classified for specific value combinations. This happens when a

management code for a classified program is epliitly associated widh

C-I
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I Classfied Data Elements eldui
Numbr OPeratio Desaiption

Individually the data element enrresH classified mnformaton. ClSU~ValIl Unclassified ValueI

Ce6Viu Unclassified

tbitldeWitingo
Classified Groups of Data Elements __r 'tw-Ca

Groups of data elements comprised of I Wedauifud Vzabt: I AbdoUafifed Vdu I
me~mbers which when take individually .uiid~h2Uwjmugf5wv~atn:2
are unclassified, but enilectively caffy UndashedValue Ii tbachd~fidVahmeI ~ ~~~classified information. _______

Iasfe ValueCobntn

Classified Value Associations Unit Identifictio PrOvxm~nm ua

Groups of data elements that are normally Cod~ ale 1 UnasvedVlur e 1od

unclassified. but become classified for 1wasfied Vaue I Uwblsdfied Value I

SpecifC commanansOf VaaeS. Value 3 UnClassified Value 3
Unclassified Value4 Unclassfid Value 4

Gassfled Value Combinazion-

Figure C.1 Example Clsified Data Element Groups
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a specific unit. These types of data element collections should be cataloged along with the

appropriate security classification for the classfied value sets, and the values which determine the

security classification of the group (e.g., Program Management Structure Code in above example)
should be documented.

I
C . DOCUMENTATION OFTffE rAS M CO BINATONS

1. Figure C-2 depicts how the relational model proposed for associating composite

and derived elements presented in Figures 2-10 and 3-5 can be used to document the classified II
groups of data elements.

2. From the perspective of this model, classified groups of data elements are viewed 3
as a type of data element association. 'lassified groups of data' is identified as a type of
association (ie., 'SCRTY) in the Association Type entity. The Association Attribute entity

identifies four attibutes to be recorded for each instance of a classified group of data:

a. Teh veDn The level of restriction for I
information transmitted by the data element group(e.g., C = clasified, S = secret, TS = top-
secret). I

b. In~mawton Risk Level Name (Tssoiat leveft The impact of intemption 3
or unavailability of data to missi accomplishment (e.g., acious = u c a , vital = tolerated
for < 3 days, tolerable = tolerated for 3 to 8 days, nonessential = tolerated for > 8 days). 3

C. Dicsum Risk•N n s,,•-ciat levelb. The impact of disclosure of
information to adversaries (e.g., high = irreparable harm, medium = consequential harm, low .M

embaFassmen/prjudicial harm).

d. SM•ft Chm S••ny D an Value I 1 • 'The value for a

specific element thai, when viewed in combination with values provided by odr elements in the

group, determines the security classification of information provided by the group of elemetL

C-3
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3. Each of the data elements participating in a classified group of data elements ae
documented in the Dam Element entity, and related through the Association Member entity.

4. Each classified group of data elements is identified in the Association entity, and
related to participating elements through the Association Member entity. For example, the 'Unit
Deployment Classified Data Group' is assigned an Association Code of '811'. This code identifies
two elements involved in the group within the Association Member entity (i.e., Unit Identification
Code, and Deployment Station Code). Each association includes:

a. One primary or dominant element (Element Role Code = )

b. One or multiple secondary or subordinate elements (Element Role Code =
'5'). 3

5. The 'Unit Program Management Classified Value Associations (Association '812' 3
document which values of the Program Management Stucmrm Code (e.g., Program Value 1,
Program Value 2, and Program Value 3) determine the classification of the group. 3

(C-5
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Appendix 3

D. NOTES FROM TILE 5TH I/DB WORKSHOP HELD MARCH 4-5,
1993 AT IDA. 3
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U

2. AGENDA 3
MEETING OF DMSO I!DB TASK GROUP

THURSDAY, MARCH 4,1993 i

8:00-8:30 Overview of meeting and goals, introductions, DMSO status:
Tom Shook, Iris Kameny

UPDATE ON DMSO WORKING GROUP AND PROPOSAL ACTIVITIES

8:30-9:00 DMSO Architecture Working Group and call for Architecture
for Dynamic Scalability: Cy Ardoin

9:00-9:30 DMSO Environment Working Group and call for
Environmental Representation: Paul Birkel

9:30-10:00 DMSO I/DB Task Group and call for Complex Data and
Common Tools: Iris Kameny

10:00-10:30 Break
10:30-11:00 Questions and discussion
11:00-11:30 Update on DMSO Information System: Cy Ardoin
11:30-12:00 Update on DMSO database directory IDEFlX model: Iris

Kameny
12:00- 1:00 Lunch 3
UPDATE ON DATA ADMINISTRATION AND STANDARDIZATION EFFORTS

1:00-1:30 Update on NIST standards for IDEF and IRDS: Bruce Rosen i
1:30-2:00 DISA/CIM: update on DoD CIM data administration, policy,

procedures, modeling, etc.: Bob Molter
2:00-2:30 JIEO Center for Standards: update on FDAd C2 activitiesI

and support for Modeling and Simulation: Dunham
2:30-3:00 Questions and discussion
3:00-3:30 Break

REPORTS ON PROJECTS, STANDARDS, VV&C, ETC. ACTIVITIES

3:30-4:30 Report on Close Combat Tactical Trainer (CCTT) project data
activities: Rob Wright

FRIDAY, MARCH 5,1993

CONTINUATION OF REPORTS ON PROJECTS, STANDARDS, VV&C, ETC.
ACTIVITIES

8:00- 8:30 Update on Joint Data Base Element (JDBE) project
activities: Peter Valentine

8:30- 9:00 Lessons learned from JDBE IDEFIX classes: led by John
McDonnell
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I
9:00- 9:30 Brief and demo of Army M&S Catalog: Darlene Pittenger and

Wanda Wharton
9:30-10:00 Report on TRAC Automated Data System (TADS) data

activities: Howard Haeker
10:00-10:15 Report on Army Modeling and Simulation Executive Council

(AMSEC) Subcommittee on Data: Erwin Atzinger
10:15-10:45 Break
10:45-11:15 Report on data standards activities: Iris Kameny
11:15-11:45 Report on new DARPA BAAs in the data area: Gio

Wiederhold
11:45-12:15 Status of Navy Verification, Validation, and Accreditation

(VV&A) Processes: Simone Youngblood
12:15- 1:15 Lunch

1:15- 1:30 Report on (SDIO) Analytic Tool Box: Anne Marie Gnacek
1:30- 2:10 Briefing for Strategic Planning for DoD intelligence Data

Administration: Linda Calvert
2:10- 2:30 Discussion
2:30- 3:00 TECNET brief and demonstration: George Hurlburt
3:00- 3:30 Break

BRIEFS AND DISCUSSION OF GEO-SPATIAL DATA

3:30- 4:30 DMA brief on Geo-Spatial Information to include new
available products and prototypes (e.g., Digital Chart of the
World), terrain data models, DMSO Project 205A, and
products of the future, and JCS MOP 31: Dave Danko and
Bob Jacober

4:30- 5:00 Discussion of geo-spatial information needs, standards, etc.:
led by Paul BirkelI
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Tom Adrian, CACI-USA
Cy Ardoin, IDA (703) 845-6647 ardoin@ida.org
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James Augins, Navy (619) 553-6085 augins@nosc.mil
Robyn Benensohn, SAIC 619-546-6231 robyn@jupiter.saic.com
Paul Birkel, MITRE (703) 883-6399 pbirkel@mitre.org
Bob Bishop, DTIC-AP (703) 274-7662,1, rbishop@dgis.dtic.dla.mil
William Burch, Navy burch@nosc.milI Linda Calvert, MITRE 703-883-6326 calvert@mitre.org Wallace
Chandler, USA/CAA, (301)295-1652
Bill Clydesdale, SPAWAR (703) 602-5696

SDeborah Cooper, Paramax 703-620-7778 cooper@rtc.reston.
paramax.com

Martin Costellic, DITRA (408) 655-0400 x 4248I
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Willie Cowan, BDM (NASA) (202) 479-5293 fax (202) 863-8407
David Danko, DMA (703) 487-8151
Tina De Angelis AF/SDIO 310-363-3253 fax: 310-363-1753 Charlie
Dunham, JIEO (703) 487-8340
CDR Jim Etro, CNO, 202-653-1616
COL Ed Fitzsimmons, DMSO (703) 998-0660 fitzsim@charm.isi.edu
Anne-Marie Gnacek, NRC, SDIO/GMN
Peggy Gravitz, Adv Res Cen (205) 922-1512 x2170
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4. SUMMARY OF ISSUES. WORK-TO-DO, TOPICS FOR NEXT
MEETING

(1) Most significant happenings between the two I/DB meetings were: the
new DoD Enterprise Model seems to allow bottom-up data modeling and
definition of entities and data element standards (need to find out more at
the March 22nd meeting), and DISA/CIM will now support composite and
derived data entities in addition to atomic data elements in the DDRS. If all
this is true, then Iris and Twyla need to work with the DMSO to begin to
develop data administration procedures and/or guidelines conformant with
the new DoD Enterprise Model.

(2) Iris organize special working group session: classified workshop on
intelligence data

(3) Ken Wimmer obtain documents:
- Update on 8320.1.M
- Get copy of John Keene's Technical Architecture for Information

Management
(4) With respect to signup lists at workshop:

a. Iris: Put together I/DB Task Group members interests. First
circulate as file and then make into database to enter under 1/DB
bulletin board.

b. Ken Wimmer: be sure names from signup sheet for DIS Conference
Information get on DIS mailing list.

c. Ken Wimmer/Iris Kameny: be sure people signing for DoD TRM
and/or NIST APP get documents.

d. Ken Wimmer: be sure people signing up for DSB Summer Study
report on M&S, get document.

(5) Iris/Steph work with Cy and Ken to populate I/DB bulletin so that soon
I/DB users can begin accessing it.
(6) Iris/Steph, organize task groups for study of complex data and data VV&C
(7) Topics for next meeting:

- Brief from Navy on oceanography and atmospheric data standards.
- Brief from NASA librarian on EOS databases that are available for

use.
- Brief on DIS and PDUs towards understanding how data

standardization affects/works with the DIS world.
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- Brief on X3L8, the committee on data representation standards,
regarding: framework for generation and standardization of data
elements, classification of concepts for identification of domains,
basic attributes of data elements, registration and naming
principles for data elements.

- Brief on how DMA relational standards relate and map to/from
USGS object standards.

- Brief update on DoD Enterprise Model

5. UPDATE OF DMSO WORKING GROUP AND PROPOSAL
ACTIVITIES

This set of briefings provided an update on what was happening with DMSO
FY93 proposals and to make more explicit the kinds of efforts DMSO is
interested in with respect to the upcoming call for FY94.

(1) DMSO Architecture Working Group and call for Architecture for
Dynamic Scalability: Cy Ardoin
Scalability is the ability to accommodate large, dynamic changes in size and
complexity within models and simulation systems. It can be characterized as
having the following dimensions:

- Cardinality: number of objects in the simulation
SGranularity: fidelity and level of detail of objects and environment

- Heterogeneity: diversity of objects and environment
- Variability: cardinality and granularity may differ over time and by

node
There are three generally accepted classes of simulation: (1) constructive
(computer models), (2) virtual (distributed interactive weapon system
simulation), and (3) live (instrumented tests and exercises). The call is for
architectural projects addressing either of these three classes of simulation or
an architecture for coupling simulation classes (constructive, virtual and
live).

Forty-nine proposals were received in this area and each was reviewed by five
reviewers.

(2) DMSO Environment Working Group and call for Environmental
Representation: Paul Birkel
The synthetic environment for use in M&S includes terrain data, bathymetry
data, meteorology, and atmosphere and near-earth space information. This
area also includes methods for handling changes to the synthetic electronic
environment based on both natural and man-made disturbances as well as
well as electromagnetic propagation effects.

There were three focuses to the call: (1) Tri-service data and model standards
development for atmospheric and oceanic data and transfer formats, (2)
Improved production development of synthetic environment data; and (3)
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Methods for handling dynamic changes-effects of natural and man-made
disturbances that need to be reflected in the underlying environmental data.

Thirty-six proposals were submitted in this area, most addressing standards
and DIS, a few addressed the creation of a realistic environment. There were
many joint proposals across services and labs but most were lacking a well
integrated management plan. There were some good proposals addressing
dynamics but most were laboratory based technology-perhaps this work is
not ready for the M&S community yet. Many of the proposals overlapped the
scalable architecture area. The technical review team rated each proposal
with respect to how well it addressed at least one of the three areas and how
well it addressed the needs of the M&S community. Some of the proposals
were to build a prototype to see if a problem could be solved and did not
address standards for exchange. Most were not concerned with getting the
community to agree on a standard but rather were trying to promote their
service's model onto the community.

Paul mentioned the DMSO desire to create a mentoring team to work with
the groups winning awards and several questions were later asked (and not
answered) about the specifics of this.

U (3) DMSO I/DB Task Group and call for Complex Data and Common
Tools: Iris Kameny
The 60 proposals in this area were reviewed by a team of 8 people mainly
members of the I/DB group. There were so many proposals because many
submitters checked off data and tools as a secondary area. On a whole, the
proposals were disappointing since most of them failed to address the areas
described in the call. Iris went over the call areas again to familiarize people
with the problems and to encourage people who are interested in addressing
one of the problem areas or know of someone else who is, to call her or theDMSO office for copies of the FY94 call once it is available. We believe we
need a better way to reach the people who are working these problems.

U The areas specifically written up in the call were:
Complex data: develop metadata extensions or new concepts of "standard

data element" for complex data types compatible with CIM if possible.
Design/develop tools/techniques for management of complex data

repositories.
Develop standards for nomenclature (e.g., aircraft type names) and

symbology (e.g., graphics icons).
Develop approaches and methodology for verification, validation, and

certification of data.
Develop approaches to capture and manage historical data (e.g., simulation

data).
Develop classification and typing taxonomies to support search across

repositories.
Define/develop mechanisms for interchanging data (including complex data)

across repositories

I
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Develop an approach to the data aggregation security issue and the policy
and procedures to support finding information across classified and
unclassified directories and dictionaries.

(4) Welcome and overview: Tom Shook
Data and database development is a very technical and painful process. Both
fall into the M&S infrastructure area since distributed interactive simulation
requires the sharing and exchange of data which in turn requires a strong
foundation embodying data standards. The goals and objectives of
DISA/JIEO are to give the user on defense networks the best technology
possible and are consistent with DMSO communication and data objectives.
We need to work out the details of execution and share common problem
solutions across organizations. We need to move forward by bringing the
community ahead.. .which is not an easy thing to do.

Tom sees a bright future for DMSO within the new administration and the
DMSO has been busy educating the new people as to the DMSO goals and the
issues. DMSO needs to help in the development of working level standards to
promote interoperability. This needs to be accomplished by building
consensus, which is a difficult task. DMSO is committed to working with the
JIEO/Center For Standards (CFS), CIM, NIST, etc. We are working toward a
future when MILSTDs are a thing of the past. Some of the technology needed
by the M&S community will not be furnished by commercial products and
developments. The M&S community needs to make its needs known to the
commercial world so that they are more likely to be met in standards and
products. CFS is playing a unique role in pulling together DoD needs so they
can be heard as a single voice. An important I/DB task group role is to help
DMSO re-vector for the future.

The M&S community has to play at the realtime C31 level. There is wide
acceptance now of what DMSO is trying to do. The DSB summer study
report on M&S has just been signed off and people can sign up to request
copies (a sign-up sheet was made available at the workshop and will be
handled by Ken Wimmer in the DMSO). Copies should be available by March
16 and draft versions may be available now through the Public Affairs Office
or DDR&E.

A Distributed Interactive Simulation (DIS) workshop is held every six
months and the next one is in Orlando March 22-25. DIS has been accepted
as an IEEE standard for using WANs for intercommunication. It is non-
proprietary (as are all standards) and examples of its use for interoperability
were demonstrated at the last DIS workshop with different contractors
connecting individually developed simulations. The DIS 1.0 protocols have
been defined but help is needed with later (2.0 ...7.0) sets of protocols.

The DMSO FY94 call for proposals will be coming out soon. People can check
with Gary Bridgewater or Ken Wimmer (at (703) 379-3770 or by email:
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kwimmer@dgis.dtic.dla.mil and gbridgew@dgis.dtic.dla.mil) to find out the

* date.

(5) Update on M&S Information System: Cy Ardoin
The M&S IS goal is to provide an information resource center that will help
members of the community in locating, retrieving and communicating
information in a distributed environment. It is based on commercial
standards and tools that include Archie (provides string search on file
names), Wide Area Information System (WAIS) provides string search on the
contents of files, gopher (access to bulletin systems), and telnet. Types of
data provided include: general information about M&S, database and M&S
catalogs for M&S developers and users, general information for community
(POCs, organizations, calendar, glossary), online help, e-mail, world wide
bulletins, and local bulletins and file space. The I/DB Task Group will be the
first user of the bulletin board support for an M&S special interest group.

The I/DB bulletin board will include access to: glossary, document references,
published meeting notes, 1/DB objective, database of 1/DB members and theirareas of interest, list of ongoing projects in the M&S and data areas, minutes
for review from the last meeting, etc. (People were asked to give Iris a list or
paragraph describing their interests and she will begin to compile these,
possibly into a database that includes other general information such as
organization, phone, email, address).

I Issues include: need to decide on a standard WP format, delay in getting the
Oracle server at DTIC, and security (see later brief on TECNET).

I It was mentioned that there is a Defense Information Systems Security
Program (DISSP) and that Barbara Kirsch (703-487-8252) at JIEO was a
POC. Roberta Schoen (DTIC) furnished the following information after the
meeting: DISSP is doing central guidelines for DoD security, contact point is
Lt. Col. Joe Jaremko at (703) 696-1904. They have soup to nuts consulting
on security, but are VERY understaffed right now. Their Divisions are
Accreditation, Architecture and Engineering, INFOSEC Products, INFOSEC
Professionalization, and INFOSEC Countermeasures. Lt Col. Jaremko is
head of Architecture and Engineering and oversees several task groups,
including the one on security guidelines, and on security of DISN (MILNET).

By the end of March, the M&S IS will be asking for volunteer users. Users
will be limited to government and government supported contractors. The
number and makeup of the volunteer users testing the system will be
controlled until the system is operational at DTIC and running reliably.

(6) Update on DMSO database directory IDEFIX model: Iris Kameny
Work done by Kameny and Valentine (JDBE project) on developing an
IDEFIX model for the database directory from the E-R model was presented.
Iris presented IDEFIX modeling observations made during her initial
exposure to the methodology. She believes tools are needed to support the
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capture and automated use of business rules: to add in clarification when
models become more complicated, to capture differences in model views as
different groups concur on a single model (such as cardinality differences),
some people may relate better to textual business rules than to graphics, and
machine processing of such rules could be used to detect inconsistencies.
Also, the graphics can become unwieldy when M-N relationships require the
creation of associative entities and generating informative arc labels for these
is difficult. Also, multiple relationships between two entities may be difficult
to understand in terms of the appropriate attributes. As we build bottom-up
models, we need to use naming conventions that are as consistent as possible
with CIM.

Pete Valentine will be generating the Oracle database schema for the DMSO
database directory, and he will prepare a short writeup addressing the
interfaces needed. Other issues include: need to develop a key word i
taxonomy to support searches, need to decide how the directory will be
populated, and there may be a need for further collaboration with others
needing a database directory. With respect to the latter, we should
coordinate with George Hurlburt on TECNET catalog for T&E databases. A
copy of the IDEFIX briefing and model was left with Beckie Harris at
DISA/CIM.

6. UPDATE ON DATA ADMINISTRATION AND STANDARDIZATION
EFFORTS I
(7) Update on NIST standards for IDEF and IRDS: Bruce Rosen
Bruce began by updating the group on the IRDS FIPS 156 standard. It is
coming to the end of its 5 year review cycle and they expect the ANSI X3H4
group to renew it as a standard. The IRDS export/import ANSI standard
X3.195-1991 is now under review at NIST to be made into a FIPS. It will be
an exchange standard for data between IRDSs and/or other tools. The
services interface to IRDS has also been published as an ANSI standard
X3.185-1992, but NIST does not plan to make this into a FIPS. He discussed I
the differences between the IRDS ANSI X3H4 standard and the international
(ISO IS10728) IRDS standard. The ISO standard is more like the ANSI
services standard but based on a different model. The ISO IRDS interface is I
based on a relational concept and is a software to software interface and does
not address the human interface. The ANSI standard is based on a model of
exchange at the human interface level and the screen interface level. The I
ANSI services interface standard describes exchange at the software-to-
software level based on the ANSI human interface. Both ANSI and ISO have
services level interfaces but they are incompatible, i.e., cannot be mapped to
each other.

The X3H4 is working with the ISO IRDS rapporteur group on the next 3
version of an IRDS standard, IRDS+ (which is not as inclusive as the future
IRDS2 standard described in the briefing I/DB received in June 92). This

l
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would be a services interface standard not a human interface standard.
X3H4 has submitted a large number of changes to the ISO IRDS group to try
to get the ISO standard to incorporate US needs. The US is saying that the
future lies in cooperating in the development of an international standard
and this is where they want to go with IRDS2. If things go well, by June
there may be a first draft of one unified IRDS+ international standard.

Question about what effect one unified ISO standard would have on ANSI
IRDS standard? Answer is that it probably would not affect the renewing of
IRDS1, and since the ISO standard wouldn't address the human interface,
the ANSI could try to map the human interface onto the ISO services
interface.

A question was asked about PCTE (Portable Common Tool Environment)
provided by the European Computer Manufacturers Association (ECMA),standard ECMA 149, and its relation to IRDS. The purpose of PCTE is to
enable software tools to work together through definition of a common
environment. Some think this just involves a common repository, others a
dictionary. The old dictionary concept was based on a fixed metadata
schema, the new dictionary concept supports describing the structures
needed such as databases, resource assets, etc., in content modules. For
purposes of the new dictionary, the metadata descriptions of structures are
called content modules and the word "schema" is reserved for referring to
database structures. In the new dictionary, there would be multiple content
modules describing the structure of the objects in the repository. However,
the PCTE people are not coordinating their effort with the IRDS groups.

Question about object-oriented SQL: people are currently working on SQL3 to
provide a standard language for object oriented DBMSs. It will be a large
standard and will be issued in the 95-96 timeframe. (Bruce noted how large
and complex the standards were getting: IRDS is about 700 pages long and
PCTE around 400 pages). CORBA is an object-oriented standard that has
come from the Object Management Group (OMG) consortia. Future IRDS
versions will be oriented toward supporting an object-oriented machine. The
most impoi tant thing for IRDS would be to unite the ANSI and ISO
standards into one standard. There is a question about whether they will be
able to define a common data object; it is conceivable that there may be
different standards for different views.

Bruce next discussed IDEF standards. He announced that IDEF is now an
acronym for "Integration Definition Language". NIST developed the criteria
for evaluating modeling methodology based on non-proprietary information
engineering. Criteria for standards usually come from a standards body that
is composed of experts from government, academia, and commerce but the
IDEF users group was different. Their charter did not include voting
procedures and they tended to be more of a discussion group. Based on input
from that group the draft IDEFIX FIPS contains two parts, a formative part
(defining the standard) and an informative part (on how the standard should

I
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be used). By March 15th, NIST expects to receive consolidated comments
from the IDEFlX users group that will clean up the draft and comments from
DoD. They will then have 30 days to respond to comments, and will then
finalize and publish the document. The document does not have to go
through another round of review. An IDEFiX subgroup developed a formal
mathematical logical description of the standard and forwarded that versionto the IDEF senior committee. NIST will probably put this into the

informative section because it has not been formally reviewed and it seemedthat it was too difficult for many people to read and understand. The IDEF
FIPS may be the first to go to Mr. Brown, the new Secretary of Commerce.

(8) DISA/CIM: update on DoD CIM data administration, policy, i
procedures, modeling, etc.: Bob Molter
Bob went over the implementation status of the data administration areas:
policy, standards, infrastructure, procedures, tools, training, and I
miscellaneous (data administration strategic plan, FY93 planning guidance,
data migration and reverse engineering and data migration and
implementation planning). High points: 8320.1-M is in informal I
coordination, comments were due Jan 20 and it will be distributed as a new
draft at the Data Administration Council meeting on March 19. It will be
aligned with the new DoD Enterprise Model which is being released on I
March 22. He expects it to go out for formal coordination, three weeks after
that session. 8320.1-M-1 has become a standard. Reverse engineering: Aiken
is leading this effort to reverse engineer six systems in the business area to
develop and refine procedures and to identify tools that are helpful or not
helpful. CIM is beginning to address security (data aggregation and multi-
level security requirements), quality assurance, and are interested in "other"
data types and welcomes support and good ideas in this area from the I/DB
task group. A question was asked about adding structured data objects to
Bob's list and he brought up an issue as to whether messages and
transactions should be considered as data objects and how these would be
packaged as objects.

Bob, then gave us a preview of the DoD Enterprise Model which was i
developed through Bunny Smith's organization with DDI sponsorship. It is
the result of work done by both contractors and government people. It will be
presented in a 3-4 hour session at George Mason University on March 22 and
again at the FIM/TIM conference in Monterey just for government people
(Melanie Williams 703-756-4740, 41,42). One appendix discusses how to do
model integration. Instead of top-down and bottom-up linking up, it
discusses layering. This will make it easier to integrate policy and data
models though there will probably be some holes. The bucket approach
allows one to start modeling from the middle-down or bottom-up but one I
would need to get with functional experts first to be sure they are getting the
right things into the right buckets. There may be a need to come in at the
middle level and further sub-categorize entities and decompose their I
attributes to arrive at the lower level at which you want to model. The
Enterprise Model has its basis in the CALS support for weapon system

I
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development. John Keene's effort to develop a DoD architecture preceded the
Enterprise Model and is the environment the Enterprise Model will be
implemented in (whatever this means). There is a close fit between John
Keene's and the Marine's architecture. The Enterprise Model document will
be given out at the meeting on March 22 and will also be given to DTIC for
distribution. Russ Richards is in charge of the buckets (data side) at 703-
285-5378).

(9) JIEO Center for Standards: update on FDAd C2 activities and
support for Modeling and Simulation: Charlie Dunham
The JIEO/DISA/CFS/Information Directorate/C31 Support Division's mission
is to achieve a fully interoperable C2 environment through effective data
standards coordination and program development. This includes
management of and active participation in the development of standards for
data elements and data models for C2 programs, projects, and migrating C2
legacy systems. Thrust areas include: C2 data standards coordination, C2
data elements, C2 data modeling, and C2 functional data administration.
Charlie provides staffing and support for Dr. Quinn, the C2 FDAd. The last
page of his briefing included POCs for each of the four thrust areas.

Developing standards for C2 requires much horizontal coordination since
DoD overall standards are unknown, there are multiple uncoordinated C2
"architectures", and there is conflict among acquisition specific standards. In
addition, most standards and specification work has been done by
individuals, there is resistance to accepting standards of others, and no good
mechanism exists for enforcing standards. There is thus a real need to focus
on standards coordination.

An important objective (from the DMSO perspective) in the C2 data elements
program is the development of a C2 Data Element Dictionary repository
which facilitates application requirements and conforms with the DoD-wide
DDRS. They are looking at the requirements for a C2 Distributed Dictionary
with coordinated contributing databases, that addresses the C2 user
requirements and is aligned with the CIM process. This needs to be defined
in a way that addresses working level needs and has to have good links to
programs and projects. They need to develop integrated procedures to
perform C2 data standardization for the mandated procedures: need a unified
process to achieve consensus and approval for DoD wide C2 data element and
model standards. They need to develop a uniform process for technical
coordination of C3 data fora to facilitate applications development and life
cycle management. They need to coordinate among projects with different
data element standards (e.g, MTFs, TADILs, IDEAS, JOPES). They look at
DMSO as being a node in their distributed dictionary network.

Charlie's group needs to provide interim C2 data element approval. For
example, the JUDI (C41 for the Warrior) C2 interim data elements are
available for C2 FDAd approval. The JUDI effort has been developing SDEs
from the USMTFs by looking at 13 basic message formats. They also need to
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deal with data verification and validation, some data may be "made-up"
because it is missing. They also need to identify those areas in which there is
no good source of data.

As far as data modeling goes, they are validating the fire support model for
the second time, and are establishing justification for requiring that all
entities in a model satisfy all three services. Steps for technical validation
include: use of subject matter experts, developing consensus on IDEFIX
model, and capturing rational. They plan to integrate the fire support and
air operations data models into one data model architecture. They are
currently testing out the approval process for seven JOPES entities. 3
7. REPORTS ON PROJECTS, STANDARDS, VV&C, ETC.
ACTIVTIES

(10) Report on Close Combat Tactical Trainer (CCTT) project data
activities: Rob Wright
CCTT will consist of fully interactive networked simulators and C3
workstations that replicate the vehicles and weapon systems of a mechanized
infantry or armor company team, portray supporting combat, combat support,
and combat service support elements, and operate on a simulated real-time
electronic battlefield. It is a follow-on to SIMNET-T with more battlefield
effects, greater field of view, more realistic data package, open systems
architecture, configuration management, and higher resolution terrain. The I
CCTT data collection program's purpose is to provide CCTT contractors with
certified, accurate, and usable data in a timely manner. The data
requirements categories include: weapon system/equipment characteristics, I
weapon system/equipment performance characteristics, doctrine and tactics,
occupational information, crew/force configuration, and environment. The
CCTT documentation collection consists of many varieties of documents I
including: engineering drawings, specifications, CM reports, firing tables,
models, anomalies, design documents, test reports, service bulletins, overhaul
manuals, training circulars, system performance tests, etc. Entries for these I
are documented in the DOCATs system which is moving to FOXPRO.

The CCTT contractors are limited in combat arms experience so the CCTT
data collection activity provides them with VV&Aed relevant and appropriate
data that will be consistent across the various contractors. The W&A
process includes participants from various schools who help develop data and
design tests that can be used for verification of contractor developed
simulator models. The CCTT data collection effort supports W&A in that it
verifies that data is complete, identifies data voids, identifies discrepancies,
validates that information is complete, and certifies that data is acceptable.

They currently have databases of ground systems populated with tank
platoons and in future will have company/teams, battalion/task force. CCTE I
will eventually incorporate Army attack helicopters and Black Hawks and
aviation tactical trainers. They need to link the parameters database to the 1
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document system. They will also be maintaining a database of red and blue
semi-automated force (SAFOR) behaviors that will need to be linked to the
documents. Asked about security: hasn't been addressed yet but will be
because they will be required to operate in a classified mode and handle
classified data when they participate in the Louisiana Maneuvers.

Rob described their success with using the IDEFO activity modeling
procedures to model the CCTT CALS information flows to specify
management, data and information exchange, etc. needed among the many
different CCTT players. This was a great experience and showed explicitly
how contractual agreements, CDRLs, letters etc. would flow and they
strongly recommend its use for other projects.

(11) Update on Joint Data Base Element (JDBE) project activities:I Peter ValentineJDBE staff works in the Test and Evaluation Command of the Army. Their

major goals are to standardize definitions of data elements, and promote
exchange and sharing of data between existing legacy systems. Their current
area of concentration is electro-magnetic characteristics of equipment which
includes all emitters. A suggestion was made that they focus on one specific
class of emitters to do a proof of concept for DMSO. They have developed
their own repository to hold IDEFIX models, standard data elements,
directories, etc. because the DISA/CIM DDRS did not include storing
anything other than metadata for SDEs (the future repository Jeff Wolfe's
people are working on will hold many types of objects including data models).
Their repository will include a browsing tool for helping users find what they
are looking for.

Question was asked as to who is involved? and answered that they need to
get more people involved (in the Army at least AMSAA and TRAC) and that
they need to work through CDAds and FDAds to be sure they have
participants representing the service and functional area preferred
databases.

NOTE: Another important suggestion was that they keep track of the costs
involved in training, participants preparing database models and enterprise
model, and JDBE preparing the subject area of interest data model, entities
and data elements so others will have an idea of cost involved for future
efforts.

Question: How does JDBE interface with DIS, or affect the PDU format
standards? No answer, but good question. Iris will try to get briefer on DIS,
Protocol Data Units (PDUs), etc. for next meeting and we can then revisit
this question.

Question from the floor about the credibility of this approach: answer from
the audience that the Marines are using the JDBE approach and will be
building a common database of standard data elements thanks to JDBE.
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That one of the biggest benefits of this approach is in helping people to
document what they have by reverse engineering their database through
IDEFlX data modeling practices.

JDBE has recently been coordinating with CIM: with DISA/CIM training,
with Aiken on methodologies for reverse engineering, and differences in M&S
community and CIM with respect to needs and uses.

Question: Is there a need for JDBE to interface with CALS in the future? I
Answer, doesn't seem to be a need at this time.

Question from SDIO project: how do the users take the SAI models, use them I
and maintain and update them? Answer someone/organization has to take
responsibility for maintaining the data models and entities and attributes
and recalling the SAI group when appropriate due to changes. It is currently I
unclear who should have responsibility for this.

JDBE today: changed from developing military standard to developing
military handbook; distributed the third version of the JDBE methodology
paper; have conducted two training classes; are evaluating DISA training for
further use; have completed two project models; schemas for the repository,
dictionary, and directory are in draft form, and they have initiated
interactions with CIM groups.

(12) Lessons learned from JDBE IDEF1X classes: led by John
McDonnell (because the previous brief generated so much
discussion, there was only about 10 minutes left for this)
Performance of students: quick in picking up IDEF1X, but those without
experience with PC windows have problems in using the Erwin tool within
the windows environment. Lesson learned is to be sure a student without PC
windows experience is paired with one that knows PC windows. They went
over the organization representation of students in the class and they seemed
to come from a wide variety of organizations. The student' class evaluations
were quite positive.

(13) Brief and demo of Army M&S Catalog: Darlene Pittenger and
Wanda Wharton
Wanda Wharton is the system administrator of the Army M&S Catalog. The
Catalog resides on a PC running MS/DOS. It has been designed and
implemented as an Infobase/Foio Views application and its services are: to I
maintain catalog and service updates, provide search and retrieval to remote
users, distribute extracts to other catalogs, and to communicate with the
M&S community. The value of the Catalog is very dependent on the I
information the Army proponents supply and its current entries were taken
from the J-8 Catalog. The Catalog is currently undergoing beta testing by 3
sites (very successfully) and will be available for general use after May 31st. I
Each entry is a folio, and groups are collections of folios.

I
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The demonstration was very impressive. There is no user manual, self-help
is built into the system. Remote users need to use VT100 keyboard emulation
mode and there was some discussion about support for other terminal types.
It is designed so that the first browsing screen of a M/S shows the most
critical data. There is excellent support for exact queries, and sophisticated
text-based searches (but not for soundex searches). Catalog data will be
validated before it is entered (proponents do not enter it directly) and for each
M/S V&V information is supplied by the proponent and accreditation
information by the accrediting authority. They estimate that 400 M/S will
take up about 1 megabyte of storage. The Army has agreement to be able to
distribute a runtime version of Folio with the Catalog for individual use.
Currently, downloading this takes about 25 minutes at 2400 Baud. Lana
McGlynn said the Army is glad to make the software available to other
services and that the contract vehicle is in place and would allow
customization of software.

(14) Report on TRAC Automated Data System (TADS) data activities:
I Howard Haeker

TADS is a method to electronically request, receive, authenticate, graphically
display, mathematically transform, and reformat data from data providers
into TRADOC's combat development models. It supplies data to 12 active
models and more.

They have recently completed developing categories for TADS technical data.
There are 11 identified categories: equipment performance, equipment
characteristics, unit performance, scenario, environment, force description,

tactics/doctrine/operational, test, human factors, geopolitical, and logistics.

Howard went through the Army's M&S data element submission life cycle:
proposed, candidate, approved, installed, archived. Data elements are
proposed by their originator when they are under development and the
originator wants the Army subject area experts to start evaluating the data
element informally as a standard. It moves to the candidate stage when it is
completely developed where it undergoes more stringent expert evaluation.
It then moves into the approval phase where the ICP (Information Class
Proponent) must formerly approve it and it is then installed in the Army
Data Dictionary. Lana McGlynn, as the ICP for M&S, wants most of the
review to take place in the proposed and candidate phases so that actual
approval can be done quickly. One assumes that once it gets into the Army
Data Dictionary, it will go through some process to be nominated to the DoD
CIM level. (I see a need to make repositories for proposed, candidate, and
service approved DEs available through searches to everyone across DoD so
we don't get duplication of effort in developing DEs in different organizations
at the same time.)

Howard addressed several problems. The top of the list is complex data and
data dictionary limitations in describing complex data. Another problem he
identified (which will probably become worse in the future when more and
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more people are involved in data standardization) is the ,overload on the
network when he tried to reacd the Army DISC4 dictionary. Since the Army
data administration group has moved into CIM, the ADD will, probably in the
future, be a partition in the DDRS. However, there will be DoD-wide
contention for use of the DDRS so it is hard to see how this problem will
lessen unless the partitions are maintained on different processors and there
is good network management to sense and prevent congestion.

(15) Report on Army Modeling and Simulation Executive Council I
(AMSEC) Subcommittee on Data: Erwin Atzinger
The Army Modeling and Simulation Management Office (AMSMO) is the
DMSO of the Army. The Army Modeling and Simulation Executive Council I
(AMSEC) is the AMSMO advisory body and is headed by Walt Hollis. The
AMSEC Data Subcommittee is the focal point for the Army AMSEC on
matters related to data development (management). The AMSEC Data I
Subcommittee provides guidance to ICP (Lana McGlynn) for Army data
modeling of the M&S process, is the interface to the DMSO Task Group,
advises AMSEC on AMIP/SEMTECH program, provides fora for Army data I
development and management. issues relevant to M&S and recommends
policy and procedural guidance (re data standardization and
interoperability). A current AMSEC initiative was sponsoring the Orlandon
TADS and AMSMO meeting to develop data categories. This will be followed
up by further decomposing these 11 categories, and the agenda also includes
getting courses in IDEFIX going, etc. Jim Shiflett, who is PMO for CCTT, is
very anxious to address complex data and in getting the data community
involved in the DIS PDUs.

(16) Report on data standards activities: Iris Kameny
Iris Kameny presented Twyla Courtot's briefing because Twyla was unable to
make the meeting. The briefing covered the different standard committees of
interest. Twyla's updates on IRDS, SQL, and object management repeated
some of the information Bruce Rosen had presented to us earlier.

Twyla also discussed the IRDS "content module" concept. She said X3H4 are
working to define the term "content module" so other standards groups can
create them for inclusion in a new IRDS standard. The new standard is
expected to be a compilation of these modules. There would, for example, be
a content module for security, one for object management, etc. The IRDS
would knit these content modules together into a functional repository.
Efforts are being concentrated in defining a schema by which the IRDS itself
can be described. Conceptual graphs are being investigated, and a proposal
for a Normative Schema standard has been put forward.

The report on X3L8, the committee on data representation standards, covered
interesting efforts on a framework for generation and standardization of data
elements, classification of concepts for identification of domains, basic I
attributes of data elements, and registration and naming principles for data
elements. The registration effort is focusing on using a classification scheme

Ii
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for unique identity of elements rather than relying on a name. All these
issues are very important to our effort and perhaps Twyla can give us a more
comprehensive briefing at the next meeting.

(17) Report on new DARPA BAAs in the Data Area: Gio Wiederhold
Gio gave us an overview of the technology organization in DARPA/SISTO.
SISTO has three strategic plans: (1) intelligent systems covers autonomous
systems, interactive problem solving, and intelligent integration of
information; (2) software engineering covers SEI, STARS, evolutionary
software development, and software engineering foundations, and
information technology for manufacturing covers manufacturing automation
and design engineering. In evolutionary software development, there arc
four programs: domain specific architectures, PROTOTECH, software
development environments, and persistent object base. The PROTOTECH
program includes development of tools for rapid prototyping to replace the
waterfall method (8120.1.,.2). In the Persistent Object Base Program,
DARPA is supporting: the OMG standards group by supporting Texas
Instruments in participating and writing the standards document; the Object
Request Broker; and the building an example since it is difficult to define a
specification without an example.

The BAA for new proposals in advanced software covered 6 areas: component-
based software (tools and languages for putting components developed in
different languages together), domain-specific architectures (could simulation
be a domain specific area (e.g., JMASS)?, advanced software environments,
high-assurance software (verification vs specification), software
understanding and re-engineering, and persistent object bases.

In the interactive problem solving area there are program areas for human
language, planning and decision aids, human computer interaction, and Joint
Task Force ATD. Human-computer interaction is a new area that is just
starting up.

The 13S is addressing data overload, information starvation, system rigidity,
and management of complexities. Intelligent mediation acts to reduce data to
information-current federated systems are similar to current simulation
model interfaces-whereas intelligent mediation is managed by domain
specific experts. (For more information, Gio referred to two papers he has
written, "Mediation Approach to Future Architectures" in IEEE Computer,
March 1992, and a paper on software composition in ACM Cnmmunications,
November 1992.) Main activities in mediation are summarization, fusion,
generation, and use of histories. He used a system security officer (SSO)
mediator as an example. An SSO mediator would use methods to summarize
and abstract the essence from the multitude of small audit trail events to
provide a higher level, more meaningful organization of events. (The lower
level audit trail is, for all practical purposes, unreadable by humans.) A
research issue is that of understanding where to locate mediator nodes for the
most efficient processing.
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He also mentioned KQML (Knowledge Query Management Language) which
is an interface specification language that provides a wrapper standard and
has been written up in a document by Bob Neches at ISI (neches@isi.edu).
This runs on Unix platforms.

Gio would like to see a SIMQML analogous to KQML to interface to
simulators. (This fits with the current interest in providing some kind ofwrappers around simulations to enable them to be more easily integrated into
larger systems that require the interoperation of simulations.)

(18) Status of Navy Verification, Validation, and Accreditation
(VV&A) Processes: Simone Youngblood
Simone began by showing us the Navy M&S structure:

- RADM Allen, N81, is Director of the Assessments Division of OPNAV
and is POC for DMSO and other DoD components

- CAPT McClure, N812D, is Head of M&S Section within the Net I
Assessment and Affordability Branch and is Executive Agent for N81
and Executive Secretary for Team Mike

- Team Mike is the Naval Warfare Analytical/Modeling and I
Simulation Oversight Council (NMSOC) that is technical advisor on
analysis and M&S, and interface to DIS Task Force

- SPAWAR 31 Modeling and Simulation Technical Support (MSTS)m
through Navy R&D Centers and JHU/APL

The SECNAV or OPNAV instruction to address Navy and Marine M&S
issues (similar to Army Regulation 5-11) is expected to be released in early
April 1993 and is expected to contain a number of TABs (e.g., Team Mike
charter, M&S master plan and investment plan) including W&A processes
for M&S which is the project being addressed by JHU/APL. Status of the
work: it was distributed to Team Mike membership on February 10 for review
and N812D expects comments back by March 15. Simone gave us copies of
the "Preliminary Bibliography for Modeling and Simulation (M/S)
Verification, Validation, and Accreditation (VVA)" which contains about 250
entries and has been distributed to Team Mike and reps from the Army and
Air Force. The Navy VVA process is based on: VVA being an integral part of
the M&S development process; VVA being moved as far forward in the
development process as possible (validate the concept); automate as much of
the process as possible; and formalize WA processes for future endeavors.

The WA paradigm presented shows WA at six stages in M&S development
with documented review at each step: (1) conceptual validation of the
conceptual model; (2) design verification of the M&S specification, (3) code
verification of the development code,(4) results verificatl ()n of the M&S
implementation, (5) domain accreditation of the problem domain, and (6)
application-specific accreditation of the specific application including the
input data. This will require getting a review team together at each level.
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Note, that the process is consistent with the steps required by SEI for the
software development process. They have proposed four levels of
accreditation: Inspection (a few manweeks), general (less than 6
manmonths), robust (manyears), endorsed (cost may exceed M&SI development).

Questions were asked about: dealing with stochastic models which is more
difficult than dealing with deterministic models; modifications to models
requiring re-accreditation; the need to re-certify data that has been changed
due to updates (version changes); and need to re-verify derived data even if
the data it was derived from was certified (really verifying the derivation
process).
Simone discussed the new DMSO WA Task Group which held a kickoff
meeting on 17 February and is expected to run for 6-8 months. Its objective
is to produce a policy statement on VVA for all services (an instruction,
handbook, and/or a pamphlet. We discussed who would lead that activity and
Iris incorrectly thought it was Paul Davis. At this time, there is no
designated leader.

N812D also formally submitted a proposal to DMSO for a VVA Institute that
would be analogous to the Software Engineering Institute and the Institute
for Simulation and Training.

(19) Report on (SDIO) Analytic Tool Box (ATB): Anne Marie Gnacek
Objectives of the ATB project are to provide SDIO with an institutionalized
collection of models, simulations, and data that will support GPALS
architectural examination, development, test, and evaluation requirements;
provide capability to match an analyst to a model; and provide a management
tool for SDIO Deputies and Directors. The problem is that SDIO has to
report to Congress that SDS will work but SDIO has not established baseline
of accredited M&S, no methodology to build confidence in models quickly and
cost effectively, and some differences in simulation results are directly
attributable to use of "nonstandard" databases. ATB should provide: basis for
comparative analysis and trade studies; enhanced SDIO ability to explain
differences in model results; confidence building; establishment of learning
curves and lessons learned; driving toward accreditation (but not integral
part of ATB); cost effective in using M&S to support acquisition process;
capability to match analyst to model (software reuse); and use of objective
assessments/procedures by joint team of experts. The ATB approach is
basically that of determining customer requirements; aiding in model
selection; after model is identified for use do confidence assessment, model
enhancement, and configuration management; then go into the WA process
(including flight and testing program) and finally do model maintenance.

Models could be submitted to the ATB from Services if they have SDIO
applicability and even before they had undergone WA by the Service. For
models designed for SDIO usage, ATB would do: configuration management if
asked to (or serve on Configuration Management boards). Confidence
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assessment for SDIO developed models consists of four steps: verify the
intended use of a baseline model; do continued review of the model; V&V of
selected portions of models independent of developers but based on what the
SDIO sponsor wants them to do and continued V&V of model sections. They
showed 5 levels of M&S support using ATB and other procedures:
architectural analysis, low confidence models, medium confidence models,
high confidence models, and VV&A models. However, they seemed to be
saying that given the perspective of the JHU/APL VV&A study for the Navy,
they are not doing accreditation. I believe they said they will do VV&A and
CM for the tools/software that are a part of the operation of the testbed and
optionally offer this service to developers who will be submitting tools to the
testbed or to tools that SDIO wants them to do V&V on. (It would be
interesting to go through the JHU/APL six steps and see at which of these
steps the ATB project would offer independent V&V to developers.)

The ATB was developed on a PC and is currently running, on a classified
network, on a Sun using the Oracle DBMS and contains 6 models (out of
approximately 500 SDIO models). In the future they expect to also run an I
unclassified version. In summary it provides: a collection of accessible and
verified and validated M/S and data; configuration management of those
resources consistent with SDIO policy; and establishing methodologies to I
support confidence assessments, appraisals, and VV leading to accreditation.

(20) Department of Defense Strategic Planning for Intelligence Data
Administration: Linda Calvert
Linda went over some background including the DoD Data Administration
Strategic Plan(s) (DASP) planning cycle which requires that all DoD FDAds
and CDAds submit their DASPs to the DoD DA by 30 December. The
Intelligence DASP includes NSA, DIA, and CIO plans. The DoD DASP vision
of the future includes operational central repository; standard data
(architecture, models, entities, data elements); use of common procedures and
tools; quality data; education, training, and consultation services; effective
infrastructure; and (not on list) data security policy and procedures. She
gave us an excellent diagram of the DASP DoD DAd framework and
identified POCs within DISA/CIM, (Tom Weber, talk to him about the
taxonomy for accessing products in the repository), and for intelligence
(Charles Hawkins and James Davidson). The intelligence DAd framework
shows 7 functional activity managers with CIO responsible for IMINT, NSA
for SIGINT, and DIA for GMI, S&T, CM, MASINT and HUMINT.

Intelligence data issues include: need for secure, compartmentalized data
elements and databases and merging of secure with open source data; users
of data are needed to do analysis; complex data types; overlapping
international, national and intelligence organizational procedures,
definitions, and standards; and legacy and evolving M&S systems. There is a
combined intelligence working group being formed to deal with these issues
(we should coordinate with them) and DISA/CIM action plans include dealing
with security requirements. Security is a big issue. For example, the
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intelligence community has to address the security level of meetings in order
to meet. An example of changes is that during a Copernicus exercise
classified data was downgraded to be used in the exercise.

There is a formal intelligence M&S group that maintains a catalog of M&S
models in the intelligence community, the majority of which are unclassified.
For general information, Linda noted that it is taking 1.5 times as long to re-
engineer data in legacy systems as to build a new data model.

View of new post cold war era for M&S: models must be flexible to accept
complex data from new sources quickly; M&S must expand to include new
areas such as economic, agricultural, social; security classifications and
compartmentalizations must be re-examined for inclusion rather than
exclusion; and intelligence information must be shared more widely for
peaceful purposes.

(21) TECNET Brief: George Hurlburt
TECNET is a user controlled network governed by a Joint Service Steering
Committee, service funded, designed for all DoD Test and Evaluation
Communities (developmental, operational, all services) to promote efficiency
of T&E within DoD, provide forum for T&E players, relieve communications
bottlenecks and problems, increase awareness through sharing. Services
include: e-mail, bulletin board facilities, binary file repository system,
database support (directories and private databases), specialized user
services (DoD News, Electronix 'Early Bird", Aerospace Daily, CBDs, etc.),
integrated fax, and extensive help. Its available all the time and can be
accessed through DDN and Federal telephone system. TECNET is on a
DSNET machine and is C2 accredited to run system high at the secret
classification level at Aberdeen. All services are available at system high
except for downloading and faxing but do have file transfer available. It has
over 3,000 registered users, 148 active bulletin boards, supports a number of
databases, has liaison with many organizations, and protocols support kermit
transfer, simple mail, telnet access and FTP.

The future vision is to systematically migrate existing TECNET resources to
create a standards compliant, multi-level secure communications and
processing capability that links DoD T&E entities to a shared but controlled
user community information resource. Plan to move from present
configuration OSI (TCP/IP, X.25), Unix, C-2 trust, 1200-9600 Baud, DBASE,
system high, RISC, MILSPEC, C, DDN host) to future ( GOSIP, POSIX, B-2
trust, T-1, MLS RDBMS, MLS, Multi-RISC, CALS, Ada, Internet). Research
initiatives are for state-of-the-art internet GUI, file and fax manipulation,
distributed data (common data dictionary, heterogeneous database
exchange), multi-level secure. They plan to use JDBE methodology to model
their T&E data dictionary. MLS has to address the data aggregation problem
(aggregated data should be at a higher classification level than the data it
was aggregated from). TECNET will be publishing the results of their
security experiment by September 1993 and DMSO will receive a copy. When
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DMSO clients apply for TECNET use, you need to let them know on the form
that you are a DMSO user.

They have a real heterogeneous database problem to access range data for
different databases. Problems include outdated documents, unavailable data,
no standard terminology, misconception of need, and ranges are not able to
present their capabilities effectively. At present they have used the TRW
TDIE tool to service canned queries by mapping the query and the database
schema to the range data but this will not work for ad hoc queries. Also this
may be difficult to maintain, i.e., when a data schema changes, one would
need to update all the mappings affected by the change.

TECNET development started at the same time as the DMSO Information
System development, but appears to be ahead of the DMSO IS. Perhaps we
should look into possibility of acquiring some of their software? Their I
contract development agencies were Clemson U, TRW, MITRE, AT&T and
Sun.

8. BRIEFS AND DISCUSSION OF GEO-SPATIAL DATA

(22) DMA brief on Geo-Spatial Information to include new availablei
products and prototypes (e.g., Digital Chart of the World), terrain
data models, DMSO Project 205A, and products of the future, and
JCS MOP Dave Danko and Bob Jacober
Digital Chart of the World (DCW) goals: to establish a suite of standards for
vector digital MC&G products to support direct user interaction, compatible
with the DMA Digital Production System (DPS), meet product requirements
at many scales, designed for use in wide range of computer environments,
and to develop a product specification using the new standards to support
robust GIS analysis and to support graphics display. Thus goals are to
develop standard and product (includes wealth of data) which includes
application software for accessing standard data sets, global and theater
planning and assessment capability, and briefing and decision graphics. I
(ARCINFO will support the DCW standards within the next few months.) Co-
developers of DCW are Australia, Canada, and UK (through use of Nunn
amendment) and US contractors include ESRI, Loral, GEOVISION, and I
SAIC. A prototyping approach was taken to incrementally develop the
standards. Developed 4 prototypes: (1) small dataset with contractor
proprietary code; (2) new non-proprietary code, more data, expanded I
bandwidth; (3) refined structure and format to include wider variety of maps
and charts, more data, wider bandwidth; and (4) final structure and initial
production products.

The vector product format (VPF) (MIL-STD 600006) describes conceptual
model (DIGEST based), physical model (relational), supports various levels of
topology and integration, inter-tile topology, and spatial and thematicindexing. It is a self-describing format (using headers), has on-line dictionary

$
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to fully describe feature codes, and product has quality data (i.e., polygons,
attributes, etc. checked back to original source). Product consists of five
libraries (browse, North America, Europe and Northern Asia, South
American and Africa, and Southern Asia and Australia) on 4 CD-ROMs (each
with own browse library), a total of 1700 MB of information, and some
products are available through DMACSC and USGS. DCW is not GIS, it can
retrieve information through query by attributes but does not do spatial
analyses. DMA vector products include: World Vector Shoreline, Digital
Nautical Chart, Vector Smart Map (1:250,000 and 1:50,000), and Urban
Vector Map. Coverages include boundaries, elevations, hydrology, individual
objects (processing plant, storage depot, etc.), physiography, population,
transportation, utility, vegetation. DCW has 17 layers and features are
supported as lines, points and vectors. They have digitized the cartographic
to look like geographic in that compiled roads can be supported going through
built-up area though there is no room on paper map to show these. Also need
to be sure that polygons are closed in order to compute areas, also if paper
map showed stream, road, railroad in canyon, it probably separated them and
these can be put together in proper place for geographic presentation. Noted
that 1:250,000 vector maps for within US and nautical maps are releasable as
products to public but rest are not releasable to public.

DMA strategic plan 2000: expand DPS to support crisis response to hot spots
to provide the user the most current information, the right information at the
right time (will be large customer accessible database). Global Geospatial
Information (G21): define "geospatial information; articulate transition to
geospatial information vs products; create "gateway" project of the customer
accessible/exportable "geospatial information" database; and change
collection strategy to provide global coverage (land, ocean, aeronautical,
geophysical). In future will have electronic online catalog and will be able to
transmit or distribute standard products or tailored database on standard
media.

CJCS MOP 31: DoD components and Federal agencies submit MC&G
support requirements and justifications in accord with appropriate DMA
instructions. Director DMA, etc. in accord with DoDD 5105.4 reviews and
validates submitted requirements and priorities to ensure compliance with
MOP. DMA produces, maintains, and distributes MC&G products over
specific geographic areas based on the prioritized MC&G support
requirements. The revised MOP 31 includes a new priority system,
emphasizes country precedence list, includes level of risk as consideration,
submission is ongoing process, and DMA submits to CJCS and ASD(C31).
DMA organizational objectives are to: determine and satisfy area
requirements; give crisis support; improve contingency support posture; meet
future demands; and support standards and interoperability.

SDMSO Terrain Requirements and Standards Project objectives: to survey
community to determine content, accuracy and location requirements for
digital geographic data to support M&S, survey community to determine
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spatially related value-added data requirements to support M&S; prototype
digital geographic datasets to support M&S applications; assess commercial
equipments and methods for production of digital geographic data; and begin
production of digital geographic data to support M&S.

To date: survey methodology was completed in September 92, will complete I
all surveys by 28 February and report to DMSO by 15 May 1993. Made
approximately 125 on-site visits (will go to 250 before complete) with sites
determined by service/agency. SAIC is under contract for aggregation,
consolidation, and in-depth quantitative analysis of completed sample.
Preliminary findings: all users predict increasing use of M&S, boundaries
defining traditional application areas are blurring, and there is an increasing
requirement for MC&G data to support analytical, non-visual applications.
The draft product specification should be available by 15 June 1993, first
prototype by 15 July and second prototype by December 31, 1993.

(23) Discussion of Geo-Spatial Information Needs, Standards, etc. led
by Paul Birkel I
Question: Commonality of this project with project 2851: DMA's past efforts
didn't address project 2851, a tri-service initiative. Project 2851 has
concurred on a standard interface format for simulators and they can take I
DMA data in standard DMA format and translate it into project 2851
standard format. Originally Project 2851 standards were developed by
Service group with Service funding, DMA is now beginning to work with
them.

Question: how does USGS new object model standard relate to DMA DCW
relational model standard? Answer: need to get USGS to come and present
with DMA next time and discuss how these two standards relate.

I
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Appendix

E. NOTES FROM THE 6TH I/DB WORKSHOP HELD JULY 28-29,
1993 AT IDA.
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1. AGENDAIN MEETING OF DMSO I/DB TASK GROUP

WEDNESDAY, JULY 28, 1993

UPDATE ON DMSO HAPPENINGS

I 8:00-8:20 Welcome and DMSO update: CDR Mike Lilienthal
(DMSO)

8:20-8:35 Introduction to Dr. Chien Huo who will be supporting
DMSO, and an overview of the JIEO M&S support
activities: Ms. Iris Kameny/Dr. Chien Huo (JIEO)

8:35-8:50 Update on DMSO Information System: Mr. Ken Wimmer
(SAIC) and I/DB Partition: Ms. Iris Kameny (RAND)

8:50-9:00 M&S Information Analysis Center: Mr. Ernest Smart (U
* of Central Florida/Institute for Sim and Training)

REPORTS FROM NEW M&S ORGANIZATIONS

9:00- 9:20 New Air Force M&S organization: Dr. James Vernon
(AF/XOMT)

9:20- 9:40 *New Marine M&S organization: Mr. Frank Hoffman
(USMC)

9:40-10:00 Intelligence Community M&S Coordinating Group and
intelligence models: Dr. Sid Kissin (NSA)

10:00-10:20 Break

DATA SECURITY

10:20-10:40 Security CONOPS for Intelligence Community Catalog of
M&S: Mr. John Griffiths (IC M&S Coordination Group)

10:40-11:00 Defense Information System Security Program
(DISSP):Mr. Hart DeGrafft

DATA ADMINISTRATION, STANDARDIZATION AND MODELING ACTIVITIES

11:00-12:00 DoD Enterprise Model: Mrs. Bunnie Smith (ODASD(IS))
12:00- 1:00 Lunch
1:00-1:30 Update on DoD Data Administration Program (including

reverse engineering, repository, etc.): Ms. Becky Harris,
Ms. Lynn Henderson (DAPMO)

1:30- 2:00 Report on IDEF Users' Group meetings and issues: Mr.
John Tieso (ODASD(IS))

2:00-- 2:30 Air Mobility Command Information Resources Repository
System: Major Doug Hurd (AF/IHQ/AMC/SCTI)

2:30- 3:00 ATCCIS Battlefield Generic Hub Data Model: Iris
Kameny for Major Matt O-Hanlon (NATO/ATCCIS)
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3:00- 3:30 Break
3:30- 4:00 Update on C2 data modeling activities at JIEO: LTC Mike

Robinson (JIEO/CFS)
4:00- 4:30 MORS Mini-Symposium on M&S Data Issues (Nov. 16-

18): Mr. Howard Haeker (Army/TRAC)
4:30- 5:00 Update on complex data issues: Ms. Iris Kameny (RAND)

THURSDAY, JULY 29, 1993

ENVIRONMENTAL DATA MANAGEMENT AND DATA STANDARDS

8:00- 8:30 Navy Oceanographic and Atmospheric Master Library i
and data standards: Mr. Alan Chappel (Navy)

8:30- 9:00 EOSDIS overview: Ms. Debbie Blake (NASA)
9:00- 9:45 Developments in spatial data standards: Mr. Dave Danko m

(DMA) Joint MC&G Interoperability: Col Rich Johnson
(DMA)

9:45-10:15 Project 2851 standards; Major Kent Johnson (Aeronautics
System CommandfYTMS)

10:15-10:35 Break
10:35-11:00 *Army environmental data transformation standards: Mr. I

Robert Atkins (Army TEC)
11:00-11:25 Dynamic Environment and Terrain Modeling in DIS: Mr.

Jeff Turner (Army TEC)n
11:25-11:55 STRICOM DIS standards initiatives: Mr. Gene Wiehagen

(STRICOM)
11:55-12:20 Distributed Interactive Simulation standards process: Dr.

Chien Huo (JIEO/CFS)
12:20- 1:10 Lunch

DATA STANDARDS ACTIVITIES IN M&S PROJECTS/PROGRAMS

1:10-1:30 Standardization of moving models in virtual simulation:
Mr. Farid Mamaghani (consultant to IDA and PM-CATT)

1:30- 2:00 Close Combat Tactical Trainer (CCTT) update and data
standards: Mr. Rob Wright (CCTT/RCI)

2:00- 2:30 Universal Threat System for Simulation (UTSS): Clay
Putman (GPS Tech supporting Navy/UTSS)

2:30- 3:00 Data Base System Upgrade Project: LTC Rayford
Eubanks (JS)

3:00- 3:30 Break
3:3i0- 4:00 Operations Analysis and Simulation Interface System

(OASIS): LTC Dan Hogg (JS'J8)
4:00- 4:30 Joint Data Base Elements (JDBE) experience with

developing subject area information models: Mr. Steve
Matsuura (Army/EPG)

4:30- 5:00 Summary and Wrapup: led by Dr. Chien Huo
* These briefings were not given
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Name/Affiliation Phone Fax Email
Tom Adrian, CACI (703) 875-2911 (703)875-2904
Cy Ardoin, IDA (703) 845-6647 (703) 845-6848 ardoin@ida.org
James Augins, Navy (619) 553-6085 augins@nosc.mil
Robyn Benensohn,SAIC (619) 546-623 (619) 546-6709 robyn@jupiter.

saic.com
Paul Birkel, MITRE (703) 883-6399 pbirkel@mitre.org
Bob Bishop,DTIC-AP (703) 274-7662 (703) 617-7087 rbishop@dgis.

dtic.dla.mil
Don Blanton, AMSAA (410) 278-3368 (410) 278-6242 blanton@brl.mil
Larry Buchsbaum, NAWC (215) 441-1534 buksbaum@nadc.navy.mil
William Burch, Navy (703) 578-2587 (703) 379-8077 or 578-2568
Chuck Burdick (703)759-1407 (703)759-1450
Linda Calvert,MITRE (703) 883-6326 lcalvert@mitre.org
Gary Carlson, (619) 553-3017 (619) 553-5933-fax
Virginia Castor,ODDRE (703)614-0212 castor@ajpo.sei.cmu.edu
Herman Cisneros,SSDC (205) 955-4527 (REPLACES GARY MAYS)
Jacquelyne Neville (703)683-7287 (703) 418-0775
Twyla CourtotMITRE (703) 883-7343 (703) 883-6991 courtot@mitre.org
David Danko, DMA (703)285-9238(703)285-9383
Tina De Angelis, AF (310) 363-3253 (310) 363-1753 deangelitm@cn.

laafb.af.mil.ucsd.edu
Tim Doane, GPSC (703) 271-7700 (703) 271-8566
Christine Donohue,USN (703)693-5928(703)693-7329 donohuec@cc.

ims.disa.mil
John Eisenhardt, (313) 761-5836(313) 761-5368 FAACInc.76104.

607@compuserve.com
Peggy Gordon, AF (703) 693-5745 (SEE MAJ JACK JORDAN)
LTC Chris Grates,USN (904) 884-6926 gratesc@vaxl.jwc.af.mil
Peggy Gravitz,Colsa (205) 922-1512 (205) 971-0002 x2170
John GriffithsIntel. (703) 820-2841 Same as phone #
CDR Charlotte Gross (703)746-7939(703)746-9396 cgross@ddi.c3i.I osd.mil
Lucy Haddad, RCI (407) 282-1451 (407)658-9541

Howard Haeker,USA/TRAC (913) 684-3030 (913) 684-3866 haekerhI @tracer.army.mil
Lynn Henderson (DAPMOX703) 285-5377 (703)285-5403

Scott Herman, DBMd (202)863-9960(202) 863-8407
Dan Hogg, JCS/J8 (703) 697-8899 (703) 693-4601 dhogg@mhljs.mil
Chien Huo, JIEO (703) 487-8036 (703) 487-8038 huoc@cc.ims.disa.mil
Major Doug Hurd,HQAMC (618) 256-5663 (618) 256-5673 mscti7@mhs.salb.afrmil
George Hurlburt, Navy (301) 826-3625 (301) 826-3134 hurlburt*

technetl.JCTE.JCSmil
Mike Hopkins, (813)830-6210(813) 830-4919
CSC for CENTCOM Phil Hwang (703) 285-9286 (703) 285-9396
Major Bill Johnson, USA (407) 380-4328 (407) 380-4201
Major Jack Jordon, (703)693-5745 jajordan@sysp3.hq.af.mil
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Iris Kameny, RAND (310) 393-0411 (310) 393-4818 kameny@rand.org
Martin Katz katz@cseic.saic.com
Kenneth Kaufmann,NCCOSC (619) 553-6098 (619) 553-6083 kaufmann@nosc.mil
Edward Khedouri (601) 688-4556 (601) 688-5759 N22%N2%CNOC@

comis.conoc.navy.mil
Bob Kero,Argonne Lab (708) 252-3752 bkero@eid.anl.gov
Sid Kissin, NSA (301) 688-0562
K. Konwin, AFSAA (703) 697-5616 (703) 697-3441
Richard Kruger (703)525-0081 (703) 524-1643 kruger@cpms.saic.com
Chris Landauer, Aerospace (703) 318-5403 psc@aero.org
Steve Lawyer, IDA (703) 845-6696 lawyer@ida.org
Dan Lewis, DISA/CIM (703) 536-6900 (703)536-7480
Mike Lightner JMASS (513) 476-4464 (513) 476 4746
Mike Lilienthal,DMSO (703) 998-0660 (703) 998-0667 mlilient@dgis.dtic.dla.mil
Ernie Lucier,NASA/SED (202) 358-0772 lucier@nhqvax.hq.
D. Lunceford,CCTT (407) 380-8193 luncford@charm.isi.edu.nasa.gov
Bill Macon, (703) 325-0918 (703) 325-2964
Major Doug Martin (703) 998-0660 (703) 998-0667 I
Janet McDonald, USA (602) 538-4958 (602) 538-4973 mcdonald@hua

chuca-emh7.army.mil
Rich Moore (407) 282-4583 moore@orlando.loral.com
Tom Nabors (601) 688-5248
Jack Nicklas, RCI (703) 893-6120 (703) 893-0917
Chris Olson (703) 683-7287 I
Bob Overholt (215) 897-5546 (215) 897-6707
LTC Ron Parker, AF (703) 693-5745 (SEE MAJ. JACK JORDON)
Mr. Mike Piercy (703) 998-0660 (703) 998-0667 I
Clay Putman, GPS (703) 271-7700 (703) 271-8566
Don Rea, MITRE (703) 883-6249 drea@mitre.org
Chunghye Read (703)285-9236
Robert Reed, Mike Robinson (703) 487-8024 (703) 487-8038
Michael Rybacki (703) 607-3385 (703) 607-3381
Richard Schiller, MITRE (703) 883-3741 m23517@mwvm.mitre.org
Steve Shervais,CACI (703) 875--2911 (703)875-2904
Ernie Smart
Jim Stempeck (719) 548-9704
Walt Swindell, USA (913)684-3030 swindelw@tracer.army.mil
Peter Valentine,USA (602)538-4976(603) 538-4973 valentin@huachuca-emh7.army.mil

Massey Valentine, COLSA

James Vernon (703) 697-3635
LTC J. Weidewitsch (703) 998-0660 (703) 998-0667
Ken Wimmer, SAIC/DMSO (703) 379-3770 (703) 379-3778 kwimmer@dgis.

dtic.dla.mil
Rob Wright, RCI (407) 282-1451 (407)658-9541
S. Youngblood,JHU (301) 953-5000 (301) 953-6910 x4000

simone@aplcomm.jhuapl.edu

I
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PRESENTERS THAT ARE NOT MEMBERS

Mr. Hart DeGrafft (703) 696-1906 or 1904
Ms. Debbie Blake (202) 863-9960 blake@spso.gsfc.nasa.gov
Mr. Alan Chappel (601) 688-4892 (601) 688-5332
LTC Rayford Eubanks (813) 830-6210 (813) 830-4919
Mr. Bill Greyard (703) 285-5375 (703) 285-5403
Mr. Frank Hoffman (703) 640-3714 (703) 640-3714
Maj. Kent Johnson (513) 255-0549
Mr. Farid Mamaghani (206) 957-3264 farid@charm.isi.edu
Mrs. Bunnie Smith (703)746-7222
Nancy Thatcher (703) 746-7190
Mr. John Tieso (703) 746-7938 (703) 746-7396
Mr. Jeff Turner (703) 355-3838 (703) 355-3176
Mr. Gene Wiehagen (407) 380-4363 (407) 380-4258

ATTENDEES THAT ARE NOT MEMBERS

Jim Calvin (LOREL) (617) 873-3603 (617) 873-2099 calvin@camb-lads.lorel.com
Mr. Jim Davidson (DoD)
Mr. George Endicott (DoD)
Kim Gebhardt, DMA (703)285-9383
Ms. Brooke Guthrie (301) 763-1390 (301) 763-1359
J.Lencozowski, DMA (703) 285-9783
Capt Jerry McWhorter 513-255-0549
Col Al Moore, DMA (703) 285-9344 (703) 285-9397
Peter Robison, DMA (703)285-9383
Eleanor Schroeder (601) 688-4270 (601) 688-5701
Kent Sieverding (513) 429-6158
Opal Stroup, DMA (703)285-9344 (703)285-9397

3. SUMMARY OF ISSUES, WORK-TO-DO, TOPICS FOR NEXT
MEETING

(1) Topics suggested for the next I/DB:
DTIC brief: Bob Bishop - TECNET update: George Hurlburt Theater
Battle Management C4I (architecture automation "example of process and
data modeling": Captain David Hess Update on Security CONOPS for IC
Catalog: Dr. John Griffiths Merits/problems with data modeling: DMSO
report on focus calls and funded projects Session on sources of data

(2) DMSO Data Administration Survey contact Dr. Chien Huo at
huo@dmso.dtic.dla.mil or 703-487-8036, or AUTOVON 364-8036.

(3) New reference documents: Guidance for Definition of Managed Objects
ISO 10165-2 (Robinson)
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(4) Iris Kameny action item: coordinate with Sid Kissin on visit to NSA to
discuss intelligence data for M&S and intel models

People signed u=:
Chris Landauer cal@aero.org
Bill Burch 703-824-0100
Rich Moore moore@orl 1.orlando.loral.com
Richard Kruger rkruger@spms.saic.com
Martin Katz 703-749-5414, katz@coeic.saic.com
Mike Lightner DSN 785-4429
Mike Seiverding 513-429-5580/6158
James Hines 703-556-1299, fax 703-556-1174

(5) Chien Huo/Iris Kameny action item: coordinate visit to Bunnie Smith to
discuss M&S data administration issues

Chris Landauer
Clay Putman, 703-271-7700
Bob Bishop 703-274-7661
Mike Rybacki 703-607-3385
Luci Haddad 407-282-1451

(6) Be sure to put the MORS Mini-Symposium on 'Modeling and Simulation
Data Issues", Nov. 16-18, on your calendar. Contact Howard Haeker 913-
682-3030, or Natalie Addison at the MORS office 703-751-7290 for more
information.

(7) Note that the next I/DB meeting will probably be held in January due to the
MORS meeting in Nov. and the holiday season.

(8) Suggested working groups that could be formed from I/DB members (1)
IDEF modeling (2) Exploring data standards in FDAD area such as C2 (3)
Investigating types of data (Marty Katz volunteered)

- metadata
- empirical data
- planning factors
- rules of engagement
- tactics

(4) Dealing with the area of data reconciliation

(5) Challenging the data standardization process
- alternatives I
- goal? where are we going?

(6) Exploring characteristics/types of models and the metadata needed to I
describe them (this is needed to make an effective directory of models and to
support reuse repository): Farid Mamaghani was very interested in this

I
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I
4. UPDATE ON DMSO HAPPENINGS

U (1) Welcome and DMSO Update: LTC Jerry Wiedewitsch
LTC Jerry Wiedewitsch, the DMSO Deputy Director, opened the meeting
with a brief on the DMSO. Navy Captain Bruce McClure is the new DMSO
Director. The DMSO vision is to create realistic, recyclable, and complex
"worlds" through modeling and simulation (M&S) to improve how we do
everything: readiness and warfighting, design and prototyping, education and
re-training, and emergency preparedness. The DMSO mission is to
strengthen the use of M&S in joint education, training and military
operations; research and development; test and evaluation; analysis; and
production and logistics. Important areas to be supported by current M&S
activities are joint combined arms and the JWC. Dr. Anita Jones, who chairs
the EXCIMS, is looking beyond use of M&S in support of readiness to its use
by the acquisition community (who have expressed a lack of confidence in its
use). DMSO working with OTA and OSTP is contributing to technology
transfer through exploring and supporting the dual use of M&S in K-12
education in the DoD Dependent Schools (DoDDS) as well as for military
education. The DMSO FY93 Infrastructure Task Force's mission is to
determine what infrastructure building blocks need to be put in place and
what are the technology gaps that need to be filled in. The DMSO FY94 call
for proposals is focused in 4 areas: M&S components, M&S common system
support, M&S interoperability, and M&S community awareness. A new M&S
industry steering group has been formed whose subgroups are all chaired by
people from industry and academia.

(2) Introduction to Dr. Chien Huo and an overview of the JIEO M&S
support activities: Iris Kameny and Dr. Chien Huo
Iris Kameny introduced Dr. Huo who will be joining her as a co-leader of the
I/DB Task Group. Iris will continue focusing on issues in complex data and
data verification, validation, and certification (VV&C) while Chien will
concentrate on M&S data administration issues with MITRE aid. Both will
support the I/DB task group, coordinate I/DB activities with the new DMSO
supported Information Analysis Center (IAC) and maintain the I/DB part of
the DMSO Information System. Chien described the Joint Interoperability
and Engineering Organization (JIEO) Center for Standards (CFS) to which
he belongs and its program support for DMSO in S&T Thrust #6 "Synthetic
Environments", the DMSO Information System, standards support for DIS,
and his new role in data administration for M&S. He discussed the DMSO
data administration/standardization program objectives, his responsibilities
and approach in establishing a framework for the data administration
program, interacting with key customers such as STRICOM and DIS, and
establishing and prioritizing customer requirements and support for data-
related projects. By September 30, he plans to have an initial DA Concept of
Operations, analysis of the DMSO DA survey, and an evaluation of the utility
and expandability of the Defense Data Repository System.

I
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Chien distributed a "DMSO Data Administration Survey" which you are all
urged to fill out. The information gathered will facilitate building consensus
and coopezation among the M&S community on the definition and
implementation of the DA program.

(3) Update on DMSO Information System: Mr. Ken Wimmer and I/DB i
Partition: Iris Kameny
Ken announced that the DMSO Information System is finally up and running
and distributed membership forms for all to join and become users. The
system contains many DMSO documents in electronic form, organizations
and POCs, several M&S catalogs and more to come later. If you haven't
joined, you can get information by sending email to
comments@dmso.dtic.dla.mil or by calling Ken Wimmer at 703-379-3770.
Through the top DMSO Information System menu, I/DB members can call up
a menu of I/DB relevant material including an acronym list, definitions
relevant to data, a document reference list relevant to data, interest areas of
I/DB members, I/DB membership list, agenda for the next I/DB meeting,
calendar for I/DB, and past meeting notes.

(4) M&S Information Analysis Center: Mr. Ernie Smart
The Tactical Warfare Simulation and Technology Information Analysis I
Center (TWSTIAC) is sponsored by DMSO and jointly operated by the
University of Central Florida's Institute for Simulation and Training (IST) for
DIS related M&S projects and by Battelle for tactical warfare projects. The
heart of the TWSTIAC will be access to databases containing thousands of
documents, pictures, and other material dealing with the technologies and
research involved in live, constructive, and virtual M&S. It is intended to i
become DoD's primary agent for M&S information and to provide short term
support on urgent matters such as reports, studies, benchmarking,
identification of appropriate data, and creation of unique databases, catalogs
and documents. Its support activities include: primary research; supporting
use of standardized M&S; promoting standardized processes for collection,
analysis, etc. of test data; conducting M&S seminars, symposia, and
workshops; conducting methodological feasibility testing; performing
technical area tasks for tailored customer needs; and providing technical
consultation on M&S issues. Its information clearinghouse activities include:
collection and management of relevant reference information; identification of
knowledge gaps; putting selected data in electronic form; informing
customers of information via catalogs, newsletters, etc., providing single
entry point for new customers; developing and maintaining M&S tutorials;
answering questions and conducting searches; and operating an electronic
bulletin board.

5. REPORTS FROM NEW M&S ORGANIZATIONS

(1) New Air Force M&S Organization: Dr. James Vernon (AF/XOMT)
Captain David Hess: TBM C41 Architecture
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The Air Force Director of Modeling, Simulation and Analysis (USAF/XOM) is
Brig Gen Campbell; the office is under Deputy Chief of Staff Plans and
Operations (USAF/XO) which is under HQ/USAF. The XOM mission is to
strengthen operational readiness by providing direct support to the
warfighter for USAF modeling, simulation, and analysis that involve plans,
operations, and operational requirements. XOM is the AF focal point for
M&S and objectives include development of analytical tools and procedures to
support cost effective decisions; insight into force structure deficiencies;
providing education and training; and demonstrating the capability and use
of air power. XOM consists of three divisions: Warfighting Support (XOMW),
Evaluation Support (XOME), and Technical Support (XOMT).

Captain Hess works for Air Combat Command and is concerned with Theater
Battle Management C41 architecture. They are participating in the joint
Tactical Battle Management (TBM) Global Operations Steering Group
(GOSP) which is an initiative to improve theater C41 by applying CIM
methodology which includes quality improvement teams, identifying and
applying technology, migration paths to interoperability and standards, and
rapid prototyping and testbeds. The TBM C41 Architecture project
requirements include: central control and configuration management,
distributed data gathering, data ownership, central repository, and support
for dynamic analysis. They are using Zackman's architecture to define the
TBM C41 Architecture to express what, how, where, who, when, why. The
1993 program scope is deployed sustained theater with focus on the Air
Tasking Order (ATO) process analysis and build using top-level models for
CRC, ASOC, AWACS, JSTARS, ABCCC, TACP, FACP, and C-130 wing.
They are building detailed theater information flows between all AF OPFACs
and indepth as-is and to-be static and dynamic models for force-level Air
Operations Center and Wing Operations Center. They ultimately want to be
able to link their architecture to the ARPA Warbreaker architecture by
providing a process model and simulation tool so that, for example, the
Warbreaker project will know what ABCCC does by looking at the process
model through the simulation tool. For the Air Ops data model kick-start
project sponsored by DISA/JIEO/TBC and J61, they are mapping info from
activity models to or ý data model. They are using subject matter experts
(SMEs) from all services to define what data is used, standardize data
descriptions, and determine the relationship of one piece of data to another.

(2) Intelligence Community M&S Coordinating Group and
Intelligence Models: Dr. Sid Kissin
The IC M&S Coordinating Group was established in October 1992 to be a
focal point for M&S coordination within the IC and to work with DoD. Its
proposed responsibilities are to: provide information about M&S applications,
support the DoD Master Plan and Investment Plan, explore joint or
cooperative developments, and to establish W&A policies, procedures and
guidelines. They have established four working groups: symposium (their
next Symposium on Intelligence Applications of Modeling and Simulation will
be held November 16-17 at NSA), M&S catalog, community relations, and

!I
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standards and protocols. Dr. Kissin represents the IC M&S Coordinating
Group on the USD(A&T) EXCIMS for M&S.

A major benefit in use of M&S in IC is to take care of the seams that occur
because of non-overlapping charters/missions of IC organizations. ARPA will
be doing this for Warbreaker which will include simulation of intel. An
example of cost savings that could be accomplished through an M&S
clearinghouse would be that instead of each service maintaining a facilitymodel there could be one general purpose facility model for which each
service could add its special enhancements.

The IC M&S Coordinating Group was established in anticipation of a
DDR&E directive which will call on all DoD organizations to establish a
central focus for M&S and be responsible for accrediting models within their
focus area. There were questions from the audience about: I

(a) Models such as TACWAR include an intelligence collection asset and
the new directive would require that the model be accredited by the IC
as valid. However, without a policy or set of standards and procedures, 1
it appears possible for the IC to refuse to validate a model and not
necessarily explain how to make it valid. Then there would be a sort of
limbo, the model is invalid for use but there is no clear way to make it I
valid. Kissin's reply was that the accreditation responsibility was being
put upon them by DoD without adequate policies and guidelines to
prevent this from happening.

(b) Availability of intelligence data for tactical models: so far the IC has
avoided sharing of data with the tactical world but Kissin believes they
will have to start doing this. (my comment: it would appear that they
would also have to certify that the intel data was verified and valid inorder to accredit the model.)

6. DATA SECURITY

(1) Security CONOPS for Intelligence Community Catalog of M&S:
Dr. John Griffiths (IC M&S Coordinating Group)
The IC Coordinating Group wants to build an M&S catalog similar to those
built by J8, the Army and the Navy. A lot of intel models already exist in the
Army and Navy catalogs. The IC will need to control the data going into the
catalog because of the security risks of data aggregation-a large amount of
unclassified data may become sensitive because more knowledge can be
inferred from the aggregated data than from the data in each contributing
source considered alone. Because of the data aggregation problem and
because the IC community will have classified information about some of its
models, the IC catalog will be composed of two parts: unclassified and
classified. The unclassified catalog will be able to co-exist on the DMSO
Information System while the classified part will be a separate IC catalog.
Because users in the IC do not have access to the unclassified internet, the IC
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I
will also need to migrate the existing Army, Navy, and J8 catalogs onto a
classified IC net. Access to the classified catalog, for now, will be by hard
copy but in the future may be part of a secure network using electronic
transfer. For now, there will be POCs throughout the community that will
have copies of the classified catalog that exists in a central repository, and
they will be responsible to determine a user's need to know and if established
will furnish him/her the catalog information. Another point is that for
classified models, they will try to have scant information in the unclassified
catalog that will indicate the general nature of the model and a point of
contact.

(2) Defense Information System Security Program (DISSP): Mr. Hart
DeGrafft
The DISSP organization started in 1990 and recently became a part of the
JIEO Center for Information Systems Security. It is jointly staffed with
people from DISA and NSA. The major missions of the center are: DISSP,
multi-level security, and operational INFOSEC. There are six directorates in
DISSP:

(1) Policy, plans, programs and resource management: supports C31 in
policy development; coordinates information systems security studies
requested by OSD; coordinates NSA and NIST security initiatives to ensure
consistency; provides funding to non-DoD government security activities;
recommends development of new technology; provides database of solutions
that services and agencies can use to satisfy security requirements; performs
planning, programming and budgeting for DISSP; supports OSD in DoD
INFOSEC program fiscal review, project monitoring, etc.

(2) Evaluation, certification, and accreditation: develops DoD wide
certification and accreditation standards, can reach into NSA security center
for support if needed. Reviews service and agency policy and procedure
documents to correct conflicting policies and oversee security aspects of
standards implementation and tests to validate that security requirements
have been met. Supporting about 50-60 programs in this way.

(3) Security products: with respect to programs for which DISA is
responsible: will establish a database of INFOSEC R&D programs, will
establish a program to solicit requirements for INFOSEC products (look to fill
in voids); will establish program of fiscal support to INFOSEC programs;
assures INFOSEC product availability; acquires and deploys security
products; assists OSD in designing and implementing tech transfer program
in security products and technology.

(4) INFOSEC professionalism: will establish career path for INFOSEC
in DoD and military, develops program and standard courses for INFOSEC
training, provides symposiums for DoD information systems security;
coordinates comprehensive INFOSEC conference and awareness programs.

(5) Security architecture and engineering: will establish DoD AIS/T
infrastructure functional and technical info systems security requirements,
develops security architectures, transitions plans for architecture
implementation, performs configuration management of DoD ISS
architecture and AIS/T standards in coordination with DISA Joint Center forI
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Standards. This group is located at NSA and is writing transition plan for
legacy systems.

(6) Countermeasures: will establish automated info systems security
incident support team (ASSIST), will establish vulnerabilities analysis and
assistance program to assess how penetration resistant your system is, will
perform INFOSEC threat assessment and share with intel organizations, will I
establish program to incorporate INFOSEC countermeasures in DoD
architectures (e.g., intrusion detection, virus eradication).

Dan Hogg: INGRES/Sun has mls product in pre-beta test, what happens if
he uses it in the OASIS system, what are the implications wrt his
applications? ANSWER: NSA is providing security profiles to be able to take
a system and evaluate it. These will be available for a combination of
products but if your combination isn't addressed, then put it on the list. They I
will facilitate what they can.

Question about availability of tools to aid in security assessment and 3
evaluation of systems. ANSWER: DISSP can point people to those who have
such tools but are not doing much tool work themselves. However they can
help you formulate your requirements and then see if there is an existing tool 3
or one under development.

l
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7. DATA ADMINISTRATION, STANDARDIZATION AND MODELING
ACTIVITIES

(1) DoD Enterprise Model: Mrs. Bunnie Smith (ODASD(IS)) (email:
smithb~pentagon.hqda.dss.army.mil)
Bunnie Smith briefed the DoD Enterprise Model (viewgraphs of which are
available from CIM). She came into CIM in summer 91 and looked for a plan
and picture without finding one. GM would have had an overall view of itself
before embarking on a CIM effort. There was a need to establish a corporate
goal of addressing the joint good for the corporation. CIM goals are to
establish a common view of the corporation and a common language and to
establish functional direction. They have now put information management
(IM) infrastructure into the business operations. The key to IM integrity is
data, not just with respect as to how it is used in the machine but why people
use it. Data describes the "rules" of the process and the links among all
processes.

They will be bringing the ATCCIS Generic Hub Data Model together with the
DoD Enterprise Data Model which they have adjusted to add entities such as
activity. They have linked the strategic entities from the Enterprise Model
down to the ground model and also want to do the same with the air model.

After ODS, there was no longer separate accounting for deployed forces vs
CONUS forces and systems, these are both integrated in the FYDP. These
are now included in "provide capabilities" rather than in "employ forces".
CIM is directed toward "acquire assets" and "provide capabilities". The
custom is to "employ forces". One needs to work backward with customers to
change direction from employing forces:

direction<--assets<--capabilities<-employ forces

In as-is modeling, there are two communities: the Joint Staff and CINCS do
this from operational plans, and the military departments do this from the
developed program and budget.

They have been asked to pull out "A42 Provide Operational Intelligence" from
the Enterprise Model to be separate trom "Employ Forces'. The Joint Staff
will also rework "A43 Conduct Operations." What won out with 90%
customer agreement was "conduct intra-inter government operations". This
would serve to cover civilian disasters like hurricane Andrew cleanup and
support modeling of organizations like FEMA which is split into traditional
civil defense and natural disasters with incompatibilities between the two,
e.g., in accommodating different communication systems.

A data model can't be built on its own, the Enterprise Model is built with a
goal to support the corporate good. Data approach:
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models-->architecture-->SDEs-->database 3
She believes that almost all concepts are strategic level entities.

By September 1, the Enterprise Model and ATCCIS will be put together and I
a keybased data model produced. She asked what we thought were the
categories needed to break the model down further toward the bottom data
definitions? (My comment: we think this taxonomy has been missing from the
start and are working on developing it from the bottom-up because we are not
sure you can get there only from the top-down.) Bunnie said to call her when
you are developing bucket breakdown structure-and report on pieces of the
undefined taxonomy. They and we are also concerned with a way to develop
data models that supports multiple views. She agreed that we also need to be
able to state business rules in a machine processable way but this is not I
currently supported in the DDRS.

(2) Update on DoD Data Administration Program: Ms. Lynn 1
Henderson (DAPMO)
Center for Information Management (CIM) has responsibility for definition,
organization, supervision and protection of data within an enterprise or I
organization (from DoDD 8320.1). CIM's purpose is to provide effective,
economic acquisition, and use of accurate, timely and shareable data to
enhance mission performance and system interoperability (from DoD DASP 1
FY92). There are two classes of beneficiaries: decision makers (end-users:
e.g., warfighters, CINCs, SecDef) and systems builders. For the
decisionmaker, the right data needs to get to the right person at the right
time for enhanced performance and at reduced cost. Benefits for the system
builder are: controlled redundancy, expedition of information system
development and maintenance, and facilitation of data reuse and exchange-
results in cost savings.

CIM initiative context: DoD missions, policies, strategies, tactics, goals,
objectives, critical success factors, doctrine, laws, directives, regulations,
commander's guidance and operation orders feed into the processes of
building activity/process models and building data models. The data model
results in coordination and registration of DoD standard data which is
managed in a DoD data repository. Iterative feedback occurs between
process and data modeling to develop models that are used to engineer the
information system software and data (data standards from the DoD data
repository). This results in interoperable/integrated systems that can share
data.

The CIM policies, procedures, etc. are described in the DoD 8000 series. DoD
8020.1 describes the business process. DoD 8120.1 describes the information
system process design and development, and DoD 8320.1 the DoD data
administration process (including the DoD Data Administrator (DA),
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Functional Data Administrator (FDAd) and Component Data Administrator3 (CDAd) roles and process).

Where are they?
- Strategic planning: doing an annual update to plan with FDAd and

CDAd participation and eight year strategic plan is in final draft
form.

- Policies, procedures, and standards: DoDD 8320.1 "DoD Data
Administration" issued Sept. 1991, DoD 8320.1-M "DoD Data
Administration Procedures Manual" in final form, DOD 8320.1-M-1
on data element standardization is approved, DoD 8320. 1-M-x on
modelsand model standardization is under development, and other
DoD 8320. 1-M-x documents on DB administration, quality, and
security are under development.

- Education, training and consultation: have established executive and
management-level seminars, classroom training modules, remote
training capability, and computer-based training. Trained over 2,0003 people during past year.

- DoD data model and architecture: Developed the DoD Enterprise
Data Model and are looking to integrate it with the ATCCIS Generic
Hub data model. Right now there is no way to bridge the DoD
Enterprise model from the top down with models from the bottom-up.
To help address this problem they will be allowing interim data
models developed from the bottom-up. Beckie Harris' CIM group is
also addressing complex data standards.

One problem is that the functional areas don't fit the data buckets of
the Enterprise Model. Recognized data entities will have stewards and
the stewards will coordinate on proposed data entities. When we begin
to develop a data model, we need to let the functional area stewards
know we are doing so. Question: how do we know who the functional
area data stewards are? (or how do the Component M&S offices learn
who the data stewards are? For if they know, then M&S projects could
coordinate with them.)

- Data dictionary/repository: defining future repository capabilities and
have support for current Defense Data Repository System (DDRS)
(have developed user manual, access procedures, approval process,
IOC dictionary capability). They are trying to establish a baseline for
all DoD repositories that exist and establish the DoD repository
requirements by collecting all the requirements on which thedifferent repositories were based. They are not forcing use of the

DDRS, but need to know about all repositories. However, all data
elements (DE) in use throughout DoD should be registered in the
DoD repository. They also recognize that instance data has to have
an owner that is a responsible party

- Quality assurance: they have established guidelines and assessments
for data but so far there are few if any approved DE in the DDRS.
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MY COMMENT: THE NEW INTERIM DATA STANDARD APPROACH (AS
DESCRIBED BELOW) IS VERY IMPORTANT TO THE DEVELOPMENT
OF M&S DATA ELEMENTS. THE NEW M&S FDAd SHOULD HAVE
MORE TO SAY ON THIS SUBJECT IN THE FUTURE.

DoD Challenge: they have been told by developers and functional customers
that more rapid development of standard data is needed. They are kicking off
an accelerated program to define more DEs through use of Interim Data
Standards (IDS). The FDAds will assess demand/risks, select and enter
IDSs, and develop plans to merge with formal data standards. The data
architecture people will use cluster analysis to scope, focus, validate and
refine extensions while integrating models and views into the DoD Data
Model. Constraints on IDSs are: (1) FDAds must cross-functionally
coordinate; (2) IDSs will be placed in functional partitions of DDRS; and (3)
IDSs will be used until Formal Data Standards are approved. The approach
is to develop IDSs in priority areas of the Enterprise Model. The major
change is for a DE to be entered unlinked to the Enterprise Model and then
integrate it later.

The DAPMO will be developing a starter set of model-based IDS from models
already submitted to the DoD DA, and will circulate these for cross-functional
coordination. DAPMO provides options for FDAds to designate alternative
sets of IDSs based on their model, systems, or dictionary. FDAds with
DAPMO will develop a plan and schedule for merging IDSs into formal data
standards.

Options for FDAds developing IDSs:
(1) Functional model: develop/identify IDSs for its own data based on its
functional data model or functional subset of some other DoD or
external model
(2) Systems model: develop/identify IDSs for its own data based on a
logical model reverse engineered from a designated migration system.
(3) Scrubbed dictionary: develop/identify IDSs for its own data based on
functional data dictionary DEs scrubbed to minimize data redundancy,
provide clear definitions and essential metadata

(3) Report on IDEF Users' Group meetings and issues: Mr. John
Tieso (OSASD(IS)) (No viewgraphs presented)
There are three things to report on: (1) initiatives about activities; (2) where
things are with respect to guidance and handbooks; and (3) where the IDEF
users' group and other groups are with respect to definition of a common tool
set.

The M&S community needs to go through business process modeling and
identify standard data which can be simulated and finally model that data in I
a data model.
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Concurrent work is going on between NIST and the IDEF Users' Group with
respect to IDEFO and IDEFIX. The objective is to define how the same IDEF
model can be dealt with by any tool set, to enable moving from tool to tool to
deal with as-is and to-be models. Want to be able to move IDEF models3 across different repository systems.

DoD has to convince vendors to adopt common definitions to make it easier to
move models to and from repositories. An IDEF interface definition language
(IDL) should be unveiled in October which if used by vendors developing
information management toolsets should make model exchange easier.

3 A FIPS is coming out in three weeks that includes an IDEF IDL. This means
that ICASE vendors will be required to meet the IDL standard in their
toolsets. Use of a standard should support model movement across tools. A
contract has also been negotiated between NIST and the IDEF Users' Group
to address IDEF3 (dealing with time) and IDEF4 (dealing with object-
oriented databases). IDEF4 should allow us to deal with legacy systems by
making objects out of them.

Tieso has also been involved in standards for groupware, a whole series of
new tools that will dramatically change the way we perform functional
process improvement.

There is a big gap between the capabilities of an operational DBMS and the
current DDRS. There is a need to provide users with common sense ways to
do business at a lower cost. CIM is looking at an integrated toolset for an
"Intelligent Repository" to replace what is currently called the DDRS. This
would allow one to easily take data out of the repository and use it in
applications

I Finally, vendors are realizing that CIM is real.

(4) Air Mobility Command Information Resources Repository
System: Major Doug Hurd, (AFIHQ/AMC/SCTI)
The AMC 4-star has called for a single, integrated AMC C2 system for the
planning, scheduling and execution of mobility forces. Users don't care where
the data is managed just so long as they can access it when they need it. The
AMC future C2 architecture has one place to store all data, all applications
access the same database, users need only one terminal or PC to access
everything, and eventually MLS will allow users to traverse between
classification levels.

I AMC is in its third year of process modeling having switched to IDEFO tools
and modeling discipline about a year ago. Process modeling takes a long
time. Doug showed an Aerial Port model which took over $350K to build.
They have also invested resources over the past three years in data
standardization and are working with AF and USTRANSCOM to nominate
data elements to the DDRS.

I
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They feel a key to success is to provide a capability to enable meta- 3
information customers access to whatever data they need to conduct analysis,
overhaul business practices, standardize data, or build integrated systems.
They need a repository system that can support all kinds of metadata about
differing types of informaticn assets including links between different types
of metadata. They believe that centralization will help them control, register,
validate, and manage all of this metadata as well as help in designing
auditing capabilities to alert them to possible inconsistencies in the
metadata.

The Repository IOC will be within the next 12-15 months. The effort consists I
of 12 objectives which are funded and of low technical risk.

(1) Hardware: Sun 2000 (CPU, memory, and storage can be expanded)
(2) Air Force Information Resource Dictionary System (AFIRDS):

changed to implement 8320. 1-M-1 data element descriptions, and are testing
a remote printing capability for dial-in and DDN users (unlike DDRS) which
should be available by September. Also working toward possible merger of I
AFIRDS with DDRs. (To that end are lining up resources for conversion to
Ada.)

(3) Pilot evaluations of tools: need to bridge gap between IDEFO and I
final delivery of C4 system so are doing joint agency pilot tests using real
AMC data and models as input. These include: CM, ADAPT tool test and
IDEF3 sponsored by DDI, and Design CPN.

(4) Meta-Information Linkage: overall repository management system is
an Infospan product. Looking for Infospan assist in designing number of
audit-like programs to detect metadata inconsistencies between IDEFO and
IDEFIX models and in future may look at intelligent cross audits.

(5) Process "To-Be" Analysis: augmenting going from as-is to to-be
models by using simulation tools and activity-based costing in deriving 3
desired implementation target plans and strategies.

(6) Data Modeling: ensure consistency between system models and
approved command level logical data model and ensure that all command
efforts reflect latest available data from DoD data standardization process.

(7) Data Element Level Processes: begin augmenting process modeling
efforts by identifying specific data items from forms, computer screens, etc.,
which are input/output from decomposed process model activities. This will
enable linking business process to data model and to SDE metadata in
dictionary as well as providing basis for design of specific applications.

(8) 1,000 Data Elements: continue effort to create command level SDEs
to meet January 1994 start date for AMC's transportation systems
modernization project.

(9) Technical Integration Strategy document: identifies technologies, I
methodologies, tools and strategies that lead to integrated supportable
systems and how these will work together, who will perform the activities,
and what are the expected outcomes.

(10) Repository CONOPS: user-level concept of operations for the
repository.
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(11) Repository User Manual: to describe repository mechanics to users
and at same time provide for system order and integrity overall.

(12) Repository Process Models: provide a process model of the entire
operation of the repository with a view of capturing how they are executing
systems integration end-to-end. These models will become the primary tool
for analyzing their integration process and for planning process and
repository improvements in the future.
Future directions

- "hot key" from process model, to message read by activity, to
IDEFiX entity relation chart containing data element in r iessage.

- "autoload" meta-information between similar tools like those in the
IDEFO family, and freely upload same validated information
upward toward systems integration process.

"- "meta-information integration": need to piece differing types of
meta-information together to produce an integrated look to
processes, models, architectures, and data.

(5) ATCCIS Battlefield Generic Hub Data Model: Iris Kameny for
Major Matt O'Hanlon (NATO/ATCCIS)
The objective of the ATCCIS generic hub model is to model tactical structured
data to help define the standard data elements to facilitate interoperability
between ATCCIS conformant C2 information systems of NATO nations. In
May 1992, the ATCCIS permanent WG accepted use of IDEF methodology to
support activity and data modeling. They decided to develop as-is process
models and to-be data models. The process models are to show current data
flows and where possible, message formats, and will be used to validate the
data models.

The generic hub data model describes the real world objects and happenings
on the battlefield as high level entities in terms of their: classes, locations,
activities, capabilities (actual, expected, and required), and guidance. Who?
units, formations, personnel. What? material. Where? location, geographics,
C2 features. When? battlefield dynamics. Actions? describes actions carried
out on the battlefield. The core information defined in the hub is data that is
common to all subfunctional areas. The hub represents a common agreed to
view of the core information requirements, and provides the base from which
each subfunctional area (SBA) can provide its own "spoke" model. The SBA
models will then be consistent with each other and the hub. At least one
subfunctional area, the fire support area, has developed a full data model as a
spoke to the hub.

Current status of ATCCIS Generic Hub Data Model:
NATO/ATCCIS: V1.O released, SFA's Fire Support, Communication, and
Barrier Operations under final review; Air Defense and Intelligence SFAs
begun. U.S.: adopted by JIEO 6/93 as Core C3 Data Model; adopted by USAF
as start-point for Air Ops Data Model as part of RCAS Block 2B; trial
underway to integrate Human Resources and Force Authorization RWAS
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Block 1 models with generic hub; and is under negotiations with CIM for final
integration with DoD Enterprise data model. 1

(6) Update on C2 data modeling activities at JIEO: LTC Mike
Robinson (JIEO/CFS Chief, C31 SPT Div)
There were three tasks identified at the May 27 MCEB:

- to publish the 210 interim C2 data elements derived for the Joint
Universal Data Interface (JUDI) from JOTS, STALLS, and AIS

legacy/existing systems
- to propose adoption of generic hub data model
- to submit fire support extension of generic hub data model

On 15 July, Dr. Quinn C31(A&T), C2 FDAd held C2 coordination meeting at
which it was decided:

- To agree on publishing the 210 interim C2 data elements which have
been described in conformance with 8320 but have not been data
modeled. These will be submitted to a DoD data standardization I
acceleration project for data modeling no later than 1 October. They
will be part of an interim core starter set of data elements. This will
require coordination of data stewardship with other FDAds. In the I
long term, the C2 FDAd will continue with the formal data
standardization process.

- To agree on generic hub for C2 data model when integrated with DoD
Enterprise Data Model. They will continue building Air Ops model
on modified generic hub. In the nearterm, JIEO focus group will
integrate the C2 view into the DoD Enterprise Model. In far term I
will continue formal DoD standardization process.

JIEO Recommendations to Services:
- 210 C2 data elements: review proposed interim data elements and

send results to JIEO by 1 September, and consider these available for
use in new acquisitions

- C2 data modeling: build C2 models on C2 generic hub data model,
identify current modeling activities to JIEO no later than 1
September 1993

(7) MORS Mini-Symposium on M&S Data Issues (Nov 16-18): Mr. U
Howard Haeker (Army/TRAC)
Objective of symposium: to explore the application of standards, technology,
procedures, and policy to simulation data and its management
When: 16-18 November 1993
Where: Fairview Park Marriot, Falls Church VA
Announcement and Call for Papers: Abstracts due to chairs by 31 August 93
Price: $150.00 government and $300 others
POCs: Howard Haeker, TRAC, 913-682-3030, and Natalie Addison, MORS
office, 703-751-7290
Working groups: Working Group 1: Verification, Validation and Certification
(Iris Kameny, Bill Dunn, Dale Pace, and Simone Youngblood)
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Working Group 2: Complex Data (Roy Reiss, Steve Shervais)
Working Group 3: Standardization of Data (Twyla Courtot, Bob Molter)
Working Group 4: Tools and Techniques (Chien Huo, Len Seligman)
Working Group 5: Research Issues (Don Hodge, Charles Herring)5 Working Group 6: Data Suppliers (Dan Hogg, Robert Wright

Speakers: Walt Hollis, DUSA(OR) Dr. Jeremy Kaplan, Directory,
JIEO/Center for Standards CAPT Bruce McClure, Director, DMSO Ed
Fitzsimmons, Special Assistant for Education and Training, OSTP WhiteHouse

U (8) Update on complex data issues: Iris Kameny (RAND)
Goal of complex data task is to develop guidelines for data modeling and data
standards for syntactically complex data (e.g., terrain and road data), and
semantically complex data (e.g., data derived in complicated way such as PK
and PH). To recommend, if necessary, extensions to data modeling and data
definition standards to accommodate complex data.

The approach is to: perform a few small pilot studies for semantically complex
data (the first to be TRAC TADS in August); do the same for syntactically
complex data; convene Complex Data Task Force to collect more examples
and develop taxonomy of complex data types; identify modeling and
standardization issues and suggest solutions; present to I/DB for discussion3 and review; document results and brief widely.

Results of an initial session with TRAC/TADS were presented.
IDEFiX: It is easy and seems intuitive to subject area experts to model
complex data elements as attributes of the relationship between multiple
entities. These relationships between two or more entities can be modeled
using the IDEFiX associative entity but the usage is different than that of
representing a many-to-many relationship between two entities, which is the
primary use of an associative entity. There is reason to question whether this
new usage overloads the associate entity construct and will be more confusing
to the user. We found a need to represent causal relationships between
activities (e.g., target acquisition, fire, hit, kill). We also found a lack in the
IDEF1X implementations in capturing in machine readable form: cardinality,
entity relationships, activities and activity relationships, and different
conceptual views of an integrated data model.

3 DoD metadata representation: we are uncertain as to how to name data
elements that result from the relationship between multiple independent
entities since DoD naming rules allow only the use of one prime word (entity)
though other prime words may be used as modifiers. This means that the
data modeler must arbitrarily select one entity as the prime word.I
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8. ENVIRONMENTAL DATA MANAGEMENT AND DATA
STANDARDS

(1) Navy Oceanographic and Atmospheric Master Library (OAML)
and data standards: Mr. Alan Chappel (Navy)
By congressional mandate, the Navy is responsible for the Oceanography
standards which includes meteorology (atmospheric), oceanography (and
acoustics), astrometry, and mapping, charting and geodesy (MC&G). These 1
are exercised through the Oceanographic and Atmospheric Master Library.
All on-scene and shore based acoustic system performance products and the
Geophysics Fleet Position Library (GFMPL) will use the standards and the
standards apply to both models and databases.

The environmental data standards and structures manual will include
OAML: data model, information model, security model, data element
dictionary, and database structure diagrams. The plan of action includes:
reviewing and correcting data element names; proposing developmental DE
names and metadata definitions; developing database structure diagrams;
deconflicting DEs in multiple databases; correcting the OAML data model;
and revising the data standards and structures manual.

The OAML performs configuration management of CNO standard
environmental models, databases and documentation. It sits between the
suppliers (system commands, labs, contractors) and operational users
(environmental systems, weapons systems, and trainers). There is a
Software Review Board (SRB) and a Configuration Control Board (CCB) that
oversee, and prioritize activities. The briefing included lists of models,
databases, major players, and a distribution list. The models are mostly
coded in Fortran and C and mainly take observations which they merge with
historical data. The models are mainly machine independent except for I/O
routines and they come with routines for I/O testing. They will be adding
upper air climatology and three more atmospheric databases next year.
Some instance databases are collected by the oceanographic office for use by
others and these have instance types in the library and are updatable by
developers. In July 1993, the Naval Warfare Tactical Database (NWTDB)
program furnished data standards using IDEFIX methodology including
identifying data entities and elements.

In the future, they would like to develop databases of temporal snapshots and
have made a proposal through the DMSO focused call to collect datasets over
windows of time and geographic areas (CMR Wes Barton, 601-688-4892).

Environmental systems issues and needs: early incorporation of end user
capabilities; methods and constraints of model validation practices;
verification procedures and criteria; documentation; greater degree of
standardization; and bounded, well defined prototypes.
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I
Question was asked wrt data about cloud cover ANSWER: there has been a
big effort over the past year for the Navy and Air Force to cooperate on jointareas and standard products and cloud cover is one of these areas and the AirForce data will be included in their studies.

I (2) EOSDIS Overview: Ms. Debbie Blake (NASA)
Mission Objectives:

(1) To create an integrated scientific observing system that will enable
multidisciplinary study of the earth's critical, life-enabling, interrelated
processes involving the atmosphere, oceans, land surface, polar regions, and
solid earth, and the dynamic and energetic interactions between them.

(2) To develop a comprehensive data and information system including
a data retrieval and processing system to serve the needs of scientists
performing an integrated multidisciplinary study of planet earth.

(3) To acquire and assemble a global database emphasizing remote
sensing measurements from space over a decade or more to enable definitive
and conclusive studies of key aspects of earth system science.

(4) To improve predictive models of the earth system that involve
interaction of system components such as air-sea coupling or
biospheric/climate interactions. A longer term goal only attainable if the
other objectives are successfully accomplished.

EOSDIS version 0 will be available July 1994 as a working prototype to the3science community-will not be open to outside users at this time. It
provides a uniform, system-wide information one-stop search and order
function to access the data collections at the eight Distributed Active Archive
Centers (DAACs) (includes legacy systems data, near-term non-EOS space
flight data, and NASA/NOAA pathfinder datasets). It provides
interoperability among heterogeneous data inventories at the DAACs:
geographically distributed, different hardware and software platforms,
different relational DBMSs, discipline specific metadata and science data.
Prototype will include: Wide Area Information Servers (WAIS) distributed
guide information server under development; world wide web hypertext
capability; and X-mosaic (X widgets to be integrated into IMS GUI). Access
to other Federal agency and International Earth Science data includes: access
to all global change data sets; future interchange with Oak Ridge NL, NOAA,
CIESIN/SEDAC, and CEOS Inventory Interoperability Experiment. EOSDIS
Version 0 IMS interoperability includes chosing a catalog Working Group
Level from 3 interoperability models: user inte -face uses common set of
keywords and valid values for searching data systems; use message passing
software for communication among data systems; or at each DAAC develop a3 mapping layer that translates key word names and key word values.

DAACs are looking into converting data into Hierarchical Data Format
(HDF) for distribution (decided on HDF because there is more HDF software
available than for other standards). For the Global Change Master Directory,
they developed a client that searches against the Directory and returns the
answer in DIF format.
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Future EOS versions will manage data collected from EOS spacecraft also. 3
(3) Developments in spatial data standards: Mr. Dave Danko (DMA)
Geospatial data is information defined by precise geographic location and
descriptive attributes.

Geospatial data standards are defined conceptual and physical models
allowing the exchange and/or utility of geospatial data. A geospatial data
standard is a coherent structure to support measurement, mapping,
monitoring, modeling, terrain evaluation, and spatial reasoning applications.
There are two basic geospatial structures: vector and raster. Commonly used
vector formats/products are DFAD (Digital Feature Analysis Data, SLF
(Standard Linear Format), DLG (Digital Line Graph), and TIGER.
Commonly used raster formats/products are ADRG, DTED, LANDSAT, AND I
SPOT.

There are two geospatial data exchange standards: DIGEST (Digital
Geographic Information Exchange Standard) and SDTS (Spatial Data
Transfer Standards). SDTS is general and provides a standardized tool-kit of
formats and structures out of which one can construct an exchange profile. I
The onus is placed upon the user to be able to decipher any particular
dataset. By creating a profile, a general format becomes a defined format.
DIGEST is a defined standard providing a small number of choices for the 3
structuring and encoding of data. For one class of data, one unique way of
structuring the data is provided. The onus is placed on the sender to organize
his data so that it fits within the more narrow defined constraints of the
format. SDTS can be viewed as a large pipe (general format) and DIGEST as
a narrow pipe (defined format). In theory the narrow pipe can fit within the
large pipe. However, DIGEST components may directly align with equivalent
SDTS components when a SDTS profile is developed but there may be minor
incompatibilities due to terminology, use of different ISO and ANSI
standards, or differences in the feature catalogs. The SDTS data dictionary is
used to construct a catalog where DIGEST provides an internationally coded
catalog (FACC).

DIGEST is a "defined" format developed by the military mapping I
organizations of 11 NATO nations for the exchange of common digital
production datasets between agencies. For one class of data one unique way
of structuring data is offered. DIGEST has a family of defined formats for
RASTER, MATRIX, and VECTOR data found in Annex A - ISO 8211
(Archival), Annex B - ISO 8824 (Telecommunication), and Annex C -
Georelational (direct utilization). DIGEST is used for the exchange of data I
within the members of the Digital Geographic Information Working Group
(DGIWG) and is used in the production of geodetic, geographic, geological and
geophysical information. The DIGEST/Vector Product Format (VPF)is a I
user-oriented direct access product format developed by DMA as a MILSTD

I
[
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and used in Digital Chart of the World (DCW), Digital Nautical Chart (DNC)
and Vector Smart Map (VMAP).

SDTS (FIPS 173) is the US National standard for exchange of spatial data.
As a "general" format for the exchange of arbitrary data sets, it provides the
capability to fit a very broad range of data into its conceptual model. It
provides choices so that the data collector or generator can define which
classes of phenomena are of interest and which spatial objects and
relationships should be used. SDTS has transfer module formats for
VECTOR and RASTER data types carried in ISO 8211 encoding. SDTS as of
February 1994 is the US required (mandatory) standard. It is not intended to
facilitate product distribution of spatial data in a form designed for direct
access.

SIn examples of DIGEST and SDTS data models, Danko showed that they are
not that dissimilar. DIGEST has pointers back to higher level indices and
the SDTS spatial object has pointers to a composite data object made up of3 feature objects.

OMB Circular A-16 established the Federal Geographic Data Committee
(FGDC) of fourteen departments and agencies to promote the coordinated
development, use, sharing and dissemination of surveying, mapping, and
related spatial data. Subcommittees include: base cartographic, cadastral,
geodetic, ground transportation, wetlands, bathymetric, cultural and
demographic, geologic, soils, and water. The National Spatial Data
Infrastructure (NSDI) is concerned with determining what data exists, access
to data, and identification of needs for and generation of digital data of value
to users. The FGDC standards WG is concerned with developing content
standards for spatial metadata. The metadata will be available via internet
utilizing WAIS software. The spatial metadata content includes:
identification information, contact information, transfer information, status
information, source information, metadata reference, processing history, data
quality information, entity/attributed information, and coordinate
information. The initial draft was sent out in Sept 92 to government,
industry, and academia and comments returned April 1993. A new draft will
be available in August 93 and has been provided to DISA who is reviewing
elements in accordance with 8320. 1-M-1.

Other related efforts are: MC&G data administration which is to develop a
cadre of information modelers, develop a detailed data model and elements
with a DMA product using the DIGEST FACC, provide model to JDBE for
SAI modeling, and submit group of MC&G data elements into the DoD
approval process. DMSO Terrain Requirements and Standards Project is
DMSO supported and has collected information from 154 questionnaires for
analysis.

Col Rich Johnson, Chief DMA TIJ (703-285-9238) reported on Joint MC&G
Interoperability and the DMA mission in standardization per DoDD 5105.40.
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DMA is the PM for DoD MC&G and prepares, coordinates, and issues MC&G
specifications and standards, and guides DoD Components to ensure
standardization and interoperability of systems that use MC&G. New
organizations that have formed since April 1993 include MC&G Joint
Interoperability Board (MJIB) and the Geospatial Standards Mgt Committee
(GSMC).

The MJIB is a flag level advisory board chartered and chaired by Director,
DMA with members from ASD C3A, JS, Agencies and Offices, Military
Departments, Joint Command, US Coast Guard, JDG-CE and associate
members from NOS (NOAA) and USGS. Its current tasks include: multiple
raster format issues (e.g., compression for joint use), CTAPS mapping I
support, ared how to support Air Force Common Mapping Support for joint
use, and in future digital imagery standards and MC&G, preliminary MC&G
standards hierarchy, domestic and international MC&G standardization, I
MC&G support to M&S, MC&G data element standardization, and digital
MC&G products for review.

The GSMC is a 0-4/0-5 level working group formerly the SRAG. It supports
the MJIB and fits as the former MC&G SMC under the Standards
Coordinating Committee (DISA and MCEB) and is chaired by a DMA 0-6.

DMA is undergoing a paradigm shift. In order to keep combat support
relevant to the nation and its warriors in the 21st century, DMA must
reorient from manufacturing specific "products" to correlating and managing
"Global Geospatial Information and Services (G21S)". DMA view now is that
part of development is to identify applications that need to be developed (e.g,
three dimension perspective views) and will go out and solicit products and
evaluate, select, and standardize on best one. The software modules will bein reusable packages and distributed through DISA. 3
(4) Project 2851 Standards Simulator (Digital) Data Base Program:
Major Kent Johnson (AST/YTMS)
Program objectives are to reduce development redundancy and cost, decrease I
schedule and performance risk, and improve database correlation between
training systems. This is a tri-service sponsored program with AF lead andstrong DMSO support and its objective is to produce high fidelity images for
use in realtime aircraft simulators with refreshes 60 times/second.

The original concept was to move source data to a production site where data I
was produced in a Generic Transformed Data Base (GTDB MIL-STD 1820, 17
Dec 92) format for use in simulators. Revised concept is to move source data
to library/production facility where data is produced in GTDB format for use I
in simulators and for simulators to send data in standard interface format
(SIF MIL-STD 1821, 17 Jun 93) back to library/production facility to store in
library. Facility operations are scheduled to begin in 1994. DMA will provide I
and manage the physical facility which will be funded by services and
operated by a contractor.
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The objective is to develop reusable databases that can be shared across DoD
training programs. The standard simulator database (SSDB) terrain culture
as of July 1993 consists of: 5 cells Mac corridor, 4 cells San Francisco area, 10
cells Wyoming, 4 cells Fallon Nevada, 2 cells China Lake, 4 cells Hunter
Liggett, 8 cells San Diego/Yuma, 3 cells Ft. Rucker.

The system products are GTDB, and SIF for high detail input/output
(SIF/HDI). SIF/HDI data formats include gridded terrain (3D), vector map
features and attributes, constructive solid geometry (CSG) and polygons, and
imagery with photo-texture. There are area blocks at multiple levels of
detail. Visual, radar, FLIR, NVG, and EO datasets are supported. The active
library maintains a cumulative database of the best/current data, and it
validates and merges selected data with the SSDB. The passive library
stores validated input/output tapes and allows users to get exact copies of
existing databases. They have limited production to create library content
from charts, DMA products, USGS, photos, imagery, etc. and estimate they

I can produce 200 geo-cells per year of level 1 type data.

GTDB is an output product tailored only for specific image generators and/or
applications (e.g., pilot cockpit). Its tailoring includes: min/max number of
polygons/edges, LOD, area, models, coordinate system, convex polygons, etc.
SIF is both input and output format, is system independent and closely
represents SSDB contents. Data formats for SFI/HDI include model
geometry (up to nine levels of detail per model), model attributes, model type
(2D static for surface models, 3D static for objects fixed on terrain, and 3D
dynamic for moving/articulated objects); culture geometry, culture attributes,
culture geometry types, culture geometry primitives, gridded terrain/texture
geometry, gridded terrain/texture attributes, texture sources, and texture

I libary stages.

Question about 3D model Answer: no scripted positioning, the database5 supports movement but the application has to manage this.

(5) Dynamic Environment and Terrain Modeling in DIS: Jeff Turner
(Army TEC)
The project objective is to support dynamic environment and terrain in DIS
by developing DoD standard physics-based software models, DIS protocols,
and DIS graphic rendering techniques. Primary sponsor is DMSO, the
Program Manager is STRICOM and the team players include USATEC (Lorel
and Grumman), USAES, USAWES, NPGS, USAF Phillips Lab (TASC). They
are modeling mobility of vehicles, dynamic terrain and obscurants. For
enhanced mobility models they use DMA Interim Terrain Data (ITD) support
and ITD(SIF) format data importer for mobility model synthesis. Dynamic
terrain models support cratering, berm penetration, defilade positioning,
berm construction, and rut creation. Obscurants will include battlefield
smoke, atmospheric cumulus and stratiform clouds, atmospheric fog and
haze, vehicle dust, and fire and explosions. They are using Computer Image
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Generator Logical Interface Package (CLIP) to provide a common application
programmer's interface for the development of visual applications. Phase I
results will be demonstrated at the March 94 DIS Conference and will show 2
networked image generators showing DIS battlefield smoke and atmospheric
clouds and a virtual bulldozer proof of concept. Phase II will be demoed in
December 94 and will show all developed models.

The major issue has to do with performance in supporting dynamic changes.
The target platform is a high-powered Onyx workstation: 10 frames/sec
appears to be ok for obscurants. They are planning to pre-distribute
data/information about the atmosphere. If smoke is detonated during play,that fact will be sent in a PDU to all relevant models which will be using the
same atmospheric model for dispersion.

(6) STRICOM DIS Standards Initiatives: Gene Wiehagen (STRICOM) I
Wiehagen went over the history of the DIS workshops from August 1989 to
present and the DIS compliant systems/programs. DIS working groups and
subgroups include: communication protocols, interface, time, mission control; I
emission; simulation management; radio communications; communication
architecture security; simulated environment; atmosphere; land; sea; fidelity,
exercise control, feedback requirements; and field instrumentation. There U
are many international participants at the DIS workshops. Gene went over
the DIS standardization process-Chien Huo has recently written a paper
that shows an as-is process model and suggests a to-be process model for DIS I
standardization. Wiehagen also has a list of the DIS 1.0 PDUs, of the
proposed DIS 2.0 PDUs (these are emission, laser, transmitter, signal, and
simulation management; and DIS 3.0 PDUs (potential) which will cover C31,
dynamic terrain, weather/atmosphere, fidelity controls, transfer control,
aggregate/disaggregate, and instrumentation. DIS regime goes from high
level units using the Aggregated Level Simulation Protocol (ALSP), to
platforms using DIS protocol, to components in MODSIM, to parts in JMASS.
The regime varies in time from the aggregated level of weeks down tomicroseconds for part simulations. m

(7) DIS Fidelity Issues: John Eisenhardt
Though not on the schedule, John Eisenhardt talked about DIS fidelity
issues. Fidelity needs to be measured in the context of the application. An
asset is validated for a designed application and because it is validated does
not necessarily mean it can be reused in DIS applications without •
revalidation. There is a a database catalog of DIS components and their
fidelity but there is a need to look at overall DIS fidelity, the system fidelity
when DIS simulators are interconnected. There needs to be a hierarchy of
fidelity domains and components need to reference those domains, include I
their past W&A history in relation to how they were used in DIS
applications.

(8) Distributed Interactive Simulation Standards Prcess: Chien
Huo (JIEO/DFS) 3
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Chien discussed the DISA JIEO Center for Standards (CFS) and what they
are doing to give program support to DMSO and the M&S community. In the
DMRD 918 Defense Information Infrastructure, the Information Technology
Standards Program Office serves as the mechanism for developing,
specifying, certifying, adopting and enforcing standards. The DISA CFS is
the executive agent for DoD information standards and the DISA/Joint
Interoperability Test Center (JITC) is the executive agent for information
systems testing. DoD spends over $50 billion annually on information
technology, there are over 2000 IT standards, and over 700 standards
committees. The problem is that most DoD standards efforts are done by
individual DoD projects, there are uncoordinated "architectures" and
acquisitions that specify conflicting standards and the process for enforcing
compliance is embryonic. The new order for preference for standards are:
international, national, federal, and military. Chien presented a map of
standard thrusts and discussed the DIS standards initiative. He gave a
vision of the Directorate for DoD Standards Assistance as a one stop shop
which would provide open systems standards and profile solutions for
architects, engineers, and implementors.

1 9. DATA STANDARDS ACTIVITIES IN M&S PROJECTS/PROGRAMS

(1) Re-utilization and Standardization of Moving Models in Virtual
Simulation: Farid Mamaghami (PM-CATT, IDA)
Farid provided a general definition of a model as a filtered representation or
instantiation of characteristics and attributes associated with real entities.
Specific to his brief was a description of a model as a 3-D representation of
vehicles (simulation entities) and their attributes for visual and sensor
systems. He pointed out that many variations of the same "model" exist
among DoD programs in different forms and what is needed is a central
repository and catalog of models created under DoD programs (much
agreement from all of us). He said that, for example, CAD vendors or
individual simulation houses provide catalogs of their existing models but
catalog formats are different and limited in capacity to carry all pertinent
information and attributes. He believes that unlike terrain databases,
models are easier to convert and interchange. Challenges to re-utilization are
application requirements and run-time platform capabilities (e.g., simple vs
detailed models, texture vs geometry detail, collision and bounding, data
organization, etc.). He recommended that DMSO assess the value for
establishing a central repository and catalog capability, establish the
technical mechanism for access and distribution of data, acquire the data and
organize a repository, organize the library based on category of use, and
within each category organize data for the same model based on fidelity and
performance use.

(2) Close Combat Tactical Trainer (CCTT) update and data
standards: Rob Wright (CCTT/RCI)
Combined Arms Tactical Trainer (CATT) Task Data Base is an information
system developed to provide battlefield oriented Collective Task data to
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software engineer development teams. The CATT approach is to seamlessly
integrate text (WordPerfect), data (FoxPro), and graphics (PCX). The data
sources are: ARTEP manuals, proponent schools information, subject matter
expert's information, and field manuals. The CATT Task Data Base is
applicable to analyze Collective Tasks as they apply to: training development
and analysis, trainng manual development and production,
simulator/software development and verification, standardizing Collective
Tasks of the ARTEPs, and comparing TTPs to the ARTEP tasks. The
database may be applicable to any source of Collective Task data in any of the
military services. CATT Task Data Base is a weapons' performance database
and one of its uses wil be to be able to validate SAFOR behaviors by seeing
how different units perform comparable tasks and then to reuse behaviors in I
other similar or SAFOR units. They plan to incorporate short videos into the
database so a programmer can see how the object operates. i

The PM-CATT Software Initiatives Program was briefed by Luci Haddad.
The program goals are to: support DoD computing infrastructure and
initiative principles; improve interoperability, productivity, quality and I
reliability; and reduce costs. The program consists of three parts: process
improvement, data element standardization, and asset reuse and technology
insertion. They have used IDEFO to show the process flow of administrative
papers, etc. to satisfy a CCTT CALS requirement.

(3) Universal Threat System for Simulation: Clay Putman (GPS Tech
supporting Navy/UTSS)
UTSS is the joint service repository for DIA approved threat data and
validated real-time simulation software used as standardized input to DoD
training simulation programs. The main goal of UTSS is to enhance training
and improve operational readiness while significantly reducing acquisition
and support costs. Current problems include lack of standards; unvalidated
data; and threat models are recreated with each new simulation acquisition.
There are 3 UTSS efforts to address these problems: (1) creation of a
universal database; (2) consolidation of threat simulations into a threat
simulation library where they can be reused; and (3) developmental
standards for data and simulations. This is a three-phased effort: phase 1 is
requirements analysis (doing this now); phase two is design synthesis; and
phase 3 wil be development.

Currently most of the threat data is for air crew training devices. All of the
data has to be validated and much of it is eight years old. They are I
establishing two working groups: database (want to get MITRE and RAND
involved), and realtime simulation software.

(4) Data Base System Upgrade (DBSU) Project: Col Rayford
Eubanks(JS)
DBSU is a DMSO funded project to enhance database systems developed by
USCENTCOM, HQMC, and JWC that provide data for M&S. DBSU allows
for sharing of capabilities and the enhancement of tools to improve and u
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expand the scope of data available to joint models. DBSU components are:
conventional force database (CFDB), master simulation data base (MSDB),
data quality engineering (DQE), and ancillary database (ADB) which expands
model data with parametric data such as weapon parameters, aircraft and
ship characteristics. The objectives are to apply DQE to both databases,
build an ancillary database supplement to the MSDS, and to design a
graphical user interface for the MSDS. The data architecture shows the
sources (units, personnel, equipment, DIA's DB) coming into a repository
where DQE is applied and from there being entered into the CFDB where it
can be presented to the end user as 16 ASCII files or be refined for the MSDS
(where data is joined with JWC's ADB) to supply models such as JTLS, CBS,
TACWAR and JCM. In the future there may be new interfaces to other
models.

They have 20 worldwide joint and service users. The Marine Corps currently
does quality checks on their databases. The database has over 500K blocks of
data in a fully operational system, the current effort is just to enhance the
system. Some of the ancillary databases may consist of open data like data
from Jane's.

Some of their user problems: simulation variables often have no real world
source, organizations don't like to share data, many models provide no
training, and there is a lack of advice on appropriate models. Solutions: new
models where the data issues are addressed during development and funding
includes both training and data sources, for existing models use some of the
current funding to centralize functions, and eventually establish an
organization that provides training and data assistance for widely accepted
joint models.

(5) Operation Analysis and Simulation Interface System (OASIS):
LTC Dan Hogg (JSIJ8)
The OASIS strategy is to maintain data in a central location and allow widest
access possible to all J-8 action officers. They are using object-oriented design
and have built-in verification and validation. They furnish OASIS data to
outside sources as a single point of request and can prepare and download
data to be sent to others. The system runs on frontend sun workstations
using a fileserver and backend Vax cluster. They are running Unix with
Ingres on the Suns, and VMS with Ingres on the Vax. The system supports a
hierarchical structure from folders to classes to object lists and details. The
system includes access control, windows4GL (point and click), V&V, data
transfer, data editing, on-line help and event tracking.

Status: They are at IOC/milestone III but are having system performance
problems probably due to the network; they are incorporating conventional
force data; and creating a liaison with DIA for IDB products. Some concerns3 are with continually changing requirements; the resources required for data
modeling using IDEFIX, security considerations with interoperability and
incorporation of MLS technology (how to change legacy OASIS system to use
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new security technology); and with performance issues. An agenda topic for
the upcoming mobility conference is: whether there is an IDEF process and 3
data model for mobility data and, if not, then will there be one.

(6) Joint Data Base Element (JDBE) experience with developing
subject area information models: Peter Valentine (Army/EPG) I
JDBE status: the JDBE methodology paper and methodology assessment
white paper have been published; the JDBE military handbook is available in
draft form, the subject area information model for radio frequency spectrum
design is complete, and the data repository design is completed and the
repository is being populated. The JDBE Military Handbook explains the
JDBE process, gives step-by-step directions c!. how to proceed and the
appendices for the first SAI model in radio frequency spectrum will be
published separately. The data dictionary/directory is in electronic form on
PC-based software and contains standard data element and entities with I
mapping between the entities and elements and traceabilty to project
databases. 3
Lessons learned: interest in data modeling is high; demand for training is
high; resources for project modeling are limited; reverse engineering from
databases and other non-data modeling standards efforts is doable; subject I
matter expert participation is critical; understanding of scope, frame of
reference, and level of abstraction is important but may not be good enough
for M&S; and there are risks in pushing the technology. The project models
used in the JDBE SAI model were: CROSSBOW, ECASC, ECE threat,
EMETF DBR, EWIR, MUES, RASPUTIN, and TEARS, There were three
views: antenna, RF signal, RF equipment each with a different number of i
entities but about the same number of attributes. They gave an example of
the issue with modeling different levels of abstraction between an antenna
model and an antenna model with an antenna pattern. 3
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10. SUMMARY AND WRAPUP: DR. CHEIN HUO (JIEO/CFS)

(1) Guidance: we could take guidance from this meeting in the data modeling
area: use the integration of the DoD Enterprise Model with the ATCCIS
Generic Hub Data Model to develop bottom-up (or middle-up, interim data
models.

(2) Change in I/DB meeting structure: discussed whether the next meeting
should be handled as a short general session and then break the group up
into working groups? The consensus was to keep it the way it is, as one
general session. But people would like to see some special sessions like one
on data modeling, and Howard Haeker would like to see a session on sources
of data.

(3) Need to define types of data in databases. We may need to collect
information about databases and then try to determine types from the
information collected. Ken Kaufman said that we need to try to get database
information from the services.

(4) There is also a need to define the terminology we use and develop a
lexicon so we are all talking the same language.

(5) V'J&C: need to look at how to get to the operational data gathered by
users and use these as part of the validation process

(6) People asked for an overview of DMSO in terms of who they are funding
to do what

(7) Suggestion that the I/DB form scme working groups (See Section 4).

(8) Data reconciliation is an ",ssue that hasn't been addressed: what does one
do with overlapping data?

(9) If there are difficulties with the standardization process, what might
alternatives to standard data elements be?
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-| F. ACRONYMS

A3H7 Name of a CDIF working group OME/A3H7
ADDs Army Data Dictionary
ADMIN Administration
AF Air Force
AFC4A Air Force Command, Control, Communications, and

Computers Administration
AFSAA Air Force Studies and Analysis Agency
AJTSH Name of a data base
AMSAA Army Material Systems Analysis ActivityI AMSMO Army Model and Simulation Office
API Application Program Interface
ARL Advanced Research Laboratory

- ARMs Automated Repository for Models and Simulations
ARRIIPS A database used by TECNET
ARTBASS A terrain database being used by a RAND project

- ASC An organization
ASN.1 Abstract Syntax Notation. 1
ATRIS A database used by TECNET
AVCATT Avionics Combined Arms Tactical Trainer
BDS-D Battle Field Distributed Simulation Demonstration
BFTT Battle Fleet Tactical Trainer
BLOB Binary Large Objects
C31 Command, Control, Communications and Intelligence
CAGIS Cartographic and Geographic Information System
CATT Combined Arms Tactical Trainer
CCTT Close Combat Tactical Trainer
CDIF CASE Data Interchange Standard
CDTF Complex Data Task Force
CENTCOM Central Command
CFDB Conventional Force Data Base
CFS Center For Standards
CIM Center for Information Management or Corporate

Information Management
CNA Center for Naval Analysis
CNO Center for Naval Operations
COE Common Operating Environment
COEAs Cost and Effectiveness Analysis
CONOPS Concept of Operations
CSC Name of a Company
DA Data Administration
DB Data Base
DBMS Date Base Management System
DDN Defense Data Network
DDR&E Director Development, Research, and Engineering
DDRS Defense Data Repository Systemg DE Data Element
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DFAD Digital Feature Analysis Data
DIA Defense Intelligence Agency
DISA Defense Information Systems Agency
DMA Defense Mapping Agency I
DMSO Defense Modeling and Simulation Office
DQE Data Quality Engineering
DSNET Defense Secure Network I
DTED Digital Terrain Elevation Data
DTIC Defense Technical Information Center
DUSA Deputy Under Secretary of the Army 3
DoD Department of Defense
DoDD Department of Defense Directive
E2DIS Environmental Effects Distributed Interactive Simulation
ECDB Equipment Characteristics Data Base
ECM Electronic Counter Measures
EPG Army organization n
EPL A database used by TECNET
ERX Name of IDEFIX tool: ERwin/ERX
EWIR A database used by TECNET
EXCIMS Executive Council for Models and Simulations
EXCOM Executive Committee
FACC Feature Attribute Coding Catalog
FDAd Functional Data AdministratorI
FDTS Federal Data Transfer Standard
FFRDC Federally Funded Research and Development Center
FGDC Federal Geographic Data Committee i
FIPS Federal Information Processing Standard
FPI Functional Process Improvement
FY Fiscal YearI
GCCS Global Command and Control System
GPS Global Positioning System
GUI Graphical User Interface i
HQ Headquarters
IC Intelligence Community
ICP Information Class Proponent
IDA Institute for Defense Analysis
IDEF Integrated Computer-Aided Definition Language
IDL Interchange Definition Language
IGES Initial Graphics Exchange Specification
IM Information Management
INNET A database used by TECNET
IRDS Information Resource Dictionary System
ISA A company name
ISC Information Systems Command
ITD Interim Terrain Data
ITF Infrastructure Task Force
JCM Name of a model
JCS Joint Chiefs of Staff
JDBE Joint Data Base Elements (project)
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JHU Johns Hopkins University
JIEO Joint Interoperability Engineering Organization
JITC Joint Interoperability Test Center
JMA Data used by ARMS project
JMASS Joint-Modeling and Simulation System
JOPES Joint Operation Planning and Execution System
JS Joint Staff
JTAD Joint Test Asset Database
JTLS Joint Theater Level Simulation
JUDI Joint Universal Data Interpreter
LRPS A database used by TECNET
LSAR A database used by CCTT
M&S Modeling and Simulation
MC&G Mapping, Charting, and Geodesy
MCEB Military Communications Electronics Boards
MICOM Missile Command
MIIDS Military Intelligence Integrated Data System
MISIC A DIA organization
MLS Multi-Level Security
MORS Military Operations Research Society
MSDS Master Simulation Data System
MSTIRC A database used by TECNET
MTFs Message Text Formats
NASC Navy organization
NAVINTCOM Navy organization
NAVOCEANO Navy organization
NAVSEA Navy organization
NCCOSC Navy organization
NERF A database used by TECNET
NID A database used by TECNET
NIST National Institute of Standards and Technology
NL Naval Laboratory
NRL Navy Research Laboratory
NRaD Navy Research and Development
NSA National Security Agency
NSTDB A NWTDB database
NVWC A Navy organization
NWTDB Navy Warfare Tactical Data Base
OCEANCOM A Navy organization
OME A name of a CDIF working group
OPNAV A Navy Organization
ORG Organization
OSD Office of the Secretary of Defense
OTECC A database used by TECNET
PA&E Program Analysis and Evaluation
PCTE Portable Common Tools Environment
PDU Protocol Data Unit
PEGASYS A system
PH Probability Hit
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PK Probability Kill I
POC Point of Contact
PRC Name of a corporation
PVDB Database from PEGASYS
RCI Name of a corporation
RDBMS Relational Data Base Management System
RFP Request For Proposal
RLF Reuse Library Framework
SDE Standard Data Element
SID Systems Information Directory I
SIF Standard Interchange Format
SIMDAT Simulation Data
SIMVAL Simulation Validation I
SML Standard Markup Language
SOCOM Special Operations Command
SPAWAR A Navy organization
SQL Standard Query Language
SR Software Reuse
SSDC Space System Development Center
STANAG Standard Agreement
STRICOM Simulation Training and Instrumentation Command
SYNETICS Name of a company
SYSCOM A Navy organization
T&E Test and Evaluation
TACWAR Name of a simulation model
TADILS Tactical Data Information Link
TAFIM Technical Architecture Framework for

Information Management
TECH-MATES Name of a company
TECNET Technical Network for the Test and Evaluation Community
TESTFACS A database used by TECNET
TEXIS A TECNET database
TF Task Force
TRAC Training Command
TRADOC Training and Doctrine Command
TSD Name of an organization
TWSTIAC Name of an Information Analysis Center that Supports M&S
UCF University of Central Florida I
UNISYS Name of a company
USAEPG Name of an Army organization
USCENTCOM U.S. Central Command I
UTM Universal Transverse Mercator
UTSS Universal Threat System for Simulators
V&V Verification and Validation I
VDS A company name
VMS VAX operating system
VPE Visual Programming Environment I
W&A Verification, Validation and AccreditationVV&C Verification, Validation and Certification
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3 WAIS Wide Area Information Server
WARSIM A simulation model
WG Working Group
WWW World Wide Web
X3H4.1 ANSI working group
X3L8 ANSI working Group
XOMT Air Force M&S Organization

I
I
I
I
I
I
I


